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Preface
This fiftieth anniversary edition is not just an account of a tumultuous clash of generations and

cultures in a courtroom in Chicago. It is a call both to those who lived through the 1960s and to those
who have only heard about the 1960s to recognize the importance of protest and taking action in a time
of serious challenge to our country.
What you will read in the ensuing pages are the exact words of the participants, as officially recorded

by the court stenographer, in the case of United States v. Dellinger et al., more popularly known as the
“Chicago Conspiracy” trial.

Except for correcting obvious typographical errors in the transcript, none of the words have been
changed. The 22,000 pages of transcript have been edited to capture the emotional drama of this
controversial trial and the substance of the opposing positions. We have attempted to do this with a
just eye, despite our personal biases, in an effort to adequately and fairly portray what occurred.
We have excerpted those portions which not only highlighted the trial, but typified it. The factual

descriptions are there, but so is the outrage, the philosophy and the humor.
The transcript of a trial is one long continuous recording of the words of the participants, broken only

by recesses for lunch and adjournments at days’ ends. Natural breaks in conversations and colloquies are
not given, nor are the dramatic pauses which arise from the situations themselves or the participants’
language. It is these natural pauses that we attempted to supply by dividing the transcript into segments,
each segment presenting as nearly as possible the moment in time as it took place in the courtroom,
with all the emotions and nuances that normally occur in such repartee.
Because this is a book for the nonlawyer, all legalistic colloquies unnecessary to the main action

have been deleted. And because we want the trial to speak for itself, we have kept editorial comments
to a minimum. Thus comment appears within each chapter in order to place the printed segments in
context by summarizing prior background, or by informing the reader when a new subject is about to
be discussed or a new witness to take the stand.
Three asterisks divide the segments and indicate that unnecessary dialogue has been deleted at

that point. Occasionally, two asterisks divide the segments, indicating a pause in the dialogue but no
omission of material. Deletions of irrelevant dialogue have been indicated by ellipses between paragraphs.
The editors have taken especial care to ensure that nothing has been removed from its context, most
omissions being made merely to maintain the continuity of the action.
The book, like the trial, is divided into seven major parts. Beneath each part title, we have indicated

the page numbers of the official court transcript from which the dialogue in that part is taken. Because
the trial lasted four and a half months and spanned 22,000 pages, we often found it necessary to delete
testimony of witnesses, in whole or in part, where we felt that it was not essential to following or
understanding the proceedings.
We again remind the reader that the dialogue that follows is the verbatim language of the participants

in the trial.
MARK L. LEVINE
GEORGE C. MCNAMEE
DANIEL L. GREENBERG
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Foreword
On a Sunday morning in 2006, I was asked to come to Steven Spielberg’s house. Spielberg is an

exceedingly affable man who does his best to make those around him feel comfortable and worth his
time. It doesn’t work on me. I believe him to be a genius and the greatest filmmaker who’s ever lived,
so on the few occasions he and I have been in the same room, I’ve been terrified. And now he was about
to ask me to write a movie for him.
“I want to make a film about the Chicago Seven,” he said. “The riots, that crazy trial…”
I told him I thought it was a great idea, that there hadn’t been a film about the Chicago 7 and that

I’d love to write it. I didn’t tell him that the first thing I’d need to do was find out who the Chicago 7
were and what the hell he was talking about.
I had a vague sense that something had happened in 1968 at the Democratic National Convention

in Chicago. I knew that Abbie Hoffman was a leader in the sixties’ counterculture movement and the
only thing I could tell you about Tom Hayden was that at one point he’d been married to Jane Fonda.
That was it. So I read a few books.
It turns out something had happened at the 1968 convention in Chicago. What was supposed to be

a peaceful anti-war demonstration turned into a bloody clash with the Chicago police and the National
Guard. Hundreds of protestors were sent to the hospital with serious injuries—many of them to the
skull—and the riot occurred only a few hundred yards away from where Hubert Humphrey was being
nominated. Humphrey would go on to lose a very close election to Richard Nixon.
But that was just Act One.
The Justice Department, which was now being led by Richard Nixon’s attorney general, John

Mitchell, decided they wanted to prosecute the instigators of the riot, whom many people believed
to be the Chicago Police Department. Instead, the federal government indicted seven people whom they
identified as the organizers of the anti-war protests, including Abbie Hoffman and Tom Hayden. And
they threw in an eighth—Bobby Seale, the chairman of the Black Panther Party, who’d delivered a
speech in Chicago that, in the new attorney general’s opinion, was a call to violence.
The jury trial at the federal courthouse in Chicago that began in the fall of 1969 and ended in the

winter of 1970 would be one of the craziest trials in history. The very colorful defendants, a group that
also included Jerry Rubin, Rennie Davis, David Dellinger, John Froines and Lee Weiner; their frustrated
lead defense counsel, William Kunstler; the judge, Julius Hoffman, who took pains to remind the jury
that he wasn’t related to Abbie Hoffman and who seemed to be there to make sure the defendants got
an unfair trial; the witnesses, like Arlo Guthrie, who tried to sing all of “Alice’s Restaurant,” and Allen
Ginsberg, who recited some of his poems under oath; and the courtroom spectators. People lined up
early every morning to get tickets to this particular trial of the century.
Roughly a year later, I turned in my first draft of The Trial of the Chicago 7. And the next day, the

Writers’ Guild of America went on strike. After that, various circumstances conspired to keep delaying
the project. At that original Sunday morning meeting at Steven Spielberg’s house, Steven said that he
thought it was important that the film be released before the election. He was talking about the 2008
election. Now it was 2018 and it was time for another election, and this one would be a referendum on
an incumbent president who often rhapsodized at campaign rallies about the old days when they’d take
protestors “outta here on a stretcher” and said he’d like to “punch that guy right in the mouth” and
“beat the crap outta him.” Signs that were waved in 1968—“Love It or Leave It!”, “What About White
Civil Rights?”, and even “Lock ’Em Up!”—were suddenly in vogue again.
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The movie wouldn’t be about the riots of 1968 or the trial of 1969, it would be about right now.
Steven felt the same way and said it was time to make the film. (I’d made my directorial debut in 2017
with Molly’s Game, and Steven was pleased with it enough that he thought I should direct C7, as we’d
begun calling it.)
Although my screenplay is very different from the trial transcript, the country’s mood in 2020 is

eerily similar to what it was in 1968.
AARON SORKIN
Excerpts from the Verbatim Transcript
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff
vs.
DAVID T. DELLINGER,
RENNARD C. DAVIS,
THOMAS E. HAYDEN,
ABBOTT H. HOFFMAN,
JERRY C. RUBIN, No. 69 Crim. 180
LEE WEINER,
JOHN R. FROINES
and
BOBBY G. SEALE,
Defendants
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS had at the trial of the above-entitled cause before the HON.

JULIUS J. HOFFMAN AND A JURY, commencing on the 26th day of September, A.D. 1969, at the
hour of 10:00 o’clock a.m.
PRESENT:
HON. THOMAS A. FORAN,
United States Attorney
MR. RICHARD G. SCHULTZ,
Asst. United States Attorney, and
MR. ROGER CUBBAGE,
Attorney, Department of Justice, appeared on behalf of the Government;
MR. WILLIAM KUNSTLER and MR. LEONARD I. WEINGLASS,
appeared on behalf of the defendants.
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Trial Transcripts



I. Opening Statements
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 1–81
SEPTEMBER 26, 1969
Officer of the Court:
THEREUPON a panel of twelve veniremen and four alternates were called to the jury box and duly

sworn for examination upon their voir dire, and examined until twelve jurors and four alternate jurors
were accepted by the Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants.
AND THEREFORE, the panel of twelve jurors and four alternates was duly sworn to try the issues.
[Prior to the introduction of evidence and testimony of witnesses, the attorneys for the opposing

parties are granted the opportunity to explain to the jurors the issues they intend to prove—ed.]
Opening statement on behalf of the Government by Mr. Schultz
Mr. Schultz:… The Government, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, will prove in this case, the case

which you will witness as jurors, an overall plan of the eight defendants in this case which was to
encourage numerous people to come to the city of Chicago, people who planned legitimate protest
during the Democratic National Convention which was held in Chicago in August of 1968, from August
26 through August 29, 1968. They planned to bring these people into Chicago to protest, legitimately
protest, as I said, creat[ing] a situation in this city where these people would come to Chicago, would
riot… [T]he defendants, in perpetrating this offense, they, the defendants, crossed state lines themselves,
at least six of them, with intent to incite this riot.
[Without the presence of the jury]
The Court: This will be but a minute, Mr. Marshal. Who is the last defendant you named?
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Hayden.
The Court: Hayden. Who was the one before?
Mr. Schultz: Davis, and prior to that was Dellinger.
The Court: The one that shook his fist in the direction of the jury?
Mr. Hayden: That is my customary greeting, your Honor.
The Court: It may be your customary greeting but we do not allow shaking of fists in this courtroom.

I made that clear.
Mr. Hayden: It implied no disrespect for the jury; it is my customary greeting.
The Court: Regardless of what it implies, sir, there will be no fist shaking and I caution you not to

repeat it.
[Mr. Schultz continuing with his opening statement—ed.]
Mr. Schultz:… The Defendants Dellinger, Davis and Hayden joined with five other defendants who

are charged in this case in their venture to succeed in their plans to create the riots in Chicago during
the time the Democratic National Convention was convened here.
Two of these defendants, the Defendant Abbie Hoffman who sits—who is just standing for you, ladies

and gentlemen—
The Court: The jury is directed to disregard the kiss thrown by the Defendant Hoffman and the

defendant is directed not to do that sort of thing again.
Mr. Schultz:… Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the Government will prove that each of these eight

men assumed specific roles in it and they united and that the eight conspired together to encourage
people to riot during the Convention. We will prove that the plans to incite the riot were basically in
three steps. The first step was to use the unpopularity of the war in Vietnam as a method to urge people
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to come to Chicago during that Convention for purposes of protest. The first was to bring the people
here.
The second step was to incite these people who came to Chicago, to incite these people against the

Police Department, the city officials, the National Guard and the military, and against the Convention
itself, so that these people would physically resist and defy the orders of the police and the military.
So the second step, we will prove, was to incite, and the third step was to create a situation where

the demonstrators who had come to Chicago and who were conditioned to physically resist the police
would meet and would confront the police in the streets of Chicago so that at this confrontation a riot
would occur.…
First they demanded, when these people arrived in Chicago, to sleep in Lincoln Park. At one point

they were talking in terms of up to or exceeding 500,000 people who were coming to Chicago to sleep
in Lincoln Park and they demanded free portable sanitation facilities, they demanded free kitchens and
free medical facilities.
The second demand, non-negotiable demand which was made by those defendants I just mentioned,

was for a march to the International Amphitheatre where the Democratic National Convention was
taking place. They said they were going to have a march of up to or exceeding 200,000 people. Al-
though they were told that the United States Secret Service which was charged with the protection
of the President of the United States, the Vice President of the United States and the candidates for
nomination—although they were told that the Secret Service said that a permit could not be authorized
because of the danger to the security of these individuals, the President and the Vice President and the
candidates, the defendants demanded a permit for a march.…
So, ladies and gentlemen, of the jury, the Government will prove with regard to the permits that

I have just mentioned that the defendants incited the crowd to demand sleeping in Lincoln Park and
to demand that [they] march to the Amphitheatre so that when the police ordered the crowd out of
Lincoln Park at curfew and when the police stopped the march, the crowd, having been incited, would
fight the police and there would be a riot.
… The Government will not prove that all eight defendants met together at one time, but the

Government will prove that on some occasions two or three of the defendants would meet together; on
other occasions four would meet; on some occasions five of them would meet together to discuss these
actions, and on several occasions six of the defendants met together to discuss their plans.…
In sum, then, ladies and gentlemen, the Government will prove that the eight defendants charged

here conspired together to use interstate commerce and the facilities of interstate commerce to incite
and to further a riot in Chicago; that they conspired to use incendiary devices to further that riot, and
they conspired to have people interfere with law enforcement officers, policemen, military men, Secret
Service men engaged in their duties; and that the defendants committed what are called overt acts in
furtherance of the conspiracy—that is, they took steps, they did things to accomplish this plan, this
conspiracy.…
The Court: Is it the desire of any lawyer of a defendant to make an opening statement?
Mr. Kunstler: It is, your Honor.
The Court: All right. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it is 12:30.
The Court: I know, I am watching the clock. You leave the—What does that man say—you leave

the time-watching to me—on the radio or TV—leave the driving to me. Mr. Kunstler, I will watch the
clock for you.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, will you permit us to complete the opening statements?
The Court: I will determine the time when we recess, sir. I don’t need your help on that. There are

some things I might need your help on; not that.
Opening statement on behalf of certain defendants by Mr. Kunstler
Now the Government has given you its table of contents. I will present to you in general what the

defense hopes to show is the true book. We hope to prove before you that the evidence submitted by
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the defendants will show that this prosecution which you are hearing is the result of two motives on the
part of the Government—
Mr. Schultz: Objection as to any motives of the prosecution, if the Court please.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it is a proper defense to show motive.
The Court: I sustain the objection. You may speak to the guilt or innocence of your clients, not to

the motive of the Government.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I always thought that—
Mr. Schultz: Objection to any colloquies, and arguments, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection, regardless of what you have always thought, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: The evidence will show as far as the defendants are concerned that they, like many

other citizens of the United States, numbering in the many thousands, came to Chicago in the summer
of 1968 to protest in the finest American tradition outside and in the vicinity of the Convention, the
National Convention of the party in power. They came to protest the continuation of a war in South
Vietnam which was then and had been for many years past within the jurisdiction of the party in power
which happened to be the Democratic Party at that time.…
There was, as you will recall, and the evidence will so indicate, a turmoil within the Democratic Party

itself as to whether it would enact a peace plan, as part of its platform. This, too, would be influenced
by demonstrators. The possibility of this plank was what motivated many of the demonstrators to come
to Chicago. The possibility of influencing delegates to that National Convention to take an affirmative
strong stand against a continuation of this bloody and unjustified war, as they considered it to be along
with millions of persons was one of the prime purposes of their coming to Chicago.…
At the same time as they were making plans to stage this demonstration and seeking every legal

means in which to do so, the seeking of permits would be significant, permits in the seeking of facilities
to put their plans into operation in a meaningful and peaceful way.
At the same time as all of this was going on, the evidence will show that there were forces in this city

and in the national Government who were absolutely determined to prevent this type of protest, who
had reached a conclusion that such a protest had to be stopped by the—the same phrase used by Mr.
Schultz—by all means necessary, including the physical violence perpetrated on demonstrators. These
plans were gathering in Washington and they were gathering here in this city, and long before a single
demonstrator had set foot in the city of Chicago in the summer of 1968, the determination had been
made that these demonstrations would be diffused, they would be dissipated, they would essentially be
destroyed as effective demonstrations against primarily the continuation of the war in South Vietnam.…
We will demonstrate that free speech died here in the streets under those clubs and that the bodies

of these demonstrators were the sacrifices to its death.…
… [T]he defense will show that the real conspiracy in this case is the conspiracy to which I have

alluded, the conspiracy to curtail and prevent the demonstrations against the war in Vietnam and
related issues that these defendants and other people, thousands, who came here were determined to
present to the delegates of a political party and the party in power meeting in Chicago; that the real
conspiracy was against these defendants. But we are going to show that the real conspiracy is not against
these defendants as individuals because they are unimportant as individuals; the real attempt was—the
real attack was on the rights of everybody, all of us American citizens, all, to protest under the First
Amendment to the Constitution, to protest against a war that was brutalizing us all, and to protest
in a meaningful fashion, and that the determination was made that that protest would be dissolved in
the blood of the protesters; that that protest would die in the streets of Chicago, and that that protest
would be dissipated and nullified by police officers under the guise of protecting property or protecting
law and order or protecting other people.…
Dissent died here for a moment during that Democratic National Convention. What happens in this

case may determine whether it is moribund.
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[At this point in the trial the Court summarily held in contempt of court two Defense Lawyers,
Michael J. Kennedy and Dennis J. Roberts, who attempted to withdraw from the case. Mr. Sullivan is
their counsel]
The Court: I don’t think there is any doubt that those two lawyers are in contempt. I will sign the

order. I said substantially these things orally already.
Mr. Sullivan: May I be heard on this, your Honor?
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Sullivan: I object on behalf of Messrs. Kennedy and Roberts to the entry of this order. I would

like an opportunity to respond.
The Court: No, I will sign the order, Mr. Sullivan.
The Court: Is there any other defense lawyer who wishes to make an opening statement to the jury?
I take it that your standing there means yes, you do, Mr. Weinglass.
Mr. Weinglass:… I leave the judgment of what is a non-negotiable demand to you, but you are

going to hear some interesting evidence in the course of this case on that issue, because the city, the
people who were in charge of granting to these young people the right which they have as citizens to
congregate, and meet, and we contend even sleep in our public parks which are publicly-owned property
held in trust for the public by the public officials, were reasonable demands which the city could have
met if the persons responsible for that decision would not have been persons who were so fearful and
so misunderstood the young in this country that they could not meet and talk to them in a reasonable,
rational way.…
The Court: I have repeatedly cautioned you. I caution you again, Mr. Weinglass. I think you under-

stand me. You persist in arguing and telling the jury what you propose to do in respect to objections.
Mr. Weinglass: Yes, I thought that was the purpose of an opening statement.
The Court: That is not the function of an opening statement. I have cautioned you time and time

again. I caution you once more.
Mr. Weinglass: I thought that was the purpose of an opening statement. Thank you, your Honor.
The Court: Don’t thank me. I didn’t do it as a favor to you. I am cautioning you not to persist in

it.…
The Court: Mr. Weinglass, I have repeatedly admonished you not to argue to the jury, not to tell

the jury anything other than what in your opinion the evidence will reveal.
I think your persistency in disregarding the direction of the Court and the law in the face of repeated

admonitions is contumacious conduct, and I so find it on the record.
The Court: Does any other defense lawyer wish to make an opening statement?
Just a minute, sir. Who is your lawyer?
Mr. Seale: Charles R. Garry.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may we have the jury excused?
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen, I am sorry, I will have to excuse you again.
[Without the presence of the jury]
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, do you represent Mr. Seale?
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, as far as Mr. Seale has indicated to me, that because of the absence

of Charles R. Garry—
The Court: Have you filed his appearance?
Mr. Kunstler: Filed whose appearance?
The Court: The appearance for Mr. Seale.
Mr. Kunstler: I have filed an appearance for Mr. Seale.
The Court: All right. I will permit you to make another opening statement in behalf of Mr. Seale if

you like. I will not permit a party to a case to—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I cannot compromise Mr. Seale’s position—
The Court: I don’t ask you to compromise it, sir, but I will not permit him to address the jury with

his very competent lawyer seated there.
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II. Case for the Government
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 82–9,763
Officer of the Court:
THEREUPON the government, to maintain the issues in its behalf, presented the following evidence,

to-wit:
[With these words the case for the government officially begins. In the ensuing pages you will read

the highlights of that presentation.
We remind the reader that the dialogue which follows is the verbatim language of the participants

in the trial—ed.]
Mr. Weinglass: To avoid unnecessary repetition, may I have a standing objection?
The Court: I don’t deal in standing objections on anything.
Mr. Weinglass: I will state my objection once again.
The Court: Every time you have an objection, you make it, and every time you make one, I will rule

on it. I might sustain it, too.
[A standing objection is a single objection which if granted, would obviate the need for individually

objecting to a future series of similar questions—ed.]
The Court:… I think Mr. Schultz’ suggestion that subpoenas be stayed—I think you said or one of

the lawyers said that a man named Johnson, Lyndon B. Johnson, was subpoenaed also, is that right?
Mr. Kunstler: We don’t know if he has been served yet but the subpoena is out.
The Court: It wouldn’t be nice to take him from the comforts of his ranch in Dallas or wherever it

is, Johnson City, if we couldn’t reach him on Monday…
[Discussion concerning request of four defense lawyers to withdraw from the case]
The Court:… Now, Mr. Sullivan, have you resolved your differences?
Mr. Sullivan: I think so, but at least I would like to give it a college try.…
It is my understanding that these defendants are willing that Messrs. Tigar, Lefcourt, Kennedy and

Roberts not be present during the trial of this case and not participate in the trial as defense counsel,
and they are willing to agree to their withdrawal as trial counsel. They are, as I understand it, satisfied
to be represented in the trial of this case by Messrs. Garry, Kunstler and Weinglass, and that they do
not waive any claim of prejudice arising from the absence of Mr. Garry.
That is my understanding, your Honor, and in light of that understanding, if that is the case, then

I ask your Honor to take such action as you may deem appropriate, and I would suggest—
The Court: I don’t care to participate in negotiations. I don’t want to bargain here before the Court.

I don’t want to participate in a bargaining session. As you know, I am not a bargainer.…
The Court: First of all, before I consider that motion there will be a finding that the respondents

Michael E. Tigar and Gerald B. Lefcourt are in contempt of this Court. I direct the United States
Attorney to prepare the same kind of order that was submitted in connection with Michael J. Kennedy
and Dennis J. Roberts.
Mr. Sullivan: May I be heard?
The Court: I deny the motion, the other motion, in its entirety, the motion submitted here.
Mr. Sullivan, I am not going to have lawyers flaunt the authority of this Court and not have the

other lawyers be fair with the Court and try to intimate or suggest that while they filed appearances,
they don’t really represent them.…
…
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The Court: I commit them without bail. I deny the motion for bail.
Mr. Sullivan: If the Court please—
The Court: I don’t bail a lawyer contemner.
Mr. Sullivan: Your Honor, are they to remain in custody for—
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Sullivan:—for the rest of their lives?
The Court: For when?
Mr. Sullivan: For the rest of their lives? Is there no term?
The Court: I will determine on the disposition of this case Monday morning at ten o’clock.
Mr. Sullivan: Your Honor—
The Court: That will be the disposition. They are now held in contempt. I didn’t say—don’t put

words in my mouth, Mr. Sullivan. I didn’t intend and you know you were talking foolishly when you
said the rest of their lives.…
SEPTEMBER 29, 1969
The Court:… I have always followed the practice, and it is the law, to require lawyers in criminal

cases to present a motion for leave to withdraw, not to send a telegram and say they are withdrawing,
but to present a motion for leave to withdraw, giving evidence that they have served such notice of the
motion not only on the Government but on their own clients. That was not done in this case.
It appears now that in the opinion of the Court all defendants are adequately and responsibly

represented and as far as this Court is concerned, I have no desire to damage the professional careers
of young lawyers; but even young lawyers who have corresponding lawyers here must comply with the
law.
Agreeable with the motion and suggestion of the Government, the contempt proceedings against the

two lawyers who were here and the other two lawyers who were not here—you have their names, Mr.
Clerk?
The Clerk: Yes, your Honor.
The Court: —will be vacated, set aside, and leave will be given to them to withdraw…
The Clerk: There is a motion, your Honor, on behalf of amicus curiae, one hundred lawyers, to

declare a mistrial and drop contempt proceedings.
The Court: I deny that motion not only as moot, partially moot, but I deny the motion because you

have no standing, sir.
Mr. Meyers: Certainly the mistrial application is not moot.
The Court: I said in part it is moot. Is your hearing good?
Mr. Meyers: Yes, but I am here on behalf of a hundred lawyers.
The Court: In respect to amicus curiae, one hundred lawyers, I deny that because they do not have

standing at the trial under this indictment and the pleas of not guilty entered pursuant thereto.
Mr. Meyers: May I have the privilege of stating my—
The Court: No, no.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor—
The Court: No. This is not a public forum. It is a branch of the United States District Court.
[Argument on defense motion for mistrial. Such a motion, if granted by the Court, would immediately

terminate the present proceedings without a finding of innocence or guilt]
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, without repeating any of the long history of the controversy with reference

to the lawyers which was disposed of this morning, I am moving on behalf of all defendants for a mistrial
in this case or, in the alternative, again for the disqualification of this Court. Your Honor, we have set
forth some seven or eight grounds of this motion.
Our first ground is that your Honor illegally, unlawfully and unconstitutionally ordered and directed

the arrest of some of the pretrial lawyers in the case; that equally illegally you effectuated the impris-
onment and appearance in court while in custody of these attorneys; that you refused, again we claim
unconstitutionally, to set bond for these attorneys, and again, number four, equally unconstitutionally,
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you attempted to coerce the defendants by these arrests and imprisonment and denial of bail to waive
their Sixth Amendment rights to counsel of their choice; and that you have during the course of the trial
degraded, harassed and maligned in diverse ways and fashions these and other of defendants’ attorneys,
and because of this you have so prejudiced this case that there can no longer be a fair and impartial
trial—all we claim in violation of the Constitution and laws of the United States.…
In addition we claim that you have consistently and systematically harassed, humiliated, maligned

and degraded all of these attorneys by the following—and I have set forth starting on page 4 some
of the following—that you have refused to permit them to complete oral argument and that you have
frequently interrupted their presentation; that you have threatened them with contempt and that you
have adjudicated two of them in contempt.
I might add, your Honor, I believe you also have adjudicated Mr. Weinglass in contempt from the

language on the record of last Friday. That you have stressed in a highly derogative fashion the fact that
lead trial counsel are from other states; that you have insisted on the daily presence of local counsel
whom you knew were never intended to participate in the actual trial, and that you have converted
routine courtroom language by these attorneys into criticism of both Chicago and the prospective jurors,
and that you have granted only one trial motion by the attorneys and that was to adjourn four minutes
earlier than usual with the observation in words or substance that the defense have finally won one.
And I believe the words “finally won one” is a quote.…
The Court: Mr. Clerk, the motion styled “Emergency Motion” filed by the defendants over the

signature of William N. Kunstler and a signature of Leonard Weinglass signed as represented by William
N. Kunstler for a mistrial or, in the alternative, for the disqualification of the Court, will be denied. The
Court directs the Clerk of the Court to impound this document for such consideration as the Court
may give to it at some future time during or after this trial.
Mr. Marshal—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object to that last statement. There is another intimidation being

practiced here upon the attorneys that we now have to worry about what happens to us for filing the
paper, and I would like the record to so indicate.
The Court: You always have to worry in this courtroom, Mr. Kunstler, when you make remarks or

make allegations in a document such as you made over your signature. That will be all.
Mr. Kunstler: We made—
The Court: That will be all, sir.
The Court: Mr. Weinglass, will you continue, please, with your cross-examination of this witness.
Mr. Weinglass: May we have the presence of the jury, your Honor?
The Court: Oh, I thought they were ordered out. That is not a bad idea.
(Whereupon, the following further proceedings were had herein, in open court, within the presence

and hearing of the jury)
The Court: You must expect to do pretty well for the remainder of your cross-examination.…
Cross-examination of Government Witness Raymond Simon, Corporation Counsel for the city of

Chicago, by Mr. Kunstler
A. Yes, Mr. Kunstler, and there I was trying to point out the reason how that comes about to Mr.

Feinglass, and that is because—
Q. I think his name is Weinglass instead of Feinglass.
A. I beg your pardon, Mr. Weinglass.
Q. Just so we will have no problems in the future.
A. Your name is Mr. Kunstler?
Q. Yes.
A. I apologize, Mr. Weinglass, for saying Feinglass.…
Q. Just one last question. Now that it is all over, don’t you think that the city made the wrong

decision—
A. No, sir.
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Q. —to force those people out of Lincoln Park?
…
A. I don’t know what would have happened if that wasn’t done. That is kind of speculation. I

represent the city of Chicago, Mr. Kunstler. I know what they were doing at that time. They were
striving as hard as they could and in as deep earnestness as they could to have it be orderly in the city.
They didn’t want another Robert Kennedy assassination here. They didn’t want Senator McCarthy
or McCarthy workers, or all the rumors that were bouncing in in the intelligence reports, they didn’t
want that to happen in an assembly in the middle of the night in Lincoln Park, and have a young girl
supporter of Senator McCarthy killed. We didn’t want that to happen, and it didn’t happen. I think
we made the right decision by not letting them take over the park. They were honest judgments.
SEPTEMBER 30, 1969
The Court:… You say, as I read from the motion slip, “Motion of Stanley A. Bass, local counsel, to

be excused from required attendance for the duration of this trial.” That to me means you want to get
out.
Now if you want to get out and there is no objection either by your client, any of your clients, and

they will so state for the record themselves, and there is no objection by the Government, I am disposed
to allow your motion to withdraw.
…
The Court:… You may call them in the order their names appear in the indictment.
Mr. Dellinger: I only require Mr. Kunstler and Mr. Weinglass and Mr. Garry.
The Court: Ask him his name, first, for the record.
…
Mr. Davis: Your Honor, my name, on the record, is Rennard C. Davis. My friends call me Rennie. It

was never my intention that Mr. Bass represent me in this trial. It has only been my intention from the
beginning that we have a trial team of three, so I am going into this trial with not full representation
since Mr. Charles Garry is not here, but I do again, for I don’t know how many times, release Mr. Bass
from obligations to the trial.
…
Mr. Bass: Mr. Hayden, please.
Mr. Hayden: I consent to the withdrawal also.
Mr. Bass: Mr. Hoffman.
Mr. Hoffman: I consent to the withdrawal.
Mr. Bass: Mr. Rubin.
Mr. Rubin: I consent with the understanding that the trial is illegitimate because Charles Garry is

not here, our head counsel.
Mr. Bass: Mr. Weiner.
Mr. Weiner: I consent.
Mr. Bass: Mr. Froines.
Mr. Froines: I consent.
Mr. Bass: Mr. Seale.
Mr. Seale: I fired all of these lawyers a long time ago. Charles Garry ain’t here, and I want my legal

counsel here.
[Mr. Bass’s motion to be excused was subsequently granted—ed.]
Mr. Kunstler:… We have filed a renewed emergency motion to disqualify your Honor in this case,

and I would just briefly summarize it.
The Court: I have read it carefully.
Mr. Kunstler: I understand, sir.
The Court: I have read every line of it.
Mr. Kunstler: But I think it is important at least to indicate generally what is in it.
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The Court: May I suggest to you that was the reason for my delay in coming to the bench, for which
I ask your pardon most humbly.
Mr. Kunstler: You notice my inquiry was directed at the prosecution, not at your Honor.
The Court: I am sorry, but you did send this motion in, and I look at the papers here, and the bar

of this Court knows that I am not considered a loafer.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, you are misinterpreting.
The Court: You were complaining at my late arrival.
[In reference to a motion that Judge Hoffman disqualify himself, Mr. Kunstler made the following

statement]
Mr. Kunstler:… Now apparently, according to one newspaper reporter who is under subpoena and is

waiting outside to testify if your Honor would have a hearing on this matter, you were overheard to say
in the elevator, as I understand it, and we have included Mr. Von Hoffman’s article in the Washington
Post as Exhibit A, you were overheard to say, “Now we are going to hear this wild man Weinglass.”
Now Mr. Von Hoffman is prepared to take the stand and swear that that is what he heard in the

elevator from your Honor’s lips.
If that statement is true and correct, and Mr. Von Hoffman so testifies, and your Honor finds it to

be true and correct, then I think that there is absolutely a valid just cause for your Honor to disqualify
himself in this matter, and when you add this with all the other objections which the defendants have
had up to this time, the cumulative effect is, I think, so overwhelming that in all justice, your Honor
should disqualify himself.
…
The Court: Mr. Clerk, the motion of the defendants styled “Renewed Emergency Motion to Disqualify

the Honorable Julius J. Hoffman as Judge in This Matter” will be denied, because the papers filed in
support thereof do not state grounds for the relief sought.…
[Colloquies concerning possible disqualification of two jurors. Out of the presence of the jury]
Mr. Foran: Judge, the reason we were late this morning and then the reason for the request for

the interruption was I was informed just about the time we were to come to court by the FBI that
they had been informed that one of the jurors had received a letter or her family had received a letter
that certainly could be of a threatening nature.… I have a copy of it here, your Honor, marked as
Government’s Exhibit A. It is addressed to the King family, 81 South Caroline, Crystal Lake, Illinois
60014. It is written in script, “You are being watched. The Black Panthers.…”
…
The Court: Now my own marshal, gentlemen, was handed this morning this communication ad-

dressed to the Peterson family.…
…
The Court:… [I]t is not unlike Government’s Exhibit A for identification…
…
Mr. Weinglass: I think this does raise the flag of caution that more than one has received a similar

document. Perhaps we ought to ask all of the jurors.
Mr. Kunstler: I think the record should also indicate that the newspapers in Chicago did publish

the addresses of each one of the jurors. I saw it in at least two newspapers.
Mr. Foran: Yes, they did.
The Court: There is a suggestion by Mr. Feinglass—
Mr. Kunstler: Mr. Weinglass is going to be Mr. Feinglass before this trial is over. I may put in a

change of name application for him.
The Court: It is Feinglass—oh, it is Weinglass? Did I say Feinglass?
Mr. Kunstler: You were, I think, overinfluenced by Mr. Simon yesterday.
The Court: It is Weinglass.
Mr. Kunstler:… [W]e are at the point, your Honor, where the defendants have seriously made a

statement that they believe that the two letters in question were sent in some way by some agent of the
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Government in order to prejudice them further in this trial. That is their position. I think they have
publicly stated it, and that is the position which they take.
The Court: I will let you try to prove that right now. That is a very grave charge against an officer

of the Government.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, we obviously can’t prove it, your Honor.
The Court: Then don’t say it.
Mr. Kunstler: This is the clients’ position. That is my statement.
…
The Court: To make a statement like that is irresponsible.
…
[The following passages are from the proceedings of October 1, 1969]
Mr. Kunstler:… We would hope that your Honor would set this down for a hearing so that what

your Honor has termed and we agree with your Honor is a very serious allegation can at least begin to
unravel in this courtroom.
…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, the Government objects to the totally frivolous, idiotic proposal that you

have hearings to determine inferences of possibilities of circumstantial evidence of a totally unjustified,
totally ridiculous charge. I wish really—well, your Honor, the Government objects to it. It is so—I wish
the showboat tactics would stop.
The Court:… Mr. Marshal, will you please go to the jury room and request Juror Kristi A. King

and Juror Ruth L. Peterson to accompany you to the courtroom, one at a time.…
…
The Court: Miss King, will you please look at Government’s Exhibit A for identification—
Mr. Marshal, will you show it to the juror.
—and let me know whether you have seen the original of that document at any time.
Miss King: No, sir, I haven’t.
The Court: You have never seen it?
Miss King: No, sir.
The Court: Do you know whether any member of your family brought it to your attention or not?
Miss King: It wasn’t brought to my attention, no, sir.
The Court: All right.
Read it, Miss King. Read it, please.
Miss King: It says, “You are being watched. The Black Panthers.” It’s addressed to the King Family.
The Court: Having now seen it—and assuming that anyone in your family has seen it—will you please

tell me whether, having seen and read that document, you can continue to be a fair and impartial juror
in this case, treating the United States of America and all rights of the defendants fairly and impartially,
and render a verdict or verdicts according to the evidence and the law which will be given to you in
this case? Do you still think you can do that?
Miss King: No, sir.
The Court: What did you say?
Miss King: No, sir.
The Court: You do not think so.
Miss King: No.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I must make an objection for the record.
This juror had never seen this letter before your Honor showed it to her. The most minimal investi-

gation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation would have revealed from her father and from her mother
that she had not so seen it.
…
Mr. Kunstler:… [A]t that point in your Honor’s interrogation this morning when Miss King said she

had not seen that letter, I think it was your Honor’s duty then to discontinue questioning in this case,
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because now the Court has revealed the letter. The Court has made the contact with the juror, rather
than anyone else at this moment, and revealed the letter to the juror.
[Thereupon, the Court excused Miss King as a juror and appointed an alternate in her stead—ed.]
The Court: I know of no judge anywhere who goes as far in a voir dire [here, an oral examination of

potential jurors to determine their acceptability—ed.] in that area as I do.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor has not been around very much.
[Ruth Peterson was the second juror alleged to have received a threatening note]
The Court: The Marshal is handing you Government’s Exhibit B-2 for identification. Have you ever

seen it before?
Juror Peterson: Yes.
…
The Court: Having seen that letter or that document entitled or, rather, identified as Government’s

Exhibit 2 for identification, B-2, do you still feel that you can fulfill your assurances given to the Court
on a prior occasion when you were being examined by the Court, you remember, upstairs in the larger
courtroom, that you can be a fair and impartial juror, continue to be here?
Juror Peterson: Yes.
The Court: And that you can give these eight defendants who sit at that table as well as the United

States of America—
Juror Peterson: Yes, I do.
The Court:—a fair and impartial trial?
Juror Peterson: Yes.
The Court: You do?
Juror Peterson: Yes, I think it is my duty to.
…
The Court:… Do you have any knowledge as to who sent this letter to your home?
Juror Peterson: No, I don’t. I don’t think anybody did. I think they are just trying to play a hoax.
Direct examination of Government Witness David E. Stahl, Chicago Deputy Mayor, by Mr. Foran
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the testimony which this witness is about to give is

offered by the Government only with respect to the Defendant Derringer and to no other defendant at
this time.
Mr. Kunstler: I think your Honor meant Dellinger.
The Court: Dellinger, that’s right.
By Mr. Foran:
Q. Will you give the conversation, Mr. Stahl.
A. Mr. Dellinger said that we must issue a permit—
The Court: I am going to get back at you, Mr. Witness. I mispronounced the defendant’s name. You

said Dillinger. It’s Derringer. We were both wrong. You mean Mr. Derringer, do you not?
Mr. Foran: Dellinger.
Cross-examination of Government Witness Stahl by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Now if my understanding is correct, all of the meetings with Abbie and Jerry occurred in City

Hall, the three meetings?
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to the constant reference to these two little—to Abbie and Jerry.

Let’s call the defendants by their proper names.
The Court: I agree.
Mr. Foran: It is an attempt to give a diminutive attitude to men who are over 30.
The Court: They should not be referred to in the United States District Court by their—I nearly said

Christian names; I don’t know whether that would be accurate or not, but not by their first names.…
Q. Now in your August 10 meeting with the National Mobilization where you testified on direct that

Rennie and Mark were present as well as three other people—
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Mr. Foran: Your Honor, here we go again. Now another 29-year-old being “Rennie Baby.” I object
to the diminutive familiar child terms for mentally grown men.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I did not hear “Rennie Baby.”
Mr. Weinglass: Rennie Baby?
Mr. Foran: Rennie and Mark and Helen Runningwater—I mean, that is foolishness.
Mr. Kunstler: I object to that, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection to the question.
Mr. Kunstler: Would your Honor order the jury to disregard the “Rennie Baby” remark as unfounded?
The Court: If the United States Attorney said that, I certainly do.
Crowd the “Baby” out of your minds. We are not dealing with babies here.
Mr. Foran:… [Mr. Kunstler] is in this argumentative fashion trying to once again play Perry Mason.
Mr. Kunstler: He does pretty well, your Honor. If I can do half as well as Perry Mason—
Mr. Foran: As a television actor, you do, Mr. Kunstler.
The Court: I know what you are trying to do but I am talking about documents not in evidence.
Mr. Kunstler: I offer it in evidence, your Honor.
The Court: I don’t receive defendant’s exhibits during the Government’s case.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, look at that now. Your Honor, is this a man of his experience trying to

pretend that he doesn’t know that is grossly improper?
…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, will you let the man try to remember he has got a law degree?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, every time there comes this despairing anguished cry from Mr. Foran

about the defense counsel for which I use the term dying quail, I believe, to describe it, and it occurs
every time.
The Court: I have never heard that. That is a new one.
…
The Court: You know Mr. Mies van der Rohe designed that lectern for the use of counsel and I wish

you would stay behind it, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, sometimes for a free spirit, it is quite confining, so I move a little, and I

am sorry.
Q. But you think that was a rather important thing that was said to you about tearing up the town?
Mr. Foran: Oh, your Honor, here we go again.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if the remark “here we go again” is an objection, I never heard it.
Mr. Foran: I really am going to refer you to Wigmore’s [a legal treatise on the rules of evidence—ed.]

tonight, Mr. Counsel. Instead of watching yourself on TV, you can study evidence.
…
Mr. Kunstler:… The proper way to object is to say “I object,” not “Channel 7” or “Channel 5.”
Mr. Foran:… And by the way, your Honor, I would like to have your Honor tell counsel’s group in

the courtroom that they are not to respond by laughter and comments.
The Court: I have already admonished the Marshal to see to it that order is maintained.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, a bit of laughter is not disorder, and I think sometimes—
The Court: It is in this courtroom. This is either a serious case or it isn’t. I don’t waste my time.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but when your Honor makes a quip and makes people laugh, there is no such

statement by the U.S. Attorney.
The Court: It is not intended to provoke laughter.
Mr. Kunstler: But it does, your Honor, and we all know that it does.
The Court: I am not a humorist.
OCTOBER 2, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Government Witness Stahl by Mr. Kunstler
The Court: I can only use the voice the Lord gave me. This is the first time in about twenty-two

years serving on state and federal benches that anybody has complained about my voice. They have
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complained about other things but nobody has complained about my voice. And it is amusing—you
know, I am not forbidden to read the newspapers, I haven’t forbidden myself, but I did see even some
press friends of mine refer to my voice as being rasping. Then, on the other hand, I heard it referred to
by your associate—what is the name of that actor—
Mr. Kunstler: Orson Welles, your Honor.
The Court:—as Orson Welles, who has a magnificently resonant voice.
Now take your choice. It is either rasping or it is as resonant as Orson Welles.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, I don’t want to characterize the voice of the Court. However—
The Court: I do my best to use the vocal facilities the Lord has endowed me with.
Mr. Kunstler: But I want the record to quite clearly indicate that I do not direct Mr. Seale in any

way. He is a free independent black man who does his own direction.
The Court: Black or white, sir—and what an extraordinary statement, “an independent black man.”

He is a defendant in this case. He will be calling you a racist before you are through, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think to call him a free independent black man will not incite his anger.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Now, in all of your discussions with either Jerry Rubin, Abbie Hoffman, Dave Dellinger, Rennie

Davis, or any of the people with them at any of the meetings to which you testified, did anyone ever
say to you, “If we don’t get the permits, we’re going to do violent acts in this city”?
A. Not in precisely that language, no.
Q. Well, did they do it in any language?
A. Yes. Mr. Dellinger said on Monday that permits for the use of the parks should be issued in order

to minimize destruction.
Q. To minimize destruction. And did he indicate to you from whence the destruction would come?
A. It certainly wasn’t coming from the Chicago Police Department.
Redirect by Mr. Foran
Q. At the August 7 meeting with Rubin and Hoffman, was there any discussion of any violence?
A. Yes. Mr. Hoffman indicated that he was prepared to tear up the town and the Convention.
Recross by Mr. Weinglass
Q. On the August 7 meeting with Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, did Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Rubin

indicate to you that if the yippies would be permitted to stay in the park, that everything would be
OK and not violent?
A. I don’t recall words exactly to that effect being—or statements exactly to that effect being made

at that meeting.
Q. Was that the general tenor of their remarks, Mr. Stahl?
A. They opened the meeting by saying they wanted to avoid violence. They also followed that

statement subsequently with statements about their willingness or about Mr. Hoffman’s willingness to
tear up the town and the Convention and to die in Lincoln Park.
Q. But in between that first statement you made and the second did they not indicate to you that

if the city would permit them to stay in the parks, that there would be no violence and everything will
be all right?
A. I would suspect they made a statement something along those lines in the course of the meeting.
Mr. Weinglass: Thank you.
Direct examination of Government Witness Sergeant Robert Murray of the Chicago Police Depart-

ment, by Mr. Schultz
Q. Would you relate what you heard, please.
A. I heard Mr. Rubin saying that the pigs started the violence, and he says, “Tonight we’re not going

to give up the park. We have to meet violence with violence.” He says, “The pigs are armed with guns
and clubs and MACE, so we have to arm ourselves with”—with any kind of weapon they could get.
Q. Did he say anything more that you can recall? Do you recall any further statements by him at

this time?
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A. I don’t recall what else he said, but he ended it with saying, “And don’t forget our gigantic love-in
on the beaches tomorrow.”
Q. When the police car came, the marked police car came behind the barricade, did any of the

people turn and face the police car?
A. Yes, they did.
Q. Then what occurred, please?
A. Well, they began to throw rocks at it, boards, 2 x 4’s that were cut in half, hitting the car with it,

breaking the windows. One took a piece of board that looked like an axe handle and started swinging
at the blue light on the roof. The car went into the barricade and hit the barricade and then backed
out and they were yelling, “Kill the pigs. Get them. Get those pigs in the car.”…
Q. After this squad car left the area of the barricade, Mr. Murray, what occurred?
A. Shortly after, eight to ten patrolmen approached and they were spread out—
…
Q. And what occurred, please?
A. Objects came from the crowd, from behind the barricade again, bricks and stones, mostly, bot-

tles and cans, and one policeman turned, started running back, fell down, and they cheered, and the
policemen retreated.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, may we excuse the jury?
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: May we excuse the jury?
Mr. Schultz: Yes we have no objection to that, your Honor.
The Court: You want the jury excused?
Mr. Kunstler: Yes, your Honor.
The Court: You mean “should I excuse the jury.” You say, “we.” You don’t do that.
Mr. Kunstler: No. We are not partner in that, your Honor.
The Court: You are suggesting that the Court excuse the jury.
Mr. Kunstler: I thought that is what I said.
The Court: No, you didn’t. I thought I made clear our respective—what our respective functions

were.
Mr. Kunstler: To which I have wholeheartedly agreed, your Honor.
OCTOBER 3, 1969
[Colloquy between the Court and Defense Counsel]
Mr. Kunstler: Just in closing, I would like to object to the constant reference that your Honor has

made to contempt cases of other lawyers, to statements you are going to deal with us at an appropriate
time. I think that has an intimidating effect on counsel.
The Court: The law requires me to do it, Mr. Kunstler. The law of the circuit requires me to do it.
Mr. Kunstler: I am just making my observations, your Honor, because we both know that—
The Court: Don’t always say what we know. Don’t say what I know because I don’t know what you

know.
Mr. Kunstler: That “we” did not include your Honor. That is Mr. Weinglass and myself both know

that these remarks are made often and we both think that they have a very intimidating effect on a
lawyer defending his client.
Cross-examination of Government Witness Murray by Mr. Kunstler
A.… [A]s soon as the park got dark—as soon as it got dark each night, the crowd, the people in

the park would change, you know. During the daylight hours and the evening, they were sleeping, some
of them, making love, some of them, sitting around talking, listening to music, little talks, and as the
night, you know, as it got dark and more people would enter the park—and not only Hippies or Yippies,
it was people that were anti-police. I saw people from the North Side coming into the park.
Q. How do you know an anti-police person when you see him?
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A. I can’t tell when I see him but when they open their mouth and yell, “Kill the pigs,” I assume he
is anti-police.
Mr. Schultz: I have a very short series of questions. It might take me just a couple of minutes.
The Court: A lawyer’s short series or really a short series?
Mr. Schultz: Really a short series, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: It is a very simple matter, your Honor. It has to do with the fact that some of the

defendants have asked me to ask your Honor whether from time to time, if the occasion arises and they
do have to go to the men’s room, they might leave without interrupting the trial and come right back.
The Court: Well, if it be understood that they waive their constitutional right to be present here.
Mr. Kunstler: I think under those circumstances, your Honor, they would certainly waive their

constitutional rights.
On redirect examination by Mr. Schultz
Q. What if anything, did Rubin say during the preceding ten minutes before the policemen were

assaulted and during the time the policemen were assaulted which would encourage the crowd to assault
the policemen?
…
A. He said “Let’s get the m-f-en pigs out of here.” He said, “Take off your guns and we’ll fight you,”

and “you’re shitheads,” and “You’re m-f-s” and “Your kids are f-n pigs.”
On recross-examination by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Did you see Mr. Rubin on the street Wednesday night?
A. No, sir.
Mr. Schultz: Objection, if the Court please.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Did you see Mr. Turner—
The Court: I have sustained the objection. You are getting beyond the redirect examination.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, your Honor, the prosecutor, if I recall, on redirect was permitted to go exten-

sively into Mr. Turner’s activities over my objection and I objected because it wasn’t related to the
Defendant Rubin, and now I am trying to elicit from the witness the fact that it was not, in fact, in
any way related to the Defendant Rubin. I am being obstructed in that effort.
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Weinglass—
The Court: Be careful of your language.
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Weinglass isn’t being obstructed.
The Court: I don’t obstruct anybody.
Mr. Weinglass: I meant obstructed by the objection.
The Court: I make legal rulings, sir. I am not an obstructionist. I am here to conduct this trial fairly

and impartially, sir. Do not characterize me as an obstructionist. Don’t do it again.
Mr. Weinglass: I don’t believe I did, your Honor, but—
The Court: You said you were being obstructed.
Mr. Weinglass: I did not say by the Court.
The Court: You are not being obstructed at all. A lawyer has a right to make an objection. The

Court is obligated to rule. You have made objections. You have a right to make them in behalf of your
client. You are not an obstructionist when you make an objection.…
Direct examination of Government Witness Mary Ellen Dahl, a Chicago policewoman, by Mr. Schultz
Q. Do you know a person named Abbott Hoffman?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you see that person in the courtroom at this time?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would you point him out, please.
A. Yes, sir. He’s hiding behind the gentleman in the maroon shirt. Him, right behind you.
(Indicating)
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think the word “hiding” is a little strong. He happens to be sitting, I
thought, behind Mr. Davis.
The Court: Well, in any event, the record may indicate that the witness has identified the Defendant

Hoffman in open court.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q.… Now will you relate, please, to the Court and to the jury what you heard the Defendant Hoffman

say.
A. Yes, sir. He said, “Tomorrow we’re going to meet in Grant Park, and we’re going to storm the

Hilton. We got to get there singly because if we go in groups the blank pigs are going to stop us.”
Q. You say “blank pigs.” Did he say “blank pigs”?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did he use another word other than “blank”?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was it a four-letter word?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was the first letter of that four-letter word, please?
A. “F.”
Q. All right. Please go on.
A. And he said that “We’re going to storm the Hilton. We can’t make it without weapons. We are

going to need a lot of weapons, so we should bring rocks, bottles, sticks, and another good weapon is a
brick. But we have to break the bricks in half so that it will be easier to conceal and it will be easier to
conceal and it will be easier to throw and the girls can throw them too,” and then he asked if anybody
had any suggestions or ideas on other weapons, and someone behind me in the group said, “Yes. We
should take the bottles and break them in half because if we throw broken bottles, they are going to do
more damage broken than whole,” and he said, “Yeah, that’s a good idea.” And he said, “Another good
idea is golf balls with—”
Q. Who said, “Another good idea is golf balls”?
A. Hoffman said, “Another good idea is golf balls, with nails pounded through them at all different

angles, so that when you throw them, they will stick,” and he said, “But don’t forget the vaseline for
your faces to protect against the MACE, because there’s going to be a lot of MACE flying, and don’t
forget your helmets, because you’re going to need them to protect against the pigs. If you haven’t got
helmets, try to get them somewhere.” And then someone asked about holding the park that night, and
he said, “Yeah, we should hold the park at all costs. It’s our park, and the blank pigs have no right to
push us out. It’s our park. We’re going to fight,” and at this point my partner and I left.
[Colloquy between the Court and counsel]
The Court: Are you saying that all evidence received in a criminal case as a result of a surveillance

is inadmissible? If you are right, there are a lot of people languishing in the penitentiary who don’t
belong there.
Mr. Weinglass: I probably will have to agree with that.
The Court: If you can get a list of those people, maybe you can get some valuable clients.
Mr. Weinglass: I hope there aren’t more added to that list, but—
The Court: Don’t be a pessimist.
OCTOBER 7, 1969
The Government having completed its direct examination of a witness
The Court: You may proceed with the cross-examination of this witness.
Mr. Kunstler: I suggest that the jury hear it.
The Court: Oh, that is a good idea. I have an abundance of marshals here but sometimes they forget

to bring in the jury.
Certainly you know now that I never look at a jury.
Mr. Kunstler: I thought you were going to say that you were fallible.
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[Colloquy regarding examination of a witness]
The Court: I sustain the objection, and I admonish counsel not to repeat the question. It has been

previously asked.
Mr. Weinglass: I am finished.
The Court: You won’t do it now since you are finished. My admonition went for naught.
Do you want to ask this witness some questions?
Mr. Kunstler: I might take a fling at it.
The Court: Oh, don’t fling. Oh, no. We don’t allow flings, but we will let you cross-examine the

witness.
The Court: The motion of the defendants to strike—I will wait until the laughter ceases. I didn’t

intend to be funny this time.
Do you approve of your client laughing out loud while the Court is making a decision on a motion

made by them, sir?
Mr. Kunstler: I didn’t hear it. I was talking to Mr. Davis.
The Court: You seemed to be enjoying their laughter because you smiled yourself.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, a smile is not forbidden in the Federal Court, I don’t think.
Mr. Kunstler: I think I ought to put it on the record. Mr. Davis complimented Mr. Foran on making

a good point with that observation and I smiled.
The Court: As long as you are putting things on the record, I think I will put on the record the

posture of one of your clients. This is the United States District Court. Have a look at him lying down
there like he is on the ground. I won’t discipline him at this time but I call attention to it on the record,
as you put it.
Mr. Kunstler: It may reflect his attitude, your Honor, toward what is going on in the courtroom.
The Court: Oh, I think it does. I think it does reflect his attitude.
Mr. Kunstler: Then it is free speech.
The Court: And that attitude will be appropriately dealt with…
OCTOBER 8, 1969
Direct examination of Government Witness Robert Pierson, an undercover investigator for the Cook

County State Attorney’s office, by Mr. Schultz
Q. Did you in any way alter your physical appearance to conduct your assignment as undercover

agent?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. Would you describe to the Court and jury, please, what you did to alter your appearance for the

assignment.
A. I allowed my hair to grow long. I allowed myself to go without a shave for approximately four

to six weeks. I purchased the attire of a motorcycle gang member, which is motorcycle boots, a black
T-shirt, black levis and a black leather vest and a motorcycle helmet.
Mr. Weinglass:… I could not possibly know what the prosecution was going to present by way of

circumstances surrounding the speech even though the speech is alleged in the indictment, so this is the
first opportunity we have had to raise the motion.
The Court: You might have asked your clients about it.
Mr. Weinglass: Beg pardon?
The Court: You might have asked your clients about it.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, it is our experience [that] our clients’ understanding of reality and what is being

produced in this courtroom are two different things, and I would have to wait until I heard what the
government is going to put into evidence before I would know what the circumstances are surrounding
the speech.…
OCTOBER 9, 1969
Mr. Weinglass: I am sure the Court will hear from Mr. Foran as to whether the United States

Government will take the risk of jury participation. I only represent the defendants, and I represent to
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this Court that the defendants feel that the benefits to be gained by jury participation far outweigh the
possible disadvantages of a prejudicial question. We are willing to take that risk.
The Court: I again—have you finished your presentation?
Mr. Weinglass: Yes, I have.
The Court: Mr. Feinglass…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may I address the Court? Now that comment, your Honor, is consistent.

Mr. Kunstler is intentionally generating objections from the prosecution and with his claque back in
the courtroom giggling and groaning and that claque over there giggling and groaning, your Honor, the
impression is attempted to be given to this jury that the prosecution is attempting to hide the truth in
this case. And that is intentional, your Honor.
On behalf of the Government, I protest that kind of conduct.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if we are going to have tactics like this in front of the jury, this is old line

prosecutorial tactics, we are familiar with them, to get up in front of the jury and make an impassioned
speech which he has just done. I think, myself, he ought to be admonished for that kind of conduct in
front of the jury, and referring to claques back there in the court here. These are defendants fighting
for their rights.
Mr. Foran: People have no right in a courtroom to react by groans and giggles and discussions on

what occurs in the courtroom, and that has been happening since the beginning of this trial.
[Mr. Daniel Feldman, attorney, explaining his client’s failure to answer a subpoena]
Mr. Feldman: My name is Daniel Feldman, Isham, Lincoln and Beale.
I am here on behalf of Mr. Arthur Petacque, who is an employee of the Chicago Sun-Times.
At 10:30 Mr. Petacque was served with a subpoena asking for his presence before your Honor at

10:00 a.m. this morning.
The Court: By whom?
Mr. Feldman: By the defendants.
…
Mr. Feldman:… I suggested to Mr. Petacque that he ought not risk a contempt citation by not

appearing at all, and, therefore, I would ask your Honor for instructions in the matter in the circum-
stances.
I have no idea, nor does Mr. Petacque as to why he has been subpoenaed.
The Court: He has employed a high-priced lawyer, and you want me to instruct him, Mr. Feldman?
Mr. Weinglass: The subpoena will be withdrawn.
Mr. Feldman: Thank you.
The Court: You have won a bloodless victory, Mr. Feldman. Here is your subpoena. Let your client

keep it among his souvenirs.…
OCTOBER 10, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Government Witness Pierson by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, that is improper impeachment. I cite Goldstein on Jury Trials [a legal

treatise—ed.].
The Court: I would like to preside over a class in evidence, but I haven’t the time today.
[Mr. Weinglass questioning Government Witness Pierson]
Q. Do you also have a definition for Black Panther talk?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you have any definition of what barbecuing the pork might mean?
[The Government’s objection to the question was sustained—ed.]
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, I spent a good deal of time with this witness—
The Court: I have spent a good deal of time listening to you also. What do you want me to do? Do

you want a gold star for the time you spent?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object to that, those insulting remarks to co-counsel.
The Court: I don’t insult lawyers.
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Mr. Kunstler: Sir, you just have, your Honor.
The Court: I suggest to you don’t make a suggestion like that again, sir.
I don’t know that a lawyer has to say he spent a great deal of time with the witness. We are all

spending time.
Mr. Weinglass: You didn’t let me finish.
Mr. Kunstler: You didn’t let him finish.
Mr. Weinglass: If you will let me finish.
The Court: If you will sit down, Mr.—
Mr. Kunstler: Kunstler is the name, K-u-n-s-t-l-e-r.
Mr. Weinglass: No, your Honor, I did not want to make any request on that basis alone, but I am

afraid, again, that you interrupted me in the middle of my request. I was going to ask the Court if the
witness could have the time, and I would also like to request the time myself. As your Honor knows, I
have a medical problem.
…
The Court: If you feel you have to do something to your tooth, of course I will give you a recess.

You didn’t say that to me.
Mr. Weinglass: I was cut off in the middle as I was about to proceed.
The Court: I do not cut lawyers off, sir, and especially you.…
[Description of events of Wednesday, August 28.]
By Mr. Weinglass
Q. As things quieted down, as you have just indicated, did you see the police form a line?
A. The line that I recall seeing had already formed and it was partially into the crowd where the

speakers on the microphone systems were telling the crowd to sit down and then as the crowd sat down,
then the police retreated also.
Q. So you saw the police come into the crowd at one point?
A. Yes, sir, I did.
Q. Can you tell the jury in what manner the police came into the crowd? Was there a formation?
A. Yes, sir, there was.
Q. Describe the formation of the police.
A. It was a wedge-type formation.
Q. How would you describe a wedge formation specifically?
A. A “V” shape.
…
Q. Were these policemen armed?
A. Well, all uniformed police officers are armed.
Q. What were they armed with?
A. From what I could see, they had their standard equipment.
Q. Will you describe what they had in their hands as they went into that crowd.
A. They had batons.
Q. How were they holding their batons. Could you indicate that to the jury?
A. (indicating) When the wedge first started coming into the crowd, they were holding their batons,

I believe, with both hands.
Q. And did they then begin to use their batons?
A. Yes, sir, I believe they did.
Q. With one hand?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In a swinging fashion?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Striking people in front of them?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Did you see a number of people go down under the force and impact of the batons?
A. Of the wedge coming in, yes, the people were falling down and running back.
Q. Did you see anyone get hit in the head with a baton?
A. I don’t recall seeing someone go down as a result of being struck with a baton.
Q. Did you see anyone get hit in the head with a baton?
A. No, I couldn’t say that.
Q. Did you see anyone get hit on the head with a baton?
A. I saw clubs swung at people’s heads, yes.
Q. By policemen?
A. Yes.
Q. They were swinging their clubs over their heads and down on the demonstrators?
A. Yes, sir.
OCTOBER 13, 1969
Direct examination of GovernmentWitness Detective Frank Riggio of the Chicago Police Department

by Mr. Foran
Q. Calling your attention to August of 1968 during the Convention, were you given any specific

assignment?
A. Yes, I was.
Q. What was that?
A. I was to keep Rennie Davis under surveillance.
Q. What was your tour of duty at the time?
A. I started at two in the afternoon and finished at two in the morning.
…
Mr. Weinglass: At this point, this witness having identified himself now as a surveillance agent, on

behalf of the Defendant Rennie Davis I make the objection that a 24-hour surveillance constitutes a
constitutional invasion of a citizen’s privacy contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment and I object to
this witness being permitted to give any testimony in a court of law on the ground that his conduct
constituted a violation of the United States Constitution.
The Court: I will overrule the objection.
OCTOBER 14, 1969
[On a motion by Mr. Kunstler that Court recess on Wednesday, October 15, 1969, to allow the

defendants to participate in Moratorium Day activities]
Mr. Kunstler:… In closing, Your Honor, I would just like to stress that the defendants feel very

strongly that because of the refusal of institutions of government to recognize the depth and breadth of
the protest of the war in Vietnam, a lot of trouble which besets this country has arisen. It is felt very
strongly by them, and I might say very personally, by myself and Mr. Weinglass, that this refusal is
why we are here in court today, the refusal to give permits to marches of protest is probably one of the
main reasons why we are all before you this moment, and we are asking for much the same thing as
they asked in Chicago a year ago. We are asking your Honor for a permit for people to go and express
themselves in support of an opposition that has grown to such proportions that tomorrow you will have
what is virtually a national holiday in the United States—not declared by the President but declared
by the supreme holder of all power in this country, the people, and I would say in this case that the
people are as strong as the President and in my own humble opinion much stronger. That is where the
Constitution says all power rests anyway, and the people have declared a national holiday and this I
think your Honor ought to respect and permit these defendants to join in it.
…
Mr. Foran:… Your Honor, these men have been charged by a federal grand jury, and there has been

some evidence presented in this case that these men partook in a cynical plan to use two of the tragic
issues of American society, the war and the tragic flaw of American character, racism, to generate for
themselves the right to tear down the legal and formal structure of the Government of the United States.
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That these men should now with such cynicism ask to join what may well be a totally sincere effort
by a great many people, American citizens, to protest a war—and I might add that many of us feel the
tragedy of war, especially some of us who have fought in one—your Honor, it is a situation where there
were photographs in the newspapers last week of some of these defendants participating in activities
with the Weatherman group of the SDS…
Mr. Kunstler:… The flags in New York are flying at half-mast not because these defendants are the

ones that are doing it but because the Mayor of that city has ordered that they be flown at half-mast
which was the same order President Nixon gave with reference to General Eisenhower.
And I think it is as important, your Honor, to protest more than some thirty thousand American

deaths and Lord knows how many Vietnamese deaths that have occurred in that country as it is to
mourn one man in the United States, and if courts can close for the death of one man who lived a full
life, they ought to close for the deaths of thousands and millions of innocent people whose lives have
been corrupted and rotted and perverted by this utter horror that goes on in your name and my name—
The Court: Not in my name.
Mr. Kunstler: It is in your name, too, in the name of the people of the United States.
The Court: You just include yourself. Don’t join me with you. Goodness. Don’t you and I—
Mr. Kunstler: You are me, your Honor, because every citizen—you are a citizen the way I am a

citizen.
The Court: Only because you are a member of the bar of this court and I am obligated to hear you

respectfully as I have done.
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, you are more than that. You are a citizen of the United States.
The Court: Yes, I am.
Mr. Kunstler: And I am a citizen of the United States, and it is done in our name, in Judge Hoffman’s

name and William Kunstler’s name.
The Court: That will be all, sir. I shall hear you no further.
[In response to a statement by Mr. Weinglass to Judge Hoffman concerning Defendant Seale]
Mr. Seale: Hey, you don’t speak for me. I would like to speak on behalf of my own self and have my

counsel handle my case in behalf of myself.
How come I can’t speak in behalf of myself? I am my own legal counsel. I don’t want these lawyers

to represent me.
The Court: You have a lawyer of record and he has been of record here since the 24th.
Mr. Seale: I have been arguing that before the jury heard one shred of evidence. I don’t want these

lawyers because I can take up my own legal defense and my lawyer is Charles Garry.
The Court: I direct you, sir, to remain quiet.
Mr. Seale: And just be railroaded?
The Court: Will you remain quiet?
Mr. Seale: I want to defend myself, do you mind, please?
The Court: Let the record show that the Defendant Seale continued to speak after the Court cour-

teously requested him to remain quiet.
Bring in the jury, Mr. Marshal.
[In response to a statement by Mr. Kunstler on the previous dialogue concerning Seale]
The Court: I will let you speak as long as you want to on that question because your appearance is

still of record.
Mr. Kunstler: That is right, your Honor, but when a man stands up and says he wants to defend

himself—
The Court: That is not the law in the middle of a trial.
Mr. Kunstler: That is the law. The constitution says any man that wishes to defend himself may do

so.
The Court: You speak of the Constitution as though it were a document printed yesterday. We know

about the Constitution way out here in the Middle West, too. Mr. Kunstler.
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Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor, this is a little unfair, isn’t it?
The Court: We really do. You would be amazed at our knowledge of constitutional law.
Mr. Kunstler: Isn’t that a little unfair, your Honor? We are not here from different parts of the

country—
The Court: I am getting a little weary of these thrusts by counsel and I don’t want any more of

them. I had occasion to admonish you before.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but you said I could argue as long as I wanted.
The Court: As long as you are respectful, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: I am respectful.
The Court: No, you haven’t been.
Mr. Kunstler: You implied, I thought, Chicago people didn’t understand the Constitution, only

Easterners understand it. That isn’t true.
The Court: Bring in the jury.
Mr. Kunstler: You are not letting me argue as long as I want to.
The Court: No. You haven’t anything to say that is important right now.
Cross-examination of Government Witness Riggio by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object. It has been asked and answered. He said he didn’t see him. We

will be here until spring—
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think we can avoid the references to “We can be here until spring.” We

don’t want to be here at all.
The Court: I didn’t hear that.
Mr. Kunstler: The prosecutor says we will be here until spring because I am asking the questions.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I made some side comment and I withdraw it.
The Court: I didn’t hear that.
Mr. Foran: I will withdraw my comment.
The Court: You mean it might not be? We can be assured that it might not be until spring? Is that

what you mean Mr. Kunstler?
All right, I will let you withdraw it. I direct the jury to disregard the reference to spring.
Mr. Kunstler: Without any implication we have anything against spring, your Honor.
[Colloquy concerning the correct date for the issuance of a Government subpoena]
Mr. Schultz: I didn’t mean to suggest we were having a difference, your Honor. He did not object to

it, to the issuance of the subpoena.
Mr. Kunstler: Just made an agonized groan, your Honor.
The Court: Agonized groan?
Mr. Kunstler: Agonized groan when he said October 31.
The Court: Will you settle for that?
Mr. Kunstler: For an agonized groan?
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Kunstler: I have already settled for that.
OCTOBER 15, 1969
[The following happened as the defendants attempted to observe Moratorium Day]
Mr. Dellinger: Mr. Hoffman, we are observing the moratorium.
The Court: I am Judge Hoffman, sir.
Mr. Dellinger: I believe in equality, sir, so I prefer to call people Mr. Or by their first name.
The Court: Sit down. The clerk is about to call my cases.
Mr. Dellinger: I wanted to explain to you we are reading the names of the war dead.
The Marshal: Sit down.
Mr. Dellinger: We were just reading the names of the dead from both sides.
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Mr. Foran: Your Honor, that is outrageous. This man [Kunstler—ed.] is a mouthpiece. Look at him,
wearing a[n] [arm] band like his clients, your Honor. Any lawyer who comes into a courtroom and has
no respect for the Court and acts in conjunction with that kind of a conduct before the Court, your
Honor, the Government protests his attitude and would like to cite—to move the Court to make note
of his conduct before this Court.
The Court: Note has been duly made on the record.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think that the temper and the tone of voice and the expression on Mr.

Foran’s face speaks more than any picture could tell.
The Court: Mr. Kunstler—
Mr. Foran: Of my contempt for Mr. Kunstler, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: To call me a mouthpiece, and your Honor, not to open his mouth and say that that

is not to be done in your court, I think violates the sanctity of this Court. That is a word that your
Honor knows is contemptuous and contumacious.
The Court: Don’t tell me what I know.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, then, you tell me, your Honor, if you have ever heard that word used in your

court before.
The Court: I know that he is here in this courtroom, Mr. Kunstler—
Mr. Kunstler: I am wearing an arm band in memoriam to the dead, your Honor, which is no disgrace

in this country.
I want him admonished, your Honor. I request that you do that. The word “mouthpiece” is a con-

temptuous term.
The Court: Did you say you want to admonish me?
Mr. Kunstler: No, I want you to admonish him.
The Court: Let the record show I do not admonish the United States Attorney because he was

properly representing his client, the United States of America.
The Court: In the circumstances of this case, this situation, sir, you a lawyer in the United States Dis-

trict Court permitting your client to stand up in the presence of the jury and disrupt these proceedings.
I don’t know how to characterize it.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we do not permit or not permit our clients. They are free independent

human beings who have been brought by the Government to this courtroom.
…
The Court: To place the flag of an enemy country—
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, there is no declared war.
Defendant Hayden: Are you at war with Vietnam?
The Court: Any country—I say it with your approval.
Let that appear on the record also.
Bring in the jury. I don’t want—
Mr. Kunstler: Are you turning down my request after this disgraceful episode? You are not going to

say anything?
The Court: I not only turn it down, I ignore it.
Mr. Kunstler: That speaks louder than words, too, your Honor.
The Court: And let that appear of record, the last words of Mr. Kunstler, and, Miss Reporter, be

very careful to have them on the record.
Recross-examination of Government Witness Riggio by Mr. Kunstler
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, if you want your question answered, you will wait, please, for the witness

to complete his answer. Otherwise I will forbid you to continue in this manner.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I already—
The Court: You can’t finish—
Mr. Kunstler: I acknowledge my error, your Honor. I don’t need a lecture. I acknowledged it.
The Court: I accept your apology.
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Mr. Kunstler: I apologize.
Direct examination of Government Witness Dwayne Oklepek, an undercover newspaper reporter, by

Mr. Foran
Q. Would you state the conversation, Mr. Oklepek?
A. Mr. Hayden told the group that this formation was the same type of formation that Japanese

students had used to precipitate riots in Japan in 1960, which prevented then President Eisenhower
from visiting that country. He said that “Getting people together in this kind of formation, getting
the[m] moving and chanting and yelling, aroused their emotions, sustained their spirits, got them very
excited.”
He said that “This formation was very good for breaking through police lines and that in the event

of an arrest situation, this formation would be used during the Convention Week to break police lines
and to try to escape from Lincoln Park, for instance.”…
OCTOBER 16, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Oklepek by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Did you ever see any person in Mobilization wearing a gun?
A. Not that I could see, no.
Q. You say not that you could see. Are you saying that you saw the outlines under their coats?
A. I saw bulges under their coats.
Q. Oh, you saw bulges. Did you say to yourself at that time, “Those are guns”?
A. I said to myself at that time, “Those are bulges.”
Mr. Foran: I object to this, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection if you are reading from that document. It is not in evidence.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I still say this is classic impeachment, form of impeachment, and I don’t

know any way that any of the authorities say to do it except the way I have done it.
…
The Court:… I don’t know what you mean by “classic impeachment.” To me impeachment is im-

peachment. We are not dealing with the classics, and that is not the way we do it, and since there is
no objection, you may ask the question.
Mr. Foran: I object to the form of that question. There is a simple way to—
The Court: That is reason enough. I sustain the objection.
You are not going about this in the right way, I am sorry, Mr. Kunstler. I don’t want to assume a

professional attitude, but you should know that your questions have been bad [as] a matter of form.
Mr. Kunstler: I will try to redo them, your Honor.
The Court: Borrowing your word, they are classically bad.
Mr. Kunstler: In the Roman or Greek sense, your Honor, or in the modern sense?
The Court: Just plain English.
The Court: I never have tried a case where I did not have at least one marshal in the courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, I understand that, your Honor, but four standing—
The Court: If you understand it, don’t comment. And, moveover, I must refer you to the Supreme

Court again. The Supreme Court has said that the judge is the governor of the trial and you will leave
the governing of the trial to me. You just represent your client.
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, we have to do it because the Supreme Court has also said when the

courtroom has the appearance of an armed camp, that reversible error might have occurred, and I think
we have a duty to our clients to put that on the record.
The Court: I see no evidence of an armed camp. I think you are grossly unfair to make this statement.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I would like the record to show one, two, three, four, five, six, seven

marshals—one just left, which was eight marshals in the courtroom at one time, and then outside there
are other people who are searched coming in. I think that this is the basis for a possible attack on the
trial as being an armed camp and I think I owe it to my clients to put that on the record which I have
done.
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The Court: It is on the record that you said it was an armed camp. I am presiding over a trial in
the United States District Court. That is all I know.
The Court:… [A]ll I get from your clients constantly is a laugh. Just this last second they sit there

and laugh at a judge of the highest trial court in the United States. That is what I have been getting.
Perhaps you think that is proper as a lawyer admitted to practice here by the courtesy of this court.…
Mr. Kunstler: I just want to say, your Honor, for the record, I don’t think that a laugh is always out

of place in a Federal Court. I am not sure that your Honor is always interpreting these laughs as being
directed at you. I think that that is your Honor’s subjective reasoning.
The Court: I am perfectly competent to know how they are laughing. You leave that to me.
Q. And did you see any instance in which a woman was being clubbed by a policeman?
A. Yes.
…
Q. What did you see happen to her while she was being clubbed or afterwards? Did she fall down?
A. Afterwards she was dragged to a police car.
Q. Dragged to a police car across the pavement?
A. About 25 feet.
Q. Across pavement? Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. That is macadam pavement?
A. I am not familiar with pavement as to the different types.
Q. It is not grass, is it?
A. No, sir, certainly not.
OCTOBER 17, 1969
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, good morning.
Mr. Feinglass, will you please continue with the cross-examination of this witness [Dwayne Oklepek—

ed.]?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, so the record may be clear, I don’t think Mr. Weinglass noticed the

Feinglass. It is Mr. Weinglass.
The Court: Oh, I did misspeak myself. I said Feinglass. I correct myself. I meant Weinglass. I am

sorry I worked an F in there instead of the W that you deserve, Mr. Weinglass.
Q. Can you tell the jury what you recall of that conversation now?
A. At that time in several of the Chicago papers there were stories about rumors that were being

passed on by the Yippies, two of which I recall. One was to put LSD in the city water supply—three,
excuse me. One was to put LSD in the water supply. The second was to scatter sharp objects on all of
the expressways leading into the city so that incoming vehicles would have all of their tires flattened.
And the third was to release simultaneously all over the city at various points 20 different pigs which
were the Yippie symbol for—well, it was the pig they were running for President.
Mr. Hoffman was joking about all of these things to the people who were present in the office at

that time.…
Q.… [D]o you recall stating to the FBI the following: “My own reaction and feelings at this point as

a result of having heard various discussions by NMC leaders concerning its plans, was that the desires
and efforts of NMC leaders to have a peaceful demonstration were sincere.”…
…
A. This statement was made on September 30, about a reaction and feeling on August 21. If you will

look at the top of the page. The phrase at this point referring to August 21, 1968 before the Convention
Week had commenced, and before everything that happened during Convention Week had happened.
My own reactions and feeling at this point, August 21, 1968, that is what this statement is in reference
to and yes, I did make it, and that is the way I felt on August 21, 1968 [i.e., the week preceding the
Democratic Convention—ed.].
On redirect by Mr. Foran, concerning Wednesday evening’s events
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Q. Did you see police and demonstrators in hand-to-hand wrestling and fighting?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. How big a crowd was there?
A. I would say 5,000 people.
…
Q. What was the crowd chanting?
A. They were chanting, “Hell no, we won’t go. Dump the Hump. Daley must go. NLF is going to

win. Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh.” Things like that.
On recross by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Mr. Oklepek, did you tell the grand jury anything about guns emanating from Mr. Hayden’s

mouth?
The Court: That question will look awfully bad on paper, Mr. Kunstler. Nobody objected to it, but

I just want you to have a good record.
Mr. Kunstler: I bow to your grammatical comments, and I withdraw the question and will ask you

another.
The Court: I just wanted you to know too I was listening to you.
Mr. Kunstler: I understand, your Honor. I have never doubted for a moment that you were listening.
Mr. Kunstler: Unless my ears fail me—I will object. I am hearing the same question and I expect

the same answer that I heard on redirect.
The Court: I will let him answer over objection, even if your ears don’t fail you.
Direct examination of Government Witness Carl Gilman, a California news cameraman, by Mr.

Schultz
Q. Will you relate to the Court and jury the last part, the very last part of the speech which Dr.

Dellinger gave?
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, I object to this question. I object to this witness relating any

speech given by a person before an open public rally at a college campus as being a violation of the
First Amendment of the United States and I would like to argue this outside of the presence of the jury.
…
A. “Burn your draft cards. Resist the draft. Violate the laws. Go to jail. Disrupt the United States

Government in any way you can to stop this insane war.”
Cross-examination of Government Witness Gilman by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, is someone being removed from the courtroom? Again another black

person, I see.
Mr. Schultz: Say—this repeated comment about “another black person”—
A Spectator: You hate black people or something?
Mr. Schultz: This constant repetition is not warranted, this attempt to make it appear that there is

racism in this courtroom. And that response, your Honor, is so outrageous—it is so wrong and it is so
deliberate by these men, it must stop. It is they who are engendering and who are looking for racism.…
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it’s only been black people ejected that I have seen. I have never seen

a white person removed from this courtroom when I have turned around, and this makes about the
eleventh black person that’s been—
The Court: I don’t know how from your position you can see what person has been ejected. I’m

facing the door. I’ve never seen anybody ejected. I’ve seen people go out. I can’t say that they were
ejected, and I don’t think that it is proper for a lawyer to refer to a person’s race.
…
The Court: And I direct you now, I order you now, not to refer to the ejection of a black person

again.
Mr. Kunstler: I will not, your Honor, if black people are not constantly ejected from this Court.
The Court: I order you not to, sir. That is my order.
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Mr. Kunstler: I think that violates the constitutional rights, your Honor, of these clients.
The Court: I think I am as familiar with the Constitution as you are, sir, and you will now proceed

with your cross-examination of this witness.
Q.… Mr. Gilman, what is your employment when you are not working for the FBI?
A. I work for Channel 8 Television, Midwest—
Q. Can you speak up? I can’t hear you.
A. I work for KFMB Television in San Diego, California.
Q. How long have you worked for KFMB?
A. Five years and a few months.
Q. And what is your job at KFMB?
A. A reporter and a newsreel cameraman.
…
Q. And do you have a press card which indicates that you are a member of the journalism fraternity?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, there came a time, did there not, when you began to inform for the FBI, is that correct?
A. Yes.
…
Q. When was that?
A. Around March of 1968.
Q. And can you indicate to me whether you approached them or they approached you?
A. I approached them.
…
Q. And what did you tell Mr. Evans [FBI agent—ed.]?
A. That I was concerned about things that I was reporting on, information I had received I considered

to be a threat to the security of the United States, and I felt that the FBI should be aware of the
information that I had.
Q. How many times after the first meeting did you call the FBI to bring something to their attention?
A. Since now?
Q. Since you started.
A. Hundreds of times.
[Mr. Kunstler questioning Government Witness Gilman about a speech by Defendant Dellinger]
Q. What did he say about the draft?
A. I cannot remember.
Q. You can’t remember any other words about the draft except—
A. Except that he was opposed to the draft.
Q. I would imagine so.
Mr. Schultz: Objection, if the Court please. I move to strike it.
The Court: “I would imagine so.” Those words may go out, spoken by Mr. Kunstler, and I direct the

jury to disregard them.
Please don’t make any observations about your imagination.
Mr. Kunstler: It was an involuntary thing, your Honor.
Mr. Schultz: I don’t think Mr. Kunstler does anything involuntary.
Mr. Kunstler: He ought to talk to my wife.
The Court: You carry on and I won’t be able to take you seriously, Mr. Kunstler.
You are not inviting me to consult your wife about whether what you say is involuntary?
Mr. Kunstler: I was going to remark, your Honor, she would say the same thing to me.
Q. Just one last question: Do you not remember that in discussing problems in Chicago that Mr.

Dellinger made reference to a statement that went something like “Shoot to kill, shoot to maim”?
A. I do not remember that.
OCTOBER 20, 1969
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Direct examination of Government Witness Robert Casper, an FBI special agent, by Mr. Foran
Q. Could you explain to the jury what the interest of the FBI is in an outdoor demonstration, public

rally?
A. Well, as I said, we obtained a leaflet a couple of weeks before this from the organization that was

sponsoring the rally. It called for the rally, as a matter of fact, and because of this and this leaflet—the
organization which was called the Coalition for an Anti-Imperialist Movement was the sponsor of this
rally, and from this leaflet—this is why we were there. It was a militant type of leaflet, sir.
Q. A militant type of leaflet?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did it call for any legal action?
A. Not that I can recall, sir.
Q. Was there any possibility of this rally violating federal laws?
A. There has been at some rallies, sir, violations of federal law. Yes, there was a possibility.
Q. Can you explain to the jury what violations of federal law are involved in a rally?
A. Well, at some rallies desecration of the flag for instance, burning of the flag, tearing it apart is

one.
Q. You were there to make sure there wasn’t any violation of federal law like burning a flag?
A. Well, in part; yes, sir.
Direct examination of Government Witness James Tobin, a Chicago police officer, by Mr. Schultz.

Commenting on the demonstration
Q. Would you relate the conversation that occurred.
A. The first person to speak was the marshal, and he said, “I don’t think we can hold them down.

The tension is too high. They want to go.” And at that, Rennie Davis, the defendant, said, “OK, but I
want you to do this—” and at that, he pointed to the base of the grass and said, “You see down there,
replace those people with marshals.”
Q. Where was he pointing, please?
…
A. He was pointing [down toward the sidewalk, and then—ed.] to directly in front of the Conrad

Hilton Hotel by the door where there was a TV camera elevated approximately 20 feet up in the air…
and he said, “You see those cameras, those are live cameras. Now what I want you to do, I want you
to instruct your marshals to sit on that front line and I want you to instruct your marshals to kick the
police in the shins and kick them in the legs and when they do, the police will react and they will react
by clubbing the demonstrators and the TV cameras will pick this up and when they pick this up—”
Q. Did you hear Rubin say anything other than the things you have already related?
A. Yes. As the march proceeded north, I heard Rubin use numerous obscenities. I heard obscenities

in the crowd.
Q. All right. Would you relate the obscenities, please. Yes, you may relate the obscenities.
A. I may? Rubin would yell to “Fu– the pigs,” “Off the pig.”
Q. “Off the pig”?
A. Yes.
Q. What is “Off the pig”? Have you ever heard that terminology before?
A. Yes, I have. It’s a street terminology for “Kill the pigs.”
Q. Go ahead.
A. He would yell—he was putting his finger up in the air and yelling, “Off the pig, off the pig,” and

he would use these obscenities back and forth to the people on the sidewalk, to the people in the cars,
any police car that went by in the vicinity he would yell to them and he was jumping up and down, he
was waving his arms, he was telling everybody, “Cheer it up, chant it up, chant it up.”
[Colloquy on Defendant Seale’s motion to act as his own counsel]
The Clerk: There is a motion here of Defendant Bobby Seale pro se to be permitted to defend

himself.
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The Court: I will hear you, Mr. Seale.
Mr. Seale: I want to present this motion in behalf of myself and I want to place some statements

concerning past—well, it is what has been described as in one manner and another interrupting the
Court, but I am not and have not been—I am not a lawyer, but I do know that I as one of the defendants
have a right to defend myself and I feel and know that it should be looked into by the Judge of this
Court, Judge Hoffman, and I feel that it has not been looked into.…
Also I think my reasons should be clear that prior to the beginning of this trial my understanding

of my legal representation here was so that this motion can have some validity and understanding to
it. I understood quite a while back after arraignment, immediately after arraignment, in fact, the same
day that I was arraigned on these charges, that Charles R. Garry would be the only one who would
defend me here, that all other lawyers who would appear in court would appear in court only for pretrial
motions and pretrial proceedings. There is where I stood and this has been my contention all along.…
I, Bobby Seale, demand and move the Court as follows: Because I am denied this lawyer of my choice,

Charles R. Garry, I cannot represent myself as my attorney would be doing, but because I am forced
to be my own counsel and to defend myself, I require my release from custody, from the bail presently
in force, so that I can interview witnesses, do the necessary investigating, do necessary factual research
and all other things that being in custody makes impossible.
2. The right to cross-examine witnesses and examine witnesses of my choice.
3. The right to make all necessary motions that I as a layman can think of to help my defense and

prove my innocence and to argue those motions.…
Mr. Seale:… I know I have gotten some attacks from the Government saying we were playing games

over here. I am not playing no game with my life, being stuck on the line, and I want to put that into
the record to explain my situation.
The Court: Mr. Schultz.
Mr. Schultz: May we briefly reply, your Honor?
Your Honor, this is a ploy. It’s just a simple obvious ploy.
… [O]n the first day of trial, September 24… Mr. Kunstler filed an appearance in court—and so told

the Court and told us and asked for leave to file instanter, and they did file, an appearance to represent
the defendant, Bobby Seale, and then we proceeded to pick a jury and we were going to trial.
Then on the Friday—that’s about the 26th, that Friday—Mr. Seale stood up and said, “I fire all my

lawyers.” It’s true it’s true that an individual has the right if he wants, to defend himself. We are not
arguing that, and I think that’s well established. If one wants to represent himself, he can. But he can’t
under the circumstances in this case, and that is, having a total… of five lawyers, and then fire four of
them and say, “I want the one or I won’t go ahead,” and saying that after the trial has begun.
Under those circumstances, when a lawyer files an appearance and goes into court representing a

client, he has no right, without the Court’s approval, to stop representing that individual, and you
have not granted that right, because one of the reasons why we went ahead is because there were other
lawyers representing Mr. Seale. And the ploy is so obvious.
… The defendants are trying to make a record, they are trying to create error in a record.
Now, they know perfectly well that if Mr. Seale were to cross-examine witnesses here and argue to

the jury, we would have a mistrial in this case in two minutes. He would destroy the other defendants’
rights to a fair trial. There is absolutely no doubt about that. Other defendants are subject here. Other
defendants are affected by what witnesses say on cross-examination or on direct examination in front of
a jury, and they know that, and they know perfectly well, him not being a lawyer, him not being versed
in the law, that there would be reversible error and there would be nothing that we could do about it.
… They are doing everything possible, making all the waves they can, not only to create error in the

record, which I am certain—I am absolutely certain—they haven’t done. That’s irrelevant practically
to them. It’s what publicity value they can get out of it. It’s a mockery, they say. That’s what they
are looking for. It’s a mockery because he doesn’t have the lawyer of his choice and he can’t represent
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himself. It looks very good in those words, but that’s not the fact at all. It’s a game they are playing
with this Court.…
Mr. Seale:… I stated that it was my understanding and my agreement that only Mr. Charles R.

Garry would represent me right after arraignment. I saw all these other lawyers the defendants brought
in, and it was my understanding and agreement that they would only represent me while I was in
California, pretrial motions and proceedings, and that Charles R. Garry would represent me here.…
The Court:… Mr. Seale has moved to be allowed to act as his own counsel and for relief on bail and

ordered to perform certain functions he deems necessary to his defense.…
In exercising its discretion, the Court should deny a motion to defendant pro se when such procedure

would be disruptive of the proceedings and when denial would not be prejudicial to the defendant.…
I find now that to allow the Defendant Seale to act as his own attorney would produce the same

disruptive effect. Moreover, the denial of the defendant’s motion to appear pro se would not be prejudicial
to his case. On the contrary, the complexity of the case makes self-representation inappropriate and the
defendant would be more prejudiced were he allowed to conduct his own defense than if his motion were
to be denied.…
[As the defense is about to cross-examine Government Witness Robert Allen Tobin]
Mr. Seale: I would like to say, Judge, that you denied my motion to defend myself and you know

this jury is prejudiced against me.
The Court: I will ask you to sit down.
…
Mr. Seale: They have been made prejudiced against me, I know. I should be allowed to defend myself.

I should be allowed to speak so I can defend myself.
The Marshal: Be quiet.
Mr. Seale: Don’t tell me to shut up. I got a right to speak. I need to speak to defend myself.
The Court: Mr. Seale, I must admonish you that any outburst such as you have just indulged in will

be appropriately dealt with at the right time during this trial and I must order you not to do it again.
Mr. Seale: In other words, Judge—
The Court: If you do, you do it at your own risk, sir.
Mr. Seale: In other words, you are saying you are going to put me in contempt of court for speaking

on behalf of myself?
The Court: I will not argue with you.
Mr. Marshal—
Mr. Seale:… Now you are saying you are going to put me in jail, you are going to put me in jail,

that’s one thing. You are going to put me in contempt of court because I am speaking in behalf of
myself.
…
The jury is prejudiced against me all right and you know it because of those threatening letters. You

know it, those so-called jive threatening letters, and you know it’s a lie. Now how can that jury give me
a fair trial?
The Court: Mr. Marshal will you go to that man and ask him to be quiet?
Mr. Seale:… You know, the black man tries to get a fair trial in this country. The United States

Government, huh. Nixon and the rest of them.
Go ahead and continue. I’ll watch and get railroaded.
The Court: Gentlemen, I want to say just one word and my remarks are addressed particularly to

Mr. Seale.
Several times during this trial he has disobeyed the injunction of the Court not to stand and talk

out. I feel that in fairness to him I should admonish him and his lawyers as well, to the extent that
they have any influence over him, that there is competent authority for dealing with a defendant who
persists in talking out against the order of the Court and I want Mr. Seale to know that. I am sure the
lawyers know it. I do this only in the interest of the other defendants.…
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OCTOBER 21, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Kenneth Carcerano by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Foran: And I object to that style of questioning, of misstating direct examination.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I just want to object. I think objections can be made without editorial

speeches for the jury’s benefit.
Mr. Foran: They can when they are made by error and not intentionally. I object—excuse me, your

Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: He has a double lick in now.
The Court: They make an editor out of you, Mr. Foran. Don’t be an editor.
Mr. Foran: All right, your Honor. I am sorry.
OCTOBER 22, 1969
Mr. Kunstler:… Mr. Seale informed me again on or about October 16th of this year that he was

going to move before your Honor for permission to represent himself, and reiterated to me that he had
discharged me and all other attorneys except Mr. Garry representing him, and that I should take no
further action with reference to him and that I should withdraw formally. Accordingly, I am doing so
through this motion which I have filed with your Honor yesterday, and a copy has been served upon
the United States Attorney.…
…
The Government:… [I]t is then subject to the sound discretion of the court as to whether or not this

prior right prior to the beginning of the trial of a client to defend himself is overcome in the Court’s
discretion by the strong likelihood that the discharge of a lawyer in the midst of a trial would result in
total destruction of court proceedings—total disruption of court proceedings to the prejudice of a fair
trial.
On that basis, your Honor, the Government asks the Court to deny the motion.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
Mr. Seale: Can I speak on that and answer his argument?
The Court: No. This is not your motion, sir. Your motion has been decided.
[Following eviction of a spectator from the courtroom]
Mr. Seale: You are a pig for kicking him out.
Spectators: RIGHT ON. RIGHT ON.
The Marshal: This Honorable Court will now resume its session.
The Spectators: Oink oink.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if I could make one application—the other seven defendants have pur-

chased a birthday cake for Chairman Bobby Seale whose 33rd birthday is today and they have requested
me to ask your Honor’s permission since the marshals would not let them bring the cake to Mr. Seale…
to at least bring it to him and present him with the cake before the jury comes in.
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, I won’t even let anybody bring me a birthday cake. I don’t have food in

my chambers. I don’t have any beverages. This is a courthouse and we conduct trials here. I am sorry.
…
Mr. Davis: They arrested your cake, Bobby. They arrested it.
OCTOBER 23, 1969
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, good morning.
Mr. Seale: Good morning. I hope you don’t blame me for anything.
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, it is my obligation to tell you that the parties to a

lawsuit have no right to address the jury, and Mr. Seale just made a remark to you that was entirely
out of order. I direct you to disregard it…
Mr. Schultz: He held up the newspaper for them [the jury] to see and—
Mr. Hoffman: It ain’t a newspaper. It is the Berkeley Tribe and doesn’t tell lies, so it isn’t a

newspaper.
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OCTOBER 27, 1969
Mr. Seale: What about my constitutional right to defend myself and have my lawyer?
The Court: Your constitutional rights—
Mr. Seale: You are denying them. You have been denying them. Every other word you say is denied,

denied, denied, denied, and you begin to oink in the faces of the masses of the people of this country.
That is what you begin to represent, the corruptness of this rotten government for four hundred years—
The Marshal: Mr. Seale, will you sit down.
Mr. Seale: Why don’t you knock me in the mouth? Try that.
The Marshal: Sit down.
The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I regret that I will have to excuse you.
Mr. Seale: I hope you don’t blame me for anything and those false lying notes and letters that were

sent that said the Black Panther Party threatened that jury, it’s a lie, and you know it’s a lie, and the
Government did it to taint the jury against me.
(The following proceedings were had in open court, out of the presence and hearing of the jury)
Mr. Seale: You got that? This racist administrative Government with its superman notions and

comic book politics. We’re hip to the fact that Superman never saved no black people. You got that?
Mr. Foran: Mr. Weinglass just asked me—
The Court: You just let me do my job, and you do yours properly, and we’ll get along, Mr. Fein—

Weinstein.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think it is Weinglass.
The Court: Weinglass. I corrected it. I got in ahead of you. I corrected it.
OCTOBER 28, 1969
The Court: I deny the motion [for a one-day adjournment].
Mr. Kunstler: Now in the event that your Honor has denied this motion, would your Honor—
The Court: Not in the event; I have denied it.
Mr. Kunstler: I was speaking from anticipation, your Honor.
Now that it has been denied, I would ask your Honor to grant permission for one of co-counsel here,

Mr. Weinglass or myself, to be absent tomorrow to consult with Mr. Garry.
The Court: Only on these conditions, Mr. Kunstler; that first each and every defendant in this case

stand up at his place at the defense table and agree that either you or Mr. Feinglass look after his
interests.
Mr. Kunstler: Weinglass, your Honor.
[Colloquy between the Court and Defendant Dellinger]
The Court [to Mr. Kunstler]: You don’t expect me to answer a question put to me in that way, do

you?
Mr. Dellinger: Why not? You expect us to answer a question.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you tell Mr. Derringer to remain quiet?
Mr. Kunstler: That is Dellinger.
The Court: Dellinger.
Cross-examination of Government Witness William Frapolly, an undercover agent, by Mr. Kunstler
Q.… I understand yesterday you testified that you had been or were a student at Northeastern

Illinois State College?
A. That is right, sir.
…
Q. You were expelled, were you not, for throwing the president off the stage physically?
A. No, I wasn’t, sir.
Q. What were you expelled for?
A. I was expelled for being with a group of people that threw the president off the stage.
Q. Do you remember today whether you told the grand jury that someone told you jeeps passed by?

Do you recall?
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Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to this.
The Court: I repeat, that is not the way to do it. I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I guess the Appellate Court will have to tell me how to do it then.
Mr. Foran: They will.
The Court: Oh, I don’t threaten very easily, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not threatening, your Honor. I just think it is classic impeachment.
The Court: I don’t try to second guess an appellate court, and I don’t want a cheap remark like

that made again by you, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it is not a cheap remark. It is a heartfelt remark, and we are following

the book on this.
The Court: Yes, it is. I will not permit a lawyer to threaten me.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not threatening. I am saying we will take it somewhere else.
The Court: Your client has a right to appeal, sir.
OCTOBER 29, 1969
Mr. Kunstler:… Today we were informed by the marshals that there is a new rule in effect which has

come from somewhere to search our staff members. The staff members bring with them legal papers,
legal documents, results of investigations, and other matters which we don’t want to disclose to anybody
or have anyone, particularly anyone connected with the Government of the United States, which is in
essence, as your Honor has indicated many times the plaintiff in this action, and we think it violates—
The Court: Not many times. Once.
Mr. Kunstler:—rights of counsel.
What was that?
The Court: Not many times. Just once.
Mr. Kunstler: Once? All right, your Honor. I will amend my sentence… [W]e think it violates the

Sixth Amendment rights of these defendants to have United States marshals look through their material
when they come in here.…
The Court:… The record in this case thus far compels me to insist that the marshals search everybody

but the lawyers; members of the press have never been searched.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t understand that, your Honor. If you would elaborate—
The Court: If you don’t—there are a lot of things you don’t seem to understand. I tell you it is for

the security and that will be all, sir.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I haven’t seen a violent episode in this courtroom, and I don’t think you

have, either. If a few chuckles once in a while is need for security, I just don’t see it.
…
The Court:… These are precautions that I am taking for the security of people who come into this

courtroom, and I intend to see that they are observed.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor realizes this is brand new. It didn’t happen yesterday with our staff.
The Court: New or old—
Mr. Hayden: This is the same accusation made at the Democratic Convention last year.
Mr. Hoffman: May I talk to my lawyer?
There are 25 marshals in here now…
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we are objecting to this armed camp aspect that is going on since the

beginning of this trial.
The Court: It is not an armed camp.
Mr. Kunstler: It is not right, and it’s not good, and it’s not called for.
Mr. Schultz: If the Court please, before you came into this courtroom, if the Court please, Bobby

Seale stood up and addressed this group.
Mr. Seale: That’s right, brother.
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Mr. Schultz: And Bobby Seale said if he is—
…
Mr. Schultz:… —that if he’s attacked, they know what to do.
Mr. Seale: I can speak on behalf of my constitutional rights, too.
Mr. Schultz: He was talking to these people about an attack by them.
Mr. Seale: You’re lying. Dirty liar. I told them to defend themselves. You are a rotten racist pig,

fascist liar, that’s what you are. You’re a rotten liar. You’re a rotten liar. You are a fascist pig liar.
… I hope the record shows that tricky Dick Schultz, working for Richard Nixon and administration

all understand that tricky Dick Schultz is a liar, and we have a right to defend ourselves, and if you
attack me I will defend myself.
Spectators: RIGHT ON.
…
Mr. Seale: A physical attack by those damned marshals, that’s what I said.
The Court: Let the record show the tone of Mr. Seale’s voice was one shrieking and pounding on

the table and shouting. That will be dealt with appropriately at some time in the future.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the record should indicate that Mr. Schultz shouted…
The Court:… [I]f what he said was the truth, I can’t blame him for raising his voice.
The Court: The last statement was made by the Defendant Abbie Hoffman.
Mr. Hoffman: I don’t use that last name any more.
The Court: If you speak once again while the jury is in the box and I have to send them out, we

will take such steps as are indicated in the circumstances.
Bring in the jury, Mr. Marshal.
…
Mr. Seale: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the jury.
Further cross-examination of Government Witness Frapolly by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Mr. Frapolly, you testified yesterday and I believe on Friday that you were functioning in an

undercover capacity for the Police Department of the city of Chicago on August 17, 1968, when you
were at a meeting in Grant Park…
…
Q.… and I believe you testified yesterday and on Friday that it was you who suggested to the meeting

the method and the manner and the way in which lavatories, public lavatories could be sabotaged, is
that correct?
A. No, sir.
Q. Then correct me on that. What did you tell the group?
A. I related a story.
Q. In relating that story did you tell the group that another group of people placed balsam wood

balls in the lavatory and that caused the lavatory not to function?
A. Yes; that was part of the story.
…
Q. Was it part of your instruction or part of your police assignment to tell demonstrators in this

city funny stories about how they could sabotage public lavatories?
A. I don’t recall, sir.
…
Q. At that meeting [another, two days earlier—ed.] it was you who suggested that grappling hooks

and ropes be used to stop jeeps which had barbed wire on the front of them, is that correct?
A. That is not correct, sir.
Q. Tell us what you suggested to Rennie Davis?
A. I suggested to Rennie Davis and some other people that a grappling hook be thrown into barbed

wire as it was being strung out from a truck.
Q. From a truck?
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is that from a military truck?
A. I don’t know, sir.
Q. What kind of truck did you have in mind when you said it?
A. Truck.
Q. Any kind of a truck? A moving van?
A. Do you want my exact description of the truck, sir?
Q. Yes, if you can give us the description of it, if you have it.
A. Something like a two and a half ton military truck with a canopy on the back of it.
…
Q. You suggested that a grappling hook be used to somehow interfere with the wire mechanism of

that truck? Is that correct?
A. Yes, I did, sir.
…
Q. People were asking for suggestions but you were the only one who volunteered that a military

vehicle should be sabotaged, isn’t that true?
A. I think there were other suggestions, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if I could interrupt for just a moment and ask for a five-minute recess.
Dr. Benjamin Spock is in the courtroom, and the defendants would like to consult with him. He has

to leave at 11:50.
…
The Court: All right. We will take a brief recess so that the defendants can consult with Dr. Benjamin

Spock.
Mr. Kunstler: We would like to introduce him to your Honor. He is sitting in the courtroom.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to that.
The Court: My children are grown, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Seale: Before the redirect, I would like to request again—demand—that I be able to cross-

examine the witness. My lawyer is not here. I think I have a right to defend myself in this courtroom.
The Court: Take the jury out, and they may go to lunch with the usual order.
Mr. Seale: You have George Washington and Benjamin Franklin sitting in a picture behind you, and

they was slave owners. That’s what they were. They owned slaves. You are acting in the same manner,
denying me my constitutional rights…
Mr. Foran:… [N]ever have I been in a courtroom—again, for twenty years and for many years daily in

courtrooms all over this state and in many instances all over the United States—have I seen the type of
conduct that is not only constantly going on in this courtroom, with noise, with giggling, with laughter,
with movement, with refusal to stand when the Court gets on the bench, with comments being made
by defendants to a jury, with outbursts in front of the jury, with participation in this conduct not only
by the defendants but by many of the spectators.
The Court:… Well, I have been called a racist, a fascist—he has pointed to the picture of George

Washington behind me and called him a slave owner and—
Mr. Seale: They were slave owners. Look at history.
The Court: As though I had anything to do with that.
Mr. Seale: They were slave owners. You got them up there.
The Court: He has been known as the father of this country, and I would think that it is a pretty

good picture to have in the United States District Court.
Mr. Kunstler: We all share a common guilt, your Honor.
The Court: I didn’t think I would ever live to sit on a bench or be in a courtroom where George

Washington was assailed by a defendant in a criminal case and a judge was criticized for having his
portrait on the wall.
The Court: I will not hear you now. I am asking you to be silent.
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Mr. Seale: I want to know will you—Oh, look—it’s a form of racism, racism is what stopped my
argument.
…
The Court: Mr. Seale, do you want to stop or do you want me to direct the Marshal—
Mr. Seale: I want to argue the point about this so you can get an understanding of the fact I have

a right to defend myself.
The Court: We will take a recess.
Take that defendant into the room in there and deal with him as he should be dealt with in this

circumstance.
[Speaking to Defendant Seale]
The Court:… If you will assure the Court that you will be respectful and not cause the disorder and

commotion that you have up to now, I am willing that you resume your former place at the table, and
in the same physical condition that you were in prior to now.
I ask you, therefore, and you may indicate if you choose, by raising your head up and down or

shaking your head…
Mr. Kunstler: I wanted to say the record should indicate that Mr. Seale is seated on a metal chair,

each hand is handcuffed to the leg of the chair on both the right and left sides so he cannot raise his
hands, and a gag is tightly pressed into his mouth and tied at the rear, and that when he attempts to
speak, a muffled sound comes out as he has done several times since he has been bound and gagged.
Mr. Seale: You don’t represent me. Sit down, Kunstler.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, I don’t think you have accomplished your purpose by that kind of a

contrivance. We will have to take another recess.
Let the record show again the defendants have not risen.
OCTOBER 30, 1969
[Pursuant to an order by the Court, Defendant Seale has again been strapped into a chair in an

attempt to silence his outbursts]
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, the buckles on the leather strap holding Mr. Seale’s hand is

digging into his hand and he appears to be trying to free his hand from that pressure.
Could he be assisted?
The Court: If the Marshal has concluded that he needs assistance, of course.…
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, are we going to stop this medieval torture that is going on in this

courtroom? I think this is a disgrace.
Mr. Rubin: This guy is putting his elbow in Bobby’s mouth and it wasn’t necessary at all.
Mr. Kunstler: This is no longer a court of order, your Honor, this is a medieval torture chamber. It

is a disgrace. They are assaulting the other defendants also.
Mr. Rubin: Don’t hit me in my balls, motherfucker.
Mr. Seale: This motherfucker is tight and it is stopping my blood.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, this is an unholy disgrace to the law that is going on in this courtroom

and I as an American lawyer feel a disgrace.
Mr. Foran: Created by Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: Created by nothing other than what you have done to this man.
Mr. Hoffman: You come down here and watch it, Judge.
Mr. Foran: May the record show that the outbursts are the Defendant Rubin.
Mr. Seale: You fascist dogs, you rotten low-life son-of-a-bitch. I am glad I said it about Washington

used to have slaves, the first President—
Mr. Dellinger: Somebody go to protect him.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may the record show that that is Mr. Dellinger saying someone go to protect

him and the other comment is by Mr. Rubin.
Mr. Rubin: And my statement, too.
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The Court: Everything you say will be taken down.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we would like the names of the marshals. We are going to ask for a

judicial investigation of the entire condition and the entire treatment of Bobby Seale.
The Court: You ask for anything that you want. When you begin to keep your word around here

that you gave the Court perhaps things can be done.
The Court: Don’t point at me, sir, in that manner.
Mr. Kunstler: If we are going to talk about words, I’d like to exchange some.
The Court: Don’t point at me in that manner.
Mr. Kunstler: I just feel so utterly ashamed to be an American lawyer at this time.
The Court: You should be ashamed of your conduct in this case, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: What conduct, when a client is treated in this manner.
The Court: We will take a brief recess.
Mr. Kunstler: Can we have somebody with Mr. Seale? We don’t trust—
The Court: He is not your client, you said.
The Marshal: The Court will now resume its session.
The Court: Will you continue with your cross-examination?
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, just before that I would like to inform the Court that the

reason why the other defendants are not rising I am told is because Mr. Seale is not able to rise due to
the fact that he is shackled to his chair and they are sitting in silent protest of that fact.…
Mr. Weinglass:… I would be remiss in my duty to my client if I stood in this courtroom with fifteen

marshals standing at the door, one man gagged and bound, the marshals striking at him and not asking
the Court the simple question or not asking the jury if they could continue to deliberate in this trial. I
see nothing improper with that.…
If my motion is not well founded in the law Mr. Foran can come to this lectern and cite case law.

All he does is launch out on a personal attack and you have permitted it. Not only have you permitted
it, you have added to it your own intimidation of me personally that I will be dealt with later.
The Court: That wasn’t intimidation, sir, that was—
Mr. Weinglass: I accepted that as intimidation.
The Court: You are mistaken. This Court doesn’t intimidate lawyers.
Mr. Weinglass: What does your Honor intend—
The Court: It cautions you not to repeat your conduct.
The Court:… I again caution you not to say—utter the kind of remark you have made here this

morning.
Mr. Weinglass: I would like to know what remark I have made that—
The Court: I shall not answer your question, sir, because when I attempt to answer them you

interrupt me.
Mr. Weinglass: I give the Court my assurance that I will not.
The Court: I wouldn’t take your assurance because you have violated it on many occasions.
The Court: I would tell you, sir, that the United States District Judge who practiced law in the

courts of the United States and sat on state and federal benches for 50 years has to sit here, sir, and
have a defendant call him a pig?
Listen to him now.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we cannot hear him because of the binding and gag on him.
The Court: You bring that to the Judicial Conference or wherever you want to bring it.
Mr. Schultz: May we be informed of the number, if the Court please, of the last exhibit?
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Schultz: The number was not disclosed.
…
The Court:… What is the number, Mr. Weinstein—Weinwer—Weinberg—
Mr. Weinglass: Weinglass, your Honor.
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Cross-examination of Government Witness Lieutenant Joseph Healy by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Lieutenant Healy, do you know who I am?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. We met before, didn’t we?
A. Yes, we did.
Mr. Schultz: Objection, if the Court please.
Mr. Kunstler: Objection that we met, your Honor?
The Court: It is hardly material. If you want to introduce yourself—
Mr. Kunstler: That is what I am doing.
The Court: All right. Then tell him who you are.
Mr. Kunstler: I am trying to find out if he knows.
The Court: That wastes time. He is Charles Kunstler, the lawyer.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, William Kunstler.
The Court: Oh, is it William?
Mr. Kunstler: Charles is the French author.
OCTOBER 31, 1969
[Lieutenant Healy, a Government witness, has just resumed the stand to start the day’s session.]
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, Mr. Seale is having difficulty. The Marshal has noticed it. He

is in extreme discomfort. He has written me a note that the circulation of blood in his head is stopped
by the pressure of the bandage on the top of the skull and would it be possible to have those bandages
loosened? He is breathing very heavily. I think both marshals can note it.
…
Mr. Kunstler: I would like to reiterate I am calling for an end to this. I think this is absolutely

medieval. I don’t think you have seen it in your experience nor I have seen it in mine.
I am moving now in behalf of the other seven defendants that this be stopped. Let this man defend

himself. You could stop this instantly, stop any disturbance in the courtroom if you let him defend
himself.
The Court: The record does not indicate that I could stop Mr. Seale.
Mr. Kunstler: You can, your Honor. He asks one thing of you and that is the right to defend himself.
…
The Court:… You are his lawyer and if you were any kind of a lawyer you would continue to do it.
Mr. Kunstler: If I were any kind of a lawyer I would protest against what is being done in this

courtroom and I am so protesting…
The Court: He [Mr. Seale—ed.] is being treated in accordance with the law.
Mr. Kunstler: Not the Constitution of the United States, your Honor, which is the supreme law. He

has a right to defend himself.
The Court: I don’t need someone to come here from New York or wherever you come from to tell

me that there is a Constitution in the United States.
Mr. Kunstler: I feel someone needs to tell someone, your Honor. It is not being observed in this

Court, if that is the treatment a man gets for wanting to defend himself.
The Court: Read the books. You will find that the Court has the authority to do what is being done

and I will not let this trial be broken up by his conduct.
The Court: Why should I have to go through a trial and be assailed in an obscene manner.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, that is a reaction of a black man to not being permitted to defend

himself. If you had said to him, “Defend yourself,” none of this would have happened.
The Court: I have had black lawyers in this courtroom who tried cases with dignity and with ability.

His color has nothing to do with his conduct.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, he feels—
The Court: Not at all.
Mr. Kunstler: He feels he is being denied a right which the Constitution gives him…
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The Court: If that is a motion, I deny the motion.…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, before the jury comes in, the defendants would like to move to adjourn

for the day until Monday so that we can have an opportunity to send the lawyers to California to consult
with Mr. Garry, and we feel that we ought to do this both for humanitarian and for legal reasons…
… We feel as attorneys and so do the seven other defendants that it is impossible to continue as

human beings with the trial of this case under the present circumstances; that it is impossible for
essentially white men to sit in this room while a black man is in chains and continue—
The Court: I wish you wouldn’t talk about the distinction between white and black men in this

courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: A lot of the seven white men—
The Court: I lived a long time and you are the first person who has ever suggested that I have

discriminated against a black man. Come in to my chambers and I will show you on the wall what one
of the great newspapers of the city said editorially about me in connection with [a] school segregation
case.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, this is not a time for self-praise on either side of the lectern.
The Court: It isn’t self-praise, sir. It is defense. I won’t let a lawyer stand before the bar and charge

me with being a bigot.
Mr. Kunstler: For God’s sake, your Honor, we are seeking a solution of a human problem here, not

whether you feel good or bad or I feel good or bad.
The Court: You can’t solve a problem by vilifying people.
Mr. Kunstler: I haven’t vilified your Honor. I have asked for a day’s adjournment so we can solve a

problem that must affect every sensitive human being.
The Court: That is one thing—
Mr. Kunstler:—in the United States.
The Court: Please don’t raise your voice to me. I don’t like that.
[Concerning Defendant Seale, currently bound and gagged]
The Court: When the time comes when a federal judge is called a pig in open court before a

hundred people, and publicized throughout the country and the Court can’t do anything about it—and
the contumacious conduct continues, courts whose judgment I must respect have held that that is a
proper method of restraint. Now, it is the only time in my many years both in the practice of law and
on the bench that I have seen anything like that happen, but it is the first time I have been called a
pig.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I don’t think that is really the issue, but we have argued it so many

times.
The Court: Oh, of course not. I think that is just very pleasant for a judge to sit up here and be

called a fascist, racist—I couldn’t begin to recite all of the things that this man has said.
NOVEMBER 3, 1969
[The following is excerpted from a letter of Charles Garry, attorney for Defendant Seale, read by Mr.

Weinglass. Mr. Garry had been unable to attend the trial because of illness]
“The crisis in this trial has been precipitated by the gross violation by the Government and the

trial judge of the fundamental constitutional rights of Mr. Bobby Seale, a black American citizen and
national chairman of the Black Panther Party.
“Mr. Seale’s fundamental American constitutional right to counsel of his own choice was violated by

the refusal of the Government and the trial judge to agree to adjourn the commencement of this trial
until the seriously ill counsel of his own choice, the undersigned, Charles R. Garry, could attend.…
“Once the trial has started, Mr. Seale’s fundamental American constitutional right to defend himself,

which he demanded be afforded to him and was unlawfully and without any cause in law denied to him
by the Government and the trial judge and in flagrant violation of the Constitution the Government
and trial judge proceeded with the trial.…
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“Meanwhile Mr. Seale must be immediately accorded by the Government and the trial judge his
constitutional and statutory right to defend himself. He must be released forthwith from all physical
bonds, gags and shackles. He must be released from all restraints upon his liberty so that he may defend
himself and receive full and adequate apologies and compensation by the Government for the brutal,
cruel, unusual and unconstitutional punishment inflicted upon him during the past two weeks of this
trial.…
“[E]ven if I were physically and medically able to take part in a major trial, which I am not according

to my physicians, my participation could in no way cure the fundamental constitutional infirmity with
which it is already plagued. Accordingly, participation by me in this trial long after it is started would
violate my basic professional responsibilities and might well be deemed malpractice.”
Mr. Weinglass:… Can’t Mr. Schultz understand that a man is sitting here on trial facing the possi-

bility of a ten-year jail sentence without his attorney being in this courtroom? And that his right is a
simple question to defend himself, and there have been twenty-five witnesses called, there has been no
cross-examination for him, his question has been denied by this Court, and he has requested repeatedly
that he be given the right to cross-examine them; it has been denied. That isn’t a ploy; that is what
the Supreme Court talked about in Gideon vs. Wainright and what all of the courts I have cited have
talked about. A citizen has a constitutional right to defend himself and that is not a ploy.
NOVEMBER 4, 1969
Mr. Seale:… I don’t know all of these formalities that the lawyers know in the courtroom. I could

easily learn it if you would coach me and allow me to defend myself and cross-examine the witnesses and
ask pertinent questions that directly relate to these charges against me because I am very well aware
of those charges.
Mr. Seale: I wasn’t shackled because I called you a pig and a fascist, which I still think you are, a

pig, and a fascist, and a racist, but I was denied my constitutional rights. When a man is denied his
constitutional rights—
The Court: Will you sit down, please.
Mr. Seale:—in the manner that you did—
The Court: Mr. Marshal, have that man sit down.
Mr. Seale:—you will still be considered a pig, and a fascist, and a racist by me. You still denied me

my constitutional rights.
The Court: Miss Reporter, did you get Mr. Seale’s remarks?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, before you bring in the jury, I want to stand with Mr. Weinglass on this.

I have heard now this remark “phony” and “two-faced.” It has been directed to my co-counsel. I join
him in asking your Honor, and I think you have an obligation to do something about that. I just can’t
understand how it can go on ad infinitum here without a word coming from you from that bench. I
just—you know it is not right; to call a man phony and two-faced in oral argument is not right. We
both know that. You don’t say anything and you are countenancing the remark.
The Court: For your information, maybe you don’t know it, the word “phony” is in the dictionary.
Mr. Kunstler: So is the word “pig,” your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: I am moving, your Honor—
The Court: I deny your motion.
Mr. Kunstler: Thank you,
[Concerning the Court’s contention that Mr. Kunstler is Defendant Seale’s attorney]
Mr. Seale: I have never sat down and talked with this man before this trial at all—never, never—and

I want to argue that point because you are forcing me to accept a lawyer that I have never sat down
with and had anything to talk with at all about this trial whatsoever. The only man I talked to was
Charles R. Garry, and you know it. I sent a motion in here one month before this trial signed by my
name that Charles R. Garry was the only man that I consulted with in this trial, and you have witnesses
on the stand testifying against me, and I don’t have a right to defend myself. That should be clear in
the record.
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The Court: Will you please sit down.
Mr. Schultz: May the record show that the Defendant Seale has been identified by the witness.
The Court: The record may so indicate.
Mr. Seale: And may the record show that I am a black man, too, being railroaded.
NOVEMBER 5, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Bill H. Ray, a deputy sheriff in San Mateo, California
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, do you have any cross-examination of this witness?
Mr. Kunstler: Just one moment, your Honor.
Your Honor, since this witness only related facts relevant to Mr. Seale who has, as your Honor knows,

discharged me, I have no questions.
Mr. Seale: Well, I think I have a right to cross-examine.
The Court: No, you have no right in the circumstances of this case.
Mr. Seale: Why did you follow me, could you please tell me, Mr. Witness—
The Court: Mr. Seale—
Mr. Seale:—at the airport?
The Court: Mr. Seale, I ask you to sit down.
Mr. Seale: Have you ever killed a Black Panther Party member?
The Court: Mr. Seale, I will have to ask you to sit down, please.
Mr. Seale: Have you ever been on any raids in the Black Panther Party’s offices or Black Panther

Party members’ homes?
The Court: Mr. Seale, this is the third time I am asking you to sit down as courteously as possible.
[Colloquy between the Court and Mr. Seale]
The Court: We are going to recess now, young man. If you keep this up—
Mr. Seale: Look, old man, if you keep up denying me my constitutional rights, you are being ex-

posed to the public and the world that you do not care about people’s constitutional rights to defend
themselves.
The Court:… [I]t is therefore ordered that pursuant to the authority vested in this Court by Rule

42(a) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and by Title 18, United States Code, Section 401, the
Defendant Bobby Seale be punished for contempt.
…
The Court: Mr. Seale, you have a right to speak now. I will hear you.
Mr. Seale: For myself?
The Court: In your own behalf, yes.
Mr. Seale: How come I couldn’t speak before?
The Court: This is a special occasion.
Mr. Seale: Wait a minute. Now you are going to try to—you going to attempt to punish me for

attempting to speak for myself before? Now after you punish me, you sit up and say something about
you can speak? What kind of jive is that? I don’t understand it. What kind of court is this? Is this a
court? It must be a facist operation like I see it in my mind, you know,—I don’t understand you.
The Court: You may speak to the matters I have discussed here today, matters dealing with your

contemptuous conduct. The law obligates me to call on you to speak at this time.
…
I have tried to make it clear.
Mr. Seale: All you make clear to me is that you don’t want me, you refuse to let me, you will not

go by my persuasion, or my arguments, my motions, my requests to be, to the extent of even having
to shout loud enough to get on that record for that record so that they can hear me half the time. You
don’t want to listen to me. You don’t want to let a man stand up, contend to you that that man is not
my lawyer, show you and point out to you that fact, in fact, made motions and told you that I fired the
man.
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Mr. Seale:… If a black man stands up and speaks, if a black man asks for his rights, if a black man
demands his rights, if a black man requests and argues his rights, what do you do? You’re talking about
punishing. If a black man gets up and speaks in behalf of the world—
The Court: Are you addressing me, sir?
Mr. Seale: I’m talking. You can see I’m talking.
The Court: That’s right, but if you address me, you’ll have to stand.
Mr. Seale: Stand? Stand now. Now let’s see, first you said that I couldn’t stand. I got my suit. It’s

going to a higher court, possibly the highest court in America.
[The following is the ruling of the Court concerning Defendant Seale]
The Court:… I find that the acts, statements and conduct of the Defendant Bobby Seale constituted a

deliberate and willful attack upon the administration of justice, an attempt to sabotage the functioning
of the federal judiciary system, and misconduct of so grave a character as to make the mere imposition
of a fine a futile gesture and a wholly insignificant punishment. Accordingly, I adjudge Bobby G. Seale
guilty of each and every specification referred to in my oral observations, and the Court will impose—
strike that—and the Defendant Seale will be committed to the custody of the Attorney General of the
United States or his authorized representative for imprisonment for a term of three months on each and
every specification, the sentences to run consecutively.
…
The Court:… There will be an order in view of the disposition of this aspect of the case, there will

be an order declaring a mistrial as to the Defendant Bobby G. Seale and not as to any other defendants.
Mr. Seale: Wait a minute, I got a right—what’s the cat trying to pull now?… I can’t stay?
The Court: Now I will tell you this, that since it has been said here that all of the defendants support

this man in what he is doing, I over the noon hour will reflect on whether they are good risks for bail
and I shall give serious consideration to the termination of their bail if you can’t control your clients,
and you couldn’t yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Seale: I am not—I am not a defendant—he is not my lawyer. I want my right to defend myself.

I want my right to defend myself.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, they said this morning they supported fully his right to defend himself

or have his lawyer of choice, and if that is the price of their bail, then I guess that will have to be the
price of their bail.
NOVEMBER 6, 1969
[Following the Court’s severance of the Government’s prosecution of Bobby Seale from that of the

other seven defendants, Mr. Weinglass made the following motion out of the presence of the jury]
Mr. Weinglass:… Your Honor, I am joined in making this motion by Mr. Kunstler who will argue

following my argument, and this motion is made on behalf of the seven remaining defendants in the
case, and it is a motion of a mistrial.
The Court: What?
Mr. Weinglass: A motion for a mistrial as to the remaining seven defendants.
Mr. Kunstler: [A] witness testified that he [Mr. Seale—ed.] was here to urge people in the park,

particularly black people, to kill policemen in the city of Chicago during Convention Week. This is
something no juror can forget…
It is far too inflammatory and far too dramatic to ever be forgotten by a juror hearing it in this

courtroom.…
Mr. Kunstler: The jury knows, as Mr. Weinglass has pointed out, what happened to Mr. Seale.

They also have good reason to believe from remarks stated in this courtroom in their presence that
this was because Mr. Seale was a bad person.… Well, the defendants are in association with him by
the Government’s claim. They are his co-conspirators, and if he is so terrible in the minds of the jury,
then because they are associated with him by the charge of the Government by the indictment, then
by relationship they are also terrible persons. This severance does irreparable harm to them…
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The Court: Based on the record in this case and the applicable authorities which the Court has
examined prior to coming in here this morning and prior to the entry of the order on yesterday afternoon,
the motion of the defendants in this case other than the Defendant Bobby G. Seale, that is to say, the
seven other defendants, for a mistrial will be denied…
[The following are excerpts from proposed Government Exhibits 33 and 34, audio portions of an

ABC-TV News film]
Mr. Lawrence: Chicago police refused to comment on any of the charges that have been made by the

Mobilization and yesterday issued a statement saying that Rennie Davis is an enemy of the American
people because of your trip to North Vietnam.
What is your reaction to that kind of statement?
Mr. Davis: Well, my reaction is that I am an enemy of the police state that is being created in the

city of Chicago. I am an enemy of the war in Vietnam. I am an enemy of the racist and oppressive
government that refuses to deal with the problems of the American ghettos and I will continue to be
this kind of enemy against these kind of injustices.…
…
Mr. Lawrence: It begins to take on the appearance of a guerilla movement.
Mr. Hayden: Well, I wouldn’t say it’s a guerrilla movement, simply because the Yippies and the

Mobilization people are essentially unarmed. Those who have been throwing things at police are throwing
rocks and bottles. They’re not carrying MACE, or guns, or the kind of weapons that the police have,
and they’re basically fighting in a defensive way because they’re being driven out of the park, hounded
in the streets, and they have no alternative but to fight back at least for the purposes of survival.…
NOVEMBER 7, 1969
[Francis J. McTernan, Special Attorney for Defendant Bobby Seale, arguing the illegality of the

4-year sentence imposed on his client by the Court for contempt]
Mr. McTernan:… It seems to me, your Honor, that although there are several incidents that occurred

over a series of days, that it constituted one course of conduct and not sixteen different contempts. The
one course of conduct involved Mr. Seale’s attempt to defend himself, and every citation, as I read it,
was related to that central theme, and I think it is a very substantial question of law where in one course
of conduct, whether under one course of conduct, a man can be sentenced to sixteen different sentences
to run consecutively.… [I]t seems to me that is just what the Supreme Court was trying to avoid.
The Court:… [T]his defendant was not only warned and admonished each time he uttered contemp-

tuous remarks and was guilty of contemptuous conduct—
Mr. McTernan: Your Honor—
The Court: I beseeched him not to repeat such conduct right down to almost minutes before I

imposed the sentence.…
Mr. McTernan:… [W]e have a picture of a man who believed, your Honor, though wrongfully, but

who believed, and I think who believed that he had a right to defend himself. Now, your Honor, that is
the basic problem out of which this whole thing grew, and an explosion, if any, occurred.
Here is a layman, not trained as a lawyer, asking for what he considered his right to defend himself

and discharge lawyers of record because the lawyer of his choice was not here.…
The Court: You can disagree with the judge, laymen or lawyers—
Mr. McTernan: A laymen is not a lawyer.
The Court:—but you don’t call him a pig and a fascist in the process of disagreeing with him.
Mr. McTernan:… What I wanted to get to is this: You keep referring back to how contemptuous the

conduct was and I am trying to say to your Honor, and I would like to develop the argument because
I didn’t get it all out, that we were dealing first with a layman and not a lawyer. Secondly, we were
dealing with a black man who comes out of a black ghetto.
The Court: Oh, I don’t want to hear another thing about a black man. The only person who

mentioned black men in this Court for the first time was your client. You don’t know me, sir, but I am
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as good a friend of the black people in this community as they have, and if you don’t believe it, read
the books.
The Court: You are the one that brings up this black man thing again. I am weary of hearing about

it because he has not been discriminated against.
Mr. McTernan: I am not suggesting, your Honor, in this phase of my argument that he was discrim-

inated against.
The Court: Then why mention color?
Mr. McTernan: Because it has to do with the words he used, your Honor. It has to do with the

culture from which he comes and the meaning ascribed to words. That is what I want to address myself
to.
The Court: I have known literally thousands of what we used to call Negro people, and who are now

referred to as black people, and I never heard that kind of language emanate from the lips of any one of
them. I have had fine Negro lawyers stand at that lectern and at the lectern across in the old courthouse,
and I never heard a lawyer, a Negro lawyer use that kind of language, or any Negro defendant in a
criminal case. I never did.
There is no evidence here in this case that it is part of a culture.
Mr. McTernan: Your Honor, that is precisely the point I am getting to. Of course there is no evidence

here, but there should be. There should be before a man is sentenced to four years in jail for contempt
for use of language.…
Mr. Foran:… I would call something else to the Court’s attention which again makes counsel’s motion

really moot and that is that Mr. Seale is not only under a charge but that he is under a charge in New
Haven, Connecticut, for conspiracy to commit murder. He is not entitled to be on the street even under
the Constitution.
There are other matters, your Honor, that I think you should consider. Mr. Seale is presently under

conviction and sentence of three years probation from April 11, 1968, in California for a charge of carrying
weapons, deadly weapons, firearms or explosives, into a prison, or having them in his possession when
he was in prison.
Since that time he has been indicted on this conspiracy to commit murder in Connecticut, which is

non-bailable.
Since that time he has conducted himself in this Court in a way that would indicate that if anything,

he is a desperately poor risk for bail, having demonstrated his gross disrespect for the law and for the
rules of this Court.…
… [T]here is no one in this courtroom that does not know that Mr. Seale is a highly intelligent and

articulate man. The idea, the very idea that his gross conduct in this courtroom was due to his race is
an insult to any human being who is a member of that race. His gross conduct was because he acted
contemptuously in this Court, he as a human being. Sometimes I think we lose all context, all sense
of the context in which these things occur when we listen to some of these arguments.… [T]he Court
has used the patience of Job in not sentencing him to the maximum sentence on each of the individual
specifications in the contempt.
The Court: Gentlemen, we have here the motion of the Defendant Seale for bail. My view is that

anyone who has sat through this trial and heard the words of the defendant and watched his conduct
can’t but reach the conclusion that the defendant was guilty of dangerous acts of violence in open court,
that he by his words intends to seek to destroy and overturn the American judicial system. He has
severely disrupted the normal trial processes of our judicial system and I think such conduct is a major
threat, and I so find, to the continued existence of our democratic system. His shouting in open court,
his insulting characterization of the trial judge, of the United States Attorney, the Assistant United
States Attorney, the marshals, to me mean that he is a dangerous man. If he is a dangerous man, as I
conclude and find, it would be gross error to permit him to be free on bail.
[From film, Government Exhibit 35, of speech by Defendant Davis in Cleveland, August 17, 1968]
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We want to say here in Cleveland that our fight is not with the policemen, our fight is not with the
National Guard troops, our fight is not with the young men who are being ordered from Fort Hood in
Coleman, Texas, to come to the Democratic National Convention for the protection of that convention
from its own citizens. Our fight is with the policies of the United States Government that have created
this situation.
NOVEMBER 10, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Barbara Callender, a Chicago policewoman, by Mr. Kun-

stler
Q. What drew your attention first to the man you say is Jerry Rubin, which is a half hour before

he spoke, as I understand it?
A. To be quite frank, I found him to be a very obnoxious man and—
Q. Go ahead. You have something else to say?
A. Yes, please. (continuing) And this drew my attention to him and I just started to follow him.
Q. Is your attention often drawn to obnoxious men?
[The Government objected to this question. The objection was sustained—ed.]
Q. Can you describe what Mr. Hayden looked like then?
A. Yes. His hair was fairly close to regular length. He has kind of a pocked face. I don’t remember

any mustache or anything. Kind of beady eyes.
Q. Beady eyes?
A. Yes.
Q. You don’t like these defendants, do you, at all?
[The Government objected to the last question. The objection was sustained—ed.]
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Kunstler should ask if she saw Jerry Rubin.
Mr. Kunstler:—if Mr. Schultz says he wants to replace her on the witness stand and tell this jury—
Mr. Schultz: No.
Mr. Kunstler:—what he believes she saw and did not see, let him do so, but at least do it honestly.
Mr. Schultz: I am doing it honestly.
The Court: You mean without my permission? You give your permission?
Mr. Kunstler: I give mine. If your Honor’s is necessary, I would urge your Honor to give your

permission.
The Court: Perhaps you want me to get down and represent your clients.
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor, I am not sure my clients would accept that, your Honor.
NOVEMBER 12, 1969
The Court: With no objection, Government’s Exhibits 44 and 45, respectively, for identification, may

be admitted into evidence as Government’s Exhibits bearing those numbers only as to the Defendant
Rubin.
Is there anything somebody at that table wants to say?
Mr. Rubin: I was speaking to my attorney.
The Court: I will wait.
Your client wants to talk to you, Mr. Weinglass, while I am talking. I will be glad to wait.
Mr. Hoffman: We think you ought to come to Washington this Saturday and protest the trial.
Direct examination of Government Witness Irwin Bock, a Chicago police officer, by Mr. Schultz
Mr. Schultz: If the Court please, Mr. Hoffman, the Defendant Hoffman is not in the courtroom. He

is another person who is named by the witness.
The Court: We will wait for him.
Mr. Schultz: Yes, sir.
The Court: He has returned.
Mr. Hoffman: I have a bladder problem.
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The Court:… I suggest to the defendants that they refrain from loud laughter. This is a trial in the
United States District Court, not a circus. I tried to make that clear during this trial, sometimes with
great difficulty.…
…
Mr. Kunstler: I would just like the record to indicate that there was laughter at the defense, and

the laughter was not out of proportion to the answers and the questions of the prosecution.
The Court: The record may indicate that you said that, and I disagree with you.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, we disagree frequently.
The Court: Not infrequently.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object again. That is a leading question to tell him there was a meeting

which he attended.
…
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, do a little research on this matter of leading questions. Really, evidence

authorities are not very much against leading questions these days.
[But see January 6, 1970—ed.]
The Court: I direct the Marshal to go over there to the defendants’ table and request them as we

have done repeatedly in the past not to laugh loudly during this trial. This is a trial in the United
States District Court: It is not a vaudeville theater.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, we are human beings, too, and when remarks are made from the

witness stand which evoke laughter, I don’t think it can be helped. You can’t make automatons out of
us or robots; we are human beings and we laugh occasionally, and if it comes irrepressibly, I don’t really
see how that really becomes a court matter.
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Kunstler is laughing so he can influence the jury with the impression that this is

absurd. That is why he is laughing aloud…
…
Mr. Kunstler:… [S]ometimes when the absurdity becomes too much, I laugh… but we are not doing

it just out of some calculation so the jury sees us laugh. They are far too intelligent to be misled by an
occasional—
The Court: I think they are, too.
Mr. Kunstler: Mr. Schultz is implying they are not.
The Court: I agree with you.
NOVEMBER 13, 1969
Continued direct examination of Government Witness Bock
[Defendant Rubin explaining his absence during the last half hour of previous day’s testimony. The

Court had revoked his bail because of said absence.]
Mr. Rubin:… I did not walk out on the trial. That is absolutely wrong. I like being here. It is

interesting. I didn’t intend to walk out. I have been here every day at 10:00 and 2:00 and stayed here
to the end.
The Court: That is the best—
Mr. Rubin: Let me finish.
The Court: That is the best statement I have heard here during the trial. You said you enjoyed

being here.
Mr. Rubin: It is good theater, your Honor.
Q. Would you relate, please, Mr. Bock, what was stated at that meeting?
A.… Tom Hayden said that “If the City doesn’t give in to our demands, there would be war in the

streets and there should be.”…
…
A.… Weiner said, “A good mobile tactic would be to pick a target in the Loop area and bomb that

target.” He said, “Such a diversionary tactic as bombing the fence across the street from the federal
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building, the high wooden fence, would burn very easily, and that this would draw police away from the
demonstrators in the loop.”…
… Weiner then asked me if I could obtain the bottles necessary to make the Molotov cocktails.…
Mr. Davis: Why don’t you arrest this lying police spy. He has filed an affidavit.
Mr. Foran: I would like to have those remarks on the record, Miss Reporter.
Mr. Kunstler: I suggest to you, Miss Reporter, that no one has the authority to ask you to put those

comments in the record.
Mr. Foran: The remark was “Why don’t you arrest that lying police spy,” Miss Reporter.
Mr. Dellinger: And that District Attorney who is teaching him to lie.
Mr. Foran: Take that also, Miss Reporter.
Mr. Dellinger: That is a fine way to get to be Senator.
[Mr. Foran has been mentioned as a possible candidate for the Senate seat from Illinois—ed.]
NOVEMBER 14, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Bock by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I just don’t understand that objection.
The Court: I do. I sustain it.
Mr. Schultz: If the Court please, just for purposes of the record, I would like the record to show, if

the Court would have the record so show, that the people in the audience here and at the defense table
laughed at the Court’s last comment.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, are we going to constantly get into this laughter business?
The Court: When it is wrong to laugh. I don’t know whether the word “constantly” is the word to

use.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
The Court: I have tried to stress here during the conduct of this trial that this is a trial in the United

States District Court and we don’t tolerate loud laughter—at least I don’t—in the conduct of a trial
which I supervise. I tried to make that clear to you.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Everybody has laughed at one time in this courtroom, including your Honor, including

the jury, including the defense, and including Mr. Foran and Mr. Schultz and the audience.…
Mr. Kunstler:… Now the witness has indicated he saw him again on July 27 at a cocktail party in

Evanston.
The Court: “Cocktail party or a party.”
Mr. Kunstler: All right, I will take that modification.
The Court: He may not have been lucky enough to have a cocktail at the party.
Mr. Kunstler: I have made, your Honor, a request of you to let me participate in this nationwide

protest—
The Court: I make a request of you to continue with your cross-examination, sir.
…
The Court:… The jury may disregard the requests about Washington and constitutional rights. This

is a trial here; it is not in Washington.
Mr. Rubin: I didn’t laugh.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, every laugh is not at you. I think you take it very personally every time

there is laughter. Every time there is laughter, it is not at you.
The Court: I know when it is at me, Mr. Kuntsler.
Mr. Kunstler: Kunstler, your Honor.
NOVEMBER 18, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Government Witness Bock
The Court:… I don’t object to a smile if something humorous, in the opinion of the one who smiles,

occurs, but I think in a trial loud laughter is not indicated.
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I just want to correct one impression. I didn’t say people want to laugh. I
said laughter was irrepressible sometimes when some testimony came from the witness stand. I happen
not to have heard Mr. Dellinger today at all.
The Court: I don’t remember your using that word.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, irrepressible laughter, your Honor, is known to all of us. It happens to human

beings.
The Court: I wouldn’t say irrepressible laughter is known to all of us. Don’t count me in on everything.

Just confine your opinions to yourself.
Mr. Kunstler: But I have seen your Honor laugh.
The Court: Laughter is not irrespessible to me if I don’t want to laugh. I don’t laugh out loud in a

trial being conducted in the United States District Court.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, you have in this case. I have heard you.
The Court: No, you haven’t.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
The Court: Oh, but you haven’t.
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, there is a great architect, Mies van der Rohe, who lately left us. He

designed that lectern as well as this building and it was a lectern, not a leaning post. I have asked you
to stand behind it when you question the witness.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think the U.S. Attorney questions from this table here—
The Court: I don’t permit lawyers to lean on that thing. I don’t want you to do it. I have asked you

before. That was put there by the Government, designed by Mr. van der Rohe, and I want you to use
it for that purpose.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the U.S. Attorney questions from the back of this table and leans on his

material.
The Court: I don’t care about that.
Mr. Kunstler: Why am I different?
The Court: I haven’t seen the United States Attorney put his elbow on that thing and lean on it as

though it was a leaning post and I wouldn’t permit them to do it or you.
Mr. Kunstler: Perhaps I am tired, your Honor. What is wrong about leaning on it?
The Court: If you are tired then let Mr.—
Mr. Kunstler: Weinglass.
The Court:—Weinglass take over.
Maybe I am tired, but I am sitting up here—
Mr. Kunstler: You are sitting in a comfortable chair.
The Court: I sit in the place where I should sit.
Mr. Kunstler: While I am standing up.
The Court: I will not permit you to lean on that.
Mr. Kunstler: May I place my hands like this, your Honor?
The Court: Yes. Yes. That is not leaning.
Since you are tired, we will take a recess and you can go to sleep for the afternoon.
NOVEMBER 19, 1969
The Court:… I have never entered a judgment in all the years I have served based on what some

newspaper writer or editor wants me to do. I don’t like some of the cartoon sketches that have appeared
in the newspapers about me, but I don’t bear them any animus because if a man assumes a public place
of any kind, that is what he is exposed to.
I can’t ask for a mistrial when I’m pictured in the newspapers with a whip in my hand with a title,

“Justice,” on the top of it.
…
The Court: I grant you—I saw that article of Mr. Wicker’s. It was not too complimentary, but you

didn’t have to go all the way to New York or pay 15 cents here. You could just pay 10 cents for one
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of the Chicago papers and have gotten even better than Wicker’s story. Paraphrasing a statement I’m
sure you have heard in your day, some of my best friends are newspaper editors.
Mr. Kunstler: I have heard that in a different connotation, your Honor.
The Court:… I’ve never written to a newspaper man and thanked him for the nice things he said

about me—oh, it may come as a surprise to you, but many nice things have been written about me, Mr.
Kunstler—nor have I written to a newspaper or even called anyone at the newspaper and complained,
nor have I ever appeared on television or spoken on the radio. Here is the place, in my opinion, where a
judge should speak, and I do speak from the bench when it’s necessary to speak. And I think a lawyer
trying a case should speak here, too.
Mr. Kunstler: I am trying to do that, your Honor.
The Court: Well, you haven’t succeeded.
Mr. Kunstler: Not for the last five minutes, anyway.
Mr. Kunstler: Can I get to my motion, your Honor?
The Court:… You may give everything about your grounds for a mistrial other than what appears

in the newspapers.
Mr. Kunstler: Thank you, your Honor.
The Court: You don’t have to thank me. You are entitled to make your motion. You are entitled to

a ruling.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I felt a certain sense of gratitude, your Honor.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: I felt a certain sense of gratitude that I could get to the motion.
The Court: It is nice to have grateful lawyers.
Mr. Kunstler:… [Y]our Honor indicated just before the luncheon recess that I was leaning on the

lectern, that I should get behind the lectern, that Mies van der Rohe had intended that I be behind the
lectern.
The Court: Oh, now, now, you are getting to be like some of the others. Be accurate. I happened to

know Mr. van der Rohe, but he never mentioned your name.…
[On defense motion for mistrial based on statement of the Court while the jury was present]
The Court: A lawyer stands at that lectern, he stands erect and not leaning as though he were

having a beer some place.
I don’t tolerate that. I did for a while. You did it for a long time, and I finally thought I ought to

take you to task for it.
…
The Court: I think it is slovenly, and you, yourself, recognized it by saying you were tired. You were

probably tired from one of your evening speeches.
NOVEMBER 21, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Joseph Hale, an investigator assigned to the Subversive

Unit of the Chicago Police Intelligence Divisions, by Mr. Kunstler
[Concerning demonstrations during Convention Week]
Q. What did those officers do?
A. Well, they were ducking, ducking the missiles that were being thrown, and they couldn’t do much

of anything besides look out for their own welfare.
Q. Well, prior to ducking the missiles, is it not true that those officers advanced and attacked the

crowd?
A. No, sir. They couldn’t have possibly advanced and attacked the crowd, not a handful of uniformed

police officers.
Q. Is it your testimony that the missiles just started spontaneously with no action by the police at

all?
…
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A. If you call the American flag being desecrated and the offender being placed in custody, this is
what in my mind precipitated the throwing of the missiles at the police.
Q.… Did you ever tell any person that you had engaged in profanities yourself that day?
A. By engaging in profanity, I do remember making a statement to a cameraman for I assumed it

to be a TV station, I told him to turn those censored cameras around because of that civilian brutality.
That is the profanity I used.
Q. What did you say when you said censored?
A. There are ladies present.
Q. No, I want you to answer. We understand that ladies don’t like to hear it, no one likes to hear

it, but this is a criminal trial and it is important that we learn what you said. It has been used many
times in this courtroom.
A. I don’t care to use it in the presence of ladies I will tell it to you or the Judge but—
Mr. Foran: In any event, it is immaterial.
…
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I fail to understand that. Every obscentiy that has been ascribed to our

clients has been paraded in front of this jury as if they were being tried for their swear words. When
this man uses an obscenity, the police use an obscenity, we are not permitted to let the jury know what
the police said.
The Court: This witness is not being tried.
Mr. Foran:… I am perfectly willing to confess [as] I am sure Mr. Kunstler is that he on occasion has

used profanity also. That has nothing to do with this trial.
Mr. Kunstler: I think everybody in this courtroom, the jury and everybody else has at sometime

used profanity. I don’t think that is a—
The Court: I don’t know about that. There are ladies on the jury. I would not want to make that

charge.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, human life is human life and we all fall from grace occasionally.
Q. Did the word begin with an “F”?
NOVEMBER 25, 1969
The Court: I observe, I believe, that all of the defendants are not in attendance here.
Mr. Davis: Bobby Seale.
Mr. Kunstler: Mr. Rubin just went to the men’s room. He was here a second ago.
The Court: Lawyers would say that your observation was a conclusion, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: I can’t see through the wall, your Honor, but he had a distressed look on his face. If

he comes in with a relieved one, your Honor, I will know I was correct.
Mr. Kunstler: [Y]ou cannot even consider the Government’s motion here without at least hearing

strenuous argument on the Spock issue.…
The Court: It would be better for your nervous system if you don’t argue strenuously. You are fond

of describing your efforts as strenuous argument.
Mr. Kunstler: We all have our own idiosyncrasies.
The Court: Ordinary argument is good enough for me.
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor. This case deserves better than an ordinary argument. It’s not good

enough for me essentially, and I think that I have to present it in the way I think its worth merits.
The Court: All right. You may talk strenuously then. I certainly will not complain about the tone

of your voice. You did about me, but I wouldn’t about you.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, “strenuous,” always doesn’t mean tone, your Honor.
The Court: I think it does.
Mr. Kunstler: It has other aspects. I will try to keep the tonal qualities on a non-strenuous level.
The Court: I just don’t want you to get tired, as you said you were the other day.
Mr. Kunstler: That’s why your Honor wouldn’t let me lean on the lectern.
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[Colloquy concerning Mr. Kunstler’s participation in the November 15, 1969, “March Against Death”
in Washington, D.C.]
The Court: What did you say on that occasion?
Mr. Kunstler: On which occasion?
The Court: In Washington, D.C., I read—
Mr. Kunstler: I sat and listened.
The Court: I read that you were on top of some kind of tractor.
Mr. Kunstler: Really? I didn’t even know that.
The Court: You made a speech.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I sat on top of a tractor truck.
The Court: I wondered what you said.
Mr. Kunstler: I think I asked someone for coffee at one point.
The Court: Coffee on top of a tractor?
Mr. Kunstler: I sang once, and I listened to the speeches. But, your Honor is correct, I sat on top of

a tractor-trailer, and I was thrilled by what I saw as I looked out at what seemed to me half a million
people who had one thought in mind, and that was to end the war in Vietnam now and immediately.…
Mr. Kunstler: I am done in one minute, your Honor, because I just want to close with a statement

which the defendants do adopt as their own, even though it comes from a publication.… It is a study
of Attorney General Mitchell and his stewardship, and the writer Richard Harris ends as follows:
“Most people no longer seem to care—if, indeed, they know—what is happening to their country.…

When the people finally awaken, they may find their freedoms gone, because the abandonment of the
rule of law must bring on tyranny. Since it is the majority’s fear—fear of black men, fear of crime, fear
of disorder, fear even of differences—that allows repression to flourish, those who succumb to their fears
are as responsible as those who make political use of them. And in the end both will suffer equally. ‘For
they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the whirlwind.’ ”
[The following are tape-recorded excerpts of a speech by Defendant Rubin during Convention Week,

as offered in evidence by the Government]
Mr. Rubin:… Another thing of significant difference between the people here at this convention and

the people across town at the convention is the attitude toward money. Many of us were born in relative
wealth, but we are rejecting wealth because we don’t believe in the value of money, or property that
comes under the individual profit system. We don’t want the world run like that, we want the world
to run along the principle of cooperation for we’re not interested in protecting our property. The hell
with property. We are not interested in becoming rich. The hell with riches. There is going to be an
election coming up and people are asking themselves what that election should be. It should be one
word, they’ll have to disrupt that election.…
… That’s why most people think this is a free country, because they never try to change the country.

If they try to change it they see how free it is.…
[Continuation of tape]
Mr. Rubin:… We’ve got a lot of work to do tonight and we’ve got to break up into small groups and

go throughout the city and convince as many people as possible to try to get out of the Old Town area
and try to get into the downtown area then to do whatever they think is necessary to make our point.
The headline of the New York Post today was “The Battle of Chicago.” See you on the streets tonight.
NOVEMBER 26, 1969
Direct examination of Government Witness Richard Schaller, an intelligence analyst with the U.S.

Naval Investigative Service, by Mr. Schultz
[Testimony regarding objects thrown at the police during the disorders]
Q. Would you describe the objects that you had seen when you were on the west side of the band

shell, the objects which you saw thrown?
A. Well, there were chunks of what I’d call concrete, rock aggregate mixed with mortar. There was

tin cans containing garbage. The cans had been opened, the food content consumed, the top of the lid
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had been left so that it would hinge. There was such things as coffee grounds, lard, grease, egg shells,
other materials of that type in the cans, and the lid was pushed down again so that when it hit there
would be a spewing of material from the can.
There were other objects that appeared when they hit to sort of explode and spew out a colored

liquid. I saw various colors, blue, yellow, green. There were some pieces of board or wood thrown also,
and stones.
Q. Did you have occasion in any way to attempt to determine the contents of the liquid in the bags

or any—
A. Not at that time, but after the rally was over, walking up the walk, I was curious to know what

the objects were that contained the colored articles, and I picked one up on a stick.
It appeared to be a plastic Baggie-type container and contained the colored fluid, and in holding it

up I detected the aroma of what I determined to be urine.
The Court: I didn’t hear that last.
The Witness: I determined it to be urine by odor.
[Following the Court’s refusal to permit John Sinclair, founder of the White Panther Party, to come

from prison to testify for the defense]
Mr. Kunstler: You may have cited all the authorities in the world. We made a decision this man is a

key witness for our defense. Your Honor has made a decision in your discretion not to allow us to have
this key witness.
The Court: Which the law permits me to do.
Mr. Kunstler: The law permits, but the defendants have a right to decide what they are going to do

now when they have been denied a key witness to the defense. We would like a recess to discuss that.
The Court: I deny the motion for a recess. I don’t take recesses—
Mr. Dellinger: Aw Jesus—fascist—
The Court: Who is that man talking, Mr. Marshal?
Mr. Dellinger: That is Mr. David Dellinger and he is saying that that is an arbitrary denial when

you say who is key to our defense.…
…
Mr. Dellinger: I think that is acting like a fascist court like Mr. Seale said when you make decisions

of that kind and deprive us of our witnesses. Because he has already been persecuted in one court, now
you are persecuting him and us in another one.
Mr. Davis: Why don’t you gag all of us, Judge?
The Court: Who said that?
Mr. Davis: Bobby Seale said that.
The Court: I decide each motion on its own papers, sir, and I am not aware of any witnesses that

the Government has sought to bring here. I don’t know whether—
Mr. Hoffman: We are very confused about this. Is the Government going to present our defense as

well as our prosecution?
The Court: Have you gotten that—what is the name of that defendant speaking?
Mr. Hoffman: Just Abbie. I don’t have a last name, Judge. I lost it.
Cross-examination of Government Witness Schaller, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Did you not report to your superiors, putting aside documents, that you feared violence from the

police at that moment?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, could you give me the basis of the sustaining of that ruling?
The Court: When I have chosen to give you a basis, you never agree with my basis, and there is no

point in my getting into arguments that I can’t win.
You know, I don’t like to argue when there is not a chance of winning, so I will just let my ruling

stand.
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am not sure that you have lost any.
Q. On the tape during this speech particularly after the word “garbage” which appears on page 16,

and after the references to Nixon, Humphrey and Wallace, which also appears on 16, there appears to
be an animal sound on the tape. Was that a pig’s oink?
A. Yes.
Q. And the pig oinked twice?
A. I couldn’t say if he did or not, sir.
Q. You saw nothing subversive in that, did you?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I have to rule, so I will sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the word “oink” has been used several times as implying something

subversive.
The Court: Yes, I know it has been used several times; so has the word “pig.”
The Court:… Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I deeply regret that you will not be able to spend

your Thanksgiving Day in your customary manner. I hope that it will be as pleasant as it can be in the
circumstances.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the defense has no objection to them spending Thanksgiving at home.

We moved for that before.
Mr. Schultz: If the defense would try to expedite this trial instead of delaying it, we wouldn’t be

here now.
Mr. Rubin: We’d probably be in jail.
NOVEMBER 28, 1969
Testimony of Government Witness Schaller on recross-examination
The Court: Oh, I will let the witness tell whether he knows what an obscenity is. Do you know what

an obscenity is?
The Witness: I think I would, but I am sure counsel and I am [sic—ed.] have disagreement here and

there.
…
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Mr. Schaller, is it an obscenity for the mayor of a major metropolitan area to advise his police

to shoot to kill all arsonists and shoot to maim all looters?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Do you consider it an obscenity for the United States Government to use napalm in the bombing

of civilians in North Vietnam?
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Weinglass can’t be serious in contending that these questions are proper on this

recross-examination.
Mr. Weinglass: That is perhaps my most serious question in this trial.
DECEMBER 1, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness James Rochford, Deputy Superintendent of Chicago po-

lice, by Mr. Kunstler
[During Mr. Rochford’s testimony]
Defendant Weiner: Bill, the executioner is mumbling and I can’t hear him.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, is it possible to tell the witness to keep his voice up?
The Court: I think it is possible. I have demonstrated that because I have asked him two or three

times already.
Mr. Foran: May the record show the comment? Did you get that comment?
Defendant Dellinger: He was speaking to his lawyer.
…
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, Mr. Foran I don’t think even heard it, but Mr. Schultz whispered in his
ear and then we have this little schoolhouse episode going on of reporting to your Honor what the bad
boys are doing.
The Court: You may think these are schoolhouse episodes—
Mr. Kunstler: They are, your Honor, they are what we used to call tattletales.
The Court: If they are, you are going to be disillusioned.
…
The Court: Characterizing a witness in the United States District Court out loud by one of the

defendants having an interest in the case is not a schoolhouse play.
Q. Now did you see police officers leaping through the window after people?
A. Some police officers went into the crowd to get the injured but they didn’t leap through the

window.
…
Q. How do you know they were going through to go to the injured?
A. Why else would they go through?
Q. They might go through to beat people with their clubs, isn’t that a possibility?
A. No, Counselor.
Q. They did say they wanted to go to the Ampitheatre, didn’t they?
A. Yes.
Q. They didn’t say they wanted to go to the Conrad Hilton, did they?
A. And the police said they could not.
Q. The police said they could not and the police said they could not because they had been ordered,

had they not, to stop any demonstrations in the vicinity of the International Ampitheatre, isn’t that
correct?
A. The police said they could not because to meet our total responsibility to the delegates, to the

visitors, to the people of this city, in the judgment of the police it was not in the interest of safety to
all the citizens to permit it.
Q. Supt. Rochford, isn’t it true that you had ample police and National Guard forces available to

you to easily control 3,000 people who wanted to march to the International Ampitheatre that night?
A. Counsel, there isn’t enough manpower to control a group of people that wants to be disorderly.

There just isn’t enough manpower.
[Testimony concerning the disturbance at Congress Plaza]
Q. But isn’t that almost invariably your experience, that an incident changes the character of a

crowd?
A. Was the incident in this case the determination to march to the Amphitheatre? I think generally

your statement is a valid one.
Q. Could it not be the gas on Congress Plaza?
A. It could be.
Q. And that after the incident occurred, is it not true then when the character of the crowd changed,

as you have indicated with people leaving the park suddenly, as you put it, is it not also true that gas,
the use of gas sometimes has a panicking effect on a large crowd?
A. I would say that that is a possibility. It didn’t happen in this instance.
DECEMBER 2, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Government Witness Rochford
Q. Is it your testimony, finally, Deputy, before this jury, that you were entirely satisfied with the

performance of your policemen at the intersection of Michigan and Balbo between 7:45 and 8:15 on the
evening of August 28?
A. I’m never satisfied.
Q. And could you indicate to the jury what your particular complaint about your police performance

at that time was?
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A. Well, my real concern—it’s not a complaint. Each and every time we have a police operation, we
examine it, we go to the very basic operating level, and we ask for information and evaluation reports. I
feel badly and was hurt that people were injured, that in this great city of Chicago this incident occurred
in the manner that it did. I have concern for anyone injured. My basic responsibility is to protect life
and property.
But after reconsidering all the circumstances and all the information that I had at my fingertips, I

could not be too critical of this operation.
[During examination of another witness]
The Court: Do you want to add to those objections, Mr. Weinrob?
Mr. Weinglass: No.
[Referring to a prior comment]
Mr. Kunstler:… First of all, with reference to the Ruby situation, I have a particular familiarity with

that case. I argued the appeal for Jack Ruby and in that case, your Honor, there was no denial by Jack
that he had killed Oswald. That was never an issue in that case.
The Court: You get awfully chummy with your clients.
Mr. Kunstler: Yes, your Honor. After living with them for a while, particularly when a man is on

death row, I think it comes a time when it is not Mr. Ruby and Mr. Kunstler. There is a certain intimacy
that is bred of these cases.
DECEMBER 3, 1969
[At opening of morning session, out of presence of the jury]
The Marshal: Your Honor, we are still missing one of the defendants, I believe.
Mr. Weinglass: Yes. I wanted to address the Court on that matter.
I have a note from—signed “Lee Weiner, Boy Defendant,” and the note reads—it is dated today. I

asked him to write me this note in light of his condition.
“I’m still sick, and following my doctor’s advice, I will be staying home in bed, taking medicine, and

trying to get better so I can get back to the trial as soon as possible. Of course I want the trial to
continue even without my presence because of my illness for the next day or two.
“As we have previously discussed in these circumstances, I waive my rights to be present at the trial

and agree to whatever has to be agreed to when one gets sick in the middle of a trial so that the trial
may continue.”…
DECEMBER 4, 1969
Mr. Kunstler:… The defendants respectfully ask the Court for an adjournment of trial today because

of the murder of Fred Hampton early this morning by police officers here in Chicago. We ask this for two
reasons: One, out of respect for Mr. Hampton and his dead associate, and two, because the defendants—
The Court: Will you wait just a minute? I have to send a note to somebody who is on the telephone.
You may continue.
Mr. Kunstler (continuing): Your Honor, we do it for two reasons: First, out of respect for Mr.

Hampton who was the Chairman of the Illinois Chapter of the Black Panther Party and his associate,
Mr. Clark, but, secondly, because of the emotional reaction of the defendants to what all of us at the
defense table consider to be a wanton murder of an associate of many of us.…
It is our considered judgment that this raid searching for guns was staged in order to provoke a

shoot-out and the murder of Mr. Hampton in particular and any other Black Panther that could be
found in gun sight.
The Court: Why should a thing like that be presented to me?
Mr. Kunstler: We are asking for—
The Court:… The so-called Black Panthers, whoever they are, an organization that I have no famil-

iarity with except as the name has been mentioned here on occasions during this trial, is not a party
to this indictment.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, you are trying a case deliberately designed to destroy and kill dissent

in the United States and there is no question of that, and if you want to say to me that this case has
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nothing to do with the Government’s attempt to destroy the Black Panther Party, the Mobilization
Committee Against the War in Vietnam and all shades of dissent, you are free to say that.
Of course, that is exactly what Southern judges said, that segregation was not involved in the

Freedom Rider thing. We know what is involved.
The Court:… I don’t know anything about the so-called Black Panthers. I have no knowledge of

them.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we are never going to resolve that issue between us at this moment.
The Court: I have resolved it.
Mr. Kunstler: We are never going to resolve the issue—
The Court: I have resolved it as not being an issue in this case, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: It is an issue in this case, your Honor.
The Court: An issue here?
Mr. Kunstler: You may say nay, but I think most of the country knows that it is an issue in this

case. But that is not the point of what my motion is.
The Court: I don’t deal with the country. I deal with the courtroom, sir. I hear a case and the

evidence that comes from the witness stand and in documentary form as documents are admitted.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I have heard this—you know, I tried throughout the South for eight

years, and every judge I came before said, “This is not a segregation case; this is a simple breach of the
peace.”
The Court: Oh, I have had segregation cases. I had the first one in the North. When I had it, I tried

it as a segregation case.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we have an emergency motion for a mistrial based on the following facts:
Yesterday in the afternoon session Stuart Albert, who is one of the staff of the defense, was called

out of court by a marshal at approximately 4:15 yesterday and the marshal told Mr. Albert who is
present in court now that there were two people outside who wanted to speak to him. When he arrived
outside, he found four people, one of them who told him he was under arrest, two informed him that
they were agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The two who indicated they were federal agents left the elevator going down at a lower floor and

did not go to the station house, police headquarters at 11th and State.
At 11th and State Mr. Albert was taken to the Police Intelligence room where his pockets were

emptied. In his pockets were a multitude of documents relating to the defense of this case. Mr. Albert
informed them that he was a member of the legal defense staff of the conspiracy and that the information
in the documents was privileged and that the Police Intelligence officers have no right to see it, since we
felt, as did Mr. Albert, that they were shown by the Police Intelligence officers to the federal officials
conducting this trial and who have had intimate relationships, as your Honor knows from the people
who have taken the stand here, with members of the Chicago Police Department and particularly with
the so-called Red Squad.
The officers at 11th and State said to Mr. Albert, “What is privileged information? What is that?”

And then they went through everything.
He was taken to a room where he asked them to return the documents or at least give him a receipt

for the documents. They told him that the police were very honest and that he would get it all back.
Fifteen minutes later he received back the documents but they had been out of his sight for some fifteen
minutes, and it is our feeling that during that time they were photostated or xeroxed by the Chicago
Police Department…
So I ask either for the mistrial or at least for a hearing by your Honor of what we consider a flagrant

breach of our own security and a violation of the laws and the Constitution of the United States.
…
The Court: The motion of the defendants, Mr. Clerk, for a mistrial will be denied, as will the

alternative motion of the defendants.
Bring in the jury.
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Cross-examination of Government Witness Richard Braithwaite, a Chicago police officer, by Mr.
Kunstler
Q. Up to that time—up to the time you saw the police between 11:00 and 11:30, had you made any

other arrests?
A. No, sir.
Q. Now, you did see what you have described as a couple making love in a tree, did you not?
A. I did.
Q. You saw them having intercourse in a tree, isn’t that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And that was what kind of a tree, do you remember?
A. I don’t know what kind of a tree it was, sir.
Q. You’re sure you hadn’t wandered into the zoo?
A. Quite sure.
Q. Did you arrest those people?
A. No, sir.
Q. In fact, you went right under the tree and you gazed up, isn’t that correct?
A. No, sir. I was under—
Q. You weren’t under the tree looking up?
A. I was under the tree. I didn’t walk under. I was under there at the time.
Q. And then suddenly your attention was called to the fact that someone was making love over your

head, is that correct?
A. This is right.
Q. And you looked up?
A. I did.
Q. How long did you look?
A. Two seconds.
Q. And then you walked on about your business, is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
…
Q. Were you worried about their safety?
A. No, sir.
Q. Now when you went to Lincoln Park on the 26th of August, did you know that Abbie Hoffman

was going to be there?
A. No, sir, I didn’t.
Q. Did you ever see him before that time?
A. No. I hadn’t.
Q. Did you ever see any pictures of him?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Can you describe what he looked like when you first saw him?
A. Not really, other than the wild hair and the nose which impressed me.
Q. The nose impressed you?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In what way did the nose impress you?
A. Its size.
The Court: You asked for that, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not objecting, your Honor. A nose is a nose is a nose.
DECEMBER 5, 1969
Cross-examination of Government Witness Albert H. Baugher, Assistant Director for the Division

of Community Service, Department of Human Resources, in Chicago, by Mr. Kunstler
[Concerning a meeting between Abbie Hoffman, Chicago Deputy Mayor Stahl, and the witness]
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Q. Did Abbie Hoffman indicate—state to you at that meeting that Spiro Agnew had offered him
$200,000 to come to Chicago? Did that come up?
A. I don’t recall that, sir. He might have.
Q. Did you laugh when he said that?
Q. At any time did you or Deputy Mayor Stahl contact Spiro Agnew and ask him whether he had

made a serious offer of $200,000?
Mr. Foran: Your Honor. I object to that, and I ask Mr. Kunstler to refrain from playing to his

gallery.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think he said he took a serious offer, and he said Abbie Hoffman might

have said Spiro Agnew offered him $200,000 to come to Chicago, and I asked whether he contacted
Spiro Agnew.
The Court: I would ask that you don’t waste our time.
I sustain the objection, sir.
Q. Now, you indicated that it was sometime around this time, that you met Lee Weiner, is that

correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And about what time was that?
A. Four o’clock, five o’clock.
Q. I think you describe the conversation something like this. You said you said, “Hi,” right?
A. Something to that effect, “Hello.”
…
Q.… Mr. Rubin then said, “Fascist pig”?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did he say “Hi” first?
A. No, sir.
Q. And then I think you resorted to a classic American expression, “Shove it.”
A. I believe so, sir, yes.
On redirect examination by Mr. Foran, regarding a conversation with Abbie Hoffman
Q. What was the conversation?
A. Mr. Hoffman approached me, and we talked generally for a while. He gave me a copy of a booklet

which he had printed in New York called “Fuck the System,” which he said he was giving me free. He
said that the city of New York had paid for it through an OEO grant that they had received from the
city.
He then suggested that Chicago would be wise to cooperate, that they had first run into trouble in

New York. I think he mentioned the Grand Central Station incident in March and said that since that
time the city had been very cooperative and there had been no trouble, and they’ve gotten this money
just to keep things cool.
Q. Did he give any explanation of how they got the money or for what purpose?
A. He said that they had applied for a grant of venereal disease clinic, to the best of my recollection,

and that they had used the money to print the booklet which had a small part on venereal disease,
operate a free store, and use the money whichever way they saw fit.
DECEMBER 8, 1969
Extended arguments by opposing counsel on defense contention that the Government had failed in

its affirmative duty to prove the defendants guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, thus obviating the need
for the defendants to present their evidence
Mr. Kunstler:… The main statute involved is 2101 and the defendants are accused of a conspiracy

to travel in interstate commerce, to use the facilities of interstate commerce, with an intent to incite a
riot and commit acts of violence in connection with or furtherance of such a riot and to aid and abet
persons in committing acts of violence in furtherance of a riot, and to perform certain overt acts in
furtherance thereof.…
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Conspiracies are so easy to prove in the general sense because you don’t have to prove anything. You
never have had to prove the conspiracy in the routine case; all you have to prove is that the defendants
had committed certain acts or one or two of them did and that they had some access to each other.
Therefore this is why conspiracy is so often used, particularly in cases like this.
The crime of conspiracy evolved in the court of star chamber crime as we know it today. It was

formulated in the court of star chamber and used by that infamous court in order to prove in political
cases primarily that acts of a certain type meant there must be agreement. But when you get into the
type of case we have before your Honor, we are no longer in the routine conspiracy case… We are in
the case of a so-called conspiracy in the First Amendment area… and the Government must be held to
a standard of strictissimi juris which means that they must have established a prima facie case in the
light of the rule of strictissimi juris—that is, they must be held to the strictest standard of the law in
so establishing such a case.
Conspiracies are what Learned Hand called the “Darling of the Prosecutor’s Nursery,” because in

so many cases, the courts have permitted conspiracies to be proved by a bootstrap operation. The
Government proves only acts of the defendants, and then lets the jury presume or speculate that the
defendants must have met and must have conspired together else these acts would not have occurred.
This is what I have termed a bootstrap operation. This is the reason that conspiracy prosecutions have
been so favored by the Government and no more favored than in what I have called in the past political
cases.…
In this particular case where we have a statute which is so suspect itself and which does involve First

Amendment rights to an enormous degree, I don’t think there is a legal scholar in the United States
who, reading the statutes, would not say that it raises First Amendment problems.…
… [T]he use or the evidence of public meetings, what they call mere public meetings, are not enough

to prove a conspiracy.… Well, that is what we have in this case. You have mere meetings, all open.…
These defendants or some of them, according to the proof submitted in this case, were meeting in

Lincoln Park, in Grant Park, speaking to thousands of people from platforms in both places. They had
open meetings in the Mobilization office, in Noble Hall and elsewhere. These were meetings at which
anyone could walk in and anyone did, as the evidence indicates, everyone from informers to people who
were training as marshals to the press…
… That doesn’t mean, of course, that every conspiracy has to be done in the dead of night in a

room three floors underneath the street level. Everyone realizes that.… But where you have open air
meetings, the law requires something else…
… [T]here is nothing illegal about giving a speech. There is nothing illegal about conducting a self-

defense marshals’ session. There is nothing illegal about meeting in the Mobilization office or anywhere
else. In fact, it is very difficult to find a single illegal act here attributable to any defendant. It is highly
remarkable that in all of the illegality which was put on allegedly committed in Chicago, that with two
exceptions you have no arrests of any defendant.…
… If anything, the Government has proved one thing in presentation of its evidence, that it has

put together a mass of meetings, mainly public, a mass of speeches, all of which were public, a mass
of statements in an earnest effort to prove that the defendants in this case committed some sort of a
crime.
What they have really proved is essentially what we have argued throughout this case. What they

have really proved is that the Government of the United States is out by any means necessary to destroy
the First Amendment to the Constitution, and I think in that they have succeeded in so proving, and
your Honor’s judgment of acquittal granting our motion will be, I think, a refreshing breath of air in
what is a case which has such onerous possibilities and dangers for the right of free speech in the United
States.
[Mr. Schultz, responding to Mr. Kunstler’s argument]
Mr. Schultz:… First, with regard to Count I, Mr. Kunstler has argued Count I, and Mr. Kunstler

said that the Government had failed to prove an agreement. He said that that was the basic thing that
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we had failed to prove. He did not analyze in any way what the evidence was regarding an agreement.
He just made the statement. I propose to just very, very briefly, in a matter of a few minutes, go through
some of the meetings in the evidence which do establish an agreement.
The first one would be August 9, which is the first marshals’ meeting where we had a meeting

with Davis, Hoffman, Hayden, Weiner, Dellinger, and Froines present at the meeting in planning the
marshal activities, and their programs for the demonstrations during the Convention. [The defendants]
talked about having a mill-in, disrupting traffic, running through stores, streets and setting fire alarms
off, setting small fires, stopping people from moving around in the Loop. They discussed that. They
discussed holding Lincoln Park. The Defendant Hoffman said the Yippies would aid in the diversionary
tactics on the 28th, and he wanted the park held by the marshals. They discussed building barricades
in the park if they were ever unable to leave it. They discussed at that meeting having a march to the
Amphitheatre, knowing all the dangers involved. In unison, they were discussing their plans.…
Mr. Kunstler touched on none of them [the meetings—ed.]. The point is the defendants prior to the

Convention and during the Convention were meeting together, discussing together their plans, what they
were going to do. It was very difficult to have absolute, concrete plans because you don’t know what the
police are going to do. They had alternative plans, many of them, which the evidence has shown were
carried out, and many were not. They were together. They were the organizers of the demonstrators.
They were bringing the demonstrators here, and these were some of the discussions they had relating
to plans of violence and acts that would result in riots during the Convention.…
… I think the last point that I want to comment on, because I think I have covered all of the

points that were raised, the last point that I want to comment on is Mr. Kunstler’s statement that the
Government by this prosecution, by any means necessary, is trying to destroy the First Amendment.…
… We have the obligation to prove the statements of incitement to riot like “Get them. Kill them,”

right in the middle of a riot or just before a riot, which certainly are not statements protected by the
First Amendment. We have proven these statements over and over again and are in no way—in any
way emasculating the First Amendment right. The rights that we are—I don’t think there is anybody
who says that the First Amendment protects those kinds of speeches.…
Mr. Kunstler:… Now with reference to the last point raised by Mr. Schultz, the destruction of First

Amendent, I don’t think that there is any need for me to comment further on that except to indicate…
that what really is the victim and the intended victim is dissent against Governmental policies with
reference to racism, the war in Vietnam, poverty, and youth culture…
[Ruling of the Court, and explanation]
The Court: As has been said here by one of the lawyers for the defendants, the Court must at

this time for the purposes of the motion made for a judgment of acquittal consider the evidence most
favorably to the Government. That is not to say that there might [not] later be introduced or rather
offered and admitted into evidence proof that might conclusively dissipate the effect of some of the
evidence of the Government.
But at this time, Mr. Clerk, the several oral motions made by the respective defendants, through their

attorneys, Mr. Kunstler and Mr. Weinglass, for a judgment of acquittal at the close of the Government’s
case in chief will be denied. We will expect the defense to go forward with its evidence at two o’clock,
at which time, the Court has already directed the jury to return.
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III. Case for the Defense
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 9,764–20,430
Officer of the Court:
THEREUPON the defendants, to maintain the issues in their behalf, presented the following evi-

dence, to-wit:
[With these words the case for the defense officially begins. In the ensuing pages you will read the

highlights of that presentation. We remind the reader that the dialogue which follows is the verbatim
language of the participants in the trial—ed.]
[Argument by Mr. Kunstler urging admission into evidence of “Dissent and Disorder,” a report on

the April 27, 1968, peace parade in Chicago]
Mr. Kunstler:… The reason for that, your Honor, is that the document then came to the attention of

these defendants and indicated that the police were brutal in their treatment of demonstrators on April
27, 1968. Whether that is true or not is immaterial.… [T]hey would then make necessary preparations
for medical help and the use of helmets, and the like—and the use of vaseline for Mace which the report
found was used by the police on demonstrators.
The purpose of this, of course, is to show the reason or motivation of the defendants in utilizing

certain defense tactics in preparation for the August march.… They talked about wearing helmets and
the like, which, if taken in one way might mean they were there for offense instead of defense, but if they
were influenced by the report, that would go to their motivation in taking those defensive measures.
Therefore, introducing the document not for the truth of it but to show the influence it had on the

defendants would be vital for the defense case.…
Direct examination of Defense Witness Edward Sparling, a member of the commission which wrote

the report mentioned above, by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we are not going to be permitted to have this witness introduce the

report?
The Court: That is my ruling.
Mr. Kunstler: Is your Honor—I just don’t understand it. The hearsay rule is—
The Court: You will have to see a lawyer, Mr. Kunstler, if you don’t understand it.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t understand it. I wish you would explain it to me.
The Court: I am not obligated to sit up here and to compel a lawyer to understand it. I am here to

rule according to law of evidence.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
The Court: I will rule accordingly, sir. Ask your next question.
Mr. Kunstler: You won’t let me question this man. I have no questions. What can I do?
The Court: You have no further questions?
Mr. Kunstler: What can I do? I can’t have him testify.
The Court: I know what you can do. Is there any cross-examination?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, might we have a brief recess? We expected—
The Court: No, no recess. We just started.
Mr. Kunstler: Let me finish my statement.
The Court: We are not going to have a recess when we just started.
Mr. Kunstler: We expected this man to be able to testify before this jury.
The Court: You are an accomplished and experienced lawyer. You know that you must anticipate

that a court might rule against you on occasion.
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Mr. Kunstler: When the law is this clear, we did not think it would be ruled against us.
The Court: More than ever now. You may call your next witness.
Mr. Kunstler: We need time, your Honor, in any event.
The Court: Call your next witness.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
The Court: I have waited for these defendants, and I have waited for counsel to come in here. Call

your next witness.
Mr. Kunstler: Let me finish my statement. I am not going to call anyone unless you let me finish

my statement. My statement is we need some time to set up a projector.
The Court: Why didn’t you say so. You said you needed some time to call your next witness. If your

next witness is a projector, I will give you time to set it up.…
DECEMBER 9, 1969
[Following Court’s refusal to allow Mr. Kunstler to leave the courtroom to speak to a newly arrived

witness]
Mr. Kunstler:… Then, your Honor, I am going to have the witness come to the counsel table and sit

with the attorneys.
The Court: You are not going to have witnesses at the counsel table.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, how can you be so inhumane as to not permit the lawyers to sit with the

witnesses? I just don’t understand it. It is with the consent of the defendants.
The Court: That is a very serious word to apply to a judge and I make a special ruling—
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, there is a motion to exclude witnesses from this courtroom that was made

by that man a long time ago.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not “that man,” Mr. Foran. I have a name, William M. Kunstler.
Mr. Foran: Do you really? Do you really?
Mr. Kunstler: And use my name. You use my name when you call me and not “that man.”
Mr. Foran: What I think of calling you I won’t say before ladies.
DECEMBER 10, 1969
Conversation between the Court and Defense Witness Anne Kerr, a member of Parliament
The Court: Just a minute, please. What do they call a member of Parliament in England? I want

to address you properly.
The Witness: Just call me Anne.
The Court: Well, now, we call our Senators here Senator. We call our Congressmen, Congressman.
The Witness: You can call me the Honorable Member for Rochester and Chatham.
The Court: That is a little long. I will just have to call you Madame Witness. Read her last answer.
The Witness: I was trying to make it easy for you.
The Court: Don’t make it easy for me. That is not your responsibility.
The Witness: Mine is to tell the truth.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Sarah Diamant, a teaching fellow at Cornell University, by

Mr. Weinglass
Q. Can you describe for the jury how they felt after the Macing?
A. My eyes and the skin all around the top of my face were burning. I tried—I put my hand up

because it hurt, and, you know, sort of clawed at it, and a boy took my hand away and said, “Don’t
touch it.” I realized what he meant because the moment I put my hand on the skin and pulled it down,
the burning followed my hand right down my face, and I wanted to throw up, and I couldn’t, I just kept
gagging.
The Court:… The film is offered as Defendants’ 145 for identification. I don’t know what five minutes

means. You say you are going to edit something. Actually you are not offering what was shown, isn’t
that true?
Mr. Weinglass: No. The Government used this procedure with many of its films. We went back and

we edited out—
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The Court: I wish you would confine your reply to me to the question I am asking about now, not
what the Government did.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, in making my reply—
The Court: I am asking you whether you offered Defendants’ Exhibit 145 for identification.
Mr. Weinglass: When I make my answer to the Court I borrow on what has gone before in this case

with the expectation that the same rules will apply to us in that area.
The Court: Don’t borrow on that. Your credit isn’t good in that area.…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, if we could edit that film to eliminate the kind of title scenes, those line

drawings and those individual pictures like the shot of a poster which I think is purely editorial and
comment. The shot of the young man who looks like either Christ or Joshua, depending on which side
we are standing on here.
The Court: I so hoped you would say Moses.
Mr. Foran: All right, Judge, I will throw in Moses.
If we could edit out those things, the Government would have no objection.
…
Mr. Foran: We will limit it [our objection—ed.] to the poster shot of Mayor Daley. That should go

out. That is editorial and comment.
Mr. Weinglass: Another Biblical figure.
DECEMBER 11, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Defense Witness Sarah Diamant
Q. Well, from the time that the Poor People’s wagon went through the police line, there were

continuous chants from the crowd?
A. That is right.
Q. And did you hear anything of those chants?
A. Sure.
Q. Do you remember what they were?
…
A. They were yelling, “Dump the Humph,” which I think referred to Hubert Humphrey.
Then there was, I am trying to remember what the “LBJ” one was. It wasn’t that. “Hey, hey, LBJ,

how many kids did you kill today?”
Direct examination of Defense Witness Phil Ochs, folk singer, by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may we refer to the defendants by their proper names so we will have a

proper identification in the record?
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Kunstler: I think Mr. Hoffman has dropped his last name.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: I think that Mr. Hoffman has dropped his last name as a protest against this court.
The Court: He will have to do that in law. Here he is indicted as Abbie Hoffman. I know that he

said that in court, Mr. Kunstler, but his mere saying of that doesn’t deprive him of a last name.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but legally, your Honor, there is no requirement that you do have a formal

change of name at all. A person can drop his last name.
The Court: That is not an issue here. I do not share your view about that, but I think I will ask

you to refer to your clients by their surnames.
Mr. Kunstler: All right, I will rephrase the question, to change Abbie and Jerry to Abbie Hoffman

and Jerry Rubin.
[Concerning testimony describing events occurring in February 1968]
Mr. Foran: I object to that for about a dozen—
Late winter of ’68 was after the Convention. The rest of the question was leading and suggestive.
Mr. Kunstler: Late winter of ’68 was after the Convention? I don’t understand that.
The Court: When was the Convention?
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Mr. Kunstler: The Convention was in the summer of ’68, so late winter of ’68 would seem to me to
be before August of ’68.
Mr. Rubin: February.
The Court: I don’t get that, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, late winter and early spring of ’68 indicate the winter of ’67–’68.
I will rephrase it.
The Court: You didn’t say ’67.
Mr. Kunstler: I will rephrase the question.
The Court: You said “late winter of ’68.” Late winter of ’68 means to me from September 21 to

December 31. That is winter.
Mr. Kunstler: I think that is fall.
The Court: What do you say? Through December 31, isn’t that winter?
Mr. Kunstler: Well, winter starts on December 21, but I will rephrase the question.
The Court: All right. At any rate you have got your dates wrong.
[Concerning a speech by Defendant Rubin in Chicago’s Civic Center]
Q. To the best of your recollection, what did he say?
A. Something to the effect, “Why take half a hog when you can have the whole thing?” He announced

the pig’s name, pigasis. He said—the opening sentence was something like “I, pigasis, hereby announce
my candidacy for the Presidency of the United States.” He was interrupted in his talk by the police who
arrested us.
Q. What was the pig doing during this announcement?
Mr. Foran: Objection.
The Court: If you think I should tell the jury why this witness was directed to leave the stand, I

will do it.
Mr. Kunstler: I think they would be confused when the defense puts a witness up on the stand—
The Court: Oh, trust me. You use that word so often. I shall not confuse the jury, Mr. Kunstler.

Don’t worry about it.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, every remark you take as a personal affront. I am not saying that you

would confuse them. I think without an explanation they would be confused.
Mr. Schultz: [Speaking to the Court]… [I]f you would simply tell the witness to listen carefully to

the question so he can answer the questions, so we can move on to something else.
The Court: I did that this morning. You are a singer, but you are a smart fellow, I am sure.
The Witness: Thank you very much. You are a judge and you are a smart fellow.
The Court: I note some finger pointing by the Defendant Rubin.
Mr. Weiner: No.
The Court: Defendant Weiner. I called you by your right name, didn’t I, that time?
Mr. Weiner: Thank you.
The Court: No more of that, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think the record should also indicate for the last few interchanges, there

has been laughter in the court joined in by the Court.
The Court: Laughter has nothing to do with what I was talking about.
Mr. Kunstler: We have a lot of defendants here who have been accused of laughter.
Q.… Now would you stand and sing that song so the jury can hear the song that the audience heard

that day?
Mr. Schultz: If the Court please, this is a trial in the Federal District Court. It is not a theater. The

jury is sequestered. We don’t want to take too much time. We don’t have to sit and listen to the witness
sing a song. Let’s get on with the trial. Let’s get to the issues and let’s try to get through with the case.
I object.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, this is definitely an issue in the case. Jerry Rubin has asked for a particular

song to be sung.
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The Court: And the witness has testified that he sang it.
Mr. Kunstler: Right. But the point is that there has been testimony in this court that Jerry Rubin

gave an inflammatory speech to a group of people at that audience during that day and this is one of
the acts which the Government has laid before this jury. What he asked the witness to sing and what
he sang to the audience reflects both on his intent and on the mood of the crowd.…
Q. Mr. Ochs, I would then ask you to recite to the jury the words which you sang on that day to

the audience.
A. The words? Okay.…
“It is always the old to lead us to the wars; it is always the young to fall. Now look at all we’ve won

with the sabre and the gun. Tell me, is it worth it all?
…
“Now the labor leaders screaming when they close a missile plant; United Fruit screams at the Cuban

shore. Call it peace or call it treason, call it love or call it reason, but I ain’t marching any more. No, I
ain’t marching any more.”
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Ochs by Mr. Schultz
Q. Now, in your plans for Chicago, did you plan for public fornication in the park?
A. I didn’t.
Q. No, I am talking about your plans. In your discussions with either Rubin or Hoffman, did you

plan for public fornication in the park?
A. That might have been a phrase. I mean, no, we did not seriously sit down and plan public

fornication in the park.
…
Q. And at those discussions did you—when I say the word “you” I mean you people who were

participating in the discussion—you is used in the plural—did you at the discussion discuss having
nude-ins at the beaches on Lake Michigan?
A. I think that was mentioned.
Q. At the same discussions did you discuss body painting?
A. I think that was mentioned.
Mr. Schultz: He was holding back a laugh. I thought that either I was very homely and he was

laughing at me or I said something that was amusing to him. I wanted to know.
Mr. Kunstler: Mr. Ochs is a very gentle man, Mr. Schultz, and he will not laugh at your face.
Q. Were you also told there was an exclusion of witness rule in this court and that the testimony of

prior witnesses—
A. No, I wasn’t told anything like that.
Q. You weren’t told that. Who told you all these things?
A. Mr. Kunstler told me the one thing, not all these things, the one thing I said which I repeated,

that—something that Jerry was accused of something in the park on Sunday night and that’s all I was
told, nothing else.
Q. You are certain of that?
A. Yes.
Q. You don’t want to get Mr. Kunstler into trouble, do you?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, first of all—
Mr. Schultz: Suddenly he backs off—suddenly he backs off. It is too patent, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that is the most flagrant statement I have heard in the courtroom. He is

sitting in front of this jury—
The Court: Will the record show that Mr. Kunstler—
Mr. Kunstler: Yes, I did, your Honor. I think it is a disgraceful statement in front of a jury.
The Court:—threw a block of papers noisily to the floor.
Mr. Kunstler: All right. I dropped papers noisily to the floor.
The Court: I shall not hear from you in that tone, sir.
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…
Mr. Kunstler: I am sorry for putting the paper on the table and it fell off onto the floor, but I still

repeat that his statement—First of all, I didn’t object to his going into discussing with a lawyer—what
a lawyer is discussing with a prospective witness. The witness has told him what we discussed. But then
to say in front of a jury “that is too patent” and “what are you backing off for?”—I think, your Honor,
any court in the land would hold that that is unconscionable conduct and I think we are entitled to a
direction to the jury that Mr. Schultz is admonished, and if I am angry, I think I am righteously so in
this instance.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, I don’t think my statement was that improper, but I move to withdraw

the statement as it apparently offends Mr. Kunstler greatly.…
Mr. Kunstler: The episode is not over, your Honor. I am not offended. I am angry, that is true, but

I am not offended personally. I have an obligation as does Mr. Weinglass to certain clients, and we
have an obligation when the United States Attorney makes an improper remark which he has wisely
withdrawn in front of this jury—I think you ought to do something about it.
The Court: I don’t permit a lawyer’s obligation to clients, as he puts it, to act as you have acted.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor, I got angry for a moment. Your Honor has gotten angry, too.
The Court: Oh, not angry. I have taken you to task when you deserved it.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, your Honor, but I am taking the U.S. Attorney to task when he deserves it,

and I ask your Honor to do that for me.
The Court: You haven’t any authority to.
Mr. Kunstler: I know. That is why I have to ask your Honor. We have no alternative. I can’t do it.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Allen Ginsberg, poet, by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Could you indicate for the Court and jury what the area of your studies consisted of?
A. Mantra Yoga, meditation exercises, chanting, and sitting quietly, stilling the mind and breathing

exercises to calm the body and to calm the mind, but mainly a branch called Mantra Yoga, which is a
yoga which involves prayer and chanting.
Q. Now, calling your attention to the month of February 1968, did you have occasion in that month

to meet with Abbie Hoffman?
A. Yeah.
…
Q. Do you recall what Mr. Hoffman said in the course of that conversation?
A. Yippie—among other things. He said that politics had become theater and magic; that it was

the manipulation of imagery through mass media that was confusing and hypnotizing the people in the
United States and making them accept a war which they did not really believe in; that people were
involved in a life style which was intolerable to the younger folk, which involved brutality and police
violence as well as a larger violence in Vietnam, and that ourselves might be able to get together in
Chicago and invite teachers to present different ideas of what is wrong with the planet, what we can
do to solve the pollution crisis, what we can do to solve the Vietnam war, to present different ideas for
making the society more sacred and less commercial, less materialistic, what we could do to uplevel or
improve the whole tone of the trap that we all felt ourselves in as the population grew and as politics
became more and more violent and chaotic.
Q. After he spoke to you, what, if anything, was your response to his suggestion?
A. I was worried as to whether or not the whole scene would get violent. I was worried whether we

would be allowed to put on such a situation. I was worried whether, you know, the Government would
let us do something that was funnier or prettier or more charming than what was going to be going on
in the convention hall.
Q. Would you explain what your statement was.
A. My statement was that the planet Earth at the present moment was endangered by violence,

overpopulation, pollution, ecological destruction brought about by our own greed; that the younger
children in America and other countries of the world might not survive the next 30 years, that it was
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a planetary crisis that had not been recognized by any government of the world… [T]he more selfish
elder politicians… were not thinking in terms of what their children would need in future generations
or even in the generation immediately coming or even for themselves in their own life-time and were
continuing to threaten the planet with violence, with war, with mass murder, with germ warfare.… The
desire for preservation of the planet and the planet’s form, that we do continue to be, to exist on this
planet instead of destroy the planet, was manifested to my mind by the great Mantra from India to the
preserver God Vishnu whose Mantra is Hare Krishna, and then I chanted the Hare Krishna Mantra for
ten minutes to the television cameras and it goes:
“Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Hare, Hare, Rama, Hare, Rama, Rama, Rama, Hare,

Hare.”
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object to the laughter of the Court on this. I think this is a serious

presentation of a religious concept.
The Court: I don’t understand it. I don’t understand it because it was—the language of the United

States District Court is English.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but you don’t laugh at all languages.
The Witness: I would be glad to explain it, sir.
The Court: I didn’t laugh. I didn’t laugh.
The Witness: I would be happy to explain it.
The Court: I didn’t laugh at all. I wish I could tell you how I feel. Laugh, I didn’t even smile.
…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, of course the laughter came from everybody that Mr. Kunstler is usually

defending for laughing.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I would say—You mean from the press?
The Witness: Might we go on to an explanation.
The Court: Will you keep quiet, Mr. Witness, while I am talking to the lawyers?
Q. Mr. Ginsberg, I show you an object marked 150 for identification, and I ask you to examine that

object.
A. Yes.
Mr. Foran: All right.
Your Honor, that is enough. I object to it, your Honor. I think that it is outrageous for counsel to—
The Court: You asked him to examine it and instead of that he played a tune on it.
Mr. Foran: I mean, counsel is so clearly—
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Foran:—talking about things that have no conceivable materiality to this case, and it is improper,

your Honor.
The Witness: It adds spirituality to this case, sir.
DECEMBER 12, 1969
Continued direct testimony of Defense Witness Ginsberg by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Did you hear the defendant, Jerry Rubin, say anything at this meeting?
A. Jerry Rubin said that he didn’t think the police would attack the kids who were in the park at

night if there were enough kids there, that he didn’t think it would be a good thing to fight over the
park if the police started fighting with the kids, if the police attacked the kids and tried to drive them
out of the park as the police had announced at 11 o’clock, that as far as he was concerned, he wanted
to leave the park at 9:00 and would not encourage anybody to fight and get hurt that evening if the
police did physically try to force everybody out of the park. That was on Saturday night, the first night
when the people would be in the park.
Q. Did the defendant, Abbie Hoffman, say anything at this meeting?
A. Abbie Hoffman said the park wasn’t worth fighting for, that we had on our responsibility invited

many thousands of kids to Chicago for a happy festival of life, for an alternative proposition to the
festival of death that the politicians were putting on, and that it wasn’t right to lead them or encourage
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them to get into a violent argument with the police over staying in the park overnight. He didn’t know,
he said he didn’t know what to say to those who wanted to stay and fight for what they felt was their
liberty, but he wasn’t going to encourage anybody to fight, and he was going to leave when forced
himself.
Q. Now, do you recall what, if anything, occurred at 10:30?
A. There was a sudden burst of lights in the center of the park, and a group of policemen moved in

fast to where the bonfires were and kicked over the bonfires.
Q. That what—
A. There was a great deal of consternation and movement and shouting among the crowd in the

park, and I turned, surprised, because it was early.…
…
Q. Without relating what you said to another person, Mr. Ginsberg, what did you do at the time

you saw the police do this?
A. I started the chant, O-o-m-m-m-m-m-m, O-o-m-m-m-m-m-m.
Mr. Foran: All right, we have had a demonstration.
The Court: All right.
Mr. Foran: From here on, I object.
The Court: You haven’t said that you objected.
Mr. Foran: I do after the second one.
The Court: After two of them? I sustain the objection.
Mr. Weinglass: If the Court please, there has been much testimony by the Government’s witnesses

as to this Om technique which was used in the park. Are we only going to hear whether there were
stones or people throwing things, or shouting things, or using obscenities? Why do we draw the line
here? Why can’t we also hear what is being said in the area of calming the crowd?
Mr. Foran: I have no objection to the two Om’s that we have had. However, I just didn’t want it to

go on all morning.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Did you finish your answer?
A. I am afraid I will be in contempt if I continue to Om.…
Q. What did you do when you saw the policemen in the center of the crowd?
A. Adrenalin ran through my body. I sat down on a green hillside with a group of younger people

that were walking with me at about 3:30 in the afternoon, 4 o’clock, sat, crossed my leg and began
chanting O-o-m—O-o-m-m-m, O-o-m-m-m, O-o-m-m-m.
Mr. Foran: I gave him four that time.
The Witness: I continued chanting for seven hours.
Mr. Weinglass: I am sorry, I did not hear the answer.
The Court: He said he continued chanting for seven hours.
Seven hours, was it, sir?
The Witness: Until 10:30.
The Court: I wanted to know what your answer was. Did you say you continued chanting for seven

hours?
The Witness: Seven hours, yes.
Q. Now, when you left the Coliseum, where, if anywhere, did you go?
A. The group I was with, Mr. Genet, Mr. Burroughs and Mr. Seaver, and Terry Southern, all went

back to Lincoln Park.
Q. What time did you arrive in the park?
A. 11:00, 11:30.
Q. What was occurring at the park as you got there?
A. There was a great crowd lining the outskirts of the park and a little way into the park on the

inner roads, and there was a larger crowd moving in toward the center. We all moved in toward the
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center and at the center of the park, there was a group of ministers and rabbis who had elevated a great
cross about ten-foot high in the middle of a circle of people who were sitting around, quietly, listening
to the ministers conduct a ceremony.
…
Q. After the ministers moved the cross to another location which you have indicated, what happened?
A. After, I don’t know, a short period of time, there was a burst of smoke and tear gas around

the cross, and the cross was enveloped with tear gas, and the people who were carrying the cross were
enveloped with tear gas which began slowly drifting over the crowd.
…
Q. And when you saw the persons with the cross and the cross being gassed, what if anything did

you do?
A. I turned to Burroughs and said, “They have gassed the cross of Christ.”
Mr. Foran: Objection, if the Court please. I ask that the answer be stricken.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Without relating what you said, Mr. Ginsberg, what did you do at that time?
A. I took Bill Burroughs’ hand and took Terry Southern’s hand, and we turned from the cross

which was covered with gas in the glary lights that were coming from the police lights that were shining
through the tear gas on the cross, and walked slowly out of the park.
Q. Do you recall when in the course of the rally you heard Mr. Abolafia speak?
A. Oh, I think toward the end of the rally before the formation of the parade.
Q. Was he introduced?
A. No, he just appeared from nowhere and got up to the microphone and started yelling into it.
Q. Do you recall hearing what he was yelling?
A. “The police out there are armed and violent. You are walking into a death trap.”
Q. When you heard him yelling that over the microphone, what, if anything, did you do?
A. I went down and sat next to him and grabbed his leg and started tickling him and said, “Hare

Krishna, Louis.”…
Q. How were you walking?
A. Slowly.
Q. Were your arms—
A. Our arms were all linked together and we were carrying flowers. Someone had brought flowers up

to the back of the stage and so we distributed them around to the first rows of marchers so all of the
marchers had flowers.
Q. Now how far did you walk?
…
A. We came to a halt in front of a large guard of armed human beings in uniform who were blocking

our way, people with machine guns, jeeps, I believe, police, and what looked to me like soldiers on our
side and in front of us.
Q. And what happened at that point?
A. Mr. Dellinger—the march stopped and we waited, not quite knowing what to do. I heard—all

along I had heard Dave Dellinger saying, “This is a peaceful march. All those who want to participate
in a peaceful march please join our line. All those who are not peaceful, please go away and don’t join
our line.”…
Q. Now, Mr. Ginsberg, you have indicated you have known Jerry Rubin since 1965?
A. Yes.
Q. Would you indicate to the Court and jury whether or not you have ever seen him smoke a

cigarette?
A. I don’t remember.
The Court: I didn’t hear the answer.
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Miss Reporter, will you read the answer.
(Answer read)
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. I mean a tobacco cigarette.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Ginsberg by Mr. Foran
Q. Now when you went out to the Coliseum and you met Abbie Hoffman, you said when you met

him you kissed him?
A. Yes.
Q. Is he an intimate friend of yours?
A. I felt very intimate with him. I saw he was struggling to manifest a beautiful thing, and I felt

very good towards him.
Q. And you do consider him an intimate friend of yours?
A. I don’t see him that often, but I see him often enough and have worked with him often enough

to feel intimate with him, yes.
Q. I call your attention to page 32 of that exhibit. Does that have on page 32 the poem, “The

Night-Apple”?
A. Yes.
Q. When you look at that page, Mr. Ginsberg, does it refresh your recollection of the poem, itself?
A. Yes. I wrote it in 1950. That was nineteen years ago. It still looks good.
Q. After refreshing your recollection, Mr. Ginsberg, could you recite that poem to the jury?
A. Yes. “The Night-Apple.”
“Last night I dreamed
of one I loved
for seven long years,
but I saw no face,
only the familiar
presence of the body:
sweat skin eyes
faces [sic]#I_1][I urine sperm
saliva all one
odor and mortal taste.”
Q. Could you explain to the jury what the religious significance of that poem is?
A. If you would take a wet dream as a religious experience, I could. It is a description of a wet dream,

sir.
[During direct examination of Defense Witness William Styron, an author, by Mr. Kunstler]
Mr. Kunstler:—one of the defenses in this case is that if there were any riots in Chicago during

the Democratic Convention Week, they were caused solely and exclusively by the police. The defense
maintains that the police brutalized the crowd, and that, in effect, this trial that is going on here is an
attempt by the Government to justify what the police did in the streets of Chicago during Convention
Week, and if this witness can testify that the police broke what he considers existing rules, and regula-
tions, and methods of handling crowds to go out of Lincoln Park on Tuesday night and chase the crowd,
and beat them in the streets of Chicago, that is part of our defense, and I don’t think that we could
present that part of the defense unless we can ask a witness who has had considerable experience in
crowd control a type of question which goes something like this: In your opinion, did the police follow
established procedures, and from that, to raise the inference that in breaking established procedures, if
the jury believes this witness, the police were motivated by a desire not to really control the crowds
in Lincoln Park, but to beat them to the ground so that they would never come back to Lincoln Park,
they would never come back to Chicago, and they would never demonstrate in front of the Democratic
National Convention or anywhere else in the city of Chicago, that the mayor of this city thought they
should not demonstrate in the city, and I think we should be permitted to show that.
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Cross-examination of Defense Witness Styron by Mr. Schultz
Mr. Schultz: He has testified that he smelled gas.
Mr. Kunstler: Gas is gas.
Mr. Schultz: I am trying to establish that he smelled stink bombs that were in the Hilton as well.
Mr. Kunstler can’t have one and not the other. If he smelled, we are going to find out what he

smelled.
Mr. Kunstler: He might have smelled Chanel No. 5, for all of me, your Honor. I am not answering

one or the other.
Mr. Schultz: But the defendants—
The Court: Do you use that Mr. Kunstler?
Mr. Kunstler: What, Aerosol No. 5?
The Court: Chanel No. 5?
Mr. Kunstler: Only on special occasions, your Honor.
The Court: You asked for that one, you know.
Mr. Kunstler: I didn’t make any serious objection.
The Court: No, I didn’t think you would.
Mr. Kunstler: I have found that Brut is very good, though.
DECEMBER 15, 1969
Direct examination of Defense Witness Dick Gregory, comedian and politician, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. All right, I will ask you this, Mr. Gregory. After this moment that you have just described, did

you see Abbie Hoffman?
A. Yes.
Q. And would you describe to the jury where you saw him and what you saw him do.
A. At 18th Street, lying under or directly in front of what I believe to have been a tank.
…
Cross-examination by Mr. Foran
Q. Mr. Gregory, you mentioned that Abbie Hoffman was lying down in the street out near 18th and

Michigan on that afternoon?
A. Right.
Q. You said he had his finger up in the air. What was he doing?
A. Like this (indicating).
Q. His middle finger stuck up in the air?
A. Yes.
On direct examination
A.… [W]hen I looked at Abbie, before we got to the crowd that started moving, I said, “Where are

you going?” He said, “I don’t know. The police is leading it.” I said, “What do you mean by that?” He
said, “The guy on the bullhorn.” He said, “There is an undercover agent. He is leading it, so let him take
them back to the park.”…
[Out of the presence of the jury]
The Court:… [O]ne of the defendants who we all remember, I think—he is no longer here—charged

me with being a racist with absolutely no basis in fact.
Mr. Kunstler: He said if your Honor didn’t permit him to act as his own attorney you were—
The Court: I would want this very nice witness [Mr. Gregory—ed.] to know that I am not, that he

has made me laugh often and heartily.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, white people have always laughed at black people for a long time as

entertainers.
The Court: I want him to know I was the first judge in the North to enter a decree desegregating

schools. But that is beside the point. There is no issue of racism in this case.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Ruth Migdal, an artist and art professor, by Mr. Weinglass
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Mr. Schultz: I have never heard a lawyer present a legal argument the way Mr. Weinglass does. He
says, “You haven’t let me do this, you haven’t let me do that,” as though he is really being oppressed.
If Mr. Weinglass would follow the rules of evidence instead of trying to alter them and then say,

“Oh, but you are not letting me do this”—if he would follow the rules of evidence, the probative rules,
instead of asking the silly questions, trying to make it appear that poor Mr. Weinglass is being taken
advantage of, we could proceed with this trial.…
Mr. Schultz: I want Mr. Weinglass’ two statements that were made to be stricken. The word “glibly”

is not appropriate. And that we asked the question and it was answered was also inappropriate. In fact,
the record is we withdrew the question on the defendants’ objection of Mr. Rochford.
I ask both of those statements be stricken because both are inaccurate.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the word “silly” to characterize a lawyer’s statement is just as inaccurate

and inappropriate. If we are going to withdraw “glibly” I think the world “silly” should be withdrawn and
that the jury should be instructed that the word “silly” is improper for one lawyer to use to characterize
another lawyer’s questions.…
…
The Court: I don’t know what you are trying to say. If you want me to strike the word “silly,” I will

strike it.
Mr. Kunstler: It is just as inappropriate and improper as “glibly.”
The Court: I direct the jury to disregard the use of a different word to characterize your notion of

your adversary’s conduct.…
Q. What, if anything, did you see after the bus pulled up and stopped?
A. I saw the door open and I saw red faces angry, very angry police coming out with their clubs up.
Mr. Schultz: Objection to the description. If their faces were red, she can describe it, but angry—
The Court: Yes. “Their faces were red,” that, I think, is proper, but “very angry,” those words I think

are improper to use. I strike them and I direct the jury to disregard the words “very angry.”
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Could you describe what you saw without using a descriptive word such as that?
A. Yes. I saw red faced, blue helmeted, blue shirted or short-sleeve shirted men, their arms up, a

club in one arm, coming out of the bus at full speed chanting, “Kill, kill, kill” and then go across the
street and charge into the crowd and start beating heads.
Direct examination of Defense Witness James Wright, a self-employed operator of a barbecue busi-

ness in Chicago, by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Now while you were standing there and waiting with the other marchers, did you hear any sounds

aside from speeches?
A. Yes.
Q. What did you hear?
A. This Om-ing.
Q. Om?
A. Yes.
Q. Were a number of people Om-ing?
A. Oh, yes, everybody.
Q. Were you Om-ing?
A. Yes.
[The following colloquies occurred during the direct examination of Defense Witness Angus MacKen-

zie]
The Court:… Mr. Marshal, will you remove that man sitting there? Ask him to leave. This man

right here.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, I don’t believe Mr. Ball was—
The Court: He was laughing right at me while I was speaking.
Mr. Weinglass: I was standing here. Mr. Ball did not laugh.
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The Court: Mr. Ball was laughing right at me.
Mr. Davis: Your Honor—
The Court: I ask Mr. Ball to leave.
Mr. Hoffman: I was laughing.
Mr. Davis: It was me that was laughing, your Honor.
The Court: I can’t order you to leave. You are at trial.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, take Mr. Ball out.
Mr. Dellinger: That is an injustice.
Mr. Kunstler: That is a lawyer who is part of our defense team.
The Court: He is not a lawyer admitted to practice in this Court.
Mr. Kunstler: You are removing a lawyer from the defense table.
The Court: No, he is not a lawyer admitted to practice here.
Mr. Kunstler: That doesn’t matter, your Honor. He is—
Mr. Dellinger: He wasn’t laughing.
Mr. Kunstler: You have given him permission to sit here.
The Court: I withdraw the permission.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, this is the second time you have picked the wrong man.
Mr. Dellinger: Your Honor—
Mr. Kunstler: Mr. Davis has admitted he laughed.
The Court: That will be all, sir. Now I am making a ruling.
Mr. Hoffman: I was laughing.
Mr. Kunstler:… [Y]ou are depriving us of a lawyer at our defense table.
The Court: That is just too bad. You will have to suffer through without him. He is not a lawyer

admitted to practice here.
Mr. Kunstler: He is a member of the bar of the District of Columbia. He has been assisting us for

three months through this trial.
The Court: Let him go back to the District of Columbia. I will not have him here laughing at me

while I am trying to rule—
Mr. Kunstler: But he didn’t laugh, your Honor. If he laughed, that is one thing, perhaps, but two

defendants have admitted laughing.
The Court: My eyesight is good and my hearing is good.
Mr. Kunstler: You were wrong about Mr. Dellinger. You thought he made a noise. We have submitted

an affidavit as to that.
The Court: I suppose I didn’t hear him call me a liar in open court.
Mr. Kunstler: That is a different matter, your Honor.
The Court: Oh—
Mr. Dellinger: I said if you said I was talking, that that was a lie, that you were calling me a liar.
The Court: You didn’t—you said, “You are a liar.”
Mr. Kunstler: No. Read the transcript.
Mr. Dellinger: You accused me of being a liar and I said that was a lie.
Mr. Dellinger: And you are very prejudiced and unfair and I state that in open court. It is not a fair

trial and you had no intention of giving us a fair trial and when I speak throughout the country, I say
that you are the Assistant Prosecutor or maybe the Chief Prosecutor and it is true and the people of
this country will come to learn that about you and about some other judges in this Court.
A Spectator: RIGHT ON!
Mr. Dellinger: That’s why I called it a fascist court before.
A Spectator: RIGHT ON!
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, what is happening? The marshals are taking people out.
A Spectator: Why don’t you clear the whole courtroom?
The Court: Will you—
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Mr. Dellinger: You see, we are interested in the truth and you are not and the Government is not
and that is what the conflict is here.
The Court: No, Mr. Ball will not be readmitted. He is not admitted to practice here and for good

and sufficient reasons I order him out.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, put him on the stand and ask him whether he laughed.
The Court: Will you sit down, please?
Mr. Kunstler: He wouldn’t lie under oath.
The Court: Will you sit down, please?
Mr. Kunstler: I guess I have no alternative, your Honor.
The Court: That is right.…
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, this tactic of one jumping up and then the other, this disruption that is

slowly escalating is becoming quite eviden[t] and I would ask your Honor to order these—
Mr. Hoffman: Why don’t you call out the National Guard.
The Witness: Could I ask a question about court procedure?
The Court: You ask the lawyers when you go out that brought you here.
The Witness: It is too late.
The Court: I am not permitted to practice law under the law.
The Witness: I thought you were the judge.
The Court: I am. That is why I am not permitted to practice law.
DECEMBER 16, 1969
Direct examination of Defense Witness Linda Morse, a former office manager of the Fifth Avenue

Peace Parade Committee, by Mr. Kunstler
The Court:… Miss Morse, please listen to the question of Mr. Kunstler.
The Witness: O.K. I am sorry.
The Court: Reflect on your answer. Take all the time you need. Then answer the question without

making any independent observations that are not responsive to the question.
The Witness: I am sorry, your Honor. It is the first time I have ever testified. It is very confusing.
Mr. Kunstler: I know it is difficult.
Mr. Schultz: It is not difficult at all, and Mr. Kunstler has so very carefully told all his witnesses

say what you please, and when you are cut off, say your Honor, this is the first time.…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, Mr. Schultz has made a statement, which I think is quite a serious one.…
He has implied that I have coached a witness to come into this courtroom and make statements that

will be objectionable.
…
Mr. Kunstler: I think the jury ought to be told that is an improper statement, to imply that counsel

has in some way coached a witness that she will make statements that will be objectionable.
The Court: I will direct the jury that the statement of Mr. Schultz is not well founded in fact, and

to disregard it.
Mr. Kunstler: All right.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Morse by Mr. Schultz
The Witness:… [T]he Government of the United States has lost its credibility today; there is fighting

in the United States today going on in cities in this country today. People’s Park in Berkeley, the
policemen shot at us when people were unarmed, were fighting, if you wish, with rocks, the policemen
used double-load buckshot and rifles, and pistols against unarmed demonstrators. That is fighting. OK?
There is fighting going on in the United States right now. People are fighting to regain their liberty,
fighting to regain their freedom, fighting for a totally different society, people in the black community,
people in the Puerto Rican community, people in the Mexican-American community and people in the
white communities. They are fighting by political means as well as defending themselves.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, that is not an answer to my question.…
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, they are intensely political questions and she is trying to give a political
answer to a political question.
The Court: This is not a political case as far as I am concerned.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, as far as some of the rest of us are concerned, it is quite a political

case.
The Court: It is a criminal case. There is an indictment here. I have the indictment right up here. I

can’t go into politics here in this Court.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, Jesus was accused criminally, too, and we understand really that was

not truly a criminal case in the sense that it is just an ordinary—
The Court: I didn’t live at that time. I don’t know. Some people think I go back that far, but I

really didn’t.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I was assuming your Honor had read of the incident.
Q. With regard to the revolution that we are talking about, you are prepared, aren’t you, both to

die and to kill for it, isn’t that right?
A. Yes.
…
Q. And the more you realize our system is sick, the more you want to tear it from limb to limb, isn’t

that right?
A. The more that I see the horrors that are perpetrated by this Government, the more that I read

about things like troop trains full of nerve gas traveling across the country where one accident could
wipe out thousands and thousands of people, the more that I see things like companies just pouring
waste into lakes and into rivers and just destroying them, the more I see things like the oil fields in the
ocean off Santa Barbara coast where the Secretary of the Interior and the oil companies got together and
agreed to continue producing oil from those off-shore oil fields and ruined a whole section of the coast;
the more that I see things like an educational system which teaches black people and Puerto Rican
people and Mexican-Americans that they are only fit to be domestics and dishwashers, if that; the more
that I see a system that teaches middle-class whites like me that we are supposed to be technological
brains to continue producing CBW warfare, to continue working on computers and things like that to
learn how to kill people better, to learn how to control people better, yes, the more I want to see that
system torn down and replaced by a totally different one; one that cares about people learning real
things in school; one that cares about people going to college for free; one that cares about people living
adult lives that are responsible, fulfilled adult lives, not just drudgery, day after day after day going to
a job; one that gives people a chance to express themselves artistically and politically, and religiously,
and philosophically. That is the kind of system I want to see in its stead.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, the answer is not responsive. I move it be stricken.
Mr. Kunstler: The answer could not have been more responsive to his question.
The Court: Not much more, I strike the answer and direct the jury to disregard it as being unre-

sponsive to the question.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Miss Morse, I want to read you something from the Declaration of Independence, which I think

the Court can take judicial notice of, and then ask you a question about it.
Mr. Schultz: Objection to reading from the Declaration of Independence.
…
The Court: I can think of nothing in the cross-examination that makes the Declaration of Indepen-

dence relevant on redirect examination.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if the Declaration of Independence isn’t relative to what is going on in

the courtroom here, I can hardly think of anything more relevant.
The Court: I didn’t say that. I said to the redirect examination. I wouldn’t let you read the entire

Constitution or one of Mr. Ginsberg’s poems. It must be relevant to the examination which precedes it.
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Mr. Kunstler: But your Honor, the cross-examination went into great lengths on Miss Morse’s
philosophy of change of government, of change of the way a society exists, and since the Declaration
has relevant statements on that, I wanted to read them to her and have her comments on them.
The Court: I will not permit you to read from the Declaration of Independence. I sustain the

objection.
DECEMBER 17, 1969
Direct examination of Defense Witness Richard H. Perez, a CBS-TV News cameraman, by Mr.

Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, before the film is shown I would just like to ask your Honor’s assistance.

We have a young man outside, Robert Loeb, who has been denied admission to the Court because he
is wearing a yarmulke which he traditionally wears.
The Court: Oh, that is a subject not to be discussed in the presence of the jury, Mr. Kunstler. I

came out here in connection with this exhibit.
Mr. Kunstler: It is a simple matter to let him—there was room and this is about the eighth time it

has occurred and we would like to move the Court to have him admitted with his yarmulke.
The Court: The matter of who is admitted to the Court is a matter for the marshals and the rule

of Court is that gentlemen take their hats off. This is not a church.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but a man wears his yarmulke regularly and I think he should be admitted.
The Court: We conduct trials here under the laws of the United States and not under ecclesiastical

law.…
…
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, I have had a prince of the Catholic Church in this courtroom who didn’t

wear a head-covering.
Mr. Kunstler: That may not have been his religious obligation, your Honor.
The Court: And we do not permit in this Court a man to come in with his head covered. Now I will

let you or any lawyer who represents him make a record on it.
Mr. Kunstler: I am only interested in our public trial, your Honor, and we thought that this interfered

with a public trial.
The Court: This is a public trial. If you don’t know it, why read the newspapers, Mr. Kunstler.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Thomas W. Pew, Jr., editor and publisher of the Troy (Ohio)

Daily News, by Mr. Schultz
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, it is really very difficult to examine a witness when constantly the defen-

dants are muttering to me, muttering under their breath, laughing. Maybe they can’t restrain themselves.
It is quite difficult, but perhaps with a court admonition it will help. It is distracting. I think they do
it for that reason, so it will be distracting.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I didn’t hear any muttering. Mr. Schultz, I have always thought had very

finely attuned ears, particularly to what happens on our side of the table, but I did not hear muttering.
I am sure your Honor did not hear muttering.
The Court: You speak for yourself, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: I will ask you, your Honor, did you hear muttering?
The Court: I will accept your statement that you did not hear muttering.
Mr. Kunstler: I am asking whether your Honor heard any muttering.
The Court: You weren’t asking, you told me I didn’t.
Mr. Kunstler: I withdraw that question and ask another.
The Court: That wasn’t a question. That was a statement.
Mr. Kunstler: I am asking a question.
Redirect examination by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Mr. Pew, after you sent your letter to Mayor Daley on September 25, 1968, do you know whether

he sent it to the FBI?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
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The Court: I sustain the objection. You know I sustained the objection?
Mr. Kunstler: Do I know why you did, or that you did sustain it?
The Court: You know I sustained the objection. You did hear that?
Mr. Kunstler: Yes, I sensed that.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Just one last question. Mr. Pew, do you know whether any Chicago officials, officials of the city

of Chicago, or any officials of the Democratic Party have been indicted for conspiracy to promote a
police riot?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: I have no further questions.
DECEMBER 18, 1969
[Excerpts from sound track of Defense Exhibit 187 for identification, a news film of the confrontation

in front of the Hilton Hotel, shown in court out of the presence of the jury]
They are forcing, the police are forcing the crowd back and now, and it is going to be a difficult job.

A big police van has pulled into the intersection, and its role, I assume its role is just to clear a way.
Here come the police. Step up here. The police are pushing and shoving. Here they come. We’re going
to get it. We’re going to get it. They are clear, and we are out of the way. Watch the wire.
Now the police are clubbing this young man, clubbing him. This is a real police charge. Now I have

seen them club at least three young people. Now they are moving into the crowd and beating them with
the night sticks.
The beatings are going on. Here they come. There are glasses and bottles being thrown. These police

mean business. Watch the wire. Here come the police. There are a lot of young people on the ground
now. This is a real bedlam.
This is the worst it has been so far in Chicago. Police running across here. There’s another one hit

the ground, and he is screaming. They are really letting them have it now. Here they come.
There the police go. They are clubbing these young people. Our truck is down there. They are

dragging them across the intersection. They are dragging them across the intersection.
This is the most amazing thing that has ever occurred in the Loop of Chicago in modern history. A

firecracker went off there. They have just turned Michigan and Balbo into a war zone.
They have cleared part of the intersection. They have young people off on the sidewalk now. I have

seen dozens of them being beaten, and the police really mean business here in front of the Hilton Hotel.
The whole world watches. The whole world watches.
They are shouting, ‘The whole world watches.’ The police are regrouping.
The whole world watches.
As you can see now, the police are regrouping in the street here on Michigan Avenue and they are

forming up in squad formation.
Here comes another skirmish on the other side. They are moving these people back, chasing them

up the bridge, moving them in full force. As you can see, they are chasing them up the bridge, across
the bridge, back into the Grant Park area.
Debris is flying here. It is really flying. Here comes a bottle. It is a film can of some kind, a metal

can.
Now the police are going to hold the line right here by our cameras, and it is truly amazing here.

There’s some young people fallen into the street now by the Hilton Hotel. Some of the Red Cross Peace
people are picking them up and moving them on to the sidewalk, and the police van is now moving
back to the west, away from Michigan Avenue.
Now there are some things being thrown out of the hotel window of the Sheraton-Blackstone just

north of the Hilton, and these young people mean business, and so do the police, and it’s not over yet.
DECEMBER 19, 1969
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Direct examination of Defense Witness Dr. Timothy Leary, former Harvard professor, by Mr. Kun-
stler
Q. Prior to this press conference had you had any other meetings with Jerry and Abbie?
A. Yes, we had met two or three times during the spring in which we were planning the Chicago

Convention love-in.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to the constant use of the diminutives in the references to the

defendants.
The Court: Yes, I think it is better courtroom form, Mr. Kunstler, to refer to the defendants by

their surnames.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, sometimes it is hard because we work together in this case, we use first

names constantly.
The Court: I know, but if I knew you that well, and I don’t, how would it seem for me to say, “Now

Billy…”
…
Mr. Kunstler: I was just thinking I hadn’t been called “Billy” since my mother used that word the

first time.
The Court: I haven’t called you that.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but you used it.
The Court: I used it…
Mr. Kunstler: It evokes some memories.
The Court: I was trying to point out to you how absurd it sounds in a courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: It didn’t sound…
The Court: Oh, let’s get on. Let’s examine this witness. He seems eager to get away.
Q. Dr. Leary, tell what people said.
A. Yes. Mr. Hoffman continued to say that we should set up a series of political meetings throughout

the country, not just for the coming summer but for the coming years. Mr. Hoffman suggested that we
have love-ins or be-ins in which thousands of young people and freedom-loving people throughout the
country could get together on Sunday afternoons, listen to music which represented the new point of
view, the music of love and peace and harmony, and try to bring about a political change in this country
that would be nonviolent in people’s minds and in their hearts, and this is the concept of the love-in
which Mr. Hoffman was urging upon us and this was the first time that the coming to Chicago was
mentioned.
…
I also told Jerry that my wife and I had had a press conference about the Yippie meetings and the

Convention the day we were in Chicago. I told Jerry we had that press conference at the Model Farm,
I think it is in Lincoln Park, where my wife, whose name is Mrs. Leary, had a lantern by a cow, and
we were announcing that we were going to come to Chicago in August, not with fire, but to bring light
and peace.
[Dr. Leary testifying to another conversation]
Dr. Leary:… Both Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Rubin at that time said to me before I left that they were

not sure whether we should come to Chicago, and that we would watch what happened politically. At
that time, Jerry Rubin pointed out that Robert Kennedy was still alive, and many of us felt that he
represented the aspirations of young people, so we thought we would wait. I remember Mr. Rubin saying,
“Let’s wait and see what Robert Kennedy comes out with as far as peace in concerned. Let’s wait to
see if Robert Kennedy does speak to young people, and if Robert Kennedy does seek to represent the
peaceful, joyous, erotic feelings of young people…”
The Court: “Erotic,” did you say?
The Witness: Erotic.
The Court: E-r-o-t-i-c?
The Witness: Eros. That means love, your Honor.
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The Court: I know; I know. I wanted to be sure I didn’t mishear you.
The Witness: Because Mr. Rubin pointed out that Mr. Robert Kennedy did represent a youth-

ful, healthy, masculine approach that was lacking in most of our other politicians, and we felt that
young people would respond to a person like Mr. Kennedy, who seemed to enjoy life as opposed to the
pessimistic uptight older politicians.
So Mr. Rubin suggested that we hold off the decision as to whether we come to Chicago until we

saw how Mr. Kennedy’s campaign developed, and at that point, I think most of us would have gladly,
joyously called off the Chicago meeting.
Mr. Foran: Oh, I object to this, your Honor.
Direct testimony of Defense Witness Elizabeth J. Snodgrass, a nurse who was giving medical assis-

tance to those injured during Convention Week, by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Directing your attention to approximately eight p.m. on Wednesday night, August 28, 1968,

where were you?
A. I was at the intersection of Michigan and Balbo.
…
Q. Were you struck by a rock?
A. Yes, I was.
Q. And do you recall what the police said to the group?
A. Yes.
Q. Will you tell the court and jury what the police said?
A. The police picked up the rock, and he said, “Medical aids, my ass. If it weren’t for you fucking

bastards, the rest of the group wouldn’t be here.”
[The following concerns the acquittal after trial of Chicago policemen indicted for their actions

during Convention Week]
Mr. Kunstler: The defendants have contended that the prosecution of the police was a sham prose-

cution.
Mr. Schultz: Just a minute.
Mr. Kunstler: Will you let me finish?
Mr. Schultz: I will not let him finish. We prosecuted those cases as vigorously as we could. The

First Assistant of our office prosecuted those three policemen. We have done everything we could, and,
certainly, Mr. Kunstler is not going to try to establish before this jury that the Government fell down
on a case by retrying a case here.
…
The Court: [talking to the jury]… I direct you now also to disregard the statement of Mr. Kunstler

that the prosecution to which he referred was a sham prosecution. There is no evidence of that here.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, they ought to know that the policemen conceded the assault in that

case…
…
Mr. Kunstler: What the jury does not know, and actually the false impression that has been raised

here, is that the defense in the case of the policemen concerned conceded the assault. Their defense was
that they didn’t interfere with civil rights of an American citizen under the Federal Statute 241 or 242,
but they conceded the assaults, and that is what this witness is being questioned about.
…
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, any lawyer in the world would have, before this witness took the stand,

advised the court that he was presenting evidence in this kind of a context, and asked for a hearing
outside of the presence of the jury. If he was even a decent man he would do that.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor.
(Whereupon, at this point the court was in disorder.)
[After order was restored in the courtroom]
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, can we beg to admonish once—we have never had a single admonish-
ment…
The Court: I will admonish the marshal to direct all of those people at that table who shouted not

to do that again.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, that is begging the question I am asking. The United States Attorney

now says that I am indecent…
The Court: Don’t lounge on that lectern and tell me that I am begging the question.
DECEMBER 22, 1969
Direct examination of Defense Witness Paul Sequeira, a photographer, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. By the way, Mr. Sequeira, was that the exact language he used in telling you to get out?
A. He either said, “Get the hell out of here,” or—I was told it on two or three occasions to “Get the

fuck out of here.”
Q. By police officers?
A. By police officers, yes.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Sequeira by Mr. Schultz
Q. Did you hear anybody, any of the demonstrators, shouting “Pig, fascist, s.o.b.,” and other pro-

fanities?
A. At this particular time?
Q. At the time you were at the squadrol.
A. No, sir, I do not recall.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object to the characterization of “fascist” as a profanity. He has lumped

together a lot of things. I don’t think “pig” is a profanity. He said “and other profanities.”
The Court: He said “s.o.b.” and other profanities.
Mr. Kunstler: No, he said “pig, fascist—”
The Court: “s.o.b. and other profanities.”
Mr. Kunstler: Right, but I am not sure that the word “pig” or the word “fascist” is a profanity.
The Court: Well, I don’t know. We went through a long war about—
Mr. Kunstler: Fascist has a definite meaning.
The Court: To call a man a fascist is a pretty serious thing.
Mr. Kunstler: That is not a profanity, your Honor.
The Court: I am not sure. I am not sure about that, Mr. Kunstler. I never looked up the word in

that connotation.
Mr. Kunstler: It is a common word. It is in the dictionary, your Honor. It is in any dictionary.
Mr. Schultz: I didn’t call it a profanity. I said “pig, fascist, s.o.b., and other profanities.”
The Court: I am not prepared to rule on that at this time, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: If Mr. Schultz is relating that the only word he classified as a profanity among those

is s.o.b., then I have no objection.
The Court: To call a man a fascist may be contemptuous, but it may not be profane.
Mr. Kunstler: But it may be accurate.
The Court: What do you say?
Mr. Kunstler: But it may be accurate.
Mr. Schultz: I don’t think Mr. Kunstler is very funny. He is trying to be very humorous.
The Court: Oh, he is trying to be humorous? I thought he was making a legal argument.
Mr. Kunstler: I am making an argument. Mr. Schultz is categorizing it, and I am not going to argue

about his feelings.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor was obviously referring to having been called a fascist and Mr. Kunstler is

saying it might be accurate.
Mr. Kunstler: I wasn’t referring to that at all. I was saying that the word “fascist”—
The Court: Oh, I have been called worse than that. We will take care of that. I am not sure but

that the word “fascist” used as it has been used on occasions is not even worse than profanity.
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Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it is used in many contexts every day. It is used in the newspaper one
way or another. That is what I am referring to.
The Court: Not every day. I read the newspapers every day. I can’t remember when I have seen the

word “fascist” in the newspapers except in connection with this trial.
Mr. Kunstler: Then I recommend today’s New York Times to your Honor.
The Court: What do you say?
Mr. Kunstler: I call to your Honor’s attention today’s New York Times.
The Court: Am I called a fascist in that paper?
Mr. Kunstler: No, your Honor. Every time the word “fascist” is used it doesn’t necessarily mean

Judge Julius Hoffman.
The Court: Well, that is reassuring. That is so reassuring.
Mr. Kunstler: You are taking it so personally every time it is used—
The Court: Oh, no, not at all. I haven’t said anything about myself personally.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, I got the strong drift that you were taking it quite personally this

time. If I am wrong, I am sorry.
The Court: Don’t drift so easily.
Mr. Kunstler: I will fight against the tide winds.
Mr. Schultz: Since Mr. Kunstler has made the big issue of profanities, I will ask more detailed

questions. I tried to avoid it.
DECEMBER 23, 1969
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Duane R. Hall, press photographer for the Chicago Sun-Times,

by Mr. Foran
Mr. Weinglass: I object to Mr. Foran—I think he is reading from a document that hasn’t even been

marked for identification.
…
The Court: I know of nothing in the law of evidence that prevents a lawyer from reading from

whatever notes he has. I do it constantly.
Mr. Weinglass: A lawyer can read from a document that is not in evidence?
Mr. Foran: As long as he doesn’t identify it as a document.
The Court: There is nothing identified.
Mr. Weinglass: That is permissible procedure?
The Court: I said it was. You don’t have to ask me after I said it.
Mr. Weinglass: I am sorry. I object to it.
The Court: Sometime I am going to take an oath before I talk to you, you ask me so many questions.
[Colloquy between attorneys and Judge Hoffman during direct testimony of Defense Witness, the

Reverend Bruce Young]
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, there is an old maxim in law that if the police are brutal to one group,

there is an inference they may be brutal to other groups, and that is a—
The Court: That is a maxim of the law I never heard of, and I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: You heard the maxim that “False in one thing, false in all.” That is what I am saying:
“Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus.”
That is the maxim.
The Court: You ought to put on your striped trousers and be a professor.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am afraid I don’t have striped trousers.
The Court: I didn’t ask you for a lecture. I just ruled on one objection. That is all.
Mr. Kunstler: I am giving an answer, that is all.
The Court: I do the best I can.
Mr. Kunstler: The prosecution have claimed—
The Court: I don’t know all of those fancy phrases that you used.
Mr. Kunstler: I think your Honor does.
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The Court: But I will let my ruling stand.
[Without jury present]
The Court: You have no right to know why I came in here at 2:30. You never tell me when you are

late. The defendants have never told me when they are late.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we just noticed that both the Court and the United States Attorney

came in almost simultaneously after we waited here until 2:30, and I think that perhaps the defense
would be entitled to an explanation.
The Court: Perhaps they are not.
Mr. Schultz: If the Court please—
The Court: They will not have any explanation from me. I am not obligated to advise counsel. For

your information, my calendar and I don’t say this boastfully, but by way of information for you, it may
be of interest to you even though you don’t practice in this jurisdiction regularly, is the—
Mr. Kunstler: That is not true any longer.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: That is not true any longer. I am practicing here fairly regularly since September.
The Court: No, you made a serious observation. I am trying to treat it seriously.
Mr. Kunstler: I am just trying to clear up the record.
The Court:—my civil and criminal calendars are more current than any in the building, so don’t

you worry about a half an hour, sir.
…
Don’t keep track of my time, sir. I will keep track of yours, but don’t you keep track of mine.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, that seems equitable.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, excuse me just a moment, there are four defendants missing.
Mr. Weinglass: If the Court please, Mr. Rubin is in the men’s room.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the understanding was that the defendants without interrupting the trial

could occasionally go to the rest room.
I would like to get on with it.
The Court: I would like to get on with it but it seems to me an awkward thing to try a case with

seven defendants and only two sitting at the table as there were, and I notice that a few moments ago
three of the defendants came in at the same time. Now we are waiting for the other one.
Mr. Kunstler: They share certain obligations in common, your Honor, that are hard to resist some-

times. But I don’t think we really ought to be a slave to the gastric system and go on now at least.
Shall I go on, your Honor, or—
The Court: We will wait. We will wait for the defendants.
Direct examination of Defendant Abbie Hoffman by Mr. Weinglass
Q. Will you please identify yourself for the record.
A. My name is Abbie. I am an orphan of America.
…
Q. Where do you reside?
A. I live in Woodstock Nation.
Q. Will you tell the Court and jury where it is.
A. Yes. It is a nation of alienated young people. We carry it around with us as a state of mind in

the same way the Sioux Indians carried the Sioux nation around with them. It is a nation dedicated
to cooperation versus competition, to the idea that people should have better means of exchange than
property or money, that there should be some other basis for human interaction. It is a nation dedicated
to—
The Court: Excuse me, sir.
Read the question to the witness, please.
(Question read)
The Court: Just where it is, that is all.
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The Witness: It is in my mind and in the minds of my brothers and sisters. We carry it around
with us in the same way that the Sioux Indians carried around the Sioux nation. It does not consist
of property or material but, rather, of ideas and certain values, those values being cooperation versus
competition, and that we believe in a society—
Mr. Schultz: This doesn’t say where Woodstock Nation, whatever that is, is.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, the witness has identified it as being a state of mind and he has, I think,

a right to define that state of mind.
The Court: No, we want the place of residence, if he has one, place of doing business, if you have a

business, or both if you desire to tell them both. One address will be sufficient. Nothing about philosophy
or India, sir. Just where you live, if you have a place to live.
Now you said Woodstock. In what state is Woodstock?
The Witness: It is in the state of mind, in the mind of myself and my brothers and sisters. It is a

conspiracy.
…
Q. Can you tell the Court and jury your present age?
A. My age is 33. I am a child of the 60’s.
Q. When were you born?
A. Psychologically, 1960.
…
Q. Can you tell the Court and jury what is your present occupation?
A. I am a cultural revolutionary. Well, I am really a defendant—
Q. What do you mean?
A. —full time.
The Court:… Will you remain quiet while I am making a ruling. I know you have no respect for me.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that is totally unwarranted.
Mr. Schultz: That is not unwarranted. Mr. Kunstler here in the presence of the jury the other

day said the Defendant Hoffman had changed his name from Hoffman because it was the same name,
indicating it was the same name. Mr. Kunstler is the one who initiated this, and now he takes great
offense that your Honor—
The Court: I am mindful of that.
Mr. Kunstler: I think your remarks call for a motion for a mistrial.
The Court: And your motion calls for a denial of the motion. Mr. Weinglass, continue with your

examination.
Mr. Kunstler: You denied my motion? I hadn’t even started to argue it.
The Court: I don’t need any argument on that one.
The Court: The witness turned his back on me while he was on the witness stand.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor, aren’t—
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Kunstler went out of his way, out of his way the other day to explain to the jury

that the defendant Hoffman had eliminated his last name.
The Court: I will have no further argument on your motion. I will ask you to sit down.
The Witness: I was just looking at the pictures of the long-hairs up on the wall.
Q. During the year 1967, were you living a totally private life?
Mr. Schultz: Objection to the form of the question.
The Witness: I understand that one.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
The Witness: I didn’t understand the other one, but I understand that question.
The Court: I heard the objection. I sustain the objection. I relieve you of the obligation of answering

it.
The Witness: Oh, thanks. Gee.
[Testimony by Defendant Hoffman regarding previous Yippie activity]
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A. The money that I got from that job two weeks later I threw it out in the Stock Exchange in
New York City on Wall Street, meaning to the other people who were in the money, we wanted to
make a statement that we weren’t doing it for money, and that, in fact, money should be abolished. We
didn’t believe in a society that people had to interact with money and property, but should be on more
humanitarian bases. That was what the community was about.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Now in exorcising the Pentagon, were there any plans for the building to raise up off the ground?
A. Yes. When we were arrested they asked us what we were doing. We said it was to measure the

Pentagon and we wanted a permit to raise it 300 feet in the air, and they said “How about 10?” So we
said “OK.” And they threw us out of the Pentagon and we went back to New York and had a press
conference, told them what it was about.
…
Mr. Schultz: I would ask Mr. Weinglass please get on with the trial of this case and stop playing

around with raising the Pentagon 10 or 300 feet off the ground.
The Witness: They are going to bring it up.
Mr. Schultz: There are serious issues here and if we could get to them so that he can examine the

witness, I can cross-examine the witness, and we can move on.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, this is not playing around. This is a deadly serious business. The whole

issue in this case is language, what is meant by—
Mr. Schultz: This is not—
The Court: Let Mr. Weinglass defend himself.
Mr. Weinglass: Your honor, I am glad to see Mr. Schultz finally concedes that things like levitating

the Pentagon building, putting LSD in the water, 10,000 people walking nude on Lake Michigan, a
$200,000 bribe attempt are all playing around. I am willing to concede that fact, that was all playing
around, it was a play idea of the witness, and if he is willing to concede it, we can all go home.
The Court: I sustain—
Mr. Weinglass: Because he is treating all these things as deadly serious.
…
Q. What equipment, if any, did you personally plan to use in the exorcism of the Pentagon?
A. I brought a number of noisemakers—
Mr. Schultz: Objection if the Court please.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
[Testimony by Defendant Hoffman concerning remarks made by Jerry Rubin at a pre-Convention

meeting]
A.… Jerry Rubin, I believe, said that it would be a good idea to call it the Festival of Life in contrast

to the Convention of Death, and to have it in some kind of public area, like a park or something, in
Chicago.…
A. At one point, I believe it was Mr. Krassner, when we were talking about the Hippie community,

Mr. Rubin asked how come we are called Hippies when we never called each other that, but we look in
the papers and read day and night about this thing, and we are called Hippie, and I said that was a myth,
that myths are created by media, by people communicating to each other, but it wasn’t an accurate
description of the phenomenon that was taking place, and the phenomenon had to be experienced itself,
and I described to Mr. Rubin my attitude about communication.
DECEMBER 24, 1969
[Colloquy between Judge Hoffman and Mr. Kunstler]
Mr. Kunstler:… [I]n the years I have practiced in both federal and state courts, I have never accused,

if I can recall at all, either judge or prosecutor of using intimidating tactics on me. This is my first time.
The Court: This may come as a surprise to you. In all the years I have sat on both benches, no

lawyer, no lawyer has ever charged me with intimidation.
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Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, this is an unusual case. There have been unusual things done and
said by many people.
The Court: In many respects, it is unusual.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor has for the first time found lawyers in contempt.
The Court: I didn’t ask for this case to be assigned to my calendar, and if you think that I recommend

it to any other judge for a summer vacation, you are mistaken.
Mr. Kunstler: I think we all agree on that.
[Colloquy concerning absence of Defendant Hoffman]
Mr. Weinglass:… I ask the Court to adjourn to Room 406A of Michael Reese [Hospital—ed.] where

your Honor could for yourself talk to Abbie and see his condition with doctors present and make a
determination right at that point.
The Court: You know despite the complaints that have been made by representatives of the defen-

dants about the size of this courtroom, I find it pretty nice. I don’t feel that I am living in squalor here.
I think I will refrain from going to Michael Reese. It is really very depressing, hospitals are depressing,
especially in their crowded conditions now.
Present my compliments to Mr. Hoffman and thank him for the invitation. Tell him that I decline

it with regrets.
DECEMBER 29, 1969
Continued direct examination of Defendant Hoffman
[Testimony by Hoffman about founding of Yippies]
A.… Anita said at that time that although “Yippie” would be understood by our generation, that

straight newspapers like the New York Times and the U.S. Government and the courts and everything
wouldn’t take it seriously unless it had a kind of formal name, so she came up with the name of the
“Youth International Party.” She said that we could play a lot of jokes on the concept of party because
everybody would think that we were this huge international conspiracy, but that in actuality we were
a party that you had fun at.
[Colloquy concerning admission of “flyer” as evidence]
Mr. Schultz:… The identical sheet is already in evidence. It was put in by the Government. It is

marked Government Exhibit C-2.
I don’t see any reason for there being two of them.
Mr. Rubin: Ours is in color.
[Speaking to Judge Hoffman]
Mr. Weinglass: We have attempted to lay a foundation that the Festival of Life was a further

conceptualization of guerrilla theater and to give an idea of what their intent was in coming to Chicago
to have a festival, you have to go back and see how the Yippie concept developed and grew through
these guerrilla theater activities, starting with the money at the stock exchange and coming through
this mock raid at Stony Brook, right up through Grand Central Station and Central Park be-in and on
to Chicago. It’s part and parcel of the whole history and pattern of why and how the Yippies came to
Chicago and what they had in mind when they came here, so I think it is essential and critical to an
understanding of precisely what’s on trial, and what is their intent in coming here.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Directing your attention to Sunday, May 13, which is Mother’s Day, 1968, where were you on

that day?
A. I was in Lincoln Park in Chicago.
Q. What was occurring in the park at that time?
A. There was what we might call a mini festival of life, a rock concert, I believe. Rev. Tuttle was

marrying people. There were marriages taking place and there was a preparation—everybody had pies,
apple pies and cherry pies and were going to march to the 18th—there was the beginning of a march to
the police station to present the police who were on duty that Sunday, Mother’s Day, with pies, apple
pies.
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Q. Do you know that this was done?
A. There were about 300 people—
Mr. Schultz: Objection. Marching to the police station on Mother’s Day with pies is irrelevant.
…
Mr. Weinglass: It is irrelevant by Government standards. If they went to the police station carrying

bombs, they would say that was relevant.
DECEMBER 30, 1969
Continued direct examination of Defendant Hoffman
The Court: Bring in the jury, please, Mr. Marshal.
Defendant Hoffman: Wait a second. We have a matter—
The Court: Who was that waving and talking at me, one of the lawyers?
Mr. Schultz: He is acting as his own lawyer, I think, your Honor. Abbie Hoffman. He is doing a

pretty good job of it. He shows Mr. Weinglass up.
Defendant Hoffman: Wait until you get your chance.
Q. Could you relate to the Court and to the jury the substance of your conversation with David

Stahl [Deputy Mayor of Chicago—ed.] at that time.
A. Well, I said, “Hi, Dave. How’s it going?” I said, “Your police got to be the dumbest—the dumbest

and the most brutal in the country,” that the decision to drive people out of the park in order to protect
the city was about the dumbest military tactic since the Trojans first let the Trojan horse inside the
gate and that there was nothing that compared with that stupidity. I again pleaded with him to let
people stay in the park the following night. I said that there were more people coming to Chicago.
There would be more people coming Monday, Tuesday, and subsequently Wednesday night, and that
they should be allowed to sleep, that there was no place to sleep, that the hotels are all booked up,
that people were getting thrown out of hotels, that they were getting thrown out of restaurants, and
that he ought to intercede with the police department. I told him that the city officials, in particular
his boss, Daley, were totally out of their minds, that I had read in the paper the day before that they
had 2,000 troops surrounding the reservoirs in order to protect against the Yippie plot to dump LSD
in the drinking water. I said that there wasn’t a kid in the country, never mind a Yippie, who thought
that such a thing could even be done, that why didn’t he check with all the scientists at the University
of Chicago—he owned them all. I said that it couldn’t in fact be done.
He said that he knew it couldn’t be done, but they weren’t taking any chances anyway. I thought it

was about the weirdest thing I had ever heard. I said, “Well, it was good advice, that he could withdraw
those troops, that that couldn’t be done, but maybe Mayor Daley was taking a little acid,” and I told
him—I told him that he could get in touch with me through the Seed office but that really if he just
wanted to contact me, he knew where to reach me any minute since there were two policemen and
sometimes four from the Chicago Intelligence office following me all day…
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Did you speak for an hour, Abbie, on this speech?
Mr. Schultz: It isn’t Abbie, it is a 33-year-old man. His name is Mr. Hoffman.
The Court: Oh, yes, but that has been gone into. If a lawyer persists in that, there is nothing very

much I can do about it at this time.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Could you relate to the Court as much as you can of your speech?
A. I think I can, Len.
The Court: What did he call you?
The Witness: Len.
Mr. Weinglass: Len. It is the appropriate name.
[Defendant Hoffman testifying about his arrest]
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A. They grabbed me by the jacket and pulled me across the bacon and eggs and Anita over the
table, threw me on the floor and out the door and threw me against the car, and they handcuffed me.
I was just eating the bacon and going, “Oink, oink.”
Q. Did they tell you why you were arrested?
A. They said they arrested me because I had the word “fuck” on my forehead.
Q. Now, will you explain—
A. They called it an “obscenary,” they said it was an “obscenary.”
Q. Can you explain to the court and the jury how that word got on your forehead that day.
A. I had it put on with this magic marker before we left the house.
Q. And why did you do that?
A. Well, there were a couple of reasons. One was that I was tired of seeing my picture in the paper

and having newsmen come around, and I know if you got that word, they aren’t going to print your
picture in the paper, and secondly, it sort of summed up my attitude about the whole—what was going
on in Chicago. It was a four-letter word for which—I liked that four-letter word. I thought it was kind
of holy, actually.
[Testimony describing a speech in Grant Park]
Q. Do you recall what you said to the group that had gathered there at that time?
A. I described to them the experience that had happened to me in the jails of Chicago. I said

that there were young people in the jails being beaten up, that they weren’t being allowed to have
their lawyers. I said it was typical of what took place in jails all around the country. I described the
experience in the courtroom and the attitude of the Judge and I said it was particularly common among
judges in this country. I said that Lenny Bruce had once said, “In the halls of justice the only justice is
in the halls.” And I said that the judicial system was as corrupt as the political system.
[The Court answering Mr. Weinglass]
The Court:… I have ruled on that, Mr. Weinramer—Weinglass, rather.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Prior to coming to Chicago, from April 12, 1968, on to the week of the convention, did you

enter into an agreement with David Dellinger, John Froines, Tom Hayden, Jerry Rubin, Lee Weiner,
or Rennie Davis to come to the city of Chicago for the purpose of encouraging and promoting violence
during the Convention Week?
A. An agreement?
Q. Yes.
A. We couldn’t agree on lunch.
Cross-examination of Defendant Hoffman by Mr. Schultz
[Colloquy concerning a book written by Defendant Hoffman]
Mr. Weinglass: I will have fourteen copies of the book for the jury in the morning, and they can

read the entire book. We are not ashamed of a word in this book.
The Court: No, you will not. You may have fourteen copies, but they will not go to the jury.
Mr. Weinglass: Mr. Schultz is indicating to the jury that we are afraid of this book, and—
The Court: If you will listen to me, sir I am the one who determines what the jury sees. Those books

are not in evidence.
Mr. Weinglass: Then you should admonish the U.S. Attorney not to say that we are afraid of this

book.
The Court: I will admonish the jury—the United States Attorney—
The Witness: Wait until you see the movie.
The Court: if it is required that he be admonished.
The Witness: Wait until you see the movie.
The Court: And you be quiet.
The Witness: Well—the movie’s going to be better.
By Mr. Schultz:
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Q. Did you see some people urinate on the Pentagon?
A. On the Pentagon itself?
Q. Or at the Pentagon?
A. In that general area in Washington?
Q. Yes.
A. There were in all over 100,000 people. That is, people have that biological habit.
Q. And did you?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you symbolically—
A. Did I go and look?
Q. Did you symbolically and did you—did you symbolically urinate on the Pentagon, Mr. Hoffman?
A. I symbolically urinate on the Pentagon?
Q. Yes.
A. Nearby yes, in the bushes, there, maybe 3,000 feet away from the Pentagon. I didn’t get that

close. Pee on the walls of the Pentagon?
You are getting to be out of sight actually. You think there is a law against it?
Q. Are you done, Mr. Hoffman?
A. I am done when you are.
Q. Did you ever on a prior occasion state that a sense of integration possesses you and comes from

pissing on the Pentagon?
A. I said from combining political attitudes with biological necessity, there is a sense of integration,

yes I think I said it that way, not the way you said it, but—
Q. You had a good time at the Pentagon, didn’t you, Mr. Hoffman?
A. Yes, I did. I am having a good time now.
Could I—I feel that biological necessity now. Could I be excused for a slight recess?
The Court: We will take a brief recess, ladies and gentlemen of the jury.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, we will take a brief recess.
The Witness: Just a brief—
The Court: We will take a brief recess with my usual orders. The Court will be in recess for a brief

period.
(Brief recess)
Q. At this meeting on the evening of August 7, you told Mr. Stahl that you were going to have

nude-ins in your liberated zone, didn’t you?
A. A nude-in? I don’t believe I would use that phrase, no.
Q. You told him you were going to have public fornication?
A. I might have told him that ten thousand people were going to walk naked on the waters of Lake

Michigan, something like that.
Q. No, you told him specifically, didn’t you, Mr. Hoffman, that you were going to have nude-ins,

didn’t you?
A. No. I don’t—No, I don’t recall using that phrase or that I ever used it. I do now. It’s—I don’t

think it’s very poetic, frankly.
Q. You told him, did you not, Mr. Hoffman, that in your liberated zone you would have—
A. I’m not even sure what it is, a nude-in.
Q. Public fornication?
A. If it means ten thousand people, naked people, walking on Lake Michigan, yes.
Mr. Kunstler: I object to this because Mr. Schultz is acting like a dirty old man.
Mr. Schultz: We are not going into dirty old men. If they wanted to have 500,000 people in the park

and are telling the city officials they are going to have nude-ins and public fornication, the city officials
react to that, and I am establishing through this witness that that’s what he did, that and many more
things.
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The Court: There is no objection. Do you object?
Mr. Kunstler: I am just remarking, your Honor, that a young man can be a dirty old man.
The Witness: I don’t mind talking—
The Court: I could make an observation. I have seen some exhibits here that are not exactly exem-

plary documents.
Mr. Kunstler: But they are, from your point of view, your Honor—making a dirty word of something

that can be beautiful and lovely, and that’s what’s being done.
The Court: I don’t know that they have been written by the United States Attorney.
Mr. Schultz: We are not litigating here, your Honor, whether sexual intercourse is beautiful or not.

We are litigating whether or not the city could permit tens of thousands of people to come in and do
in their parks what this man said they were going to do.
The Court: Oh, you needn’t argue that.
Mr. Schultz: Yes, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: The city permitted them to do it in trees, your Honor, as I recall some of the testimony.

The policeman was right under the tree.
The Court: The last observation of Mr. Kunstler may be stricken from the record.
Q. By the way, was there any acid in Lincoln Park in Chicago?
A. In the reservoir, in the lake?
Q. No, among the people.
A. Among the people was there LSD? Well, there might have been. I don’t know. It is colorless,

odorless and tasteless. One can never tell.
Q. What about the honey, was there anything special about any honey in Lincoln Park?
A. There was honey, there was—I was told there was honey, that there was—I was getting stoned

eating brownies. Honey, yes. Lots of people were—
Q. There was LSD to your knowledge in both the honey and in some brownies? Isn’t that right?
A. I would have to be a chemist to know that for a fact. It is colorless, odorless and tasteless.
Q. Didn’t you state on a prior occasion that Ed Sanders passed out from too much honey?
A. Yes. People passed out.
The Court: You have answered the question.
The Witness: Yes. Passed out from honey? Sure. Is that illegal?
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. And that a man named Spade passed out on honey?
A. Yes. I made up that name. Frankie Spade, wasn’t it? It must have been strong honey.
The Court: The last observation of the witness may go out and the jury is directed to disregard it

and the witness is directed again not to make gratuitous observations.
Q. It was part of your myth in getting people to Chicago, Mr. Hoffman, that it was announced that

the Yippies would block traffic, isn’t that right?
A. That I said that people would block traffic?
Q. No, not what you said but that it was part of the Yippie myth created early in 1968, a statement

that they would block traffic?
A. Yes, I believe I heard it from Sheriff Joseph Woods.
Q. Now, prior to the beginning of the convention, Mr. Hoffman, that is, on August 22 at about five

in the morning, do you recall having coffee with some police officers? I think August 22 was the day
that you later went into court before Judge Lynch, so that it would be that morning, if that helps you.
A. With the policemen that were trailing me from the Chicago Red Squad? Yes. They bought me

breakfast every morning and drove me around. It could have been—yes. Do you want to go further and
then maybe I can recall what was said?
Q. Do you recall while having coffee with—
A. I don’t drink coffee so—I haven’t drank coffee for three years, so—
Q. While having breakfast—
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A. It is one of the drugs I refrain from using.
…
Q. It was your Yippie myth, Mr. Hoffman, was it not, that people will among other things in Chicago

smoke dope and fuck and fight cops?
A. Yes. I wrote that as a prediction. So did Norman Mailer, I might add.
DECEMBER 31, 1969
Continued cross-examination of Defendant Hoffman by Mr. Schultz
Q. In fact, you thought it was a great boon to you that your case [requesting a permit to use city

park—ed.] had been assigned to Judge Lynch because you could make a lot of hay out of it, isn’t that
right, Mr. Hoffman?
A. No. No, I had learned at that time that they had turned down the McCarthy people’s request

for a permit, and I thought if they weren’t going to get it, we sure as hell weren’t, either, and that was
one of the decisions.
The Court: Mr. Witness, we don’t allow profanity from the witness stand.
The Witness: Well, I wouldn’t want—all right.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. When did you prepare, Mr. Hoffman, your—
The Court: And I don’t like being laughed at by the witness—by a witness in this court, sir.
The Witness: I know that laughing is a crime. I already—
The Court: I direct you not to laugh at an observation by the Court. I don’t laugh at you.
The Witness: Are you sure?
The Court: I should?
The Witness: I said, “Are you sure?”
The Court: I haven’t laughed at you during all of the many weeks and months of this trial.
The Witness: Well—
Mr. Schultz: May I proceed, your Honor?
The Court: Yes, you may.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not sure, your Honor, “hell” is classified as profanity, and I think from what has

been circulated in this courtroom it’s hardly profane language.
The Court: Oh, I will concede that it is a lesser degree of—
Mr. Kunstler: I am not even sure it is classified as profanity.
The Court: You don’t think so.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t think—
The Court: Well, probably not among your clients, but I—
Mr. Kunstler: I take it among your friends, too, Judge, and I would say you have used it and everyone

else has used it.
The Court: I don’t allow a witness to testify that way on the witness stand, if you don’t mind, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: I object to the dictionary—
The Court: We strive here to conduct this Court in the traditional—
Mr. Kunstler: You say my clients are habituated to using “hell,” you know, which is a categorization

of my clients. My clients use lots of words, and your friends use lots of words—
The Court: I don’t think you know any of my friends.
Mr. Kunstler: You’d be surprised, your Honor.
The Court: Please don’t—
Mr. Kunstler: The father of one of our staff men is a close friend of yours.
The Court: If they know you, they haven’t told me about it.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, may we proceed?
The Court: Yes.
The Witness: I know your chauffeur.
By Mr. Schultz:
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Q. Mr. Hoffman, when did you prepare your original—I’ll wait until you’re finished laughing, Mr.
Hoffman.
A. I was just laughing at your profanity.
Q. Are you ready, Mr. Hoffman?
A. Yes, ready.
Q. Are you finished, Mr. Hoffman?
A. Yes, I’m finished.
Q. Do you want to do any headstands for us?
A. No, but I think I might like to go to the bathroom, if I could.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, we only have about ten more minutes. I’d like very much to get this

finished.
The Witness: Ten more minutes?
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. Can you wait ten more minutes, Mr. Hoffman?
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, can we go for ten more minutes?
By The Witness:
A. Yes. Yes, I’ll wait.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. Did you hear Davis say that on the last day of the—on the last day of the Democratic National

Convention there was going to be a march if there was anybody left? Did you hear him say that?
A. Was the last question—Did you ask me to do a headstance?
The Court: Answer this question, please.
The Witness: Oh. I was going to oblige.
The Court: If you can.
The Witness: Go ahead.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. Did you hear the question?
A. No, sorry. I was thinking about the last one.
The Court: Read it to the witness.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, he is indicating he would like to answer the question before. Mr. Schultz

has expressed a request that he do a headstand, and I think he should have, in answer, an opportunity
to comply with that request if that is what the witness wants to do.
The Court: I don’t think that was put in the form of a question.
Mr. Schultz: I didn’t intend it to be.
Mr. Weinglass: He is stating—
Mr. Schultz: He is clowning for us, and I thought maybe in his clowning he would want to do a

headstand or a cartwheel or something.
The Court: You don’t want to do that, do you. You don’t, do you?
The Witness: I want to comply with Mr. Schultz’ request, if he wants to see such a thing.
The Court: You want to answer the question. All right. He says no, in effect.
The Witness: I think it might start a riot.
The Court: That question has been answered.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. Mr. Hoffman—
Mr. Schultz: Well, maybe we ought to take a break now. Mr. Hoffman is uncomfortable.
The Witness: Well, is it five more minutes?
The Court: Well, I don’t know whether “uncomfortable” is the proper characterization.
The Witness: Just two minutes.
[The Court then recessed.]
[Concerning Judge’s ruling that Defendant Hoffman must answer a prosecution question]
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The Witness: I consider that an unfair ruling and I am not going to answer. I can’t answer.
The Court: I direct you to answer.
The Witness: Well, I take the Fifth Amendment, then.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, the witness has taken the stand to defend the charges here. He has testified

on direct examination and he has waived his Fifth Amendment right.
The Court: I order you to answer, sir.
The Witness: What does that mean?
The Court: I order you to answer the question, sir. You are required to under the law.
…
The Court: I order you to answer the question. Do you refuse?
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, could we have a recess?
The Court: No, no. We just had a recess for that purpose.
Mr. Weinglass: For another question—
The Court: No, no. No further recesses. And I ask you to sit down.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, may the court reporter repeat the question.
The Court: Yes. Read the question to the witness.
(Question read.)
The Court: You may answer. I order you to answer.
The Witness: I just get yes or no, huh? Yes. I was there. All my years on the witness stand, I never

heard anything like that ruling.
JANUARY 2, 1970
Continued cross-examination of Defendant Hoffman by Mr. Schultz
Q. I show you Government’s Exhibit 18 for identification, which is a photograph. Do you recognize

the photograph?
A. Do I recognize the general scene?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes.
Q. Do you see yourself in the photograph?
A. Well, we all look alike.…
Mr. Weinglass: When we were cross-examining on grand jury testimony—
The Court: Mr. Weingrass, I must caution you again when there is a ruling, the argument ceases.

That is good courtroom procedure.
The Witness: Weingrass?
Q. Mr. Hoffman, isn’t it a fact that one of the reasons why you came to Chicago was simply to wreck

American society?
A. No.
Q. Isn’t it a fact, Mr. Hoffman, that—
A. Do you consider the Democratic Party part of American society?
The Court: Mr. Witness, you are not interrogating the lawyer; he is asking you questions.
By Mr. Schultz:
Q. As you watched on Thursday, you knew you had won the battle of Chicago. You knew you had

smashed the Democrats’ chances and destroyed the two party system in this country and perhaps with
it electoral politics, isn’t that a fact?
A. I knew it had destroyed itself and that the whole world would see, and that was the sense of the

victory.
JANUARY 6, 1970
[Colloquy between Defense Counsel and the Judge concerning admissibility of a document offered

as evidence by Government Counsel]
Mr. Kunstler:… Your Honor, this is apparently a Yippie document rather than a conspiracy docu-

ment. We have no objection to the Court seeing it. It calls for a public demonstration.
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The Court: Is it a document distribution of which has been participated in by one or more of the
defendants?
Mr. Kunstler: No, no. I didn’t say that at all. It is apparently a Yippie document—
The Court: That means nothing to me. Despite the fact that I have been on trial here for more than

three months, I still don’t know what a Yippie is, so I wouldn’t know what a Yippie document—
Mr. Kunstler: I think if there had been more questions permitted on that, your Honor, your Honor

would be more erudite in that field by this time.
The Court: I’d hate to think my erudition depended on my—
Mr. Kunstler: Erudition in one field, anyway.
The Court: I’d hate to think my erudition in any field depended on that…
The Court: I don’t listen to the broadcasts of the defendants for a variety of reasons. First, I don’t

expect to hear anything nice about myself on the air…
Direct examination of Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, called as a witness by the Defense, by Mr.

Kunstler
Q. Mayor Daley, on the 28th of August, 1968, did you say to Senator Ribicoff—
Mr. Foran: Oh, your Honor, I object.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. (continuing)—“Fuck you, you Jew son-of-a-bitch, you lousy mother fucker, go home”?
Mr. Foran: Listen to that, I object to that kind of conduct in a courtroom. Of all of the improper,

foolish questions, typical, your Honor, of making up questions that have nothing to do with the lawsuit.
Mr. Kunstler: That is not a made up question, your Honor. We can prove that.
Mr. Foran: Oh, they can? That is so improper. I ask that counsel be admonished, your Honor.
…
Mr. Kunstler: I have the source, your Honor.
The Court: May I suggest to you, sir, that this witness is your witness and you may not ask him

any leading questions even of the sort that you proposed—especially, rather, of the sort that I heard a
part of a moment ago.
[But see November 12, 1969—ed.]
[Colloquy concerning Judge’s ruling that Mayor Daley was not a hostile witness]
Mr. Kunstler: The Court ruled adversely.
The Court: Don’t make it appear that I used some kind of club. I am trying to rule according to

the law, based on years of experience on this bench, Mr. Kunstler. I didn’t club you into anything.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, it had some of that feeling as far as I was concerned, because I

thought your Honor was wrong, and your Honor has been ruled wrong in the past. There’s nothing
sacrosanct about either one of us in the fact of whether we interpret the law—
The Court: I only do my honest best, Mr. Kunstler. I know of no judge who has been on the bench,

especially as long as I have, who hasn’t been ruled wrong, and I think that’s an unkind remark—
Mr. Kunstler: No, I am only saying we are not infallible—
The Court:—for a lawyer to make—
Mr. Kunstler:—either one of us.
The Court: I resent it, and I told a lawyer who made that kind of a remark to me once that it was

a cheap sort of remark. I repeat it, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, I am saying it because, your Honor—there is no infallibility on

either side, and I am trying to persuade your Honor—that’s my job, to persuade your Honor—
The Court: Well, you will never persuade me by insulting me.
Mr. Kunstler: That is not an insult.
The Court: Yes, it is.
Mr. Kunstler: That is a little ultra sensitivity.
The Court: You have done it during this trial before, and you are not going to continue to do it, and

if you do—
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Mr. Kunstler: You have taken as insults a lot of things which I don’t think were insults in any sense
of the word.
The Court: All right.
Mr. Kunstler: You have an ultra sensitivity in a lot of areas, I know that.
The Court: I have no ultra sensitivity, but I have good ears.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, they lead to an area of ultra sensitivity, I think, in some fields.
The Court: Well, you leave my personality and my hearing and my sensitivity to me. That is not

the function of a partisan advocate in the trial of a lawsuit.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor has engaged in some references to hearing, et cetera, but I think we

are probably wasting some time here.
The Court: Oh, I think you are.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I said “we.”
The Court: I think you are. When you call a man as your witness, he is your witness until he’s

proved hostile. This witness has not been proven hostile.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may we suspend until the Defendant Davis returns to the courtroom?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the defendants have permission to leave for necessary purposes.
The Court: For a necessary purpose—
Mr. Kunstler: We can’t look through the wall so I assume he is fulfilling that necessary purpose.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. I direct your attention, Mayor Daley, to March 28, 1968; do you recall having any conversation

or meeting with Mr. Stahl on that day?
A. Well, being the Deputy Mayor, I would meet with him several times a day.
Q. Do you recall any conversation or meeting with him with reference to the Youth International

Party?
A. I gave Mr. Stahl the same instructions I gave any other department, certainly, to meet with them,

to try to cooperate with them, and do everything they could to make sure that they would be given
every courtesy and hospitality while they were in the city of Chicago.
…
[After a brief recess]
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Mayor Daley, in one of your answers to my previous questions, you stated something about your

instructions to offer hospitality to people coming to Chicago.
Mr. Foran: I object to the form of the question, your Honor, as leading.
Mr. Kunstler: It’s not even a question, your Honor. It’s a statement, a predicate for—
The Court: Well, ask the question. Don’t summarize the previous evidence. I sustain the objection.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. In view of what you said, did you consider that the use of night sticks on the heads of demon-

strators was hospitable?
Mr. Foran: Objection, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
[The following is illustrative of Defense Counsel’s difficulty in questioning Mayor Daley due to the

Court’s ruling that he was not a hostile witness. Were he declared a hostile witness by the Court, the
defense would be accorded wider latitude in the scope and form of its questions]
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Mayor Daley, do you believe that people have the right to demonstrate against the war in

Vietnam?
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to the form of the question. It’s an improper form of a question.
The Court: I sustain the objection to the question.
By Mr. Kunstler:
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Q. Now, Mayor Daley, you’ve testified that you were at the Democratic National Convention on
Wednesday, August 28, and I questioned you about a statement with reference to Senator Ribicoff.
Can you indicate what you did say to Senator Ribicoff on that day.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I object to the form of the question, and again I ask that counsel be

admonished. Those are improper questions under the law of evidence.
The Court: I sustain the objection, and I remind you again and admonish you, Mr. Kunstler, of my

order.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I have tried to reiterate ten times that in view of the nature of this

witness, it is impossible to examine him and get to the truth of anything with these restrictions—
The Court: This witness is no different from any other witness.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, that isn’t so. He is different from any other witness. He is the Mayor

of the city—
The Court: The fact that he happens to occupy a high public place—other than that, he is a witness.

In this court he is just a witness.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, the defendants—
The Court: Your witness.
Mr. Kunstler:—have publicly stated that they believe he is the real culprit here.
The Court: You procured him to come to a court through a writ which was issued out of this Court.

He is here.
If you ask him proper questions—
Mr. Kunstler: We are trying, your Honor, to get to the truth of what happened during Convention

Week.
The Court: You must get at the truth through proper questions, sir.
Mr. Foran: Through the law of evidence, your Honor, that it has taken five hundred years to achieve.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Mayor Daley, have you been familiar at all with the report of President Johnson’s Commission

to investigate the causes of violence at the Democratic National Convention?
Mr. Foran: I object, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Q. Do you agree with that Commission’s finding that a police riot took place in the city of Chicago?
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, now I object to that. The law of evidence, your Honor, has grown up because

it helps—with five hundred years of the adversary system, it helps to reach the truth if you obey the
law of evidence, and I object to that question.
I ask the jury be instructed to disregard it, and I ask that counsel be admonished for asking an

intentionally improper question.
The Court: I do sustain the objection, because it is grossly improper. I direct the jury to disregard

the last question put to the witness by Mr. Kunstler.
[In the absence of the jury]
Mr. Kunstler:… In view of the Court’s ruling refusing to declare Mayor Daley a hostile witness,

defendants are unable to cross-examine him adequately.
Had the Mayor been designated a hostile witness, the defendants would have offered proof through

his testimony to show the following:
1. That there was a conspiracy, overt or tacit, between Mayor Daley and the Democratic Adminis-

tration of Lyndon B. Johnson to prevent or crush any significant demonstrations against war, poverty,
imperialism, and racism, and in support of alternative cultures at the 1968 Democratic National Con-
vention.
2. That the members of this conspiracy planned and executed the use of every means at their disposal,

including calculated official inertia, in the processing of necessary permit applications, the deliberate
intimidation of potential demonstrators, in order to deter their participation in the Democratic National
Convention… the open and blatant encouragement of violence toward demonstrators by police and
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other military forces, and the employment of savage, brutal, and inhuman tactics to intimidate, deter,
or prevent the exercise by the people of their most fundamental constitutional rights, all in order to
prevent or crush such public exhibition of dissatisfaction with American domestic and foreign policies.
3. That in so doing the conspirators were determined to continue the fraudulent myth that the

people of the United States had a real voice in their Government and that they would have a significant
choice in the national election of 1968…
4. That Mayor Daley obtained and maintains in power in Chicago by the creation and maintenance

of a corrupt political machine…
5. That this political machine by its control or influence over national, state, and local legislatures,

the judiciary, and executive offices at every level of government, is determined, whatever the cost,
to, through democratic and representative government, prevent the exploration, determination and
effectuation of meaningful solutions to the awesome problems presently facing the people of the United
States and those of the rest of the world.
6. That the conspirators, in order to continue and even accelerate their oppressive and inhuman

policies, have embarked on a program of intense and brutal repression against all those who are seeking
such solution…
7. That in furtherance of this conspiracy, Mayor Daley among other things:
(a) On April 15, 1968, ordered his police to respond to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr., with orders to shoot to kill arsonists and shoot to maim or cripple looters in the black community.
(b) Attempted first to obstruct the peace parade of the Chicago Peace Council on April 27, 1968,

and then brutalized the marchers therein as a warning to peace demonstrators to stay away from the
Democratic National Convention.
(c) Attempted first to obstruct the demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention in August

of 1968 and then harassed, victimized, and brutalized the participants therein, and
(d) Attempted to mislead the people of Chicago and the United States as to the nature and cause

of such obstructive and brutal tactics.
8. That in furtherance of this conspiracy, Mayor Daley utilized the services of members of his political

machine, including those of Thomas Foran, the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Illinois
and a former Assistant Corporation Counsel of the city of Chicago.
9. That the indictment in this case was procured as a result of the said conspiracy in order to

(a) shift the deserved blame for the disorders surrounding the Democratic Convention from the real
conspirators or some of them to deliberately selected individuals symbolizing various categories and
degrees of dissent from American foreign and domestic policies.
(b) punish those individuals for their role in leading and articulating such dissents, and
(c) deter others from supporting or expressing such dissent in the future.…
…
14. That behind the Mayor are powerful corporate interests who determine broad public policy in

Chicago but are responsible to no elected or public body.… which no group of citizens can effectively
check or reverse without dislodging these private interests of their control over public officials and
institutions.
Voice: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler: This is our offer of proof. This is what we would have hoped to have proved had we

been able to have the Mayor declared, as we think he ought to be, a hostile witness and thus give us
the ability to ask leading questions and under the guise of cross-examination of a hostile witness.
The Court: Mr. United States Attorney, what is the position of the Government in respect to what

has been described here as an offer of proof?
Mr. Foran: First of all, an offer of proof under the law has certain requirements of specificity, none

of which that offer of proof implies.
Secondly, that the basis of the offer of proof that they were unable to prove these conclusionary

statements by reason of the fact that they could not question the witness with leading questions is a
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clear misstatement of the law. The rule of evidence that has grown up over hundreds and hundreds of
years was designed as it was to ask proper questions, because it was most likely thereby to elicit the
truth, rather than have a counsel be permitted to testify, as it were, by question. The classic one that
lawyers always use to demonstrate the leading question is, “Did you hit your wife with an axe?” If the
witness says no, you say, “What did you hit her with?” And that is what the character has been of
question after question that Mr. Kunstler has proposed to this witness.
Every single proper question and many that were leading and suggestive that the Government did

not object to this witness answered directly and clearly, giving every indication that any proper question
he was asked and that the Court held was proper or to which the Government did not object he would
have answered and he would answer.
Some of the questions—the structures of some of those questions were so obviously improper that it

was a clear demonstration that the whole purpose of the call of this witness was to permit a conclusionary
speech as this offer of proof was. It was not in any sense a proper offer of proof and the Government
for that reason and for the reason of the Court’s proper rulings on the questions that were proposed
by Mr. Kunstler which in no way keep these defendants from eliciting the truth from this witness, the
Government objects to the offer of proof on that ground.
The Court: The United States Attorney has characterized the offer as a speech.
Without agreeing or disagreeing with that statement, certainly it is not an offer of proof and was

obviously carefully prepared before the questions were even put to the witness.
The proper method of making an offer is to place a witness on the stand, ask the question, and upon

the sustaining of an objection, state with particularity what the witness would answer if permitted to
do so. Nothing less constitutes an offer.
The objection of the Government to the so-called offer of proof of the defendants will be sustained.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Mona Cunningham by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, before we proceed with the examination, may we have the defendants

present? We are missing three of them now. It is improper that the defendants aren’t here during an
examination of one of their witnesses.
The Court: Yes. We will wait until they come in.
The Marshal: One is in the rest room, your Honor.
The Court: We will wait for him.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Now after the police chased you this length of four or five blocks—
Mr. Schultz: Objection to summarizing the witness’ answer.
The Court: No, that is not proper, Mr. Weinglass. You do that, I know.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, your Honor—
The Court: This summarizing of what the witness—the summary of what the witness’ answer to

a preceding question was is not proper examination. I sustain the objection. The jury has heard the
answer of the witness. You needn’t repeat it.
Mr. Weinglass: I was using approximately seven or eight words to introduce the next question for

the sake of continuity, but I know we are in a hurry, and we can’t afford that kind of time.
The Court: We are not in a hurry. You take all the time you want to examine this witness. No one

has ever said we are in a hurry.
Mr. Weinglass: I am sorry. I thought that was the thrust of Mr. Schultz’ comment before.
The Court: Except you.
Mr. Schultz: We are in a hurry, your Honor.
…
… Because the jury has had to sit here and listen to nonsensical questions, direct and cross, wasting

all of our time. We want to get it out of the way, ask pertinent questions, determine the facts, get the
trial over so that the jury can go home. That’s the hurry we’re in.
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Mr. Weinglass: I know Mr. Schultz believes in summary executions, but unfortunately the Constitu-
tion allows for a defense, and if he is a little impatient with it, we have a right to put it on.
The Court: Ask your next question, if you have one.
[Mr. Schultz on Defense Attorneys’ contention regarding the admissibility of defense evidence]
Mr. Schultz:… Mr. Weinglass knows that if this Court makes a mistake in the rules of evidence, he

has the appropriate recourse and he should not, nor should Mr. Kunstler on his examination of the
Mayor, state that, “Well, if you are going to oppress me, this is what I am going to have to do.” Lawyers
don’t act that way. Lawyers ask the question and when an objection is made if it is sustained, he has a
record, he has made a record. And if he is right he can prevail at another time. But he does not say in
front of the jury or imply in front of the jury that he is being treated unfairly.
JANUARY 7, 1970
Continued direct examination of Defense Witness Carl Oglesby, a New Left writer, by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may that answer be stricken, the volunteered statement?
The Court: Yes.…
The Witness: May I ask why?
The Court: I am under no obligation to explain my rulings to witnesses, sir.
The Witness: Oh, well, I wouldn’t imagine that you were. I am curious, however, as to why an answer

to a question is stricken.
The Court: Well, you see the lawyers after court who brought you to court.
The Witness: I think they would be as mystified as myself, sir.
The Court: I don’t explain my rulings. I am not conducting a class here. I am just here to try this

case.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Paul Bradley, Assistant Public Defender for Cook County,

by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Now after you had communicated the information to Sgt. Larson which was either that week or

the successive week, were you ever visited by any member of the IID?
A. No, I was not.
Q. Were you ever contacted with reference to giving testimony or further information?
Mr. Schultz: I object to that. That is improper. He doesn’t know what the IID did in its investigation.

He was interviewed by the IID and to ask him what did the IID do, did you ever testify, is improper at
this point.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t know if Mr. Schultz is in the same courtroom I am, your Honor, but I asked

the question only whether they interviewed him.
The Court: Look around and see if you don’t know.
Mr. Kunstler: I see physically, but I just don’t see that he is mentally here.
The Court: I don’t want to sit here and have a lawyer say he doesn’t know whether his adversary is

in the courtroom or not.
Mr. Kunstler: I see him.
The Court: I don’t want to take advantage of you.
Mr. Kunstler: My statement is, your Honor, that if Mr. Schultz is here with us today he is not

hearing what the questions are because if the question is read back I think your Honor will see I merely
asked him whether they had interviewed him. He would know that.
[Colloquy with jury out of room]
The Court:… —I deny you the right to call Mr. Ball.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I hope you are not denying it because you appear to be somewhat upset

at some laughter in the courtroom.
The Court: I am not upset—I don’t upset very easily. I try to discipline people who are indecent in

their courtroom conduct on occasions, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but—
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The Court: I think you must have noticed over three months plus that I am not easily upset. I
sometimes am embarrassed for those who participate in demonstrations here in the United States
District Court, but I—even with the assistance of marshals, I am not always able to do away with them.
No, I am not upset. Put it out of your mind.
Mr. Kunstler: It was obvious to me that your demeanor had suddenly changed.
The Court: Nobody at that table upsets me, but I shall continue to the end of this trial to act as

the governor of the trial, as I have been directed to do by the United States District Court, and I will
do it in the best fashion possible.
JANUARY 8, 1970
Cross-examination of Defense Witness David Evans, a graduate student at Northwestern University,

by Mr. Foran
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, may we suspend again? Mr. Kunstler is gone. Three of the defendants are

unrepresented. Mr. Kunstler is not here.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, Mr. Kunstler is temporarily out of the room as he and I have been—
The Court: I will wait for him.
Mr. Weinglass:—periodically in order to—
The Court: I will wait for him. From here on a lawyer will have to get my permission to leave the

trial.
Mr. Weinglass: We have asked the Court for that permission and you denied it, your Honor, so the

case can go on without interruption. It is not necessary to have both attorneys present.
Mr. Foran: That is not true and—
Mr. Weinglass: We specifically made a motion on that point.
The Court: If you will permit me, this trial will not go on at this time without the attendance of

Mr. Kunstler.
And here he is.
Mr. Kunstler, hereafter when you wish to leave during the progress of the trial, please ask the

permission of the Court.
Mr. Kunstler: Right. Someone had come and asked for me and wanted to know—
The Court: I don’t know what happened. I wasn’t told. Hereafter, please ask the permission of the

Court.
Mr. Kunstler: Right. I just didn’t want to interrupt.
The Court: I am just telling you what to do in the future.
Mr. Kunstler: Right.
The Court: That is just common courtesy, good manners.
The Court: Now, you are going to stop arguing after a ruling. I have tried for weeks, Mr. Weinglass,

to tell you what the rules are. You have disregarded them. I tell you now again, there will be no argument
after a ruling.
Mr. Kunstler: That should be for both sides of the table, your Honor, because there has been

argument after ruling by the Government.
The Court: I didn’t invite you to tell me how to conduct this trial.
Mr. Kunstler: I just want you to be fair. That’s all.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the prosecution table—Mr. Cubbage has left the room without asking

your Honor’s permission. Mr. Stanley leaves almost after every one of our witnesses.
The Court: They have only one client, United States of America, and there has always been a lawyer

there—
Mr. Marshal.
Mr. Kunstler: And we don’t tattle every time they leave the room and run up as Mr. Schultz does

to let you know that I was outside for a minute.
The Court: You don’t—
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Mr. Kunstler: Because we are not little babies and doing things like that. We are above that kind of
ridiculous aspects in a courtroom of whispering to Mr. Foran that I’m not in the room when I happen
to be helping a witness who is lost in the corridor here to get to the witness room. It’s ridiculous. There
is no way we can conduct a defense under those circumstances.
The Court: You are conducting—
Mr. Kunstler: Over great hardships, your Honor.
The Court: I don’t know about a defense, but you are doing some conducting, and you are being—
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but under some great hardships.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Jan Linfield, a social worker, by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I want you to notice that Mr. Stanley is now leaving the room. No request

was made of your Honor, no courtesy was made of your Honor. He goes after every one of our witnesses
to check his FBI files on our witnesses.
The Court: Call your next witness, please.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, without excusing the jury, our next witness is waiting for his shoes and

if I may have a few minutes—
The Court: Well, I have seen people come in here almost without shoes so he may come in without

his shoes. I will excuse him.
Mr. Kunstler: I just want to see if they have arrived.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, may I have the Court’s permission to attend the men’s room?
The Court: To attend the—
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I am being very delicate. I want to phrase it delicately.
The Court: I think you used the wrong verb, Mr. Kunstler. If you want to visit—
Mr. Kunstler: I will accept that substitution, your Honor.
The Court: You may go.
Mr. Kunstler: Thank you.
(Brief intermission.)
Mr. Kunstler: I have returned, your Honor.
The Court: Oh, let’s be done with that. Really that doesn’t amuse me at all.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am just trying to live up to what Mr. Schultz apparently thinks we

ought to do like in a schoolhouse, check in and check out.
The Court: My eyesight is not impaired. When you walk in here, I can see, sir.
Bring your next witness to the stand.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Ed Sanders, leader of the rock group “The Fugs,” by Mr.

Weinglass
Q. Mr. Sanders, could you indicate to the Court and to the jury what your present occupation is.
A. I am a poet, songwriter, leader of a rock and roll band, publisher, editor, recording artist, peace-

creep—
Mr. Schultz: What was the last one, please. I didn’t hear the last one.
The Court: Miss Reporter, read the last words of the witness. I think there were two words and they

were hyphenated.
(Record read by the reporter.)
The Court: Peace-creep?
The Witness: Yes, sir.
The Court: Will you please spell it for the reporter.
The Witness: P-e-a-c-e, hyphen, c-r-e-e-p.
The Court: Peace-creep, Mr. Schultz.
By the Witness:
A. (continuing) And yodeler.
By Mr. Weinglass:
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Q. Now in connection with your yodeling activities—
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, this is all very entertaining but it is a waste of time. We don’t have to do

anything in connection with his yodeling to get to the issues in this case.
I ask you to ask Mr. Weinglass to stop making this a funny thing which will last much longer and

to get to the issues.
If he will testify as to what he knows—
The Court: Beyond mere lasting longer, I will let you ask a question. I am obligated to let him ask

a question.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, quite frankly I thought seizing the Federal Building this morning was

quite funny. It is just a question of taste in humor.
Mr. Schultz: Yes, it was quite funny. It was quite funny.
Mr. Kunstler: I might indicate, your Honor, Mr. Cubbage is not at the prosecutor’s table.
The Court: I think I told you that I wasn’t amused by any of your observations. There is no obligation

for Mr. Cubbage to be there.
Mr. Kunstler: They have three lawyers for the government. We have two for eight clients—seven

clients.
The Court: The government is represented by two lawyers and they are both here.
Mr. Kunstler: Three lawyers.
The Court: I say it is represented at the table. And don’t you be concerned about their representation.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, they are concerned about our representation.
Mr. Schultz: We are concerned about these defendants’ rights. We are concerned about the record

we are making in this courtroom.
The Court: That is right. That is right. I am, too.
Mr. Kunstler: They are very concerned about our rights, your Honor. That is—I had better sit down.
The Court: I think you had better. That is the best decision you have made.
Mr. Kunstler: I was so overwhelmed by their concern, your Honor—
The Court: I thought you said you were going to sit down.
Mr. Kunstler: But your Honor made another comment so I thought that I would answer it.
The Court: You may finish your question.
The Court: Please let me tell you that, Mr. Witness. It is conceivable that the Government lawyer

who has just sat down may make an objection to a question put to you by Mr.—
Mr. Weinglass: Weinglass.
Mr. Schultz: But, Your Honor, there is a problem. Most of the questions are leading, and we don’t

object to all of them but we keep on getting up and getting up. As I said before, it becomes embarrassing.
For people who don’t know the legal rules, it looks very bad for the Government to constantly be getting
up. Now if these questions are constantly asked and the Government has to constantly get up, it makes
it appear that we are trying to hide certain things and we just want him to conform—
The Court: I appreciate that, Mr. Schultz. The record is replete with the Court’s admonitions to

both lawyers for the defendants not to—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, is this an objection or a speech, because we don’t understand it.
Mr. Schultz: I am begging—I am begging defense counsel to ask questions properly.
The Court: Don’t beg.
Mr. Schultz: That is what it is.
The Court: Don’t beg. You needn’t beg. I will order them not to ask leading questions.
I order you not to ask any further leading questions.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, I am prepared to submit to this Court tomorrow morning a memoran-

dum of law justifying the position we are taking in asking these questions. I invite the Government to
prepare an answering memorandum.
…
The Court: I sustain the objection to the question.
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Mr. Weinglass: May I submit a brief or memorandum of law to the Court?
The Court: I don’t want briefs on the subject of leading questions.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, you sustained the beg—there is no objection. As I understand it, Mr.

Schultz made his speech and then there was no objection, as I understood it. He made a beg, whatever
a beg is.
Mr. Schultz: That is the position we are put in, your Honor, when we are the recipients of this kind

of conduct. We have to plead with the Court to plead with them and they turn around and laugh at
us.
The Court: You do not want me to interpret what you said as an objection to the question?
Mr. Schultz: I asked your Honor to instruct defense counsel and you did so instruct.
The Court: I did.
Mr. Kunstler: Then you sustained a nonexistent objection, because it was—
The Court: Mr. Kunstler, I will not hear you and Mr. Weinglass at the same time on the same

question. I will ask you to sit down.
[Colloquy between Mr. Kunstler and Judge Hoffman during cross-examination of Defense Witness

Sanders]
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I would like to know why we are having people removed from the

courtroom again. We were promised an explanation yesterday by your Honor from the marshals, or two
days ago.
The Court: You just leave the management of the courtroom to the managers of the courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: We can’t do that, your Honor. This is a public trial. We have a right when people

with beards and long hair are thrown out to know why and we want to know why.
The Court: If you will excuse me, sir—
Mr. Kunstler: No. I am arguing. I am making an argument.
The Court: You won’t excuse me? Then I won’t hear you.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, you have told me 40 times never to interrupt you and we have refrained

from this. Now you are interrupting me.
The Court: Yes, and I will continue to do so when you say things you are not entitled to say.
…
Mr. Kunstler:… We are entitled to a public trial and if people are removed—
The Court: You are getting a public trial. The doors have been open ever since September 24, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: The doors being opened doesn’t mean anything, your Honor, if people are thrown out

of the courtroom.
The Court: It does to me. It does to me.
That will be all, sir.
JANUARY 9, 1970
Direct examination of Defense Witness Donald Kalish, professor of philosophy at UCLA, by Mr.

Kunstler
The Marshal: Excuse me, Mr. Kunstler. [Next sentence addressed to Mr. Rubin—ed.] Will you sit

down, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, Mr. Rubin is, I think, seeking to go to the men’s room.
The Court: We made an order on that yesterday.
Mr. Kunstler: But that’s a jail cell, your Honor, with an open, uncovered toilet.
The Court: I know. That was my order, and that order will be in effect.
Mr. Kunstler: But, your Honor, they are not convicted yet. They don’t have to go into a jail cell.
The Court: That is not a jail cell. It’s a men’s room, and he may use that.
Mr. Kunstler: It’s the first men’s room I ever saw with bars, your Honor.
The Court: There are locks on the doors.
Mr. Kunstler: But—
The Court: They will use that, Mr. Kunstler.
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Mr. Kunstler: It is an open, unseated toilet in a cell.
The Court: He may use that because they violated the privilege I have given them before. The

marshals report that they have gone out and held conferences in the hall, they’ve gone places other
than the regular public men’s room. That is a place they will use when they have to go.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor—
The Court: There will be no argument about it.
Mr. Kunstler:—there is something ignominious about being in a jail cell.
The Court: There will be no argument about it.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you have those men at the table remain quiet. Their lawyer—
The Marshal: Sit down, Mr. Rubin.
Mr. Rubin: I want to go to the bathroom. That’s a jail. I spent time in there when I was in jail.

That is going behind locked doors, bars.
The Court: Then you may sit down if you don’t want to use the facilities there.
Mr. Rubin: I want to go to the bathroom.
Mr. Dellinger: Convicted us already.
Mr. Davis: Guilty until proven innocent.
Mr. Kunstler: There is no argument on that, your Honor?
Mr. Rubin: Your Honor, could Mr. Schultz be directed not to make remarks? He sarcastically pointed

to the bathroom in there and said “Go to the bathroom” to me.
Mr. Schultz: As I walked back to the counsel table, your Honor. Mr. Rubin was laughing at me and

snickering at me, and I pointed to the bathroom. I did that, your Honor—
Mr. Rubin: He said, “Go to the bathroom.”
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor—
Mr. Rubin:—like it was a victory for you to force us to go to the bathroom in jail.
Mr. Schultz: I said that. It was not very professional of me, your Honor. Apparently I succumbed a

little bit to Mr. Rubin’s harassment that started four months ago and of the defendants that started four
months ago, a procedure and technique they have been using on authorities and policemen all of their
lives. They have been trying it on your Honor and on Mr. Foran and myself, and I did, I succumbed,
and I pointed to the bathroom, and that was improper, and I’m sorry, very sorry, that I did that.
Mr. Kunstler: Do you want to be a witness? You can sit up there.
Your Honor, can I call Mr. Schultz for a few moments? If he’d like to testify, I have no objection.
The Court: No, you may not. You may not, and we won’t have—
Mr. Kunstler: Then I would like to have the record contain a motion for a mistrial at this time. Mr.

Schultz—
The Court: And the record may contain the Court’s order denying it, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: You haven’t even heard my argument.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: You haven’t even heard my argument.
The Court: Oh, it had so little basis—
Mr. Kunstler: No basis when a prosecutor stands in front of a jury and accuses us of harassing

everybody?
The Court: I don’t want to hear anything further. Will you be quiet, sir.
[Discussion, with the jury out of the room, concerning the defense’s motion for a mistrial based on

Mr. Schultz’ statement to Defendant Rubin]
Mr. Schultz:… Today as I walked back to the counsel table—this morning as I walked back Rubin

was making additional comments to me and I did as I stated to your Honor, simply pointed out the
bathroom, and then he told me that he was going to do it on me. That is what he said. Then we—instead
of going to the bathroom. That was the colloquy. I said nothing.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you maintain order, please, at the table.
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Mr. Schultz: I said nothing and I sat down and then Mr. Rubin said what he said to your Honor
and I responded, and in my response I made this reference.
The Marshal: Sit up, Mr. Davis. Sit up.
A Defendant: Don’t touch him.
The Marshal: Nobody is touching him. You shut up, too, Mr. Dellinger.
Mr. Dellinger: You don’t have to say shut up.
The Marshal: I have been telling you all day.
Mr. Schultz: That little colloquy is typical of what has been happening here and it builds and it

builds and as I said to your Honor, perhaps it shouldn’t have been said in front of the jury. That is the
device they use, that is the device they use against authorities and they have been trying it on your
Honor for the last three and a half months and have found it very unsuccessful. They succeeded with
me momentarily this morning.
The Court: The motion of the defendants for a mistrial will be denied and in denying that motion

let me say that yesterday I entered an order here forbidding the defendants from going out at their
pleasure ostensibly to what has been referred to not infrequently by counsel as the bathroom. I have
never sat in a case where lawyers mention that word as often. I wonder if you, Mr. Marshal, can keep
that man quiet while I am speaking. I am trying to decide his lawyer’s motion. Please go to him and
tell him to keep quiet.
The Marshal: Mr. Dellinger—
The Court: Let the record show that after I requested the Marshal to keep Mr. Dellinger quiet he

laughed right out loud again. The record may so indicate.
Mr. Dellinger: And he is laughing now, too.
The Marshal: And the Defendant Hayden, your Honor.
The Court: Mr. Hayden also.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor, there is a certain amount of humor when talking about a bathroom—
The Court: Oh, I know that is your favorite reply.
Mr. Hoffman: I laughed, too.
Mr. Kunstler: But people can’t help it sometimes, your Honor. You have laughed yourself.
The Court: I have really come to believe you can’t help yourself. I have come to believe it.
Mr. Kunstler: But that is true. A whole courtroom full of people laugh when I say something and

when you say something.
The Court: What I am saying is not very funny.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but you are so ultra-sensitive to laughter.
The Court: Will you sit down and not interrupt the Court when a decision is being made?
The Court:… [Y]esterday I entered an order directing that if the defendants had to make use of the

toilet facilities, they use the one to my left, over there where the door is.
This morning Mr. Rubin, flagrantly violating the order, got up and started to walk out, and it

became necessary for the Marshal to bring him back, and it is more than passing strange that he didn’t
use the facilities that were offered him by the Court.
Mr. Rubin: I have to go to the bathroom.
The Court: Let the record show that Mr. Rubin immediately got up and walked into the facilities

that were offered him by the Court.
Oh, I’ve been through something like this before, but not often, not in many years on the bench

have I seen such circus behavior.
Now, that was as I say, a flagrant violation of the Court order.
I repeat, I deny the motion for a mistrial, and when the jury comes in, I shall direct the jury to

disregard the remarks of Mr. Schultz.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Mark Lane, author and unsuccessful vice-presidential candi-

date, by Mr. Kunstler
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Q. Now, Mr. Lane, just one thing I forgot to ask you before, and in all fairness to the prosecutor, I
have represented you, have I not in the past?
A. Yes, you represented me—
Mr. Schultz: Objection. That is not relevant.
The Court: We won’t hold that against you.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I represented him in Mississippi as a freedom rider, and I wanted—
The Court: Wholly irrelevant. I know you have another client. I can tell you two or three more of

them.
Mr. Kunstler: I think, your Honor, you could ten thousand of them over the years. Freedom riders

were the first.
The Court: I know who your clients are.
Mr. Weiner: What does he mean?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I hope you are not meaning any slur by my clients.
The Court: Oh, no. You are the one who opened the professional discussion. Wholly irrelevant.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but I know your Honor means it in good spirit, I hope.
The Court: Oh, yes, good spirit.
Q. I take it you were not a successful candidate.
A. We peaked a little too early, I’d say.
The Court: You don’t want me to strike that, do you, as being—it’s not responsive to the question.
Mr. Schultz: No, it’s not responsive.
The Court: You have the right to so move, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: No. He said they peaked a little too early, your Honor, and I accepted that as an

answer.
The Court: You do accept it.
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Kunstler likes to spend our time with a lot of levity. We would like to spend our

time with relevant things so we can get done.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, it is not my answer, but if it makes a little levity, I can’t see where that

is a great crime in this world.
The Court: Well, a waste of time. It is not a crime, but it is expensive.
Mr. Kunstler: I think there is more time wasted by the observation of Mr. Schultz than the six

seconds it took him to say he peaked a little early.
Mr. Schultz: There’s more time wasted on improper questions to which we have to object that your

Honor has to rule on and then the same questions are asked again.
The Court: Go ahead.
Mr. Schultz: That is what time is wasted on.
The Court: Go on with the examination.
Mr. Kunstler: That is another fifteen seconds down the drain, your Honor.
Mr. Schultz: It was only in the hopes that we could save time in the future.
Mr. Kunstler: Four more.
JANUARY 12, 1970
Continued cross-examination of Defense Witness Lane by Mr. Schultz
Q. What did the leaflets say, to the best of your recollection?
A. I don’t recall them precisely. It’s been a long time since then, but, I think the leaflets said that

“A march is not authorized and arrests may be made if you participate in the march,” something of that
nature.
Q. When the march formed up, you heard police officers on a bull horn in an automobile announcing

“No march will be permitted” in substance, did you not?
A. Yes, I heard that in Jackson, Mississippi, also. I heard it in Chicago.
Mr. Kunstler:… I think Mr. Lane can take care of himself.
The Court: Oh, I am sure that he can. I am sure that he can. He can be taken care of, too.
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Mr. Kunstler: Well, that is threat No. 96, I guess, against lawyers.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Christopher Chandler, senior editor of the Chicago Journal-

ism Review, by Mr. Kunstler
The Court: Just a minute, Mr. Kunstler. Mr. Weinglass is not here. His clients are unrepresented by

counsel.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I think that they would be perfectly willing to waive that and do that

on the record.
The Court: I will insist on Mr. Weinglass being here.
…
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you go out—where is Mr. Weinglass, do you know?
Mr. Kunstler: I think he is with a witness, your Honor.
The Court: Have you been able to find him?
Marshal Joneson: Yes. He is in the washroom, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: Then I am wrong.
The Court: Is that where he interviews his witnesses? There is no law against that.
Mr. Kunstler: It may be the only place that isn’t bugged, your Honor.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Would you state what—go through the interview, what did Mr. Davis say and what did you say,

what questions did you ask him, and what did he respond?
A. I asked Mr. Davis about his background, first of all. He said that he was raised in Virginia, that

he first came to Chicago as a member of a 4-H Club as a chicken judger, that he won fourth prize in a
chicken judging contest.
The Court: The objection of the Government to Defendants’ Exhibit 279 for identification will be

sustained.
Mr. Dellinger: Oh, ridiculous.
The Court: Who said “ridiculous”?
Mr. Dellinger: I did. It was ridiculous. I stand on that fact. You don’t want us to have a defense.
The Court: I just wanted to know who said that.
…
Mr. Dellinger: I stand by them too. You earned them. It really brings the whole system of justice

under discredit when you act that way. What Mayor Daley and the police did for the electoral process
in its present form you are now doing for the judicial process.
Mr. Weinglass: I want my motion clearly stated and the two grounds for it are the two comments by

the Court in the presence of the jury that this defense—this case should be gotten rid of—this defense
should be gotten rid of or this case, and, secondly, that we have a defense “if you can call it that.” And
I think the Court is familiar with the fact that you are not permitted to comment in front of the jury
on the quality or the caliber or the length of the defense and you have done it twice.
The Court: Mr. Weinrass—
Mr. Weinglass: Weinglass, your Honor.
Mr. Davis: Weinstein.
A Defendant: Weinfeld.
JANUARY 13, 1970
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, will your Honor explain to the jury that we have been working for the last

hour? I am sure they were wondering.
The Court: I certainly will.
Mr. Schultz: Thank you.
The Court: I sometimes wonder what juries think of us, all of us, including the Court.
Direct testimony of Defense Witness Mark Simons, a University of Chicago law student, by Mr.

Weinglass (testifying to a conversation with Defendant Weiner)
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A.… He [Mr. Weiner—ed.] also said that one particular problem that existed at all demonstrations
was that when a problem happened in the demonstrations, that when the police saw something that
they thought should be stopped and an undercover policeman went to stop it, the marshals and the
rest of the marchers wouldn’t know that the undercover policeman was a policeman and would assume
that he was a bystander opposed to the policies of the people who were marching. They would move in,
attempting to separate the two, regular policemen guarding the march would see the marshals and the
other marchers attacking—apparently attacking this undercover policeman and would join in, making
what could have been a minor problem into a major battle, and so it was requested that not only would
undercover policemen not be used…
Direct examination of Defense Witness Julian Bond, member of the Georgia House of Representa-

tives, by Mr. Kunstler
…
Q. Before I leave your background, could you state what organizations you are presently a member

of?
Mr. Foran: Objection, your Honor.
The Court: Presently a member of?
Mr. Kunstler: Yes, your Honor, presently a member.
The Court: I don’t know what you mean.
Mr. Foran: It is irrelevant.
The Court: I don’t know what you mean by that, what kind of organizations.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor…
The Court: Member of B’nai B’rith or the Knights of Columbus or—
Mr. Kunstler: I will ask him if he is a member of B’nai B’rith.
[Regarding a meeting with Defendant Hayden in a Nashville, Tennessee, motel]
Q. Would you describe what conversation, what Mr. Hayden said and what you did?
A. He mentioned he was interested in demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention which

was then some months away, and as we were speaking, this was the day after the murder of Martin
Luther King. As we were speaking there was gunfire and sirens, police sirens in the streets of the city
of Nashville. Looking out the window you could see flashes from what we assumed to be guns. An
extremely tense situation. The city was cordoned off into sections, the black neighborhoods had been
segregated by the police in the city. Tom said that he was afraid that the same sort of thing might
happen in the city of Chicago. He was afraid that police violence in this city might occur in the city of
Chicago during the Democratic National Convention and expressed time and time again his fear that
such violence might result.…
Q. At that time did you have any conversation with Dave Dellinger?
…
A. Well, he talked generally about trying to get permission to march in the streets of the city of

Chicago. He talked about marshals, and he had marched then in the funeral procession of Dr. Martin
Luther King. This was the day of the funeral which took place on the campus about a block from my
father’s home, and I recall him remarking that this crowd, a large crowd of people, had been peaceful,
had been orderly, and he expressed his hope that similar crowds in Chicago could behave in the same
manner.
The Court: Oh, I am a little weary of your saying everything is different for the Government.
Mr. Kunstler: You tell me, your Honor, in—
The Court: It isn’t at all.
Mr. Kunstler: You tell me, your Honor, how this is different. I will be glad to listen to the reason.
The Court: I will rule as I see fit under the law, sir, and I am not going to be a speech maker for

you.
Mr. Kunstler: But all I am saying is Tom Newman’s speech was permitted in. He is not a defendant.

Mr. Bond’s speech is excluded. It is the same type of speech, the same type of relationship.
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Direct examination of Defense Witness Charles Kissinger by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Mr. Kissinger, would you please state your full name.
A. Charles Clark Kissinger, Jr.
Q. What is your occupation?
A. I am an unskilled factory worker now.
Q. Where are you working?
A. I would rather not answer that question, since I understand a previous witness has been fired

from his job.
Mr. Kunstler: Do you strike the observation of Mr. Foran dealing with comic book defense and words

to that effect?
The Court: I would describe it differently but I will let that stand.
Direct examination of Defense Witness George Misner, Associate Professor of Criminology at Berke-

ley, by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, if the Court please—your Honor, please would the Marshal instruct the

defendants not to laugh and make comments at objections and rulings?
The Court: I have already directed the Marshal to do that, and Mr. Marshal, I again direct you to

do, and watch it carefully.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, there is no evidence that there were any comments or laughter.
The Court: Oh, but there is. I have seen and heard it myself.
Mr. Kunstler: Every time Mr. Schultz says there is, your Honor goes along with it.
JANUARY 14, 1970
Mr. Kunstler: I would just like to add for the record, your Honor, we did exhibit 287, which is the

original NBC film, to the attorneys for the Government during the lunch hour. We did this to save time
and not use up any time of the jury while we were doing this.
The Court: How about mine?
Mr. Kunstler: Your, too. Everybody’s. I didn’t want to exclude anybody.
…
The Court: When you come to save time, please include me, will you?
Mr. Kunstler: I will, your Honor. I also have thirty cases waiting for trial, too, so all of us, everybody

is included. All our time is saved.
The Court: I must inform you, I’m sure you don’t know, that I come first.…
The Court: Mr. Marshal, I am not here to be laughed at by these defendants, particularly Mr. Rubin.
The Marshal: Mr. Dellinger, also, will you refrain from laughing?
Mr. Dellinger: That is a lie. And it wasn’t Mr. Rubin. We laugh enough and you can catch us when

we do but you just happened to get that one wrong.
Mr. Kunstler: You don’t mind if they laugh at me or if they laugh at someone else.
The Court: I will ask you to sit down.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t think your Honor’s ultra-sensitivity should make a difference in rulings in this

Court.
The Court: It isn’t ultra-sensitivity. It is a proper understanding of the conduct of a trial in the

Federal District Court.
Mr. Dellinger: If you can make an honest mistake, that’s all right, but to lie about it afterwards and

say you saw me talking when you didn’t, that is different.
The Court: Will you ask that man to sit down.
Mr. Dellinger: You will go down in infamy in history for your obvious lies in this courtroom of which

that is only the most recent one.
…
Mr. Dellinger: You will be ashamed of that for the rest of your life, if anything can shame you.
Mr. Dellinger: I want to make the record clear. Mr. Rubin did not laugh and you are standing there

saying you heard it. That is why I called you a liar. He did not laugh. I was sitting next to him.
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The Court: Mr. Marshal—
Mr. Dellinger: And you made it up. It is about time this got out into the open so everybody could

know what you are doing here. It is one thing to be prejudiced, it is another to be a liar.
…
The Court: I have never sat in fifty years through a trial where a party to a lawsuit called the judge

a liar.
Mr. Dellinger: Maybe they were afraid to go to jail rather than tell the truth, but I would rather go

to jail for how ever long you send me than to let you get way with that kind of thing and people not
realize what you are doing.
The Court: Will you let the record show—I don’t know, I get twisted between the defendants—the

one in the middle.
Mr. Weiner: Weiner.
A Defendant: Davis.
Mr. Weiner: Weiner.
The Court: Mr. Weiner applauded after that speech.
…
The Court:… Now, Mr. Weineruss—Weinglass.
Mr. Weinglass: Weinglass, your Honor.
The Court: Whatever your name is. Continue with the examination of this witness. Mr. Weinglass.

Somebody held up the name. [on a placard—ed.]
Mr. Kunstler: We have the name here, your Honor.
The Court: Yes.
Mr. Hoffman: Here it is. Shall we put it on him?
Direct examination of Defense Witness James Simon Kunen, author of “The Strawberry Statement”

and a student at Columbia University, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Would you state to the jury what Mr. Rubin said while you were listening at this demonstration?
A. Yes. Well, he began by saying that Humbert Humphrey was an ass hole, and he meant that very

specifically—or he went on to elaborate that he meant that very specifically, not the buttocks or the
anal sphincter, but the hole, that he was nothing, you know, and the reason he was nothing was because
he had long since sold his soul to the great corporation which is the United States of America and said
that Mr. Humphrey had done this because for anyone to arrive at any position of political power in
this country, he has to kiss asses all the way up and he said that since the country was like a giant
corporation and was run from the top down, that the elections which were to follow that November
were meaningless and that the people would not fall for them.…
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Kunen by Mr. Schultz
Q. And he made an obscene statement, did he not?
A. He said—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I don’t know what the word obscene means.
Mr. Schultz: I think the witness knows—
The Court: Oh, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: Napalm on children seems to me obscene and the word “obscene” has many meanings

and I would like Mr. Schultz to identify—
The Court: Oh, I can’t believe that—
Mr. Kunstler:—what he is talking about.
The Court: I can’t believe that statement, you don’t know what the word “obscene” means.
Mr. Kunstler: The massacre of 300 women and children at Song My by American soldiers is obscene.
The Court: I am perfectly willing to let the record show that you have said you do not know what

the word “obscene” means.
[Colloquy concerning testimony of another witness]
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Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, the witness misunderstood a date. It’s clear and obvious. Why isn’t she
just permitted to explain that? It’s so simple.
…
Mr. Foran: This crybaby stuff he goes through, your Honor, every time he asks a wrong question, is

just—
Mr. Kunstler: Crybaby? Did you ever hear Mr. Foran when he sinks into his seat—“So are we going

through this again”—in his dying quail voice that I have pointed out on past occasions?
Mr. Foran: He has been remarkably contained, your Honor, in case—
The Court: Try to go to a diction coach before tomorrow’s session, Mr. Foran, so that you don’t

have a dying quail’s voice.
JANUARY 15, 1970
Recross-examination of Defense Witness Walter Schneir, a writer, by Mr. Foran
Q. Mr. Witness, you just said that—you gave the substance of what you said you heard Mr. Hayden

say at the bandshell, is that correct, on cross-examination—or on redirect examination of Mr. Kunstler?
A. Yes. I was just hesitating—my name is Schneir.
Q. What did I call you?
A. Mr. Witness.
The Court: We get used to that in the courts. We call distinguished men “Mr. Witness.” We call

distinguished lawyers “Counsel.” We call the judge who has a name “The Court” or “Judge.”
Don’t be offended by that. Being a witness in the United States District Court is a privilege.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness, the Reverend Richard Fernandez, by Mr. Schultz
The Witness: Can we repeat the question, your Honor?
The Court: Certainly. I have already asked the official reporter to read it, please.
The Witness: More games than a church.
The Court: What did you say about the church?
The Witness: Nothing.
Mr. Weinglass: The question was did he indicate—
The Court: Keep it down. Don’t shout. Our hearing is good. At least mine is.
Mr. Weinglass: It is sometimes difficult to get the Court’s attention when I am attempting to address

the Court.
The Court: Difficult to get my attention?
Mr. Weinglass: Occasionally.
…
The Court: I just don’t—I resent the fact that you say that it is difficult to get my attention.
Mr. Weinglass: Mr. Schultz was speaking at the same time.
The Court: I can’t imagine anybody having been more attentive during this trial…
The Court:… What did you say about comparing a courtroom with a church, Mr. Witness? I am

interested in that.
The Witness: I said you play more games in the courtroom than we do in a church.
The Court: I play games? Well, do you play games in a church?
The Witness: Some people do.
The Court: They do. I didn’t think clergymen did that of my faith.
The Witness: Nor judges, I guess.
…
The Court:… Reverend—I will call you Reverend.
The Witness: Thank you very much, Judge.
The Court: Even though you think games are played in a courtroom.
…
Mr. Kunstler: If your Honor has been in any church discussions, your Honor will know exactly what

the witness means.
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The Court: Many, many, many church discussions.
Mr. Kunstler: Then your Honor ought to know what the witness means. All institutions—
The Court: Paraphrasing a statement that is frequently made in other areas, some of my best friends

are clergymen of all faiths.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, if it is used in the same category as I have heard it used about black people,

your Honor, it is not the best compliment.
Direct testimony of Defense Witness Arlo Guthrie, a folk singer, by Mr. Kunstler
A. Anyway, I finally came to see the very last person in the induction center who had asked me if

I had ever been arrested. I told him yes, I was. He said, “What for?” I said. “Littering,” and he said,
“Did you ever go to court?” and I said, yes, and I was unacceptable to the draft because I had been a
litterbug in Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
The end of the song is the chorus which goes: “You can get anything you want—”
The Court: Oh, no, no. No. I am sorry.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that’s what he sang for the defendants.
The Court: I don’t want the theater owner where this picture [was] shown to sue me.
Mr. Kunstler: We’ll represent you, your Honor.
The Court: No singing. No singing. No singing, sir.
…
The Court: I have had everything else. I think I will forego that pleasure.
Direct testimony of Defense Witness Cora Weiss, a National Co-Chairman of the Mobilization Com-

mittee, by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler: Mrs. Weiss suggested it is Dr. King’s birthday today which I had forgotten and since

she and I were both in the Gandhi Society with Dr. King, she suggested perhaps a moment of silence
for Dr. King.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, I don’t think it would be appropriate at this time.
The Court: I don’t think it is appropriate of the witness to make any—voluntary statements. I strike

that request from the record. I wouldn’t even have you stand a minute for my birthday. I don’t know
whether anybody would stand or not.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am not sure how the comparison is to be taken.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, just before you leave, there is one matter.
An envelope was received by Mr. Hoffman from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, dated January 13,

1970, containing some plant life.
The Court: Some what?
Mr. Kunstler: Plant life of some sort.
Mr. Schultz: It looks like plant life we have seen in some of our criminal trials.
Mr. Kunstler: It has an odor, your Honor, that leads me to believe that it might be marijuana or

some substance like that. I don’t know why it was sent other than to implicate someone here, but we
didn’t want to leave it in the waste basket here without an explanation.
I have the envelope here and I have whatever is left of it. I don’t know whether—
The Court: I think a lawyer who is resourceful as you are in other matters can make a disposition

of that item. I will trust you to see that that very important item is safe.
JANUARY 16, 1970
Direct examination of Defense Witness Arthur I. Waskow, historian and researcher, by Mr. Weinglass
The Court: Are you a clergyman, sir?
The Witness: No, sir.
The Court: You will have to remove your hat.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, we don’t object. I know that he—
The Court: I object.
…
The Witness: Your Honor, I am observant and religious, too; I cannot remove my hat.
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The Court: I will not permit him to remain on the witness stand.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor—
The Court: I will not permit him—I’ve had that before. You and I have argued that.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but we have argued only about spectators, your Honor. This is a witness.
[The Court subsequently reversed its decision at the Government’s request—ed.]
The Court:… [Y]ou participated in an argument during the direct examination in support of Mr.

Weinruss’ position.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Richard Goodwin, former White House aide, by Mr. Kunstler
The Court: When you get to be as old as I am and have tried as many thousands of cases as I have,

you will be able to rule properly—rapidly, too. And I don’t rule too rapidly.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we have the same birthday, you and I. The difference between us is not

that great.
The Court: You must have put an FBI man on me.
Mr. Kunstler: July 7—
The Court: How did you find out?
Mr. Kunstler: No, I compared our Who’s Who in Who’s Who in America, and I saw we had the

same birthday.
The Court: Very brief, wasn’t it?
Mr. Kunstler: No, yours was, I think, three lines shorter than mine.
The Court: I hope you get a better obituary.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I know—all I know, your Honor, is I won’t be able to read it, unfortunately.
[During cross-examination of Defense Witness Goodwin by Mr. Foran]
Q. Did Hayden tell you at that time at that place, Mr. Goodwin, or ever, that the political confronta-

tion in Chicago was going to be the first step of the revolution? Did he tell you that in that specific
statement? Did he say that to you?
A. No. He never talked in such grandiose terms.
[During cross-examination of Defense Witness Jeffrey H. Lynford]
The Court: Let me see that book.
I have asked a lawyer to show me a book, and you keep on talking.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, your Honor, I wasn’t finished with my argument.
The Court: When I was a lawyer your age, I had some feeling about respect for a judge.
Mr. Hoffman: Times are changing.
JANUARY 19, 1970
Direct examination of Defense Witness John Sack, a writer for Esquire Magazine, by Mr. Weinglass
[Concerning an observation regarding dialogue between demonstrators and Chicago police]
The Witness: The kids would also come by and give the police the V for victory sign and one or two

of the policemen would reply with a W for Wallace sign…
Mr. Foran: I object to this. I never heard that before in my life.
…
Mr. Weinglass: Who told you the three fingers stood for Wallace?
Mr. Foran: I object to that, your Honor.
The Witness: The police.
Q. Do you recall what he [Abbie Hoffman—ed.] said the twenty-minute period of time that you were

there?
A. Yes. He told—he was telling the people not to call the policemen pigs. He said that the Yippie

candidate for President was a pig, and they wanted a pig in the White House, so it was no insult to the
policemen to call them pigs.…
Direct testimony of Defense Witness Robert G. Levin, a college professor, by Mr. Kunstler. Mr.

Levin has with him a motorcycle helmet, previously labeled Defendants’ Exhibit 15 for identification
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Q. Mr. Levin, my heart goes out to you. Take off the helmet for a moment. You are making me
uncomfortable.
A. Terrible acoustics.
The Court: You say your heart goes out to him. You said that twice, and yet you smile.
…
The Court: How can your heart go out to a man and you smile at the same time?
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, I think that is essentially the difference between us.
JANUARY 20, 1970
Mr. Kunstler: I am not going to stand by and have him—a colleague of mine called anything like

that.
The Court: Sit down.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not going to sit down unless I am directed—
The Court: I direct you to sit down.
Mr. Kunstler: Am I to be thrown in the chair by the Marshal if I don’t sit down?
The Court: I haven’t asked the Marshal to throw anybody in the chair.…
The Court: I will permit only one defense counsel to participate in the examination of this witness.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not participating in the examination. I am only defending Mr. Weinglass.
Mr. Dellinger: He’s my lawyer.
Mr. Kunstler: And I speak for three defendants here.
The Court: He does need defense here.
Mr. Kunstler: You say he does?
The Court: He does need it, but you are not the proper person for him at this time.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t think that remark is a proper remark, your Honor. He needs no defense here.

He is an American lawyer here doing what every American lawyer has done since Peter Zenger had his
problems with lawyers and judges, and he is doing it here, and I think your remark that he needs a
defense is an erroneous remark and should be stricken from the record.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, Mr. Weinglass and I speaking for all the defendants would like to at this

time move for a mistrial. The initial ground and the motivating ground is the remark which your Honor
just made in front of the jury that Mr. Weinglass needs a defense. This standing by itself would in our
opinion be enough to warrant a mistrial. It is in our opinion a grossly improper statement leading the
jury to believe that there is something so wrong with Mr. Weinglass that it is tantamount to criminality,
and that is the reason that he needs a defense.
But, in addition to that, there is the constant repetition and refrain by your Honor in front of this

jury of derogatory comments about counsel on the defense side.…
The judge is the figure of authority, as I have mentioned, in the courtroom, to the jury, particularly

to laymen. The judge occupies a very special place and has a very special responsibility in American
jurisprudence. He cannot by any means indicate any personal animus towards counsel on either side
or towards the parties on either side. He must remain aloof from that type of conduct. Otherwise a
trial in the courts of the United States or elsewhere in the state courts becomes a mockery if the judge
ex[hibits] any bias whatsoever.
…
Admittedly it is a hard fought case, hard fought by both sides, but that does not excuse the type

of personal attack that should never occur in a courtroom. If a courtroom is to hope for the ideal of
justice, it cannot be a place where personal attacks on counsel occur in front of the jury which is to
decide the fate of seven men on trial for an extremely serious crime as far as penalty is concerned.
So I make this motion for a mistrial before your Honor.
Mr. Weinglass:… The defendants are entitled by virtue of the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution

to have a defense. Courts have interpreted the Sixth Amendment to mean a vital and effective and,
I think in this type of case, a hard defense. Mr. Kunstler and I have endeavored to give them that
consistent with the Constitution requirement of what they are entitled to.
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Now, by the Court’s consistent ruling, indicating that there will be reprisals taken against both Mr.
Kunstler and myself, the effect of it has been—
The Court: Not reprisals. I interrupt you to say that our Court of Appeals has required trial judges to

admonish counsel when they’re doing or engaging in contumacious acts or using contumacious language.
…
Mr. Weinglass: In being entitled to an effective defense, I think the Constitution recognizes that

every criminal trial is an adversary proceeding. There are spokesmen for one side and spokesmen for
another. If the spokesmen for one side are permitted in court to characterize the spokesmen for the
other side in an unprofessional way and yet when the spokesmen for the other side attempt to answer
that characterization they are threatened with contempt citations, your Honor has broken down the
adversary process that is necessary for a finding of truth, because you have hobbled one side, and you
have permitted the other side license to attack. We cannot—
The Court: I interrupt you now to tell you to be cautious about your characterization of the conduct

of the Court. I am willing to rest—if your clients don’t stop laughing aloud, I won’t listen to you.
Mr. Marshal, will you ask those defendants who are laughing aloud to please remain quiet. Their

lawyer is talking.
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, this is the one room in which a citizen of the country can come

into an organ of government on an equal footing with the Government.
The Court: That’s right, and your clients have come in—
Mr. Weinglass: And that equal footing has been destroyed in this case because you had permitted

the Government certain license in advocacy here that you have not permitted the defense, and that is
what’s essential to a fair trial.
The Court: I am willing, Mr. Weinglass, to rest my judgments and orders made in this case on the

record which to date consists of 16,000 pages. I have never heard anything like this. I really have never
had—I have had to wait at every intermission for your clients to come in. I have waited, I have waited
without comment, I’ve waited, I’ve waited, I’ve waited. Now, I object to your generalizations. We have
16,000 pages of testimony. They will be gone over by the Court to determine what action is thought to
be appropriate, if any.
Mr. Weinglass: Is your Honor referring to now an appeal, or is your Honor referring to—
The Court: I will go over them first. You talk about an appeal. Nobody’s been convicted yet.
[Following the Court’s denial of the defense’s motion for a mistrial]
The Court: Have a look on the expression on the face of Mr. Hoffman directed at me.
(Laughter and applause.)
The Court: Listen to the applause. You talk about dignity in the courtroom.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, your Honor, if your rulings are being affected by the expression on my clients’

faces, that is precisely what our problem is. I say this respectfully. The Court is allowing its ability to
judge this case to be influenced by the way my clients appear in the court.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Country Joe McDonald, a musician, by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Schultz: For the record may we have the witness’ full name? Country Joe is really not sufficient.
The Court: I [am] assuming that his Christian name is Country. He is under oath. He was asked his

name.
Mr. Schultz: It might be the name that he uses and not the name that was originally his.
The Court: Is Country your first name?
The Witness: Yes.
The Court: That is your first name or Christian name, is that right?
The Witness: Some people call me Country, yes.
The Court: What is your real name?
The Witness: Country.
The Court: You say some people call you that. What is your real name, sir?
The Witness: I am afraid I don’t understand what real means.
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The Court: What is the name—Were you baptized?
The Witness: No, I wasn’t.
The Court: What were you called when you went to school as a child?
The Witness: Joe.
The Court: Joe?
The Witness: Yes.
…
The Court: And you are familiarly known as Country Joe, is that right?
The Witness: Country Joe McDonald, yes.
Joseph, sometimes.
The Court: You still call him Country Joe even though his name is McDonald?
Mr. Kunstler: I know, your Honor, but he is known throughout the world as Country Joe.
The Court: That is what you say. I have never heard of him.
[Testifying regarding a conversation with Defendant Hoffman concerning the Festival of Life]
The Witness:… that it was very important that we try to say something in Chicago which would be

positive, natural, human, and loving, in order to let the people of America know that there are people in
America who are not tripped out on ways of thinking which result only in oppression and fear, paranoia,
and death.
At that point Abbie Hoffman wanted to know what the song was, and then I—then I sang the song.

It goes:
“And it’s one, two, three, what are we fighting for? Don’t ask me, I don’t give a damn.
“The next stop is Vietnam.
“And it’s—”
The Court: No, no, no, Mr. Witness, No singing.
JANUARY 21, 1970
The Court: What is the Government’s position in respect to what has been described by Mr. Weinruss

as an offer of proof?
Mr. Foran: The Government objects to it.
The Court: For the reasons I have indicated here before and for other reasons, I sustain the objection

to what Mr. Weinruss has characterized as an offer of proof.
The Court: Miss Reporter, will you remain here? I may want to have you read the last question put

by Mr. Weinruss.
Mr. Weinglass: Weinglass.
The Court: I have a good friend named Mr. Weinruss, and I am so used to it. I have occasion to

see him not infrequently and that is why I confuse your name with his. I am sorry. Only on occasion. I
might say he is a very nice man.
Testimony of Defense Witness Paul Krassner, editor of the Realist Magazine, by Mr. Kunstler
A. I said that Yippie, coming from the Youth International Party, that these were not just coinci-

dental letters, that the word “Youth” represented the kind of generational struggle that was going on in
America now. The word “International” because it’s happening all over the world, from Japan to France
to Germany to Czechoslovakia to Mexico, and “Party” because if this was our alternative party—was
a double—deliberately intended as a double meaning, to take off on the Democratic Party and also a
party in our sense of the word which was the way it should be, with ice cream and balloons, and that
whole thing, that whole going back to the values of childhood, and that the fact that Robert Kennedy
had entered the race at this point, I said that he had—he had said that he hesitated entering because
he didn’t want to divide the Democratic Party, and I said that human life was more important than
the Democratic Party and the Republican Party put together, and then I said that—then I announced
that we were going to go to Chicago to try to get permits for our festival.
JANUARY 22, 1970
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I note there are a couple of defendants missing.
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The Court: Are the defendants not here? You lost your gallery, Mr. Kunstler. Your clients aren’t
here.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, my clients are not my gallery. They are clients.
The Court: Oh, they are not interested?
Mr. Kunstler: They are clients.
The Court: Well, they have walked out on you.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, “gallery” doesn’t mean interest or lack of interest.
The Court: Well, they’ve gone, so I’ll wait until they return. They left without permission. I don’t

know where they are.
A Defendant: They went to get a witness.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I would state that—I don’t know where I left off, and I’m sure Mr. Foran

was not unaware of that when he made the comment.
May I find out where I was?
The Court: You mean not unaware of the fact that you didn’t know where you left off?
Mr. Kunstler: No, that he deliberately does his little reminders to the Court that clients are not

here in the middle of arguments, and he’s done it on so many numerous occasions, knowing that it’s
hard to pick up your thread of argument.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, Mr. Kunstler repeats himself so many times, he can just go in another

circle, and we’ll find out where he was.
[At this point, groans were heard from the audience]
The Court: Mr. Marshal, I wish you’d take care of that.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, those groans were highly appropriate. I get no help from you, so a groan

of a client once in a while at least keeps my spirits up.
The Court: The United States Attorney was protecting the rights of the defendants, who have a

right under the law to be present at every stage of the proceeding, and they were not here.
The Marshal: Will you be quiet, Mr. Dellinger.
Mr. Kunstler: They are most appreciative, your Honor, but they have waived that protection a long

time ago, as I recall.
The Court: I don’t know which one you represent. Some days you represent only three, some days

you represent all seven. I can’t tell.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I don’t have to consult any of them on this.
The Court: There were times when you said you represented eight.…
Direct Examination of Defense Witness Judy Collins, a singer, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Now, Miss Collins, I call your attention to March 17 of 1968 at approximately noontime on that

date. Do you know where you were?
A. I was at the Americana Hotel in New York City attending a press conference to announce the

formation of what we have now come to know of as the Yippie Movement.
…
Q. Now, what did you do at that press conference?
A. Well, where have all the flowers—
The Court: Just a minute, young lady.
The Witness:—where have all the flowers gone?
Deputy Marshal John J. Gracious: I’m sorry. The Judge would like to speak to you.
The Court: We don’t allow any singing in this Court. I’m sorry.
…
Mr. Kunstler:… She sang “Where Have all the Flowers Gone,” which is a well known peace song, and

she sang it, and the jury is not getting the flavor—
The Court: She wasn’t even asked to sing.
Mr. Kunstler: That is what she did at the press conference.
The Court: You asked her what she did, and she proceeded to sing.
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Mr. Kunstler: That is what she did, your Honor.
The Witness: That’s what I do.
The Court:… [T]hat has no place in a United States District Court.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that song has a place in any district court and any place, and this is

what she did at the occasion.
The Court: We are not here to be entertained, sir. We are trying a very important case.
Mr. Kunstler: This song is not an entertainment, your Honor. This is a song of peace, and what

happens to young men and young women during war time.
Mr. Schultz:… Now, there is no question that Miss Collins is a fine singer. In my family my six kids

and I all agree that she is a fine singer, but that doesn’t have a thing to do with this lawsuit nor what
my profession is, which is the practice of law in the Federal District Court, your Honor, and I protest
Mr. Kunstler constantly failing to advise his witnesses of what proper decorum is, and I object to it on
behalf of the Government.
[The objection was sustained—ed.]
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. What did you say at the press conference?
A. I said a great deal. I said at the press conference that I want to see a celebration of life, not of

destruction. I said that I personally, as a singer, which is, by the way, my profession, as your profession
is a lawyer, sir, that my soul and my profession and my life have become part of a movement toward
hopefully removing the causes for death, the causes for war, the causes for the prevalence of violence in
our society, and in order to make my voice heard, I said that I would indeed come to Chicago and that
I would sing. That is what I do, that’s my profession.…
The Court: Yes. This witness’ observations as just expressed are irrelevant and do not contribute to

the resolution of the issues created by the pleadings in this case.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the lives and deaths of American soldiers I think is highly relevant. It

was the whole purpose or one of the main purposes people came to Chicago.
The Court: Life and death are really very wonderful. This is a great place to live in and be alive. I

agree with you. But those things are not in issue in this case.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, the FBI sits at that table, the prosecution table. That’s where the FBI

is. There’s Mr. Stanley.
Mr. Schultz: That’s right, and the FBI also sat at the tables of the cases which involved the prose-

cution of the policemen because—
Mr. Kunstler: That’s why they were acquitted.
(Applause.)
The Court:… I just have never sat through a trial where defendants applauded in a courtroom.
The Marshal: Will you remain quiet, Mr. Rubin.
The Court: I have never, in over fifty years, observed such conduct. I want the record to show that.
The Court: Don’t break the Government’s lectern. I don’t allow lawyers to pound on a lectern.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, it wasn’t a karate blow, your Honor.
The Court: I don’t permit that, sir. I don’t like to hear them shout either, and I don’t like to have

them try to overtalk me. I am trying to rule here, and it seems that when I rule, you don’t respect my
rulings.
Mr. Kunstler:… The Conspiracy is the defendants.
The Court: Now you are saying something else again.…
Mr. Kunstler: That is “Conspiracy” in quotes, your Honor.
JANUARY 23, 1970
Direct examination of Defendant Rennie Davis by Mr. Weinglass
The Court: The exhibit [of a bomb—ed.] is wholly irrelevant and immaterial. If an exhibit like this

were to be permitted, you could fill this room with bullets. Of course life-taking devices have been used
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in all wars. I am not trying the Vietnamese War here, as the United States Attorney pointed out. There
is no such charge in the indictment.…
…
Mr. Weinglass: Well, that goes to the question, your Honor, of the relevance of the war as an issue

in this trial.…
Now, Mr. Davis, together with six others, is charged with coming to the city to incite a riot. That’s

the Government’s contention.
Our contention is they came to the city to demonstrate peacefully about two overriding social issues,

the war and racism.
Now, if we are not permitted to show why they came here, then it’s only one side that gets into

evidence.
The reasons for their coming here are critical to their defense. They did not come here for a reason

of violence. They did not come here without good reason. There were things occurring in the country,
and these things caused them to come here.
[The Court did not admit the evidence—ed.]
Marshal Joneson: Will you be quiet, Mr. Dellinger.
Mr. Dellinger: After such hypocrisy I don’t particularly feel like being quiet. I said before the Judge

was the chief prosecutor, and he’s proved the point.
The Court: Will you remain quiet. Will you remain quiet, sir.
Mr. Dellinger: You let Foran give a foreign policy speech but when he [Kunstler] tries to answer it,

you interrupt him and won’t let him speak.
There’s no pretense of fairness in this Court.
…
Marshal Joneson: Be quiet, sir.
Mr. Dellinger:—just like you gagged Bobby Seale because you couldn’t afford to listen to the truth

that he was saying to you. You’re accusing me. I’m a pacifist.
Mr. Joneson: Sit down, please, and be quiet.
Mr. Dellinger: I am employ[ing] non-violence, and you’re accusing me of violence, and you have a

man right here, backed up by guns, jails, and force and violence. That is the difference between us.
Mr. Kunstler: By Attorney General Mitchell’s press conference—
Mr. Schultz: We complied with the rules of this Court. We have made no statements to this press, to

any press, since this case was indicted. Mr. Kunstler, on a regular basis, has been falsifying, falsifying,
to the press, violating the rules of a court prohibiting every attorney in this case from making press
conferences, and he has been doing it and he stands before this Court and says the Government has.
Mr. Dellinger: And they had rules like that in Nazi Germany.
A. I said that I felt that given the reports that had—we had seen in the past, that there was some

question about our purposes and intentions in coming to Chicago, I said I did not understand any other
explanation for the military sort of sabre rattling that was going on at that time, the constant talks in
the past about disruption of the Convention, and I said that we had had a similar kind of situation on
April 15, 1967, where we called for a peace demonstration in New York City, and that we had applied
for permits through the government of New York and city officials in New York had said that we were
going to tear up the UN or disrupt the United Nations, and I said finally the New York City officials
did grant a permit, and 400,000 people marched up Fifth Avenue to the United Nations as we had
announced, peacefully and orderly.
JANUARY 24, 1970
Continued direct examination of Defendant Davis by Mr. Weinglass
A.… Tom said that he thought that we should be very sober to the possibility that the strategy of

Convention Week will be to not only deny permits for this demonstration but to round people up all
through the week so that by the time the march is about to take place there really is no one left, there
is no one left to demonstrate, that everyone is in jail.…
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A.… Mr. Simon then told me that Soldiers Field was not available during the week of the Democratic
Convention for the Mobilization, and he also said that the 11 p.m. curfew in parks would be enforced…
I told Mr. Simon that many of the people who were coming with us to the Convention were black people
and poor people and middle-class students without a lot of money, and that it would be just simply
impossible to have them rent motel space and then commute back and forth.…
… I said, “What is going to happen is that they are going to go into the parks, police are going to

then come into those parks and clear those parks, and the kids are going to fight back, and the police
are going to use Mace and clubs and gas, and it’s going to lead to violence, and that’s the kind of
situation that more than anything else I want to avoid.”
A. I indicated to Mr. Simon that inasmuch as the Mayor recognized that we were in an emergency

situation with nearly 40,000 military personnel poised at the edge of our city and with permits being
given out to the military to use parks… it seemed wholly reasonable to me that park space could be
made available to American citizens.…
Then Mr. Simon told me that we were not in any emergency situation; the Mayor had not said we

were in an emergency situation. I said then, “What does that mean? It is just so coincidental that there
happen to be 40,000 military men ready to come into Chicago?”
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, why can’t the jury then have a view of the premises? Nothing is more

important than to see what the premises looked like.
The Court: Mr.—
Mr. Kunstler: Kunstler.
The Court:—Kunstler. I ought to know—you’re right—by now.
Mr. Kunstler: No, names aren’t important, your Honor. Whether you know my name or Mr. Wein-

glass’ is completely unimportant—both “X” and “Y”—but let’s look at the Amphitheatre.
The Court: Names are important. They are to me…
[Concerning a conversation with Mr. Dellinger]
A.… Dave said that if the police indicate that they are going to prevent this march by force, prevent

constitutional rights by decree, that we have to at that time say to the world that there are Americans
who will not submit to a police state by default; that they are prepared to risk arrest and be taken
away to jail rather than to submit to the kind of brutality that we had seen all through the week of the
Convention…
Mr. Foran:… In this case, your Honor, we have heard these people adopt or attempt to adopt Dr.

King, attempt to adopt Senator McCarthy, Robert Kennedy, both of whom were better friends of mine
than they ever were of theirs.
Mr. Dellinger: Oh, my God.
Mr. Foran: Mr. [Robert] Kennedy appointed Richard Schultz, your Honor.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, your Honor—
Mr. Dellinger: Rev. Abernathy was the Co-Chairman of the Mobilization and I worked intimately

with Martin Luther King and Ralph Abernathy.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I represented Dr. King for five years, and I never heard the word “Foran”

cross his lips.
The Court: I am not interested in your representation of—
Mr. Kunstler: You used that comment with Mies van der Rohe with me…
JANUARY 26, 1970
Cross-examination of Defendant Davis by Mr. Foran
Q. He [Deputy Mayor Stahl—ed.] told you there was an 11 p.m. curfew that did not permit sleeping

in the parks, did he say that?
A. But in the context at that time it would be waived as it was waived all the time for the Boy

Scouts and the National Guard troops.
Q. Well, you didn’t consider the Yippies Boy Scouts, did you?
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A. Well, I considered that under the Civil Rights Act that American citizens have equal protection
of the law, whether Boy Scouts or people with long hair, Mr. Foran. That is a part of this country.
Q. You think that the Yippies with what they were advertising they were going to do in Lincoln

Park are the same as the Boy Scouts? Is that what you are saying?
A. Well, as someone who has been very active in the Boy Scouts during all of his young life, I

considered—
Q. Did you ever seen the Boy Scouts advertise public fornication, for heavens sake?
A. The Yippies talked about a Festival of Life and love and—
Q. They also talked about public fornication and about drug use and about nude-ins on the beach?

They also talked about that, didn’t they?
A. They talked about love, yes, sir.
Q. You and I have a little different feeling about love, I guess, Mr. Davis.
The Court: Mayor Daley, as far as I am concerned, and so I am told, is a good mayor. I don’t think

I have ever spoken three sentences to him other than—I don’t know whether I spoke to him when he
was on the stand here or not. Perhaps I did direct him to answer some questions, I don’t know.
The Court: I didn’t want anybody to get the impression that anybody but President Eisenhower

nominated me for this position on the bench and that I was confirmed by the Senate of the United
States unanimously. I want the witness to feel easy.
JANUARY 27, 1970
Continued cross-examination of Defendant Davis by Mr. Foran
Q. Did you say, “I want to talk about a campaign of building in the United States in 1968 a national

liberation front”?
A. Yes. The idea was to build in the—
Q. You didn’t say “American”?
A. I said—well, building in the United States a liberation—
Q.—in 1968 a national liberation front?
A. Well, yes, those may be the words, but it is the same idea exactly.
Q. The National Liberation Front in Vietnam is the Viet Cong, isn’t it?
A. Well, that’s your term. Yes. I am an American, sir, and I think that it is time that we began to

talk about liberating Americans.
Q. Like the Viet Cong are liberating the Vietnamese?
A. Well, I think that anywhere in the world where people are working to—
Q. The same way that the Viet Cong are liberating the Vietnamese people?
A. I hardly said that—
Q. I didn’t say you said that. I am asking whether that is what you mean; do you mean that you

should have a national liberation front in the United States that liberates America the way the National
Liberation Front in Vietnam is liberating the Vietnamese people?
A. I hardly think it appropriate that we build an army in the United States.
Q. And what you want to urge young people to do is to revolt, isn’t [that] right?
A. Yes, revolt. That is probably right.
Q. And you have stated, have you not, “That there can be no question by the time that I am through

that I have every intention of urging that you revolt, that you join the movement, that you become a
part of a growing force for insurrection in the United States.” You have said that, haven’t you?
A. I was standing right next to Fred Hampton when I said that, and later he was murdered.
Q. You said that, did you not, sir? You stated that, did you not?
A. Side by side with Fred Hampton who was murdered in this city by policemen.
The Court: This trial is going on. Call your next witness. Three of the defendants have gone out.
Mr. Kunstler: They are bringing him in.
The Court: Oh, it takes three to bring the next witness in?
Mr. Kunstler: No, but he likes company.
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The Court: Does he want to hug the witness too, the way they hugged this witness? I have never
presided at a trial where there was so much physical affection demonstrated in the courtroom.
Voices: RIGHT ON.
The Court: Perhaps that is part of the love-in, I don’t know.
Mr. Kunstler: Maybe this is not a bad place for it to happen, in the United States District Court.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Norman Mailer, author, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Now, Mr. Mailer, can you give us some idea of your experience in the political arena? Have you

run for public office?
A. Yes, I ran in the Democratic Primary for Mayor last spring, and I came in fourth in a field of

five.
The Court: You didn’t say what city, sir.
The Witness: I am sorry, Judge, in New York City.
The Court: I knew I haven’t seen your name on our ballot.
The Witness: It is my deep desire, Judge, to run for Mayor in Chicago.
Q. Where did you first meet Abbie Hoffman?
A. I met Mr. Hoffman at the Provincetown Airport after I had refused to see him at my house.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, would you instruct the witness please to be responsive to the questions.
I ask that your Honor instruct the witness to be responsive to the questions. He was asked when he

met him and where. We don’t have to know the story behind it, or what was being done at the time,
but simply when and where.
The Court: You are too high-priced a writer to give us all that gratis, Mr. Mailer. Just answer the

question.
Q. Now, Mr. Mailer, in that conversation was there anything else said by Mr. Rubin to you or you

to him which did not go into the evaluation of David Dellinger as a person?
A. Mr. Rubin said that his political philosophy and Mr. Dellinger’s political philosophy were so

different that he hesitated to attempt to explain Mr. Dellinger’s philosophy to me because he felt that
he was not certain that he could be fair to him since they were at odds. And I asked him to make the
attempt in Mr. Dellinger’s absence and Mr. Rubin then proceeded to explain to me to the best of his
ability what he thought Mr. Dellinger was up to in the march on the Pentagon.
Q. What was said by Mr. Rubin or by yourself?
A. Mr. Rubin said that he was at present working full time on plans to have a youth festival in

Chicago in August of 1968 when the Democratic Convention would take place and it was his idea that
the presence of a hundred thousand young people in Chicago at a festival with rock bands would so
intimidate and terrify the establishment, particularly the Johnson Vietnam war establishment, that
Lyndon Johnson would have to be nominated under armed guard.
And I said, “Wow.”
I was overtaken with the audacity of the idea and I said, “It’s a beautiful and frightening idea.”
And Rubin said, “I think that the beauty of it is that the establishment is going to do it all themselves.

We won’t do a thing. We are just going to be there and they won’t be able to take it. They will smash
the city themselves. They will provoke all the violence.…”
Mr. Schultz:… We ask that you only relate conversations pursuant to questions.
The Court: That is right.
Mr. Schultz: If you are asked about a telephone call, then you can tell about it, but you can’t mix

them all up.
The Witness: You are quite right. I have been exposed to the world as a man possessed of a rambling

mind.
Mr. Schultz: We are to determine facts here.
The Witness: Facts are nothing without their nuance, sir.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Can you recall what you said?
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A. Yes, I said that Chicago was a city run by a man who had been a giant and had ended as a beast.
I was referring to Mayor Daley. And then I went on and said that the country was being run or had
been run by a man from Texas who begun as a giant and ended as a beast.
Q. Can you, just so that we can get to the next point, state what you did say on Wednesday in

Grant Park?
A. I merely said to the people who were there that I thought they were possessed of beauty, and

that I was not going to march with them because I had to write this piece, and it was a particularly
informal atmosphere in Grant Park. One got up and spoke and just said what one felt like saying. They
were not formal speeches. I just said, “I don’t feel right about not marching with all of you because one
never knows whether you do this for the best of reasons, or because one is afraid to march. I can’t take
the chance of getting arrested because I have to write this piece, and so I just came to say, ‘Bless you.
Do your business, and I’m with you. Thank you.’ ” And they all said, “Write, Baby.” That is what they
said from the crowd.
The Court: You may relate what you saw, and not what you think is clear.
A. I saw the police attack and they charged into the crowd wielding their clubs. They cut through

them like sheets of rain, like a sword cutting down grass, and they would cut off a group of people down
there on the street and then they would charge into them again and cut them into smaller pieces, cut
them again into four, then into eight. They beat them up, left them on the street. Then they would
come and pick up more people—in other words, pick up these people who were beaten up and threw
them into ambulances. As they did that, they would beat them further.
…
A. The police kept attacking and attacking. When they had driven people in every direction, they

then chased them into the park. They chased them into the barricade that had been set up by the
police in front of the Conrad Hilton where people who were just standing there watching the parade
were pushed into the police, beaten up. They pushed—as far as I could see, they then pushed people
into the wall of the Conrad Hilton. I was not able to see them push people through the plate glass
window because that was out of my view.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Mailer by Mr. Schultz
Q. Now your speech in Grant Park—Just a second. Let me get it.
In your speech didn’t you say that “We are at the beginning of a war which would continue for

twenty years and the march today would be one battle in that war”?
A. Yes, I said that.
Q. But you couldn’t go on the march because you had a deadline?
A. Yes. I was in a moral quandary. I didn’t know if I was being scared or being professional and I

was naturally quite upset because a man never likes to know that his motive might be simple fear.
Q. Could you state if Mr. Rubin didn’t use the word “intimidate” as you have answered Mr. Schultz,

what word did you use? What was his language?
…
A.… I use the word “intimidate” because possibly since I am a bully by nature, unlike anyone else

in this Court, I tend to think in terms of intimidation, but I don’t think Mr. Rubin does. He thinks in
terms of cataclysm, of having people become aroused, to reveal their guilt, their own evil, if you will.…
JANUARY 28, 1970
Mr. Schultz:… I wish Davis who was such a gentle boy on the stand for the last couple of days,

smiling at the jury and pretending he was just the little boy next door, would stop whispering and
talking to me while I am talking.
Mr. Davis: You are a disgrace, sir. I say you are a disgrace. I really say you are a disgrace.
Voices: Yes, yes.
Mr. Schultz: I think he has a split personality, like a schizophrenic.
Mr. Weiner: Now he is a psychological student.
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[Argument concerning Government’s motion that Ramsey Clark, Attorney General at the time of
the events named in the indictments, be barred from testifying as a witness for the defense]
Mr. Kunstler:… If your Honor grants their motion [to bar former Attorney General Ramsey Clark

from testifying—ed.], you will be the first federal judge in the United States to grant such a motion, and
I know of no case within which that has ever occurred with a willing witness. There have been willing
witnesses who have taken the stand and had much of their testimony objected to and sustained. That
is another thing. That is the way the procedure goes. But I’ve never heard of a willing witness being
prevented from taking the stand or made to testify in the vacuum of a court without a jury.
The Court: Suppose a fair and reasonable construction of the regulation referred to by Mr. Schultz

is that it is illegal for a former employee of the Government to give information as described in that
regulation.…
If it is illegal, then I ask you, Mr. Kunstler, whether or not the Court may forbid this former employee

of the Government, prestigious witness though he might be, from testifying. Then may not the Court
forbid him from testifying?
Mr. Kunstler: Well, I will say this, that if there was—if the regulation was so worded and there was

such a regulation of the type which your Honor has visualized, perhaps there might be a legal argument,
except that the regulation doesn’t exist in that form, and of course I might say that the testimony of
Mr. Wilkins and the testimony of Mr. Pomeroy, both of whom testified here without any objection from
the Government, then must have been illegal if you interpret it that way
…
Mr. Kunstler:… Your Honor has read the rules of evidence against us as strictly as it is possible to

do. There has not been one given in discretionary areas in favor of the defense. You have read those
rules like a straight jacket here, and while I am not going to dispute the legality of it at this time, if
they are convicted, that will be for another court to decide.
There is no question that you have read them to the point of extremism as far as the defendants are

concerned, every possible exercise of discretion.
The Court: I will have to see how those last remarks look in print.
Mr. Kunstler: I am telling you it is a legal argument. If you are trying to terrify me from making a

legal argument—
The Court: There is one thing I learned early in this case, Mr. Kunstler. You don’t frighten very

easily, not at all. I don’t terrify you at all.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t think your Honor should raise contempt in the middle of my argument, because

perhaps you don’t like what I am saying.
The Court: That is your word. You must be thinking about that.
Mr. Kunstler: I am reading your Honor’s mind in this case.
The Court: I didn’t use the word.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor has never used the word “contempt.” I agree with that. Your Honor has

let filter through the air the unspoken threat that this will be the fate of the lawyers in this case. I
know that, and I think that your Honor cannot deny that that is a strong possibility in this case. If
your Honor wants to make it after my argument, fine, but I don’t think in the middle of my argument
when I am presenting a legal point, it should be raised. I don’t think it is fair.
Mr. Schultz:… There is absolutely nothing that the Attorney General can contribute to this case…

It is absolutely not relevant that he made a call to the Mayor. But they want to get him here to pull
the stunt in front of the jury, and we are objecting to it. They are not going to, in our opinion, make
this trial the mockery that they are trying to make it. They are not going to stand here and ask that
man improper questions as they have done with other witnesses if we can help it, and we are asking
your Honor not to let them do that again, not to let them parade people before this jury and create
false impressions knowing their conduct is contumacious, but not caring, but willing to practice the civil
disobedience that their clients participated in to prove to their clients that they are in the fold, that
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are in the movement. If that is what Mr. Kunstler has to do, he can do it elsewhere, but not in this
courtroom. We can—
Mr. Davis: Outrageous.
[Following a noontime recess]
The Court: Now we get to the matter we were discussing this morning.
The defendants propose to call as a witness the former Attorney General of the United States to

give testimony in their behalf. This is consistent with the announced intention of the defendants to call
a number of persons who have held high public office. The Mayor of Chicago has testified already, and
reference has been made to the former President of the United States, President Johnson.
As a matter of fact, I believe a subpoena directed to President Johnson has been filed.
It is the Court’s view that during the course of this trial the defendants have attempted to inject

irrelevant and extraneous evidence despite repeated Court rulings prohibiting such evidence. The ex-
perience with the Mayor’s testimony was that he was called with much fanfare but was able to give
virtually no evidence that was material to this case.
Because of past experience of that nature, I am concerned that additional witnesses will be called or

might be called that are unable to give material testimony with the attendant needless delay of this trial.
While the defendants have a right to compulsory process to obtain witnesses in their behalf under the
Sixth Amendment, the determination of whether or not to allow a witness to take the stand is a matter
within the discretion of the trial judge. Thus, where the defense has attempted to introduce substantial
extraneous matter into the case, the Court is justified in requiring the defense to demonstrate by voir
dire questions of a witness or the witness, referring to Mr. Clark, the testimony it expects to elicit from
him.
I have no way of knowing what testimony at this time—that is, I have no way of knowing what

testimony the defendants intend to elicit from the former Attorney General, but I shall permit the
defendants to call him out of the presence of the jury and to put to him the questions which they
believe—by “they,” I mean counsel for the defendants—are material and relevant, and if there are such
questions put to the witness, I shall later deal with the matter of permitting the questions to be put to
the witness in the presence of the jury.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we are going to do this under protest. We believe it is a process to screen

a witness prior to his testimony, and we think it is grossly unconstitutional to force us to do this, so we
want the record to be quite clear that we examine him out of the presence of the jury under protest.
[Voir dire examination of William Ramsey Clark, former Attorney General of the United States,

by Mr. Kunstler to determine whether the Court will permit him to testify as a defense witness. The
following takes place out of the presence of the jury]
Q. Now, Mr. Clark, do you know Wes Pomeroy or Wesley Pomeroy?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Do you know what position he held in July and August of 1968?
A. Yes. He was Special Assistant for Law Enforcement Coordination to the Attorney General.
Q. Do you know Roger Wilkins?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. Do you know what position he held in July and August of 1968?
A. Yes. He was the Director of the Community Relations Service.
…
The Witness:… I called Mayor Daley to ask him to meet with Roger Wilkins and Wes Pomeroy. I

suggested that he have Supt. Conlisk of the Chicago Police there and describe the purpose of their visit
as an interchange of information and ideas.
I described the background and experience of Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Pomeroy, and he said the—Mayor

Daley said that he would meet with them and he did meet with them within two or three days.
…
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Q. Can you give the specific instructions which you gave to them pertinent to this situation, which
would be the meeting with Mayor Daley?
A. Well, it was somewhat different for the two.
For Mr. Pomeroy it was to be sure that there was a full and free flow of information among all of

the law-enforcement agencies that had any role to perform in the city of Chicago at the time that the
Democratic National Convention would be held here.…
…
Q. What about Mr. Wilkins?
A. Mr. Wilkins had a more general assignment.
A. As the Director of the Community Relations Service, it was his responsibility to do whatever

he could to maintain stable community relations among all the elements that might be involved in
the coming convention, so that would involve the major black community here in Chicago, including
the community immediately around the Stockyards, and it would involve the leadership of the several
groups that had indicated their intention to come here to protest at the time of the convention.
Q. All right. Now, after Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Pomeroy met with the Mayor on July 25, 1968, did

one or both report back to you as to that meeting, the results of that meeting?
…
A. Yes. He said that, you know, roughly, the meeting was not very satisfactory, that he didn’t feel

that we were likely to get the cooperation that we hoped for and that the attitude from the Mayor’s
office didn’t seem conciliatory.
Q.… [D]o you know what, if any, action was taken with reference to federal troops?
A. Yes. There were federal troops pre-positioned—is the phrase we have used—in the Chicago

area sometime during the weekend before the beginning of the Democratic National Convention here in
August of ’68. I believe they were pre-positioned—they were flown in from quite some distance, probably
Fort Hood or Fort Sill. You know, there were some other occasions on which this happened. I think
that’s where they came from, and they came to Glenview and probably Great Lakes Naval Training
Station.
…
Q. Now, in your opinion, General Clark, was this pre-positioning of federal troops necessary in the

Chicago area?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: Sustain the objection.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. General Clark, in your opinion, were the amount of police and National Guard and Sheriff’s

deputies available to the Mayor of Chicago sufficient for the purposes needed with reference to expected
demonstrational activities around the Democratic National Convention?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Q. Now, General Clark, I call your attention to August 30, 1968, and ask you if you can recall a

telephone call to Thomas Foran, the United States Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois?
A. Yes, my notes show and I recall from having read them and having refreshed my memory, that I

talked with Tom Foran on that day. Whether he called me or I called him, I am not sure.
Q. Could you state what you said to him and what he said to you?
A. Well, I can state the things that I can recall. I told him that we wanted to investigate the

occurrences during that week concerning the National Convention.…
…
A. I asked him to check on a report that Car 100 of the Chicago Police Department and whoever

might have used the car with that license were involved in an order to sweep the streets late on that
Wednesday evening near the Conrad Hilton Hotel. That’s about all.
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Mr. Kunstler:… This witness is here; he has come a long way to be here, and he is prepared to give
some relevant conversations if only the fact they existed, so that this jury can understand that there
was an attempt to have a federal presence here in Chicago—
The Court: You are repeating your arguments.
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t think I mentioned federal presence, but if I am repeating, I am sorry. I don’t

think your Honor should exclude this testimony from the defendants in this case.
The Court: Let me say this gentlemen: This morning when this matter was presented to me and

the meeting at Attorney General Clark’s home on Sunday was discussed, and knowing in a general way,
at least, what the responsibilities of the Attorney General of the United States are, I had the strong
feeling that this witness could not testify to anything material or relevant. I had that strong feeling. I
said I’d take it during the noon hour, and I did reflect on it, and carefully, and concluded that I should
give the defendants, as I did, the opportunity to ask the witness the questions that they proposed to
ask him if he were permitted to testify before the jury, and it is my conclusion, without extending my
remarks any further, that I have given the defendants every opportunity here to demonstrate that this
witness could make a relevant or material contribution. They have failed to so demonstrate.
I therefore sustain the objection of the government to having the defense call this witness, Attorney

General Clark, before the jury, and I also order both counsel for the Government and the defense not
to refer to this hearing or the subject matter thereof before the jury after the jury is brought in.
Testimony of Defense Witness Chicago Detective Frank Riggio
Q.… [W]as it necessary to carry a night stick to conduct a surveillance on that day? Was a night

stick necessary for a surveillance?
A. It was evidently necessary at that time because I had it in my hand. If it wasn’t necessary, I

wouldn’t have carried it.
JANUARY 29, 1970
The following are excerpts from a news film shown at the trial
Mr. Davis: We have said again and again that we are not coming to the city of Chicago to confront

police, National Guard, or people in the United States Army. Our fight is not with these men. Our fight
is with the policies that have created a situation where the Democratic Party feels it is necessary to
create a police state during the time that the world is regarding this democratic process in action. We
oppose this police state, this militarization. We oppose the policies that have now been carried out here
in Chicago just as we oppose the aggression and militarization in Vietnam.
Mr. Dellinger: Certainly we cannot abdicate at a point like this. I believe Senator McCarthy and

Albert Weinstein were grossly wrong when they said, in effect, “If you come to Chicago you may actually
be confronted with the violence of the police and therefore you must stay away.” I think that is the
time when democratic-loving people and peace-loving people have to stand up and be counted. They
have to come here and they have to face this challenge. We think that at the last minute the Mayor
will probably come to his senses and try to avert that kind of bloodshed. If he does not, the onus will
be on him.
Interviewer: Let me ask one of the ladies of the group a question. Nancy, give us the female point of

view.
Nancy Kurshon: Oh, I mean, you are asking what the female point of view is. You know, that is

a symbol of the poor values of the American society because I don’t see why the female point of view
should be any different from the male point of view because it is a personal point of view.
Interviewer: This may be your last appearance on Chicago television for a while. What’s your final

good-bye to our city?
(Laughter.)
Voices: Reach out. This is a city where you rub shoulders with rifles, and clubs and Mace. Hog

butcher of the world. Hog butcher of the world. That is what Mayor Daley says.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Bobby Seale, Chairman of the Black Panther Party, by Mr.

Kunstler
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[Mr. Seale is walking to the witness stand. The jury is out of the room.]
Voices: Hey, Bobby. RIGHT ON, RIGHT ON.
The Marshal: Sit down, please.
The Court: You are Mr. Bobby Seale.
Mr. Seale: Yes.
(There was laughter in the courtroom.)
Voice: He doesn’t know that yet?
…
The Court:… Do you wish to testify?
Mr. Seale: Yes.
The Court: All right.
Now, Mr. Garry, out of the presence of the jury, I am glad to see you after all of the many months,

but I hope your standing at the lectern doesn’t mean that you are going to interrogate this witness.
Mr. Garry: That is what it means, your Honor.
…
The Court:… I am not going to permit a lawyer even though your appearance is of record to do

this. I haven’t heard from you in all of these months. But I will permit either one of the lawyers whose
names were signed to the petition to examine this witness.
…
Mr. Schultz: The jury, your Honor, should also know that both Mr. Garry and Mr. Kunstler are of

record for Mr. Seale. Mr. Kunstler’s statement that Mr. Kunstler is not his attorney is not so.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am not going to go through that weary subject again. I have made my

point before the jury forty times.
The Court: You made the statement, but the Government has a right to reply. It doesn’t make it

weary because you brought it up.
By Mr. Kunstler:
Q. Would you state what is the Black Panther Party for Self Defense?
A. The Black Panther Party—
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
…
Mr. Schultz: We are not litigating the Black Panther Party.
The Court: I will let my ruling stand.
Mr. Kunstler: We are litigating the Black Panther Party, your Honor, in this case.
The Court: I will let my ruling stand, sir.
Cross-examination of Defense Witness Seale by Mr. Schultz
A.… Revolutionary tactics are broad. I could send three or four people out with a community control,

the police petition; easily at the same time the community can be occupied by policemen shooting,
brutalizing, killing, and what I would tell black people then was don’t get up in large numbers because
all you’re going to do is get a lot of them shot. Go in small groups, threes and fours. You can dissemble
the pig police force, as we put it and say it, by circulating the petitions to get enough registered voters
to place it on the ballot to vote it out. That’s what we mean by being a political party and that’s what
a political party does, it produces revolutionary tactics on a broad level.…
Q. When you told the people in Lincoln Park, “Pick up a gun, pull the spike from the wall, because if

you pull it out and you shoot well, all I’m gonna do is pat you on the back and say, ‘Keep on shooting.’
” That was part of your revolutionary tactics, too, was it not, sir?

A. Yes, sir, and if you look generally—
Mr. Schultz: Please, that is all.
The Court: You have answered the question.
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The Witness: I strike that answer on the grounds that that particular question is wrong because it
ain’t clear.
The Court: I have some news for you, sir.
[Following applause in the courtroom.]
The Court:… [W]ill the marshals exclude from the courtroom anyone who applauded. We don’t

applaud here. This isn’t a theater.…
Redirect examination by Mr. Kunstler
Q. What was the name of your party at that time?
A. The Black Panther Party. Prior to that, it was the Black Panther Party for Self Defense, but after

about seven months, so many people were mixing up our organization and trying to call it a paramilitary
group which it wasn’t, so the central committee of the Black Panther Party took the suggestion of our
Minister of Defense, Huey Newton, that we drop the “Self Defense,” so people could see we actually
have a 10-point basic political program which deals with employment, housing, decent education, fair
treatment in the courts, a jury of members of our peers on the jury, and things like this here, and
our major political objective was so people could see this and we dropped the “Self Defense,” because
we wanted a United Nations Plebiscite to be held in the black community to deal with the political
aspirations and desires and needs of political, economic and social injustice that we were subjected to.
Direct examination of Defense Witness John Conyers, a congressman from Michigan, by Mr. Wein-

glass
Mr. Weinglass: I represent to the Court that Congressman Conyers is being called primarily by the

defense as an expert witness and his qualifications in the House of Representatives is essential to qualify
him as an expert.
Mr. Foran: An expert on what subject?
Mr. Weinglass: He shall testify as an expert on the political and economic oppression and repression

of black people within the United States as it existed in August of 1968.
Mr. Foran: I object to that.
The Court: I will sustain the objection to the question.…
…
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, the problem always has been that the Forans have always been permitted

to speak about it but not the Congressmen Conyers.
The Court: You have said that all too often here, sir, and you have repeated it time and again. I have

labored four months, probably four and a half, I haven’t checked lately. I have given you a respectful
hearing on every disputed question and I get remarks such as you just made in return and I disapprove
of them.…
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, if the bitterness and frustration of a man like Bobby Seale and what he

feels about life in the United States can [sic—ed.] be fully explored and you cannot show that black
men are murdered in their beds in this city—
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, the theater is beginning again. May we have the jury excused, your Honor,

since the Government is unable to respond, since the Government is bound to proper conduct in a
courtroom?
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, you will note, of course, that Mr. Hayden shouted out in the courtroom

about the Attorney General not testifying before the jury after a direct and clear direction from the
Court after the Attorney General had testified extensively on voir dire that it should not be mentioned
before the jury. Mr. Hayden jumped to his feet and shouted that out while the jury was filing out of
the room.
Mr. Weinglass: That statement is as accurate as other statements made by Mr. Foran. This time

it was done right in the presence of the Court. Your Honor must—your Honor does not have to be
reminded if there is a shout in the courtroom and I think the fact that Mr. Foran had to state it is
proof of the fact that it didn’t occur. The Court has never failed to note for the record when there was
a disturbance in the courtroom.
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…
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, would [you] inquire of Mr. Weinglass whether or not he heard Mr. Hayden

make the statement?
The Court: No. I will let the record determine that.
Mr. Hayden: Your Honor, I did make the statement. I did not intend to, as the Government said. It

came about because I lost my temper after listening to what Mr. Foran said. I am sorry that I did it. I
did not intend it.
The Court: You got the answer.
Mr. Hayden: I did not understand—
Mr. Weinglass: He did not jump to his feet. He did not shout.
The Court: That rather convicts you, doesn’t it, by your own client?
JANUARY 30, 1970
Direct examination of Defense Witness Pete Seeger, a folk singer, by Mr. Kunstler
Q. Mr. Seeger, recently you conducted your singing on board a vessel, did you not?
Mr. Foran: Objection, your Honor.
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Kunstler: Who is going to do it?
Mr. Schultz: We haven’t decided yet.
Mr. Foran: Flip a coin.
Mr. Schultz: I’m taller, your Honor. I object.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Foran: He’s only an inch, Judge. I’m smarter.
Direct examination of Defense Witness Peter Martinsen by Mr. Weinglass
The Court: The last statement of the witness, “Unfortunately the truth did not come out,” those

words may be stricken from the record and the jury is directed to disregard them.
You are asked, sir, to give the conversation you had with these other men.
The Witness: Yes, your Honor, but I am very deeply committed to the truth.
The Court: But I am committed to trying this case in a proper manner under the law and I can’t

permit you to engage in any personal philosophy here.
The Witness: Yes. Please forgive me for being committed to the truth.
The Court: I will forgive you if you don’t do it again.
Direct Examination of Defense Witness Staughton Lynd, professor of American History, by Mr.

Weinglass
Mr. Weinglass: If the Court please, the defense offers Professor Lynd as an expert in the area of

American Revolution and I am about to ask him several questions relating to that subject matter and
the facts of this case, but in the light of the other objections and the other rulings of the Court, I feel
perhaps my motion in this regard should be had outside the presence of the jury.
Mr. Foran: I would think that is quite likely, your Honor. As to the American Revolution, there is

no charge in this indictment about that.
Mr. Weinglass: The witness will testify about the right of Americans to petition for redress for

grievances, a right which was fought for and won in the American Revolution and was not threatened
until—
Mr. Foran: Your Honor…
[Without the jury present, Professor Lynd was questioned and testified as follows]
Q. Would you state your opinion.
A. I have the opinion that the right which is enumerated in the First Amendment, adopted shortly

after the ratification of the United States Constitution, the right to petition for redress of grievances,
had a much broader meaning to the men who made the American Revolution and who wrote the United
States Constitution than we ordinarily assume.…
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And what they were doing in this petitionary process prior to the American Revolution was not
asking for the passage of a particular law, but crying out against what the Declaration of Independence
called a long train of abuses evincing the design of the attempt to create an absolute despotism.…
This is what the petitioning meant to them, and the reason that I think this concept of petitioning

is relevant to the situation before this Court is that it seems to me that the First Amendment was
involved in what happened in Chicago in 1968 in a far broader sense than in its particular senses of the
right to march, the right to use a public park, the right to free speech, and the right of free press. It
seems to me that the jury might wish to consider the entire process of the demonstration, that which
made people come to Chicago, as a kind of petitioning process in which people who felt that their
elected government was no longer responsive to them, felt themselves to be in the same position as the
colonists before the American Revolution and came to Chicago to make one last direct appeal to the
men of power who were assembled in the Democratic Convention… I don’t see how we can say that the
American people has a right to revolution as a last resort against total oppression and say that they
lack a right of resistance short of revolution to a partially oppressive situation.…
… This is a form of intermediate resistance full of precedent from the American Revolution, very

much in the American tradition, and it seems to me at least quite appropriate in the circumstances of
1968.
Mr. Weinglass: If the Court please, that completes the offer of proof.
The Court: What is the position of the Government in respect to what has been described here by

Mr. Weinglass as an offer of proof?
Mr. Foran: The Government objects.
The Court: I sustain the objection.…
Direct examination of Defense Witness Donald Peterson, the Chairman of the Wisconsin delegation

to the 1968 Democratic Convention, by Mr. Weinglass
Mr. Weinglass:… I represent this to the Court: if the Court’s position is—if the Court’s ruling is

that anything that occurred on the floor of the Convention is irrelevant to this case, I have no further
questions, but if the Court does not make that ruling, I will again attempt to elicit from this witness
what occurred on the floor of the Convention.
I am just asking the Court what the basis of the ruling is.
The Court: I am not obligated to answer that question.
Mr. Weinglass: Well, then, we will have to go on. Now I don’t want to waste this time.
Mr. Schultz: Then let Mr. Weinglass, without asking a leading question, ask the witness what

happened on the floor of the Convention at about a certain time without suggesting—
Mr. Weinglass: I thought I did that.
Mr. Schultz: No, Mr. Weinglass.
If he asks that question—
Mr. Weinglass: Okay. I won’t argue that.
Mr. Schultz: I will object to that question. But if he asks it nonleading, then we can resolve Mr.

Weinglass’ dilemma.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. Mr. Peterson, what happened on the floor of the Convention at approximately ten o’clock?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
(Laughter.)
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Weinglass: It is incredible.
Mr. Schultz: Now Mr. Weinglass has the ruling of the court in this area.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. What happened on the floor of the Convention at approximately ten-thirty?
Mr. Schultz: Objection, your Honor.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
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By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. What happened on the floor at any time that night after nine p.m.?
Mr. Schultz: Objection.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
By Mr. Weinglass:
Q. What did you do on the floor of the Convention?
Mr. Schultz: Same objection, your Honor, relevancy.
The Court: I sustain the objection.
Mr. Schultz: Now Mr. Weinglass has the Court’s ruling that what happened at the Convention on

Wednesday night is not material to the case.
Mr. Weinglass: Is Mr. Schultz correct in his interpretation of the Court’s ruling? If he is, I will desist.
The Court: My rulings are correct. You interpret my rulings, sir.
(Witness excused)
The Court: That didn’t hurt a bit, did it?
The Witness: I think it did, your Honor.
(Applause)
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, conduct like this has never gone on in the courtroom before and what

makes it worse is that Mr. Weinglass and Mr. Kunstler countenance it. They countenance it. They smile,
they enjoy it.
The Court [sic—ed.]: Oh, Mr. Schultz—
Mr. Schultz: It is just incredible.
The Court: I am aware of that. I am aware of that.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I sat there and heard you exclude testimony that the defense thinks is

quite relevant to this case which the jury can evaluate and judge for themselves. They have not heard
one quarter of the available testimony that we presented in this case. They have been in and out today
as our witnesses were brought and they never even heard them.
The Court: Call your next witness.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, we could call irrelevant witnesses, too, and claim the same thing.
Mr. Kunstler: My God, what did they come here for but the Democratic National Convention and

every word about the Convention is excluded.
[Colloquy between the Court and counsel]
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, I would ask that the defendants at counsel table try to look a little less like

we are sitting in a living room in front of the fire. We have had a young lady kneeling with her arms in
his lap. This is a federal courthouse, your Honor.
The Marshal: Mr. Weiner, sit up.
The Court: Mr. Foran, they are laughing at you back there when you say that. I have tried four

and a half months unsuccessfully, I might add, to maintain a modicum of dignity in this courtroom. I
have never in all the years undergone what I have undergone in this trial. I have repeatedly requested
various people to conform. The marshals have requested the defendants, for example, not to read the
newspapers. They didn’t even listen to their own expert witnesses, so-called, but insisted on reading
newspapers while the testimony was being given.
We have to have the defendants here when they are tried under the Constitution, and it is difficult

to control that sort of thing during the trial. I will do my best. I have done my best up to now.…
Direct examination of Defense Witness, the Reverend Jesse Jackson, Director of Operation Bread-

basket, the economic arm of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, by Mr. Kunstler
A. I guess what I really wanted to say—I hope I have not been out of order, Judge.
The Court: I didn’t hear what you said.
The Witness: I said I hope I have not been out of order. I don’t quite understand court procedure.
The Court: Well, I don’t think I’d make a perfect minister, either. So we’re even.
The Witness: Okay, Judge. We’re going to get along.
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[The Reverend Jesse Jackson, telling of a discussion with Defendant Davis]
A.… I told him I hoped he got the legal permit, but even if he didn’t, that it would be consistent with

Dr. King’s teaching that we then get a moral permit, which, rather than getting permission from the
city, if we couldn’t get it that way, we’d have to get a commission from our consciences and just have
an extralegal demonstration, that probably blacks shouldn’t participate, that if blacks got whipped,
nobody would pay any attention, it would just be history. But if whites got whipped, it would make
good news—that is, it would make the newspapers—we expected the blacks to get killed, so Rennie told
me he didn’t understand what I was saying. I told him that I thought long-haired whites was the new
style nigger, and if he didn’t think they would get whipped, to try it, and we continued the conversation,
and then he called me back, I guess, trying to get clarity on what a new style nigger was, and I felt that
the country was in some bind as to being able to absorb people with different kinds of values.
The Court: I wanted to say to counsel for the defendants and the defendants, if they will listen, that

it has been brought to my attention that there was a speech given in Milwaukee discussing this case by
one of the defendants—not that that was the first time a speech was given about this case by one of the
defendants during this trial. I want to say that if such a speech as was given is brought to my attention
again, I will give serious consideration to the termination of bail of the person who makes the speech. I
think he would be a bad risk to continue on bail.…
Mr. Dellinger: I made the speech.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Dellinger: I made the speech. Was there anything in the speech that suggested I won’t show up

for trial the next day or simply that I criticized your conduct of the trial?
The Court: I didn’t ask you to rise, sir, and I am certainly not going to be interrogated.
Mr. Dellinger: Why are you threatening me with revocation of bail for exercising my freedom of

speech? What has that got to do with it? I am here, aren’t I?
A Voice: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Hoffman: We all give the same speech.
Mr. Weinglass: Another spectator was physically carried by the marshals from the courtroom.
The Court: Yes. From what I have observed here, I think that that sort of thing should have been

done before.
Mr. Weinglass, I repeat, I have never seen or heard anything in the many, many years such as

occurred during this trial.
The Court:… I haven’t heard either lawyer for the defendants try to quiet their clients during this

trial when they spoke out, not once in four and half months, not once.
Mr. Weinglass: If your Honor please, the question of bail revocation as a right to speak, though, I

think the Court should clarify it.
The Court: I will determine what to do if and when speeches of a certain kind and character are

brought to my attention. Free speech is not involved here.
FEBRUARY 2, 1970
Mr. Kunstler: I want to comment on this your Honor, because I think what you have just said is

about the most outrageous statement I have ever heard from a bench, and I am going to say my piece
right now, and you can hold me in contempt right now if you wish to.
You have violated every principle of fair play when you excluded Ramsey Clark from that witness

stand. The New York Times, among others, has called it the ultimate outrage in American justice.
Voices: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler: I am outraged to be in this Court before you. Now because I made a statement on

Friday that I had only a cameraman, and I discovered on Saturday that Ralph Abernathy, who is the
chairman of the Mobilization, is in town, and can be here, and because you took the whole day from
us on Thursday by listening to this ridiculous argument about whether Ramsey Clark could take that
stand in front of the jury, I am trembling because I am so outraged. I haven’t been about to get this out
before, and I am saying it now, and then I want you to put me in jail if you want to. You can do anything
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you want with me, if you want to, because I feel disgraced to be here, to say to us on the technicality
of my representation that we can’t put Ralph Abernathy on the stand. He is the co-chairman of the
MOBE. He has relevant testimony. I know that doesn’t mean much in this Court when the Attorney
General of the United States walked out of here with his lips so tight he could hardly breathe, and if
you could see the expression on his face, you would know, and his wife informed me he never felt such
anger at the United States Government as at not being able to testify on that stand.
Voices: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler:… I have sat here for four and a half months and watched the objections denied and

sustained by your Honor, and I know that this is not a fair trial. I know it in my heart. If I have to lose
my license to practice law and if I have to go to jail, I can’t think of a better cause to go to jail for and
to lose my license for—
A Voice: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler:—than to tell your Honor that you are doing a disservice to the law in saying that we

can’t have Ralph Abernathy in the stand. You are saying truth will not out because of the technicality of
a lawyer’s representation. If that is what their liberty depends upon, your Honor, saying I represented
to you that I had a cameraman, and that was our only witness, a cameraman, whom we can’t get,
incidentally, then I think there is nothing really more for me to say.
The Court: There is not much more you could say, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: I am going to turn back to my seat with the realization that everything I have learned

throughout my life has come to naught, that there is no meaning in this Court, and there is no law in
this Court—
Voices: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler:—and these men are going to jail by virtue of a legal lynching—
Voices: RIGHT ON.
Mr. Kunstler:—and that your Honor is wholly responsible for that, and if this is what your career is

going to end on, if this is what your pride is going to be built on, I can only say to your Honor, “Good
luck to you.”
(There were shouts of “Right On” and there was applause in the courtroom.)
The Court: Out with those applauders.
Mr. Davis: I applauded, too, your Honor. Throw me out.
The Court: Unfortunately, you have to remain, Mr. Davis, but we note that you applauded.…
Mr. Kunstler: We have a right to state our objection to resting before the jury.
The Court: Don’t do it.
Mr. Kunstler: I am going to have to put my liberty in your hands on that score.
Mr. Schultz: Mr. Kunstler is simply inviting it.
Mr. Kunstler: Oh, of course I am inviting it because what your Honor is doing is a disgrace in this

Court.
The Court: He did more than invite.
Mr. Kunstler:… [A]s far as the embracing of Dr. Abernathy goes, I have known and represented

Dr. Abernathy for 10 years from Albany, Georgia, through Birmingham, Danville, Virginia, and Selma,
Alabama, and St. Augustine, Florida, and dozens of other places, and I have not seen him for some
time, not since Martin Luther King’s funeral, and I don’t really think that my putting my arms around
him is going to prejudice anybody in favor of or against anybody.…
The Court:… I have seen witnesses kiss and kissing as they got off the witness stand right down

there in the well of the courtroom in the presence of the jury. If that is what you call touching, so be it.
Mr. Kunstler: I was using “touching” in the physical sense, your Honor.
The Court: I have never seen that in a courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: But you have never seen us before, your Honor, and the movement—
The Court: That’s right.
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Mr. Kunstler:—and the movement has a physically touching quality to it which is sort of irrepressible
sometimes.
The Court: There are certain kinds of conduct one engages in in a courtroom and in other places.
Mr. Kunstler: Well, there is, your Honor, because there are different life styles in this courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, how can a lawyer remain silent when he has a witness with crucial

testimony who is not available?
The Court: If that is the way you want to do it, I can’t control you. There is nothing I can do to

control a lawyer’s conduct. I can’t put words into your mouth. I can’t keep you from kissing a witness
a few feet from the witness stand. I can’t prevent that after it is done. Those are things that I can’t
prevent.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, a greeting by an embrace or a handshake—
The Court: I have, as you suggested here, a recourse, but I am not eager to send men to prison,

especially lawyers. You have invited being sentenced to jail, as you put it. I am not here to get any
sadistic pleasure out of that.
Mr. Kunstler: I just want to say one very brief thing, your Honor, as to what has happened in this

courtroom. I think in the last analysis, it will have to be history that judges whether you were right or
we were right. The New York Times has indicated one position from an historical point of view.
The Court: Oh, I never—
Mr. Kunstler: I am not citing them as the ultimate authority, your Honor.
The Court:—I never try cases in the newspapers.
Mr. Kunstler: That is not my point. It is just the first voice of history.
The Court: Oh, I have gone back into the record. You don’t know how carefully. I sometimes read

things in this record, and I find it hard to believe that they are things on the record.
FEBRUARY 3, 1970
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, when court closed yesterday the status of Reverend Abernathy was still

in doubt. I spoke with Mr. Abernathy where I found him last night in Clarksdale, Mississippi, and he
asked me to make the following statement to your Honor about his appearance here and I will give it
as he gave it to me.
“I left Chicago yesterday after being informed that the Court had ruled that I could not testify in

this case. I left heavy of heart because I had interrupted my overloaded schedule and traveled through
sleet and snow to tell what I knew this jury only to be refused the right to do so because I was sixteen
minutes late in getting to the courthouse.
“… I cannot close this statement without saying that I have just returned from abroad as an ambas-

sador of good will for my country. When I was asked questions about my country’s system of justice and
equality, I groped for words to explain that both existed. When foreigners said, ‘You have no democracy,
no justice in America,’ I attempted to prove that we did. After my experience yesterday in this Court
I can no longer defend my country against such attacks.”…
[At this point in the trial the defense rested its case and the Government proceeded to call additional

witnesses in an attempt to rebut the evidence of the defense.]
Cross-examination of James Murray, a Chicago newspaper reporter called as a witness in rebuttal

by the Government
Mr. Kunstler:… [T]his is improper rebuttal testimony. You cannot rebut on Tuesday what a witness

said about Wednesday night, and if you can explain to me how that can be done—
The Court: I am not here to explain anything to you, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: Then would you please rule on my objection.
The Court: Crowd out of your mind that I am going to explain anything to you.
The Court:… [T]here is a man, the Defendant Hoffman, just laughing just as warmly as he can at

me.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I object to your remark.
The Court: What do you say?
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Mr. Kunstler: I object to your remark. You miss no opportunity in front of the jury to deride the
defense table.
The Court: I overrule your objection, sir, and I think it is up to you as counsel for these men to tell

them to behave.
Mr. Kunstler: These men are reacting to provocation from the bench and that has been constant

and consistent.
The Court: I am reacting to bad manners.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am right in this. You know I am right.
The Court: Don’t say what I know.
Mr. Kunstler: Read the transcript, your Honor.
The Court: I know a lot you don’t think I do.
Mr. Kunstler: This man under oath said he saw Viet Cong flags.
Mr. Foran: Your Honor, this man was asked—
The Court: Get back there.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not going to leap over, your Honor.
The Court: I don’t like you shouting at me so closely.
Mr. Kunstler: I am trying to get above Mr. Foran’s interrupting voice.
The Court: That will be all, sir.
(Witness excused)
The Court: Call your next witness.
Defense Table: Thanks a lot. Thanks a lot.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor—
Mr. Foran: Look at that—
Mr. Schultz: These men who say they have such compassion and love for human beings are trying

to humiliate a man, a poor man, a man who is frightened enough to be in this courtroom, who has—
The Court: I have personally noted that the Defendant Rubin stood up as the witness was walking

out with dignity and tendered his hand.
Mr. Rubin: I wanted to shake his hand.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we wanted to thank him. We thought that testimony was helpful.
Mr. Froines: I beg your pardon. That man wants to put us away for 10 years by lying and we think

this proves it…
FEBRUARY 4, 1970
Cross-examination by Mr. Kunstler of Richard Phillips, a Chicago newspaper reporter called as a

witness in rebuttal by the Government
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, before I ask the next question, is it possible to get a little more heat in

the courtroom?
The Court: I am not the janitor. I told you that before. I have a lot of responsibilities; among them

is not tending to the furnace.
Mr. Kunstler: I realize, but the governor of the trial has to keep us alive.
The Court: I would like awfully much to satisfy everybody. I have a robe but I can’t let you borrow

it.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am not asking you to stoke the furnace; I am merely asking you to find

someone to—
Q. What about Mr. Hoffman?
A. Which one is Mr. Hoffman?
Q. You are the first one who hasn’t identified him. This is Mr. Hoffman over here.
(There was laughter in the courtroom.)
The Court: Let the record show that Mr. Hoffman stood up, lifted his shirt up, and bared his body

in the presence of the jury—
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that is Mr. Hoffman’s way.
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The Court:—dancing around.
(There was laughter in the courtroom.)
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, that is Mr. Hoffman’s way.
The Court: It is a bad way in a courtroom.
Mr. Kunstler: I remember President Johnson bared his body to the nation.
The Court: Well, that may be.
Mr. Kunstler: Over national television.
The Court: Maybe that is why he isn’t President any more.
Direct examination by Mr. Schultz of James Riordan, a Deputy Chief of Police of Chicago, called

as a rebuttal witness by the Government
The Court: I say that there seems to have grown up a feeling amongst the lawyers here for the

defendants that every manner of abuse can be heaped on a judge of the United States District Court
and treat it as a joke. This morning I was asked by Mr. Kunstler whether I wasn’t taking things too
seriously. I certainly do take them seriously.…
Q. Did you see where he went?
A. He left with the head of the group that were carrying the flags.
Mr. Dellinger: Oh, bullshit.
The Court: Did you get that, Miss Reporter?
Mr. Kunstler: Sometimes the human spirit can stand so much, and I think Mr. Dellinger reached

the end of his.
The Court: I have never heard in more than a half century of the bar a man using profanity in this

court or in a courtroom.
Mr. Hoffman: I’ve never been in an obscene court, either.
The Court: I never have as a spectator or as a judge. I never did.
Mr. Kunstler: You never sat here as a defendant and heard liars on the stand…
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, we had to sit with our lips tight, listening to those defendants, to those

two defendants, Mr. Hayden and Mr. Hoffman, perjure themselves.
…
Mr. Dellinger: You’re a snake. We have to try to put you in jail for ten years for telling lies about

us, Dick Schultz.
Marshal Joneson: Be quiet, Mr. Dellinger.
Mr. Dellinger: When it’s all over, the Judge will go to Florida, but if he has his way, we’ll go to jail.

That is what we’re fighting for, not just for us, but for all the rest of the people in the country who are
being oppressed.
A Spectator: Damn right. Assert ourselves.
Voices: RIGHT ON.
The Court:… May I say that I think I have demonstrated great patience during this trial in trying

to insure a fair trial both for the Government and for the defendants. Some people have the notion that
there is only one party to a case and that is the defense. There are two parties. The title of this case is
“United States of America vs. Dellinger and others.”…

I do not, if I can help it, intend to permit such tactics to make a mockery out of this trial.…
The Court: Now, I have up here a transcript of what was said and done this afternoon. I do not

intend to use the obscenities engaged in or used or applied by Mr. Dellinger. I don’t use that kind of
language myself. And I don’t even like to use it in court here to quote a defendant. I shall turn over this
transcript which has been prepared by the official reporter for me to the United States Attorney, and I
hereby, Mr. Clerk, terminate the bail of the defendant David Dellinger and remand him to the custody
of the United States Marshal for the Northern District of Illinois for the remainder of this trial.
Mr. Kunstler: I would like to say my piece. He is my client, and I think this is an utterly—
(There was disorder in the courtroom.)
I would like to—
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You brought this on, your Honor. This is your fault. This is what happened in Chicago. You made
the power move. You exerted the power, and I would like to argue the point.
The Court: You won’t argue that point.
Mr. Kunstler: I will argue, your Honor, that your Honor’s action is completely and utterly vindictive,

that there is no authority that says because a defendant blurts out a word in court—
The Court: This isn’t the first word, and I won’t argue this.
Mr. Davis: This Court is bullshit.
The Court: There he is saying the same words again.
Mr. Davis: No, I say it.
Mr. Davis: Mr. Rubin’s wife they are now taking—
Mr. Rubin: Keep your hands off her. You see them taking away my wife?
Mr. Davis: Why don’t you gag the press, too, and the attorneys, gag them?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, is there no decency left here? Can’t we just argue the point?
The Court: Oh, wait a minute. I have another contempt matter here, or, rather, it is a contempt

matter as distinguished from the last, and you will have to go away from that lectern. You can’t stand
there and insult the United States District Court.
Mr. Kunstler: I am not insulting you. I am asking for argument. Everything you characterize as such

an insult—
The Court: Yes, you are.
Mr. Kunstler: Everything in this case is an insult.
The Court: You just insulted me again and you have done it often.
Mr. Kunstler: Every argument is not an insult.
The Court: This case is recessed.…
The Court: Clear the courtroom.
Mr. Davis: You can jail a revolutionary, but you can’t jail the revolution.
Mr. Hoffman: You are a disgrace to the Jews. You would have served Hitler better. Dig it.
The Marshal: That was Mr. Hoffman, your Honor.
The Court: I saw him and I heard him.
Mr. Rubin: You are a fascist, Hoffman—
Mr. Hoffman: I heard you haven’t let anybody free in four years. That’s right, stop me.
The Marshal: That was Mr. Rubin the last time, your Honor.
Clear the court.
The Court: Clear the courtroom, Mr. Marshal.
Mr. Davis: Get as many people as you can. Just like the Convention all over again.
The Marshal: Clear the court.
The Court: Clear the court.
A Female Voice: You little prick.
FEBRUARY 5, 1970
Mr. Weinglass: What the Court has indicated by the elaboration of its comments yesterday, this

morning I think it is very clearly that the Court intends to punish David Dellinger for what he said. Now
I have no quarrel with that, that your Honor has a contempt power, and at the end of this proceeding
your Honor can punish—
The Court: I have more power than that.
Mr. Weinglass: No—
The Court: I don’t like the use of the word “power.”
Mr. Weinglass: You have the—
The Court: I never use the word “power” if I can avoid it.
Mr. Weinglass: You have the power to punish but—
The Court: I have the authority to maintain order in this courtroom.
Mr. Weinglass: But—
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The Court: I haven’t succeeded very well at all times.
Mr. Rubin: That is called justice? That is called justice?
The Court: Will you ask your—is he your client? Is Mr. Rubin one of your clients?
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor, I am—
The Court: Will you ask him to remain silent?
Mr. Weinglass: I am an officer of this Court, but I am not a United States Marshal.
The Court: At times you have not acted as one.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor will not permit me to continue a legal argument?
The Court: You heard what I said. I deny the motion.
Mr. Davis: May we defend ourselves if our lawyers can’t?
Mr. Kunstler: I think the Marshal is going to have this time me put in my seat. I am not going to

sit down unless I am forced to sit down.
Mr. Hoffman: Your idea of justice is the only obscenity in the room. You schtunk. Vo den? Shanda

fur de goyem? Huh.
Obviously it was a provocation. That’s why it has gone on here today because you threatened him

with cutting off his freedom of speech in the speech he gave in Milwaukee.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you ask the Defendant Hoffman to—
Mr. Hoffman: This ain’t the Standard Club.
The Marshal: Mr. Hoffman—
Mr. Hoffman: Oh, tell him to stick it up his bowling ball.
How is your war stock doing, Julie?
You don’t have any power. They didn’t have any power in the Third Reich either.
The Court: Will you ask him to sit down, Mr. Marshal?
The Marshal: Mr. Hoffman, I am asking you again to shut up.
Mr. Rubin: Gestapo.
Mr. Rubin: You are the laughing stock of the world, Julius Hoffman; the laughing stock of the world.
Mr. Hoffman: Mies van der Rohe was a Kraut, too.
Mr. Rubin: Every kid in the world hates you, knows what you represent.
Marshal Dobowski: Be quiet, Mr. Rubin.
Mr. Rubin: You are synonymous with the name Adolf Hitler. Julius Hoffman equals Adolf Hitler

today.
…
Mr. Hoffman: You know you cannot win the fucking case. The only way you can is to put us away is

for contempt. We have contempt for this Court, and for you, Schultz, and for this whole rotten system.
That’s the only justice. That is why they want this because they can’t prove this fucking case.
The Court: I order the defendants and their counsel not to make reference to this motion made.
Mr. Rubin: And the reason is because it is a hung jury, and you know it. You want to get us in jail

anyway. That is the reason because you know you are losing the jury trial, but you have got to get us
in jail, because the people will decide that we are not guilty, so you are going to railroad us into jail.
[During examination of another witness]
Mr. Hoffman: You put him [Dellinger—ed.] in jail because you lost faith in the jury system. I hear

you haven’t lost a case before a jury in 24 tries. Only the Krebiozen people got away. We’re going to
get away, too. That’s why you’re throwing us in jail this way.
Contempt is a tyranny of the court, and you are a tyrant. That’s why we don’t respect it. It’s a

tyrant.
…
Mr. Hoffman: The judges in Nazi Germany ordered sterilization. Why don’t you do that, Judge

Hoffman?
The Court: Mr. Marshal, will you have Mr. Hoffman remain quiet, please? Order him to remain

quiet.
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Mr. Hoffman: Order us? Order us? You got to cut our tongues out to order us, Julie.
You railroaded Seale so he wouldn’t get a jury trial either. Four years for contempt without a jury

trial.
The Marshal: Mr. Hoffman. Will you shut up.
Mr. Hoffman: No, I won’t shut up. I ain’t an automaton like you. I don’t want to be a tyrant and I

don’t care for a tyrannical system.
Best friend blacks ever had. Huh. How many blacks are in Drake Towers? How many are in the

Standard Club. How many own stock in Brunswick Corporation?
The Court: Mr. Marshal, please have that man refrain from using those epithets.
Mr. Rubin: It is just descriptive. Just describing what I see.
The Marshal: For the sixth time, shut up.
Mr. Hoffman: Epithet.
FEBRUARY 6, 1970
The Court: May the record show defendants Hoffman and Rubin came in at 1:28 with their—
Mr. Rubin: The Marshal just came and asked us to come in. We came as soon as we were asked.
The Court: And also attired in what might be called collegiate robes.
Mr. Rubin: Judges’ robes, sir.
A Defendant: Death robes.
The Court: Some might even consider them judicial robes.
Mr. Rubin: Judicial robes.
The Court: Your idea, Mr. Kunstler? Another one of your brilliant ideas?
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I can’t take credit for this one.
The Court: That amazes me.
FEBRUARY 7, 1970
The Court: The time has come and will come when the United States Court will be respected by

everybody in this case.
Mr. Kunstler: I know, but your Honor, is it more important that you get the modicum of respect

here or the truth get before the jury?
The Court: Modicum of respect? I haven’t even had a modicum.
The Court: I won’t sit here and grant courtesies to people who misbehave as they do.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we are not asking for a courtesy.
The Court: Bring in the jury.
Mr. Kunstler: We are asking to show a film. The Government has agreed to the film.
Mr. Davis: Is it not possible to put on our defense?
Mr. Weinglass: If the Court please, this matter involves the incarceration of Mr. Dellinger, bail was

revoked, and Mr. Dellinger was returned to the custody of the Marshal.…
My motion is to request the Court to ask the marshals to keep Mr. Dellinger in this building until

4:30 so that it would be possible for him to meet with his family briefly, I think maybe 20 minutes.
…
The Court: I don’t think there is anything in the record here that warrants any special treatment

from the Court.
Mr. Weinglass: Not even the man seeing his family?
The Court: Think of those things beforehand. You lawyers, give your clients some good advice about

conduct, not law, just good ordinary conduct.
Mr. Weinglass: Your Honor contends this man is not being punished for what he said.
The Court: Oh, no.
Mr. Weinglass: That has been the official position of this Court.
The Court: Oh, no. He is being punished, if you can call it punishment.
Mr. Weinglass: You cannot use bail revocation for punishment. You can only use it for the orderly

process of the administration of justice.
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The Court: The United States Court of Appeals unanimously in a panel consisting of three judges
has affirmed this Court’s action.
Mr. Weinglass: On the representation of this Court that it was not punishment, but rather, it was

to insure the orderly process of the trial. Now the Court is indicating clearly on the record that it was
punishment. That is what we object to.
The Court: I deny your motion. Let the record show, Mr. Clerk, I deny the motion.…
The Court: Mr. Marshal, the Court will be in recess until Monday morning.
Marshal Dobowski: Everyone please rise.
Mr. Dellinger: You now have my respect, Judge, I am sure you know.
Mr. Davis: Have a good weekend, Judge.
Marshal Dobowski: Everyone please rise.
The Court: You have got all of that, have you?
The Reporter: Yes, your Honor.
A Defendant: One more, Julie, and you’ll be a saint.
FEBRUARY 9, 1970
The Court: That is the first time I have ever been charged with overwhelming. I have been charged

with a lot of stuff here in the last few days, even in a language that probably you are not familiar with,
although you are—
Mr. Kunstler: I am glad your Honor is laughing and that no one is being put down for that.
The Court: What did you say?
Mr. Kunstler: I am glad your Honor is laughing because you know I have always advocated that

there is room in the courtroom for a little laughter.
The Court: I am laughing now. I don’t promise to laugh the rest of this trial.…
…
The Court: And I guess I am laughing because of what I was about to say. I am not even certain

that you understood the references that were made here by one of the defendants in one of the most
ancient languages. I don’t think it was a dead language, but the language out of which the language
came was a dead language.
Mr. Kunstler: The defense would have no objection, your Honor, if you used that language for your

charge.
The Court: Referring to who?
…
Mr. Kunstler: You mean Mr. Hoffman’s Hebraic expressions?
The Court: Yes. Well, if you can call them Hebraic.
Mr. Kunstler: We would even consent to that, your Honor.
The Court: I would think the authorities would call that Yiddish, wouldn’t they? I don’t know

whether you understand that or not.
Mr. Kunstler: I understand the intonation of it, your Honor, and then Mr. Hoffman explained it to

me later.
The Court: Oh, he translated it?
Mr. Kunstler: He translated some of it, some of the more esoteric—
The Court: I had the benefit of a not too accurate translation in one of the newspapers.
Mr. Kunstler: Schtunk I had heard before. The other expression I had to have translated for me.
I “feces” in poem—ed.
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IV. Summations
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 20,431–21,356
[After twenty weeks of presenting their exhibits and witnesses, the attorneys for the defense and

government were given the opportunity to summarize their cases.
[As in all criminal cases, the prosecution maintains the burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable

doubt throughout the trial. It is thus afforded the right to make the first statement, and to later respond
to the summation of the defense. This order is reflected in the following chapter.
[The process of summation is difficult, at best. Each side must condense literally thousands of pages

of testimony into a few hours of court time. The burden of the editors has been equally weighty. We
have excerpted a few of the major arguments in order to capture the essence of the proceedings.
[As always, we remind the reader that the dialogue that follows is the verbatim language of the

participants in the trial.—ed.]
FEBRUARY 10, 1970
Summation. Argument on behalf of the Government by Mr. Schultz
Mr. Schultz: Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, Gentlemen of the Defense:
We finally have reached the stage in the proceedings after five months, five months, twenty weeks,

twenty weeks of trial time where you are finally getting ready now to receive the case for your delibera-
tions.…
The Government rested its case over two months ago and it is hard to remember what all that

evidence was, especially when the defendants put in their evidence during the last two months and they
never met the Government’s case. So there was really nothing to refresh you as to what the issues were,
what the charges were, what you were listening for, listening to, because in the last two months you
have hardly heard any evidence that relates to the case, to the charges in this indictment.…
Now the defendants repeatedly state they didn’t want violence, they were here for peace, but we

have proven through their own statements, we have proven through their own actions that that is not
so, that they came here for violence and for riot.
Mr. Schultz: Now the first question that you must ask yourselves is why would anybody want to

incite a riot? Why would anybody want to incite a situation where people are beating each other, where
policemen are beating demonstrators, where demonstrators are beating policemen? Why should they
want that? Why should they want demonstrators to destroy property or police to destroy property
pursuant to a riot? Why? Why would they want this?
Well, in answering this question we can look at the defendants’ own statements as to why they would

want a riot.
Davis wanted the President to use troops to secure [the] nomination.… He wanted to use the violence

to precipitate, to precipitate the National Liberation Front in the United States where people would
group together in anger against the Government and that would be precipitated by a riot.…
Mr. Schultz: Hayden wanted to create what he referred to after the Convention, the very day after

the Convention, as the first step towards the revolution.…
Hayden wanted in Chicago, as he and Davis wrote after the Convention, wanted to show that since

the United States institutions cannot be changed from within, people will take to the streets. And you
show that by violence and riots in the streets.…
Dellinger said that he wanted to bring the U.S. military machinery to a halt. He referred to the

people in Chicago as freedom fighters, and on Thursday, after the violence, that horrible violence, he
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compared the Americans who were fighting in the streets, compared their actions to the actions of the
revolutionaries in Cuba and read a telegram from Cuba. That was the purpose, to precipitate, to solidify,
to turn against.…
…
Mr. Schultz: Rubin—Rubin told Norman Mailer, according to Mr. Mailer, their witness, in December

of ’67 that the presence of one hundred thousand people at the Festival of Life would so terrify the
establishment that the Convention would be held under armed guard and the resulting violence by the
establishment itself, the resulting violence will be such that the establishment will smash the city, and
then he said he was going to devote full time to getting a hundred thousand people here to do just that,
to smash the city.…
Hoffman stated, right after the Convention, in the book that he wrote, five days after, that he wanted

to smash this system by any means at his disposal. He intended, as he stated in an interview which was
published, which we established on his cross-examination, “He wanted to wreck this fucking society.”
That’s what he said.…
They got what they wanted. So while the defendants profess that they came here for non-violence,

their own statements belie that, their own statements contradict that.
Mr. Schultz: They brought people to the city to incite a riot, where the authorities, the Government,

the city and the federal authorities, would have to enforce its civil laws by using force. When people
don’t obey, you start arresting them, they start fighting, and you have violence. But to grab that person
to make the arrest, to spark the riot, that is what they wanted, to disobey the laws and force arrests
and then a riot, and by having the riot and by having sufficient violence, right during the Democratic
National Convention, they could make the Government look like it’s oppressing its citizens because the
citizens were opposed to the policies of the government.…
…
Mr. Schultz: Furthermore, they couldn’t publicly state they were coming here for violence because

people wouldn’t come. Just as Mr. Rosen said—Mr. Rosen was the witness who was at the resistance
meeting on March 14, 1968, where Hayden spoke. Rosen said that Hayden said, “We can’t announce
we’re going to have violence in Chicago. We can’t have violence because people won’t come.” And that
is exactly right. People wouldn’t come here. They’d end up with five hundred people. So for those two
reasons they had to say their purposes were peaceful. One, if they said that they were violent, when
they were violent, people would blame them, and two, if they said the purposes were violent, people
wouldn’t come.
So they told people, many people, and many groups, that they had planned non-violent, peaceful

activities. They told this to the McCarthy supporters. They told it to Julian Bond. They told it to Dick
Gregory. They told it to Jesse Jackson. They attempted to enlist the support of these people, to bring
these people both to Chicago and also to have these people think that they were non-violent.…
Mr. Schultz: Now what I would like to do is go separately looking at the proof relating to each of

the defendants and take you through the proof of Rubin and Hoffman and Davis, Dellinger, Froines and
Weiner individually as it was presented, referring both to the proof in the Government’s case and the
defense, so that you can analyze the proof, so that you can see it all capsulated into one.…
Rubin. Let’s take him first. He is charged in Count I, the conspiracy count, but let’s specifically

discuss Count VI. He is charged with traveling from New York to Chicago with the intent to incite a
riot and when he got here he, in fact, incited a riot. He screamed and yelled for people to kill everybody.
We will get into it.
During Convention Week Rubin was clearly the most active of all the defendents on the streets. He

repeatedly urged the crowds to attack the police, fight the police in defense of the park, disrupt the city
and the Convention.…
…
Mr. Schultz:… [H]e said to about two hundred people that the park belongs to the people. The park

belongs to the people. Rubin’s from New York. Hoffman’s from New York. They are all from out of town.
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The park belongs to the people; that’s their park, and they should not let the pigs push them from the
park. Arm themselves, he said. Fight the pigs, break into small groups, wait for instructions from the
marshals. Wednesday’s the big thing, that they’re going to stop the Convention. That’s Rubin.…
[There followed approximately 40 pages of Government summation concerning the activities of Jerry

Rubin during Convention Week, 1968—ed.]
Mr. Schultz: So we proved with regard to Rubin that he came to this city to incite to violence.

On Sunday and Monday, on Tuesday and on Wednesday, he was awfully busy inciting. He led groups
against the ten policemen against the field house. He screamed at the crowd to arm themselves and to
fight the pigs. He incited by his screaming and his actions, he incited by his screaming and his actions,
he incited the people to fight the police in the park.
We have proved that Rubin came here with the intent to incite the violence and that he, in fact,

incited it, and that on Count VI of the indictment where he is charged with that he is guilty.…
Mr. Schultz: There is Davis next. Let’s look at Davis. Davis is much more complicated, much more

sophisticated, but with the exact same objects.…
…
Mr. Schultz: Let’s look at how Davis organized the violence and planned the violence, and then

during the Convention, incited, personally invited the violence.
First, his statements and organizations of the violence prior to the Convention.…
Now, Davis was quick to tell you that everything he planned and discussed was peaceful, and yet

practically every time he spoke, most of them were conversations and speeches that he gave to his own
people, but practically every time he spoke, except on national television or publicly, where the whole
world could hear, he talked about mill-ins, disruptions, disabling jeeps, using Mace, getting the Guard
out, there would be war in the streets. But he says it was all peaceful planning.…
[There followed approximately 30 pages of Government summation concerning the activities of Ren-

nie Davis during Convention Week, 1968—ed.]
Mr. Schultz:… [J]ust on what we have been through on Tuesday night, all of the meetings he par-

ticipated at, where he planned violence and then the violence that he both incited and attempted to
incite—all of that evidence, excluding Wednesday, which we will get into in a minute, proves beyond all
doubt that Davis came to Chicago from Cleveland, Ohio, about July 20 with the intent to incite and
organize and encourage and promote a riot in this city, and when he got here he did things to plan it
and incite and he did, in fact, plan it and incite it during the Convention.…
Mr. Schultz: Let’s look at Abbie Hoffman. He is charged in Count V with traveling from New York

to Chicago with the intent to incite a riot, as the other defendants are charged in Count I.
When he arrived here, he planned and organized and incited a riot.
As we have done with the other defendants, let’s look at his statements of intent, his plans, what he

did and how he incited.
Like Rubin, Hoffman got people here with his Festival of Life. He said his reason for coming here

was to have a music festival and he and Rubin talked to all of these musicians that I discussed including
Arlo Guthrie, Ed Sanders, Judy Collins, Country Joe McDonald, Peter Seeger—he talked to them and
said, “Come on to Chicago and sing. Sing and perform. It’s going to be delightful.”
And they succeeded in bringing these musicians to Chicago, they would have succeeded in bringing

hundreds of thousands of youths to Chicago to hear the music, and just like Rubin said, if they get
100,000 people here, the Establishment will smash the city, and he is going to devote full time to it.
Well, Hoffman with Rubin used the Festival of Life for that purpose, to get the people here and

then create the confrontation where violence would be precipitated and the Establishment, as they call
it, would be weakened or destroyed.
The very day Hoffman arrived in Chicago on August 7, and he arrived with Rubin and met with

David Stahl—and we will discuss the permits when I get to it, after we discuss the defendants—he told
David Stahl that he was prepared to tear up the town and the Convention and he was willing to die in
Lincoln Park.
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He [Mr. Hoffman—ed.] testified that part of his so-called Yippie myth was that Yippies would be
all over the city diverting troops. He testified that it was part of the Yippie myth that there would be
so much paranoia, fear, in Chicago that the delegates would need helicopters to fly to and from the
Amphitheatre. A Festival of Life?…
Prior to the Convention, Hoffman admitted on cross-examination, that he predicted 6,000 arrests in

Chicago, 20 to 30 people killed, and 2,000 to 3,000 beatings based on 50,000 people coming here. Did
he tell that to any of the youngsters? Did he tell that to any of the musicians?…
[There followed approximately 50 pages of Government summation concerning the activities of Abbie

Hoffman during Convention Week, 1968—ed.]
Mr. Schultz: Well, I think that’s enough about Hoffman. We’ve proved on the substantative count,

as well as the conspiracy count, which I will discuss in a minute that he came here on August 7 from
his home in New York, came here with Rubin from New York, to organize and incite and promote
and encourage violence. When he got here, he did just that. He organized, promoted, and encouraged
violence, and during the Convention he incited violence, he incited people to attack, and he’s guilty as
he’s charged in that count.…
Mr. Schultz: Now, let’s look at the activities and the planning of Hayden and Dellinger. Their

primary role, their primary role, was the Wednesday bandshell. I am going to take them together for
that reason.…
… He and Hayden wrote that throughout the final day of the Convention, among other things,

they would have disruptions to dramatize their demands. They were going to pin the delegates in the
Amphitheatre on their funeral march to the Amphitheatre. They’d have another Pentagon right at the
Amphitheatre.…
Mr. Schultz:… Both Hayden and Dellinger spoke on July 25. Mr. Dellinger was in California ad-

dressing a crowd there. Mr. Hayden was in New York. Mr. Sweeney, a New York businessman, an
advertising executive, testified that he was at the Hayden speech in New York.… He said that Hayden
in his speech said that “The United States is an outlaw nation, it had broken all the rules and therefore
peace demonstrators should break all the rules, too.” He spoke about demonstrations in Berkeley, Paris
and Berlin, and about the demonstrations in Chicago. And he said that the North Vietnamese were
shedding blood and that demonstrators when they came to Chicago should be prepared to shed blood,
too. He said that in Chicago and throughout the election there would be more arrests than the jails
could hold.
Now there is nothing illegal about the speech, but it shows what he was coming here for. The United

States had broken the rules: they were going to break the rules.
They are shedding blood in Vietnam, the Viet Cong are, and we, the peace demonstrators, are going

to shed blood.
All right. The defendants say that he didn’t say that.…
Mr. Schultz: Now Dellinger on the same day was speaking in the evening in San Francisco—in San

Diego. Mr. Gilman, the young newsman in his early thirties, testified here near the beginning of this
trial.… Mr. Gilman heard Dellinger talk about Vietnam and the fighting and the brainwashing of the
United States prisoners of war by the American Government after they got them from North Vietnam;
after being released by Hanoi, the United States was brainwashing prisoners of war.
Then after Dellinger said that, Mr. Gilman related the end of the speech where Dellinger said to the

group, “Burn your draft cards. Resist the draft. Violate the laws. Go to jail. Disrupt the United States
Government in any way you can to stop this insane war.” The audience cheered wildly. And then he
said, “I am going to Chicago to the Democratic National Convention where there may be problems.”
And the crowd went wild.
Then he said, “I will see you in Chicago,” with his fist up. It is not a crime to state that, but it tells

you, did he come here for a vigil? Did he come here, as they say, for workshops?
“Violate the law. Go to jail. Disrupt the United States Government in any way you can to stop the

war.”
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Peaceful? Vigil? And “I will see you in Chicago.” And the crowd goes wild.…
[There followed, over two days, approximately 40 pages of Government summation concerning the

activities of Tom Hayden and David Dellinger during Convention Week, 1968—ed.]
FEBRUARY 11, 1970
Mr. Schultz: (continuing) We have proved beyond all doubt that Hayden and Dellinger came to

this city for the purposes of organizing, aiding, and inciting, and encouraging a riot, and they did
on Wednesday. They did just that at the morning meeting on Wednesday morning alone. They then
executed it at the bandshell, and then after the bandshell.
Mr. Schultz: All right. Now let’s look briefly at Weiner and Froines.
Weiner and Froines are charged in Count VII not with crossing state lines to incite a riot, but

with teaching and demonstrating to others the use and application of a Molotov cocktail, an incendiary
device, teaching it to be used at the underground Grant Park garage for the purpose of diverting the
troops so the people could go in the city, and, as they said disrupt.
I had planned to go through all of the meetings of Weiner and Froines prior to the date of their

activities, but there isn’t really time.…
…
Mr. Schultz:… Weiner said they should have some cocktails.… [H]e said, “They’re easy to make.

All you need are gasoline, sand, rags, and bottles.” And Weiner said that a good mobile tactic would
be to pick a target in the Loop and bomb it. He said that such a diversionary tactic as bombing the
wooden fence across from the Federal Building, this Federal Building, the fence across the street here,
or the underground Grant Park garage, would draw the police away from the demonstrators so the
demonstrators could take their actions in the Loop, they would be free, no one would be there to stop
them.
Weiner said that the police and the firemen rushing to the underground Grant Park garage or to

the fire at the fence would leave the demonstrators free to do their actions.
…
Mr. Schultz: And Froines, who participated in the conversation and who recommended the under-

ground Grant Park garage as the alternative, as the best place, and who said he had four cans of gasoline
but didn’t know whether he was going to use them or the butyric acid, but who helped in making a
determination in how they were going to proceed, aided Weiner and abetted Weiner in that activity,
and he, too, is guilty of that charge.
The last thing with regard to Froines is the butyric acid, the stink bombs. They are not charged

with stink bombs; they are charged with coming here to disrupt, incite a riot, and disruption with stink
bombs helps you conclude whether they came here for the purposes of disruption.…
Mr. Schultz: We have shown that these defendants, all seven of them, had a mutual understanding

to accomplish the objects of the conspiracy, that they had a common purpose of bringing disruption
and inciting a violence in this city, and that all seven of them together participated in working together
and aiding each other to further these plans. Oh, they never explicitly said, “You do that to blow up
that,” and “I will do that to incite that crowd,” that is not how they did it. It was tacit understanding,
a working-together in all these meetings and all of these conferences that they had, and that is how
they conspired, and agreed, and worked together for the same goal. And that goal was to organize and
precipitate a situation in the city where they could have a confrontation with the troops, a confrontation
with the police, where violence would occur, and they could start their movement.…
…
Mr. Schultz:… We have proven, ladies and gentlemen, we have proven in this case, we have proven

beyond all doubt, all conceivable doubt, that these defendants, all seven of them, every one of them,
came to Chicago, came to this city to incite people to riot, bringing them here under peaceful guise,
getting them here and manipulating so a riot would result from the confrontation. They wanted the
riot, to start a Vietnam in the United States. They are guilty of coming here to incite a riot. They came
here and they incited a riot.
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Argument on behalf of the defendants by Mr. Weinglass
Mrs. Burns, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, Judge Hoffman, Mr. Foran, Mr. Schultz, Mr. Cub-

bage:
This has been a long and tedious trial for all of us. Words have been exchanged in this courtroom. But

I must confess at the outset that it is not easy to follow Dick Schultz whom you have been listening to
since yesterday morning. I think Mr. Schultz has exhausted, utilized every shred and piece of evidence
that the Government has been able to accumulate against these seven men since they started their
investigation apparently on November 20, 1967…
Mr. Weinglass: Now they [the government—ed.] have to prove their case beyond a reasonable doubt

and you have to believe it beyond a reasonable doubt, and if you can believe the starting premise of the
Government’s case, that these men plotted to put themselves in jail, that these men conspired to have
this trial, then you could find them guilty. But I suggest to you that the whole foundation upon which
this case is built, the whole structure of it, that whole sense of it, put in terms of common sense, is just
not acceptable as a rational proposition.
Abbie Hoffman and Rennie Davis signed their names to applications in one case five months before

the Convention. Abbie flies here three times to meet with city officials. Rennie is here constantly meeting
with them. Rennie meets with a sub-Cabinet officer of the Justice Department, Roger Wilkins, and
finally meets with the prosecutor, Mr. Thomas Foran, and when they can’t get what they want, what
do they do, these men who want this quiet violence, they file a lawsuit in this building, in the Federal
Court, compelling the city who won’t negotiate with them to come into court. And Rennie Davis puts
his statements on the record before Judge Lynch where it is stenographically transcribed.
And all of this the Government would want you to believe these men did while they intended to

have violence and a civil disturbance in the city.
I could rest my case on that fact. I think that fact alone is hard enough to digest. I think that fact

alone inserts more than reasonable doubt into this case.…
Mr. Weinglass: Doesn’t the Government have the obligation to present before you the whole truth?

Why only city officials? Why only policemen, undercover agents, youth officers, and paid informers? In
all of this time, couldn’t they find in this entire series of events that span more than a week one good,
human, decent person to come in here to support the theory that Mr. Schultz has given you in the last
day?…
…
Mr. Weinglass: Who is trying to project the truth in this courtroom? My clients wouldn’t change a

single garment to curry your favor. They won’t put on a tie or wear a suit. They won’t get a haircut.
They want you to judge them as they are. There is no make-believe here. This is the way they are. The
outbursts, the laughter—that is the way these men are.
When the Government calls in a police officer who was just a patrolman—do you remember the man

who was on the stand last week? I believe his name was Officer Butler.
“Why aren’t you wearing your uniform today, Patrolman Butler?”
“The United States Attorney told me not to wear my uniform in this courtroom.”…
Mr. Weinglass: I will not deny that some of these men, during sometime in their lives, used strong

words, stronger words than I would use, or probably you would use. People with strong convictions
who live the way they live do not use the same language we use. Clearly, Bobby Seale does not, but by
virtue of the language used, they [the Government—ed.] are attempting to say that they are criminals
and that they are violent, and you should consider the fact that men who have had strong convictions
for peace and strong convictions for non-violence have spoken in strong words, and these men are no
exception.…
… They were a crowd that wanted to go to the Amphitheatre, that wanted to march. They walked

past the Hilton. They were pushed back up to the Hilton. They wanted to march, and they weren’t
permitted to march. They stayed in the streets, and they chanted. But does that fact mean the police
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should wade into them and beat them and club them? Is that the way we have come to deal in this
country with people who adamently insist on the right to gather together in the streets and to protest?
If the ’60’s as a decade meant nothing more, the ’60’s in this country, historically and socially, meant

that Americans literally took to the streets, as Tom Hayden said, and Jerry Rubin said, to protest their
grievances. They took to the streets. That is what Martin Luther King had done in Selma, Alabama,
and that is what has been done ever since.
[This last remark was objected to as immaterial and the objection was sustained—ed.]
Mr. Weinglass: Every conceivable avenue of approach, flying in here, meeting with Corporation

Counsel Simon, meeting with the Deputy Mayor, appointing local Yippies to negotiate, getting a lawyer,
filing a lawsuit, going to the Park District, filing all of their papers properly, everything conceivable
was done to get that permit application, and they know it. And they know it. And that’s why so little
attention was paid to it in the course of Mr. Schultz’ summation, because it is the weakest part of their
case.…
…
Mr. Weinglass: What was the city afraid of? Why wouldn’t they talk to these men?
We could give a number of reasons, but I think you saw one demonstrated right here in front of you,

right before your very eyes. What was employed to keep the Yippies out of Chicago was demonstrated
in court when we brought before you two men, Allen Ginsberg, a poet, and Jacques Levy, a doctor
in clinical psychology, a former instructor at the Menninger Clinic, and now a director, who testified
about what happened at the Festival of Life. And when Allen Ginsberg testified about his meeting with
David Stahl and about everything that happened during Convention Week, including the Om-ing and
sunrise ritual, was he cross-examined on the truth of what he said or the truth of the events? Did Mr.
Foran attack his believability or his credibility? No. What was attacked—Do you remember that cross-
examination?—was his poetry, his poetry. “Didn’t you write a poem where you had a man in bed with
a honeymooning couple?” “Didn’t you write a poem where there was some allusion to homosexuality?”
No attempt on the part of the Government to deal with the truth of what the man said or what he

stands for, but just a complete misunderstanding of him as a person and an attack on his poetry.…
FEBRUARY 12, 1970
[Conclusion of Mr. Weinglass’s argument]
Mr. Weinglass: I merely want to indicate to indicate to you in finishing that this case is more than

just the defense of seven men. It involves the more basic issue of whether or not those who stand up to
dare can do so without grave personal risk and I think it will be judged in that light, and I think while
you deliberate on this case, that history will hold its breath until you determine whether or not this
wrong that we have been living with will be righted by a verdict of acquittal for the seven men who are
on trial here.
Thank you.
Argument on behalf of the defendants by Mr. Kunstler
Mr. Kunstler:… I might reiterate some of what Mr. Weinglass said, that these seven men are impor-

tant to us as human beings, as clients, but they are not really sitting in the dock here. We are all in
the dock because what happens to them happens to all of us. What happens to them is the ultimate
answer to all of us.
Mr. Kunstler: I might just indicate to you that the so-called outside agitator, which is the term that

is used by the prosecution frequently, the outside agitator brought the Freedom Riders throughout the
South that led to integrated interstate travel in 1961.
The outside agitator leading the voter registration drives led to the Civil Rights Act of 1966.
The outside agitator led to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that there shall be no discrimination in

public accommodations.
The outside agitator led to the Civil Rights Act of 1968 that there shall not be discrimination in

housing.
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The outside agitators in St. Augustine, Selma, Jackson, Mississippi, Birmingham, these places that
have become so familiar in the last decade, have led to all of the reforms, and there is a reason for it,
and the reason is that it takes the man who doesn’t make his livelihood in the community, and who
isn’t afraid of losing his job, or having his house burned, to come in and give courage to people who
live in communities which are repressed.
…
Mr. Kunstler: I don’t want you to leave for your deliberations without knowing that agitator has an

honest, good connotation whether it be Jesus leaving Nazareth, or Debs leaving Terre Haute, or Susan
Anthony, or Dr. King, or George Washington, or Mohandas Gandhi, or Harriet Tubman—they are all
outside agitators, all in the interest of social change.
Mr. Kunstler: Just some fifty years ago, I think almost exactly, in a criminal court building here in

Chicago… Clarence Darrow said this:
When a new truth comes upon the earth, or a great idea necessary for mankind is born, where does

it come from? Not from the police force, or the prosecuting attorneys, or the judges, or the lawyers or
the doctors. Not there. It comes from the despised and the outcasts, and it comes perhaps from jails
and prisons. It comes from men who have dared to be rebels and think their thoughts, and their faith
has been the faith of rebels.
This generation gives them graves, while another builds their monuments… And if this jury should

make it harder for any man to be a rebel, you would be doing the most you could for the damnation of
the human race. It is easier to believe something because somebody tells you it is true. It is easy to run
with the hounds and bay to death those who may be better than yourself. It was easy for the people of
New England to join in the mad rush and hang old women for witchcraft. It was easy for the people
who lived in the days of the inquisition to light the fires around men who dared to think, but it is those
same rebels whose burning bodies have been the flame that has lighted the human race to something
better than the world has known.
The Court: Unless you get down to the evidence, I will direct you to discontinue this lecture on

history. We are not dealing with history.
Mr. Kunstler: This is not a lecture, your Honor.
The Court: This is a lecture. It is not a summation of the evidence which is the function of a final

argument in the trial of a jury case.
Final argument is intended to help the jury understand the evidence better than they might without

a final argument.
Mr. Kunstler: But to understand the overriding issues as well, your Honor—
The Court: I will not permit any more of those historical references and I direct you to discontinue

them, sir.
Mr. Kunstler: I do so under protest, your Honor.
FEBRUARY 13, 1970
[Continuation of Mr. Kunstler’s argument]
Mr. Kunstler:… Now we come to one question that Mr. Schultz raised clearly with you. He said that

the defendants here were dupers and manipulators, that they brought people to Chicago for their own
purposes. They were going to manipulate everyone. They were unconcerned, self-seeking manipulators,
that they used these proper things, like racism, the war against racism, the fight against the war in
Vietnam, youth culture, and poverty, they used all these things.
He is trying to tell you that they were just friends and cynics, and that their lives have been all of

this type of activity, and they came to Chicago with the dirtiest possible kind of intention, to bring
people here with rock bands and speeches, and then turn them loose in a mass frenzy so they would be
butchered in the streets.
I think you have to look at these people, and you have to reach a determination as to just who was

being duped in Chicago. Was it the people who came to Chicago, including all these men, who were
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being duped and misled by the city of Chicago and its mayor, or were these the manipulators that Mr.
Schultz would have you believe?
I have mentioned Lee Weiner to you. I have mentioned his educational background. Remember, Al

Baugher was on the stand, and he said he knew Lee three years ago when he worked for the city of
Chicago in the Division of Correctional Services doing social work with families with children, and then
he also knew that he had worked in a black community organization on the Near North Side.
… This is duper number one.
Duper number two is John Froines. I have mentioned him, and won’t repeat it again.
Duper number three is Tom Hayden, a man who was introduced to Dick Goodwin by no less a

figure than Senator [Robert—ed.] Kennedy, and was asked by Senator Kennedy whether Tom would
work for him on his campaign, who has entree to Ambassador Harriman, with whom he negotiated
for the release of American prisoners of war in North Vietnam… who worked in the Newark ghettos
among black and poor, and whom Julian Bond had known in 1961 when Tom was beaten up by police
in McComb, Mississippi during the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee program there.
Abbie Hoffman—you remember Abbie Hoffman on the stand who told you a lot about himself, that

he was a psychologist in a State Hospital in Massachusetts, that he was a campaign manager for two
Senate Peace Candidates in Massachusetts back in the early ’60’s, that he was in the South from 1964
to ’65, first for the Freedom School in McComb, and then with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference of Martin Luther King in Americus, Georgia, on the voter registration program.
Then he organized the Poor People’s Corporation in Mississippi to give an outlet to the work product

of both black people in Mississippi and poor people whatever color everywhere.…
You have heard about Dave Dellinger, that he was a lifelong pacifist, that he attended the War

Crimes Tribunal in November of ’67, long before Chicago, long before Chicago was really even thought
of, that he walked with Julian Bond behind Martin Luther King’s coffin in Atlanta, Georgia.
Jerry Rubin ran—and he has so many witnesses tell us from the stand, he met so many people

there—one of the first major demonstrations against the war in Vietnam in Berkeley in 1965. The first
teach-in was in May of ’65, the first large—25,000 people attended—teach-in in the United States. And
then a march in October of 15,000 against the war in Vietnam.…
He had the first Be-In, the first Festival of Life, in 1966 in California. Fifty thousand attended; no

violence; no disorder.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Rennie Davis—you heard him—Oberlin, Bachelor of Arts, attended the University of

Illinois, the University of Michigan, attempting to get an M.A. Came here to Chicago to join Community
Youth, Jobs Or Income Now, National Coordinator for the Mobilization, went to Hanoi as Mr. Foran
questioned him on cross to bring back American prisoners of war…
Mr. Kunstler: We have young people who are depressed and dismayed at what they see about them,

who cannot accept the ideals and the dreams and the drives of their parents and their grandparents
and who are worried and disturbed and are suffering from a malaise of not understanding where they
are going, their country is going, the world is going. These are rough problems, terrible problems, and
as has been said by everybody in this country, they are so enormous that they stagger the imagination.
But they don’t go away by destroying their critics. They don’t vanish by sending men to jail. They
never did and they never will. To use the problems by attempting to destroy those who protest against
them is probably the most indecent thing that we can do. You can crucify a Jesus, you can poison a
Socrates, you can hang John Brown or Nathan Hale, you can kill a Che Guevara, you can jail a Eugene
Debs or a Bobby Seale. You can assassinate John Kennedy or a Martin Luther King, but the problems
remain. These are no solutions to the problems. The solutions are essentially made by continuing and
perpetuating with every breath you have the right of men to think, the right of men to speak boldly
and unafraid, the right to be masters of their souls, the right to live free and to die free. These things
are what cause the eventual solution of maybe not all of the problems, but these things alone will do it.
The hangman’s rope never solved a single problem except that of one man.
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I think if this case does nothing else, perhaps it will bring into focus that again we are in that
moment of history when a courtroom becomes the proving ground of whether we do live free or whether
we do die free. You are in that position now.…
Argument on behalf of the Government by Mr. Foran
Mr. Foran:… The defendants in this case—first of all, they kind of argued in a very strange way that

there was no violence planned by these defendants at the Democratic National Convention.…
To argue it, since they have no evidence that violence wasn’t planned, the way they argue it in that

they say Bock, Frapolly, and Oklepek and Pierson lied. They lied about all of the meetings that they
attended, and everything that they heard, and that Pierson lied about Rubin in his discussions with
Rubin. They state that they lied categorically, and this, you know, is what they said, “Because Bock,
Frapolly, Pierson, and Oklepek were undercover agents for the police or newspapers, and, therefore,
they cannot be honest men.”
Now how dare anybody argue that kind of a gross statement? Some of the bravest and the best men

of all the world, certainly in law enforcement, have made their contributions while they were undercover.
That statement is a libel and a slander on every FBI agent, every federal narcotics agent, every single
solitary policeman who goes out alone and unprotected into some dangerous area of society to try to
find out information that is helpful to his government. It is a slander on every military intelligence man,
every Navy intelligence man who does the same thing. How can anybody make that kind of a terribly
gross statement?
Mr. Foran: I mean, what has happened to us. Are we going to get conned like that: The bad people

are policemen. The bad people are FBI agents. The bad people are people who give their lives to
Government. The bad people are a kid who goes in the Navy. That you’re only a good guy if you like
the homosexual poetry of Allen Ginsberg. Or you are only a good guy if you think Paul Krassner is
funny. Or you are only a good guy if you think that somebody like that Sanders with the goofy outfit
is a decent man. We can’t let people use our kids like that. We can’t let them do it because what they
want to do, what they want to do, right there, they want to stand on the rubble of a destroyed system
of government, the new leaders in arrogance and uncertainty. That is all.…
Mr. Foran: You know this case is really an awesome responsibility. In just a minute it is going to

pass into your hands.
The vision and ideals that our forefathers had just can’t be corrupted by the haters and the violent

anarchists. “The future is with the people who will be truthful, pure and loving.”
You know who said that? Gandhi. Dr. King.
“Truthful, pure, loving.”
Not liars and obscene haters like those men are.
Can you imagine? You know, the way they name-dropped—can you imagine—and it is almost

blasphemous to say it. They have named St. Matthew and they named Jesus and they named Abraham
Lincoln. They named Martin Luther King. They named—they even—can you imagine any of those men
or the Reverend Jesse Jackson—or can you imagine those men supporting these men if they—
A Spectator: Yes, I can. I can imagine it because it is true.
The Court: Remove those people, Mr. Marshal.
Mr. Dellinger: That’s my daughter.
A Spectator: I won’t listen to any more of these disgusting lies.
Mr. Dellinger: That’s my other daughter. Thank you. Right on. Right on.
Don’t hit my daughter that way. I saw you. That man hit her on the head for saying the truth is

here.
The Court: The marshals will maintain order.
Mr. Dellinger: Yes, but they don’t have to hit 13-year-old girls who know that I was close to Martin

Luther King.
The Court: Mr. Marshal, have that man sit down.
Mr. Foran: You see? You see how it works?
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“Don’t hit her.”
Mr. Dellinger: He did hit her.
A Spectator: They hit him. He did hit her.
Mr. Foran: Oh, bunk.
Mr. Foran: These seven men have been proven guilty beyond any doubt. They didn’t attack the

planning they were charged with. They didn’t say it didn’t happen. They are guilty beyond any doubt
at all of the charges contained in the indictments against them. They have been proven guilty beyond
all doubt of each count in those indictments that charge them with these crimes.…
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V. Charge to the Jury
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 21,357–21,444
The Court:
I Am About to Discharge My Obligation Under the Law to Instruct the Jury With Respect to the

Law in the Case.
[In criminal cases where both judge and jury sit, the role of each is clearly defined. It is within the

judge’s province to rule on all matters of a legal nature while the jury decides the factual matters. Before
the jury retires to deliberate upon these facts, the judge instructs them about the legal framework in
which guilt or innocence must be determined. These instructions are called his charge. On February 14,
Judge Julius Hoffman carried out his responsibility.
[Once again, we remind the reader that the dialogue that follows is the verbatim language of the

participants in the trial—ed.]
FEBRUARY 14, 1970
Judge Hoffman’s charge to the jury
The Court:… Members of the jury, when a person embarks on a criminal venture of indefinite outlines

with other persons, he may be held responsible for the actions taken by his co-conspirators which tend to
further the common objectives as he understood them. The Government need not show knowledge of all
those acts or of any particular phase of the scheme. It is necessary, however, that the Government prove
from all the evidence and beyond a reasonable doubt that each defendant charged with the conspiracy
was aware of the common purpose, that each accepted the purpose, made them his own and that each
phase of the conspiracy charged in this indictment was within the scope of those criminal purposes.
To prove that a defendant knowingly and voluntarily joined the conspiracy, the Government must

show more than knowledge, acquiescence, carelessness, indifference or lack of concern. There must be
informed and interested cooperation and participation. The mere fact that a defendant knew the other
defendants during the period of time here in question, and that they came in contact with each other
is not sufficient to support a charge of conspiracy. Proof of mere meetings is not sufficient to prove that
any kind of agreement existed between any defendant. Several men may be engaged in doing various
acts, even of the same general character, and in similar fields of activity, by which they may come in
contact with each other without becoming conspirators.
The prosecution must prove that each of the defendants wilfully entered the alleged conspiracy,

participated in the formation or knowing its existence and purpose intentionally joined the conspiracy
and knowingly aided in the furtherance of such conspiracy.…
The Court: The law distinguishes between mere advocacy of violence or lawlessness without more

and advocacy of the use of force or of illegality where such advocacy is directed to inciting, promoting,
or encouraging lawless actions. Thus, statements of abstract doctrine or principle or of ideas and beliefs
are protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution, even though such statements condone,
support or are sympathetic to violence or violations of the law, and even though unlawful actions may
occur because of such statements, although unintended by the speaker. But the Constitution does not
protect speech which is reasonably and knowingly calculated and directed to inciting actions which
violate the law. The essential distinction is that those to whom advocacy is addressed must be urged
to do something now or in the immediate future rather than merely to believe in something, and the
words must advocate concrete action, not merely principles divorced from action.
Thus a conviction can rest only on advocacy which constitutes a call to imminent unlawful action.…
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The Court: In determining the guilt or innocence of the defendants or any of them, you must
determine whether the words spoken after arriving in Chicago, Illinois, as charged in the indictment,
were (1) such as to organize, incite, promote or encourage a riot; (2) were spoken or caused to be spoken
to an assemblage of three or more persons having individually or collectively the ability of immediate
execution of an act of violence which would result in danger or injury to any other person or his property;
and, (3) were spoken or caused to be spoken with this specific intent that one or more persons who
were part of that assemblage would cause injury or damage to any other person or his property as an
immediate result of such words.
In addition it is a constitutional exercise of the rights of free speech and assembly to march or hold

a rally, without a permit where applications for permits were made in good faith at a reasonable time
prior to the date of march or rally and the permits were denied arbitrarily or discriminatorily.
The Court: All of the defendants on trial have pleaded not guilty. The law does not require any

defendant to prove his innocence. The burden of proof is upon the Government, and this means that
the Government must prove the offense charged against the accused, and must establish each and every
material element of such offense beyond a reasonable doubt.…
The Court: To constitute a crime there must be the joint operation of two essentials: an act forbidden

by law and an intent to do the act. Before a defendant may be found guilty of a crime, the Government
must establish beyond a reasonable doubt that under the statutes defined in these instructions the
defendant was forbidden to do the act charged in the indictment, and that he intentionally committed
the act.…
… A defendant’s specific intent to further the unlawful purposes of the alleged conspiracy may be

proved [in] one of three ways only: by the individual defendant’s prior or subsequent statements, by the
individual defendant’s subsequent commission of the very illegal act contemplated by the agreement;
or, by the individual defendant’s subsequent legal act if that act is clearly undertaken for the purpose
of rendering effective the later illegal activity or activity which is advocated.
The Court:… I have not intended at any time during this trial, and do not now intend, to express

any opinion on any matter of fact. If by chance I have expressed or do express any opinion on any
matter of fact, it is your duty to disregard that opinion.…
In addition, in reaching your verdict you must not in any way be influenced by any possible antag-

onism you may have toward the defendants or any of them, their dress, hair styles, speech, reputation,
courtroom demeanor or quality, personal philosophy or life style.…
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VI. Contempt Proceedings
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 21,445–21,818
[One of the most controversial aspects of the Chicago trial concerned the contempt proceedings. After

the jury had retired for its deliberation, Judge Hoffman imposed jail sentences on all seven defendants
and the two defense lawyers, citing specific examples of their behavior throughout the trial.
[In the transcript pages listed above, the Court sets forth each incident of contempt. It would have

been a relatively simple matter for the editors to merely reproduce those pages. Instead, we felt that
only by seeing the actions of the defendants and lawyers in the chronological context in which they
occurred could a fair evaluation be given. The reader therefore will already have read of the events for
which jail sentences were imposed. Judge Hoffman did not indicate at those times that the actions were
contemptuous. We have therefore included an appendix at the end of the book where dates on which
the alleged contemptuous events took place can be found.
[We remind the reader that the dialogue that follows is the verbatim language of the participants in

the trial—ed.]
The Court: This was a case marred by continual disruptive outbursts in direct defiance of judicial

authority by the defendants and Defense Counsel. I will specify here the instances of conduct of record
which I consider to have been contemptuous, but I also make the entire record of the case of United
States of America v. David T. Dellinger, et al., 69 CR 180, a part of this proceeding.
Much of the contemptuous conduct in this case does not show, of record. The constant murmurs and

snickering emanating from the defense table were not captured on the printed page. No record, no matter
how skillfully transcribed, can adequately portray the venom, sarcasm, and tone of voice employed by a
speaker. No record, no matter how skilfully transcribed, can adequately reflect the applause, the guffaws,
and other subtle tactics employed by these contemnors in an attempt to break up this trial. I have not
focused on these cheap theatrics, histrionics, and affectations. I note them for the record lest my silence
be construed as approval. But for the sake of the citations of contempt in this case, I limit myself to
that conduct which is clearly and adequately portrayed in the record.
This was a long trial. The behavior of the defendants and Defense Counsel was prepared with direct

and defiant contempt for the Court and the federal judicial system as a whole. Here is a record of
exceptional circumstances which were disruptive of the proceedings.…
The Court:… Contempt by definition is any act calculated to hinder or disrupt the Court in the

administration of justice and to lessen the Court’s authority. Certainly no one would doubt that it is
fundamental to not only our federal system but any state court legal system that the courts conduct
their business in an untrammeled and undisrupted way. Therefore, misbehavior, misconduct which tends
directly to prevent the discharge of judicial function is not and must not be overlooked.…
Our legal system provides adequate and orderly means to challenge and test those rulings. Orderly

procedures must be followed because the only alternative is anarchy, and we had during this trial such
conduct.
The calculated use of contumacious conduct and the direct encouragement of disruptive outcries

from spectators to express dissatisfaction or to intimidate the Court and the jurors are reprehensible
and must be punished if our system of justice is to survive.…
The Court: From the outset of the trial the Court admonished and warned the defendants and their

counsel to refrain from such conduct, particularly when committed in the presence of the jury. They
chose deliberately to disregard such admonition, right down through yesterday afternoon’s hearing and
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have openly challenged and flaunted their contempt for both this Court and for the system of law it
represents.
Particularly reprehensible was the conduct of counsel, who not only disregarded a duty to advise

and direct their clients to observe the rules of this Court but participated with their clients in making
a mockery of orderly procedure.…
The Court: Once any party to a law suit has embarked upon a strategy of disruption such as that

displayed in this case, rather than proceeding within the bounds of proper procedure, only cumulative
sanctions can act as a restraint. Otherwise a first offense would offer immunity for further violations.
Mr. Kunstler:… We place little credence in the notion that the independence of the judiciary hangs

on the power to try contempt summarily and are not persuaded that the additional time and expense
possibly involved in submitting serious contempts to juries will seriously handicap the effective function-
ing of the courts. We do not deny that serious punishment must sometimes be imposed for contempt
but we reject the contention that such punishment must be imposed without a right to jury trial.
…
Mr. Kunstler: The defendants do not consent to your Honor sitting on their contempts and therefore

I think your Honor is totally without jurisdiction to do what you are doing today and to sentence people
from summary contempt after the trial is over.
The Court:… I will first consider the conduct of the Defendant David Dellinger.…
…
Defendant Dellinger: You want us to be like good Germans supporting the evils of our decade and

then when we refused to be good Germans and came to Chicago and demonstrated, despite the threats
and intimidations of the establishment, now you want us to be like good Jews, going quietly and politely
to the concentration camps while you and this Court suppress freedom and the truth. And the fact is
that I am not prepared to do that. You want us to stay in our place like black people were supposed to
stay in their place—
The Court: Mr. Marshal, I will ask you to have Mr. Dellinger sit down.
Defendant Dellinger:—like poor people were supposed to stay in their place, like people without

formal education are supposed to stay in their place, like women are supposed to stay in their place—
The Court: I will ask you to sit down.
Defendant Dellinger: Like children are supposed to stay in their place, like lawyers—for whom I

thank—I thank you—are supposed to stay in their places.
It is a travesty on justice and if you had any sense at all you would know that that record that you

read condemns you and not us.
The Court: All right.
Defendant Dellinger: And it will be one of thousands and thousands of rallying points for a new

generation of Americans who will not put up with tyranny, will not put up with a facade of democracy
without the reality.
Mr. Dellinger:… People no longer will be quiet. People are going to speak up. I am an old man and

I am just speaking feebly and not too well, but I reflect the spirit that will echo—
The Court: Take him out—
Defendant Dellinger:—throughout the world—
(Applause.)
Defendant Dellinger:—comes from my children who came yesterday—
(Complete disorder in the courtroom.)
…
Mr. Kunstler: My life has come to nothing, I am not anything any more. You destroyed me and

everybody else. Put me in jail now, for God’s sakes, and get me out of this place. Come to mine now.
Come to mine now, Judge, please. Please. I beg you. Come to mine. Do me, too. I don’t want to be out.
[Defendant Dellinger was sentenced to 29 months and 16 days on 32 counts of contempt.]
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Defendant Davis: You have just jailed one of the most beautiful and one of the most courageous
men in the United States.
The Court: All right. Now we will talk about you, Mr. Davis.…
The Court: Mr. Davis, do you care to be heard?
Mr. Davis: Yes.…
I am sorry I do not have the complete transcript with me so that I could report on each of the 23

counts in detail.
This morning you said that the only alternative to what I have done here in the courtroom is anarchy,

and perhaps you are right. You have said as well that as a matter of law, there is no defense for what
we have done, and I believe that there is a defense for what we have done.
…
Mr. Davis:… Judge, you represent all that is old, ugly, bigoted and repressive in this country, and I

will tell you that the spirit at this defense table is going to devour your sickness in the next generation.
[Defendant Davis was sentenced to 25 months and 19 days on 23 counts of contempt.]
The Court:… It is the spirit of rebellion against the orders of the Court. I know you don’t like courts,

but you are going to have to like them or deal with them and you had better decide to just respect
them. If you don’t want to, that is, [of] course, your privilege, but you are going to have to somewhere
along the line take the consequences. That is all.…
There was scarcely a day that I came out here that I wasn’t the subject of at least of some sarcasm

and it went all the way from sarcasm to awful invective. I just don’t stand for that kind of treatment
and I don’t get it from anybody. I have tried some of the most highly and widely publicized criminal
cases in the United States. I have never had, but never have I been treated in any of those cases as I
have been treated here. And all I was asking for was respect, the same kind of respect that I would
extend to any litigant or any lawyer who comes in here.
The Court: To be characterized as a racist was an absolute absurdity. There is nothing here that

shows me a racist. Is there now? Now is there anything that shows me a racist? You think I disciplined
Mr. Seale because of his color? It’s what he said and what he did. And a white man would have been
disciplined in the same way.
Mr. Hayden:… [F]or a lot of people who feel the way I do, we are in the movie “Z,” I mean there is

not going to be a higher court.
The Court: You are going to shout them down right here at the trial level, is that right?
Mr. Hayden: I am not raising my voice. But I find this is the only place I may have or I may in

the next two years be allowed to speak to these people, to them and to the press. But the point that
I wanted to make about punishment is that the problem that I think people have who want to punish
us—Mr. Foran who calls us evil, people who want to punish us, is that what must cause a great problem
for the understanding of people like that is why the punishment does not seem to have effect. Even as
the elder Dellinger is taken off for two years, a younger Dellinger fights back.
Mr. Hayden:… So, your Honor, before your eyes you see the most vital ingredient of your system

collapsing because the system does not hold together.
The Court: Oh, don’t be so pessimistic. Our system isn’t collapsing. Fellows as smart as you could

do awfully well under this system. I am not trying to convert you, mind you.
Defendant Hoffman: We don’t want a place in the regiment, Julie.
The Court:… [Y]ou are going to have to abide by the system, the rules of the system, the federal

system, when you get into trouble.…
Mr. Hayden: I think the difficulty is trying to try people for political crimes or crimes of consciousness

or ideological crimes. That is what brings politics and consciousness into the courtroom.…
[Defendant Hayden was sentenced to 14 months and 14 days on 11 counts of contempt.]
The Court:… I will hear from Mr. Hoffman if he wants to be heard.
…
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Defendant Hoffman: You have always referred to—they were my remarks—you said that we did not
pay tribute to the highest court in the land, but to us the Federal Court is not the highest court in the
land.
The Court: I didn’t hear myself say that.
Defendant Hoffman: Oh, yes, you did. You always call it the highest court in the land. Sure.
The Court: The Supreme Court is.
…
Defendant Hoffman: We don’t consider it the highest. We consider the people the highest court in

the land.
Defendant Hoffman: But when the decorum is oppression, the only dignity that free men have is

the right to speak out. Furthermore, you said we do not honor your authority, but we recognize that
authority as illegitimate in the same way that the authority that decided the political decisions in that
heavy week in August of 1968 was illegitimate and did not represent the will and the desire of the
people.
So we cannot respect an authority that we regard as illegitimate. We can only offer resistance to

such illegitimate authority.…
Defendant Hoffman: Furthermore, you have asked us to respect the law but this is a law—I sat there

on the witness stand and Mr. Schultz said, “What were you wondering?” as he quoted from my book
and speeches. “What were you wondering that night when you stood before a building?”
And I said, “Wonder? Wonder? I have never been on trial for wondering. Is that like a dream?”
He said, “Yes, that’s like a dream.”
And I have never been on trial for my dreams before. How can I respect the highest court in the

land or a Federal Government that puts people on trial for their dreams. I can show it no respect.
[Defendant Hoffman was sentenced to 8 months on 23 counts of contempt.]
FEBRUARY 15, 1970
The Clerk: Everybody is here, your Honor.
The Court: I come now to deal with the conduct of Jerry Rubin during this trial.
…
Mr. Rubin: I want to discuss the contempts and the motivation behind them, which would affect

your punishment and I want to start with the references that I have made on a number of occasions to
Gestapo, fascism and Hitler, and I want to explain what motivated me to say that.
Everything that happened in Nazi Germany was legal. It happened in courtrooms, just like this. It

was done by judges, judges who wore robes and judges who quoted the law and judges who said, “This
is the law, respect it.”
We saw Nazi Germany [as] immoral, and I think that this is the closest thing that I personally

experienced to what happened in Nazi Germany, and it was the closest thing in my experience to say to
you, to communicate to you, that just quoting the law is no answer, because the law in the courtroom
gagged and chained Bobby Seale and I refuse to stand up and say, “Heil Hitler” when a black man was
gagged and chained and I think that any human being sitting in that courtroom refused to stand up
and that’s why I refused to stand up because I came to this trial. I wanted to be indicted.
I issued a statement I was indicted upon the Academy Award protest. I was ready for a trial with

lawyers, a full defense. The moment you walked in, I don’t know what day it was, for the arraignment,
we got from you instantly the message we were going to jail, and I think it’s interesting that while the
jury is out, before it reaches a verdict, the 10 of us are going to jail. Who has respect for the law?
Mr. Rubin: By punishing us, you are going to have ten million in two weeks. Deterrent? Putting us

in jail is just going to produce more trials like this. You have done more to destroy the judicial system.
That’s what punishment is going to be; that’s what punishment is going to be. Revenge never got you
anywhere. By having to punish us, you have shown the world that this judicial system has lost the
respect of the youth, and the youth will free us. We’re going to jail with smiles on our faces because we
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know that in jail, there are millions of kids, young kids out there who identify with us, and are going
to fight to free us, and that’s the revolution. And your jailing us is a vindictive, revengeful act.…
Mr. Rubin: Obscenity, I am accused of obscenity. What is obscenity? To me, the war in Vietnam is

an obscenity. Racism is an obscenity.
The Court: I will tell you, sir—
Mr. Rubin: My gosh, for you, obscenity is words connected to the body, to the body. That is obscenity.

A sexual act becomes an obscenity in your mind, and we get punished for that.
Mr. Rubin:… There were 25,000 people in the Stadium in Los Angeles last night, and there are going

to be meetings across the country and demonstrations across the country. And you have destroyed the
judicial system. You have done more harm to this country than any other single person alive today.
You should be ashamed of yourself.
The Court: You may sit down.
Mr. Rubin: I am happy to.
[Defendant Rubin was sentenced to 25 months, and 23 days on 15 counts of contempt.]
The Court: We now come to the consideration of the conduct of Defendant Lee Weiner.…
…
Specification 5. On December 1st, while the witness Rochford was on the stand, the Defendant

Weiner made the following comment in a voice loud enough to be heard by the Court and others
present, including the jurors:
Mr. Weiner:… I think the judicial system is a fairly reasonable one—twelve jurors, the evidence—that

is kind of good; that is kind of good.
The Court: The judicial system is what?
Mr. Weiner: I think the judicial system as an idea, an abstract idea, is a fairly reasonable one, and

so I have a great deal of sympathy, and I guess, pity for Lennie and Bill who have worked so hard to
gain some expertise in a system which should, if it functioned adequately, provide some opportunity for
some kind of abstract notion of justice to come at least close to, but I think here, you, not necessarily
because you are anything necessarily evil, but simply because you are what you are, who you are—you
are older than us—
The Court:—I am supposed to be especially tolerant because years ago when I was a much younger

man, I was a member of the faculty of the school that you—I don’t know whether you still are; at least
it has been suggested here during this trial that you are or were a teacher there.
Mr. Weiner: I even understand that there is a plaque naming an auditorium after you at the Law

School. At latest report, by the way—
The Court: You are nice to tell the assembled spectators here—
Mr. Weiner: I tell them actually for an evil reason.
The Court:—that there is a Hoffman Hall on Northwestern University’s campus.
Mr. Weiner: I am telling them actually because I am suggesting it is evil.
The Court: Perhaps those who think ill of me because of some of the things that have been said

might have a little compassion.
Mr. Weiner: I am pleased to report to you that the plaque has been ripped off the wall.
The Court: The plaque?
Mr. Weiner: The plaque has been ripped off the wall in the auditorium. Apparently while the Board

of Trustees feel affection for you, the student body does not.
The Court: Did they take the sign off the door?
Mr. Weiner: They have done their best. They have done their best.
The Court: I haven’t been there.
Mr. Weiner: I wouldn’t suggest immediately appearing at the Law School after you get through with

this trial. You might be mobbed, not necessarily as a tourist of our law building.
[Defendant Weiner was sentenced to 2 months and 18 days on 7 counts of contempt.]
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The Court:… I will next consider the conduct of the lawyers in this case—oh, I beg your pardon. We
have—I almost forgot to take care of Mr. Froines. Mr. Kunstler has finished. Mr. Froines, I give you the
same opportunity I accorded all of the others to speak in mitigation of punishment here, but without
saying offensive things to the Court.
Mr. Froines: It’s part of being a media unknown that even the Judge finally forgets you’re here.
Mr. Froines: In the Oregon Constitution there is an article which I think describes some of which we

do and that is entitled “Natural Rights Inherent in the People.” It says that we declare all men, when
they form as a social compact, are equal in right, that all power is inherent in the people, and all free
governments are founded on their authority and instituted for their peace, safety and happiness and
they have at all times a right to alter, reform or abolish the government in a manner as they may think
proper. And I think that’s what we did…
[Defendant Froines was sentenced to 6 months and 15 days on 10 counts of contempt.]
The Court: This matter now involves the conduct of Mr. William Kunstler, counsel for some of the

defendants here, who has participated in this trial from the very beginning.
I have said here frequently that the Court has never had the occasion to hold a lawyer in contempt,

and only on one occasion did the Court hold someone who is not a lawyer in contempt.…
I recognize the obligation of a lawyer to defend a client with vigor, and secure for his client the full

benefits under the law. Nevertheless, if he crosses the bounds of legal propriety, the Court must deal
appropriately with that conduct.
Mr. Kunstler:… I just have a few words, your Honor. Your Honor, I have been a lawyer since

December of 1948, when I was first admitted to the bar in the state of New York. Since that time, I
have practiced before, among other courts, the Supreme Court of the United States, the United States
Court of Appeals for the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Tenth, District of Columbia
Circuits, Federal District Courts throughout a great deal of the United States, and the United States
Court of Military Appeals.…
Until today I have never once been disciplined by any Judge, federal or state, although a large part

of my practice, at least for the last decade, has taken place in hostile southern courts where I was
representing black and white clients in highly controversial civil rights cases.
Yesterday, for the first time in my career, I completely lost my composure in a courtroom, as I

watched the older daughter of David Dellinger being rushed out of the room because she clapped her
hands to acknowledge what amounted to her father’s farewell statement to her.
I felt then such a deep sense of utter futility that I could not help crying, something I had not done

publicly since childhood.
I am sorry if I disturbed the decorum of the courtroom, but I am not ashamed of my conduct in

this Court, for which I am about to be punished.
I have tried with all my heart faithfully to represent my clients in the face of what I consider—and

still consider—repressive and unjust conduct toward them. If I have to pay with my liberty for such
representation, then that is the price of my beliefs and my sensibilities.
I can only hope that my fate does not deter other lawyers throughout the country, who, in the

difficult days that lie ahead, will be asked to defend clients against a steadily increasing governmental
encroachment upon their most fundamental liberties. If they are so deterred, then my punishment will
have effects of such terrifying consequences that I dread to contemplate the future domestic and foreign
course of this country. However, I have the utmost faith that my beloved brethren at the bar, young
and old alike, will not allow themselves to be frightened out of defending the poor, the persecuted, the
radicals and the militant, the black people, the pacifists, and the political pariahs of this, our common
land.
But to those lawyers who may, in learning of what may happen to me, waver, I can only say this,

stand firm, remain true to those ideals of the law which even if openly violated here and in other places,
are true and glorious goals, and, above all, never desert those principles of equality, justice and freedom
without which life has little if any meaning.
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I may not be the greatest lawyer in the world, your Honor, but I think that I am at this moment,
along with my colleague, Leonard Weinglass, the most privileged. We are being punished for what we
believe in.
Your Honor, I am ready, sir, to be sentenced, and I would appreciate it if I could be permitted to

remain standing at this lectern where I have spent the greater part of the past five months, while you
do so.
Thank you.
(Applause.)
The Court: The marshals will remove those who have applauded from the courtroom. Remove them

from the courtroom. This circus has to end sometime.…
The Court:… I approach what I perceive to be my responsibility here just as unhappily as you

indicated you are. I, too, have been at the bar for a long time, many years longer than you. I have
practiced in the various state and federal courts throughout the land, not all, of course, but many.
I have to repeat what I have said in substance, that I have never heard a lawyer say to a judge

in substance the things that you have said to me during this trial. I know you are going to say—if I
permitted you to reply—you would say that I deserved them…
We decided questions here according to the law, as we perceive the law to be. As I indicated this

morning, to one of the defendants, if a lawyer or a party perceives that a ruling is erroneous, you
certainly, as a lawyer, know there are courts where you can proceed to have error corrected. We don’t
correct error doing it the way you have done.
The Court: Now, I know you, from some of the things you said here, ties in your own personal beliefs

with those of your clients, and you live your clients’ cases as though they are your own. Nobody disputes
that anyone under the Constitution of the United States charged with a crime has a right to counsel of
his choice, and if he hasn’t the money to employ a lawyer, just about every state and the Government,
itself, provide counsel at no cost to them. Certainly, that is the constitutional right of any citizen, or
anybody who comes in here charged with a crime. But a man with a crime has a right only to a defense
properly made, and that does not include what has gone on, the sort of thing that has gone on in this
courtroom.
We hear a lot of discussion by men in high political places about crime in this country. I am going

to make a rather unorthodox statement. First of all, there is a lot of crime, I know, because I have a lot
of criminal cases to try, and I have tried many criminal cases. I am one of those who believes that crime,
if it is on the increase, and I don’t have the statistics before me, in any jurisdiction, state or federal,
it is due in large part to the fact that waiting in the wings are lawyers who are willing to go beyond,
to go beyond professional responsibility, professional rights, and professional duty in their defense of a
defendant, and the fact that a defendant or some defendants know that such a lawyer is waiting in the
wings, I think, has a rather stimulating effect on the increase in crime.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I am glad your Honor spoke because I suddenly feel nothing but com-

passion for you. Everything else has dropped away.
[Defense Attorney Kunstler was sentenced to 4 years and 13 days on 24 counts of contempt.]
The Court:… Now we come to the matter of Leonard Weinglass. I will wait until those who wish to

leave the courtroom do so.…
…
Mr. Weinglass:… This has been a long, difficult, highly contested proceeding in which all of us at

one time or another have lost their sense of professional control and judgment. I only have to cite to
the court Mr. Schultz’ reference to the bathroom in front of the jury, for which he later apologized.
There were unlawful references to the fact that two of the defendants took the stand and perjured
themselves for which he apologized; Mr. Foran’s statement that Tom Hayden and Rennie Davis were
guilty of a crime for which they had neither been charged nor were before a grand jury, for which he
later apologized.
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But I have no quarrel with either Mr. Foran or Mr. Schultz. They were attorneys involved in a very
difficult adversary proceeding and they are entitled to errors of judgment, to loss of control, which they
committed in the course of this four and a half months.
For the same understandable defects, Mr. Kunstler and myself will have to serve time in jail.…
The Court:… This trial, whatever the result comes to be, could have been conducted fairly and

with dignity and without rancor or ill will. I can recall few instances—oh, I suppose every judge has
a run in with lawyers on occasions, but there have been few instances that I can recall where I have
had acrimonious or anything that approached an acrimonious discussion with a lawyer in respect to his
conduct. And I have tried cases in this courtroom and in the old court house across the street where
the defendants were widely publicized men in the field of crime and we went through trials involving
one or two or three months with no rancor [or] ill feeling. Sometimes there was a conviction, sometimes
not. But when a lawyer—but when the lawyers in the main were told what they had to do, they did
it. They did it. That is no matter of arrogance on the part of the judge; it is the way a trial should be
conducted, and you heard me use the words of Justice Frankfurter in my charge to the jury, “The judge
is the governor of the trial.”…
But there is rapidly growing up a tradition or a belief in this country that the only person on trial

is the defendant—that the only party to the trial is the defendant.…
The Court: I will hear you now only on the matter—I took time to digress because of your observa-

tions about—
Mr. Weinglass: If I could just answer that digression for a moment: With respect to our different

understandings of respect, I was hopeful when I came here that after 20 weeks the Court would know
my name and I didn’t receive that which I thought was the minimum—
The Court: Well, I am going to tell you about that.…
…
The Court: I have got a very close friend named Weinruss and I know nobody by the name of

Weinrob—and somehow or other the name of Weinruss stuck in my mind and it is your first appearance
here. You have seen lawyers pass before this bar all during your four to five months here whom I know
intimately and I scarcely ever forget a lawyer’s name even when he hasn’t been in for 20 years.
Mr. Weinglass: My natural instincts are and have always been to avoid, if possible, a protracted

fight. I am not as strong a man as Bill Kunstler by far, and I think I am more vulnerable to what I
perceive to be intimidation—whether it is or not. And I have had to fight that instinct here in court,
not only because I felt that the rights of other men were involved but because of the inspiration I drew
from Bill Kunstler as well as the other persons who have worked with me.
The Court: Did you ever feel like tapping one of those defendants, one or more of them, on the hand

when they were assailing me with vile epithets to say, “Hey, hey, be quiet?”
Mr. Weinglass: Does your Honor seriously believe that what was in conflict here in this courtroom

could have dissipated by an admonishment from Bill Kunstler or myself?
…
The Court: I judge your whole attitude toward the Court by your omission to do that. But I am

obligated under the law to particularize these items of contempt which I have.
Mr. Weinglass: I only need point out to the Court one thing in answer to that. Those men are

upstairs now, they are serving long prison terms, the Court made it known to them throughout this
trial that they would, and your Honor failed in your attempt to silence what they felt was their right
to speak out when they just couldn’t stand it any more, to sit and be silent.
[Defense Attorney Weinglass was sentenced to 20 months and 5 days on 14 counts of contempt.]
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VII. Verdict and Sentencing
TRANSCRIPT PAGES 21,819–22,302
The Court:
I understand, gentlemen, that the jury has brought in a verdict. Is the jury here? Have you brought

the jury here?
The Marshal:
Your Honor, the jury has reached a verdict.
[Thus, after four days of deliberations, the twelve jurors ended speculation that they would be unable

to reach the unanimous decision necessary for a determination of innocence or guilt on the counts in
the indictment.]
Five of the defendants—all but Froines and Weiner—had been individually charged in Counts II–VI

of crossing state lines with intent to incite a riot. Froines and Weiner were charged in Count VII with
teaching demonstrators how to make incendiary devices (Molotov cocktails).
[And all seven of the defendants were charged in Count I of the indictment of a conspiracy to cross

state lines with intent to incite a riot.
[If convicted of all charges, each defendant faced up to ten years in prison.
[We remind the reader that the dialogue that follows is the verbatim language of the participants in

the trial—ed.]
FEBRUARY 18, 1970
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, before the jury is brought in, may I make a statement? May I address the

Court, please?
The Court: You certainly may.
Mr. Schultz: Your Honor, I just have a couple of matters I would like to present to your Honor

before the jury is brought in. The first is that considering what has gone on in this courtroom before,
considering the fact that we have had a number of fist fights in the courtroom and miniature riots right
here in this courtroom and the last especially culminating last week even during the final arguments
with the staff members, relative to the defendants, who have been thrown out repeatedly—some, in
fact, are under charge before the United States Commissioner—and further because, your Honor, on
Saturday and on Sunday your Honor issued certain contempt citations in this case, we would ask your
Honor to have the court cleared of all spectators except the press, leaving the press, your staff, the
marshals, the defendants, and the attorneys, with orders to the people who remain direct orders to the
people who remain not to make any statement in this courtroom in the presence of the jury relating to
the contempt citations.
The Court: You may reply, Mr. Kunstler.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, we would want to voice the strongest possible objection to the first point,

the first application by the government, that is, that the court be cleared during the rendering of the
verdict. First of all we completely dispute his phrase “miniature riots” and the implication that what
occurred here in the courtroom was caused by the defendants. It is our contention—and I think the
facts bear it out—that if there was violence in this courtroom, it was provoked in the courtroom by
either the Government or the United States Marshals involved and that the violence that was provoked
was far in excess of any required.
There was the same overreaction here that we thought we had proved in Chicago in the streets in

late August of 1968.…
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… I don’t think that you ought to add to what we consider a totally unfair trial the last crowning
indignity that you could possibly do as far as these defendants were concerned and that is to let them
stand here alone surrounded only by the press, by the prosecution, and with their own attorneys, but
really alone in the most lonely way a man can be alone, divorced from his family and friends and
supporters at a moment in his life when he is about to hear the verdict of a jury in a criminal case and
one involving serious criminal penalties.
The Court: I will decide to enter this order: The following may remain: of course the defendants and

those who have sat at the Government’s table throughout this trial—the three lawyers and represen-
tatives of the Government. The defendants. The ladies and gentlemen of the press, all media. I direct
that no newspapers be exhibited in the presence of the jury. I would say counsel of record, of course,
for the defendants may be here.
…
Now all of the parties here other than those I have mentioned are directed to leave the courtroom.
A Voice:… [T]hey will dance on your grave, Julie, and the graves of the pig empire.
The Court: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the jury.
I am informed by the United States Marshal that you have reached a verdict or come to some

verdicts.
Is that true? Is there a forewoman or foreman?
The Foreman: A foreman.
The Court: You are the foreman?
The Foreman: Yes, sir.
The Court: Has the jury reached a verdict or some verdicts?
The Foreman: Yes, your Honor.
The Court: Would you hand the verdicts to the marshal, please, and, Mr. Marshal, will you hand

them to the clerk?
I direct the clerk to read the verdicts.
The Clerk: “We, the jury, find the Defendant David T. Dellinger guilty as charged in Count No. 2

of the indictment and not guilty as charged in Count No. 1.”…
“… the Defendant Rennard D. Davis guilty as charged in Count No. 3 of the indictment and not

guilty as charged in Count No. 1.”…
“… the Defendant Thomas E. Hayden guilty as charged in Count No. 4 of the indictment and not

guilty as charged in Count No. 1 of the indictment.”…
“… the Defendant Abbott H. Hoffman guilty as charged in Count No. 5 of the indictment and not

guilty as charged in Count No. 1 of the indictment.”…
“… the Defendant Jerry C. Rubin guilty as charged in Count No. 6 of the indictment and not guilty

as charged in Count No. 1 of the indictment.”…
“… the Defendant Lee Weiner not guilty as charged in the indictment.”…
“… the Defendant John R. Froines not guilty as charged in the indictment.”
Signed by Edward F. Kratzke, Foreman, and eleven other jurors.
Mr. Kunstler:… [W]e feel that pending appeal of what is going to be an extremely complicated

appeal and a long appeal involving the constitutionality of the law and many other aspects, I think that
we could at least at the twilight of this case agree together there are many complicated issues of law and
fact involved in this case and it would certainly not be called by any person a frivolous appeal under
any circumstances, and therefore I would urge that your Honor continue the bond that is presently in
effect, even though they have been convicted on one count of the two, and it was thought sufficient to
only have a $10,000 bond for that, for the two counts originally, that your Honor continue the bond on
appeal, pending appeal of this cause, of the $10,000 bond previously established by this Court for the
five men I have mentioned.
…
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The Court:… I have heard the evidence here. I have watched all of the defendants whom you asked
me to release on bail with respect to the counts on which they have been found guilty. From the evidence
and from their conduct in this trial, I find they are dangerous men to be at large and I deny your motion
for bail as to Dellinger, Davis, Hayden, Hoffman and Rubin respectively.
[The Court then adjourned for two days to determine the sentences to be imposed—ed.]
FEBRUARY 20, 1970
The Court:… I now proceed with the imposition of sentence. I will hear you for your clients, Mr.

Kunstler.
…
Mr. Kunstler: Well, your Honor, I say this. One, the defendents had no way of knowing they are

going to be sentenced today. Their families are not even present, which would seem to me in common
decency would be permitted.
The Court: The reasons—
Mr. Kunstler: Unless those words are contemptuous, too.
The Court: The reason they were kept out is my life was threatened by one of the members of the

family. I was told they would dance on my grave in one of the hearings here within the last week.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, are you serious?
The Court:… Mr. Dellinger, you have the right to speak in your own behalf.
…
Giving you the right to speak means you must be respectful, I said in substance, and I say it again.

I don’t want you to be anything other than respectful.
Mr. Dellinger: What does that mean? Only say things that you agree with, or does it mean I can

discuss—
The Court: Go ahead. I give you the right to speak, sir, in your own behalf.
…
Mr. Dellinger:… First, I think that every judge should be required to serve time in prison, to spend

time in prison before sentencing other people there so that he might become aware of the degrading
and anti-human conditions that persist not only in Cook County jail but in the prisons generally of this
country.…
…
Like Mr. Kunstler I feel more compassion for you, sir, than I do any hostility. I feel that you are

a man who has had too much power over the lives of too many people for too many years. You have
sentenced them to those degrading conditions that I am talking about without being aware fully of
what you are doing, and undoubtedly feeling correct and righteous, as often happens when people do
the most abominable things.
Mr. Dellinger:… I want to say that sending us to prison, any punishment the Government can impose

upon us, will not solve the problems that have gotten us into “trouble” with the Government and the
law in the first place; will not solve the problem of this country’s rampant racism, will not solve the
problem of the economic injustice, it will not solve the problem of the foreign policy and the attacks
upon the underdeveloped people of the world.…
The Government has misread the times in which we live just like there was a time when it was

possible to keep black people in slavery, and then it became impossible. So, this country is growing out
of the time when it is possible to keep young people, women, black people, Mexican-Americans, anti-war
people, people who believe in truth and justice and really believe in democracy, when it is going to be
possible to keep them quiet or suppress them.
Mr. Dellinger: Our movement is not very strong today. It is not united, it is not well organized. It is

very confused and makes a lot of mistakes, but there is the beginning of an awakening in this country
which has been going on for at least the last fifteen years, and it is an awakening that will not be denied.
Tactics will change, people will err, people will die in the streets and die in prison, but I do not believe
that this movement can be denied because however falsely applied the American ideal was from the
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beginning when it excluded black people, and Indians and people without property, nonetheless there
was a dream of justice and equality and freedom, and brotherhood, and I think that that dream is much
closer to fulfillment today than it has been at any time in the history of this country.
I only wish that we were all not just more eloquent, I wish we were smarter, more dedicated, more

united. I wish we could work together. I wish we could reach out to the Forans, and the Schultzes and
the Hoffmans, and convince them of the necessity of this revolution.
The Court: Mr. Davis, would you like to speak in your own behalf? You have that right.
Mr. Davis:… I do not think that it is a time to appeal to you or to appeal to the system that is

about to put me away.
I suppose if I were to make any appeals, it really should be to Agent Stanley or to J. Edgar Hoover,

because the sentence that I am about to receive comes not from you in my judgment but from the FBI.
This trial has been controlled by the police and the FBI and undercover agents from the beginning,
from the witnesses that have been paraded with their lies to that witness stand day after day after day
right up to the last sentence that is going to be delivered, comes from the FBI, and I don’t think the
FBI is interested in speeches. I don’t think the FBI is interested in words. I think that what moves a
government that increasingly is controlled by a police mentality is action. It is not a time for words; it
is a time that demands action. And since I did not get a jury of my peers, I look to the jury that is
in the streets. My jury will be in the streets tomorrow all across this country and the verdict from my
jury will keep coming in over the next long five years that you are about to give me in prison.
I guess if I have any hope at all it is that I am allowed out of prison by 1976 because in 1976 the

American people are not going to recount their history, they are going to relive their history, and when
I come out of prison it will be to move next door to Tom Foran. I am going to be the boy next door to
Tom Foran and the boy next door, the boy that could have been a judge, could have been a prosecutor,
could have been a college professor, is going to move next door to organize his kids into the revolution.
We are going to turn the sons and daughters of the ruling class in this country into Viet Cong.
The Court: Mr. Hayden, you have a right to speak in your own behalf.
Mr. Hayden:… Our intention in coming to Chicago was not to incite a riot. Our intention in coming

to Chicago was to see to it that certain things, that is, the right of every human being, the right to
assemble, the right to protest, can be carried out even where the Government chooses to suspend those
rights. It was because we chose to exercise those rights in Chicago in the jaws of a police state that we
are here today.…
We have known all along what the intent of the Government has been. We knew that before we set

foot on the streets of Chicago. We knew that before the famous events of August 28, 1968. If those
events didn’t happen, the Government would have had to invent them, as I think it did for much of its
evidence in this case, because they were bound to put us away. They had to put us away in some way
that would preserve the image of the system.
Mr. Hayden:… We would hardly be notorious characters if they had left us alone in the streets of

Chicago last year. It would have been a few thousand people. It would have been testimony to our
failure as organizers. But instead we became the architects, the master minds and the geniuses of a
conspiracy to overthrow the government. We were invented. We were chosen by the government to serve
as scapegoats for all that they wanted to prevent happening in the 1970’s. We were chosen because
we had a history in the 1960’s of doing things that had to be stopped.… So the Government has had
every reason to eliminate us because the Government operates from the theory that somebody must be
behind these things and because we have been so active and aggressive, it must be us, and by putting
us away, that will put an end to the problems.
Mr. Hayden:… I want the press to try to understand how we view the structuring [of] our indictment.

First of all pick Weiner and Froines, innocent young men, so if they are found guilty, that will scare every
innocent young person who might associate with leaders, who might go to a demonstration, because
they are average people, and when people saw them indicted, they said, “Well, that could have been
me.”
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Also it gives you plenty of room to negotiate if the jury doesn’t want to feel that it’s putting every-
body away, the jury can always negotiate out Froines and Weiner—why not, because they’ll obviously
show up to be much less guilty than the others.
Then give us two counts instead of one so you have a maximum and a minimum. Ten years, that

will be nice, but if the jury finds us guilty on one and not guilty on the other, that will look to people
like the whole thing came out fairly.
Mr. Hayden:… I think we will not be given bail which is the ultimate example, the ultimate example

of the suspension of constitutional rights, the ultimate example of refusing to extend constitutional
rights to people who might use them effectively.
It is all right to let Mafia people out on bail. It is all right to let murderers out on bail. It is all right

to let DeSapio out on bail. They walked right out of the courtroom; it is not going to be all right to let
us out on bail because they will say, there is an incendiary situation.
Mr. Hayden: People have tried through the system, people have tried through all of the avenues to

register their feelings. Then they have gone home to watch color TV and have oxtail soup, and to see
their four-year-old poodle hoping that nobody blames them.…
The tragedy is that people of that older generation do not know yet how to hold out, and probably

never will, do not know how to fight to the end.… I have no doubt that if we had a jury of our peers,
by any definition anybody wants to give to the word peers, if we had a jury of our peers we would have
walked out of this place, or we would have had an absolutely hung jury because younger people in the
country today know what principles are, and know what bullshit is, and know how to stand up and are
not in the least afraid of expressing their convictions in the face of the state, in the face of the troops,
in the face of police.
Mr. Hayden: If you didn’t want to make us martyrs, why did you do it? If you wanted to keep it

cool, why didn’t you give us a permit? You know. You know if you had given us a permit, you know
if you had given slightly different instructions, very little would have happened last year in Chicago.
Ramsey Clark knows it. He survived many more street confrontations than most people in this room,
no matter how much you want to call him an intellectual from Washington.…
… You don’t believe it but we have to do this. We have no choice. We had no choice in Chicago. We

had no choice in this trial. The people always do what they have to do. Every person who is born now
and every person under thirty now feels an imperative to do the kind of things that we are doing. They
may not act on them, they may not act on them immediately, but they feel the same imperatives because
they are part of the same generation. They are part of the same body of people that came to life in the
1950’s and 1960’s and saw things differently from the older people. So they feel an imperative. They
are proclaiming that imperative from the streets. Some day they are going to proclaim the imperative
from the bench and from the courthouse. It’s only a matter of time. It’s only a matter of time. You can
give us time. You are going to give us time. But it is only a matter of time.
[Following Mr. Hayden’s statements, the court recessed for the lunch hour—ed.]
[Following the recess]
The Court: Mr. Hoffman, the law gives you the right to speak in your own behalf. I will hear you if

you have anything to say.
Mr. Abbie Hoffman: Thank you.
I feel like I have spent 15 years watching John Daly shows about history: You Are There. It is sort

of like taking LSD, which I recommend to you, Judge. I know a good dealer in Florida. I could fix you
up.
Mr. Hoffman: Right from the beginning of the indictment, up until the end of the trial, I always

wanted to change my plea. I had just like a great urge to confess; say, “I am guilty,” because I felt what
the State was calling me was an enemy of the State and I am an enemy of the State, I am an enemy of
the America as it is now, with a K.…
Mr. Foran says that we are evil men, and I suppose that is sort of a compliment. He says that we are

unpatriotic. Unpatriotic? I don’t know, that has a kind of jingleistic ring. I suppose I am not patriotic.
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But he says we are un-American. I don’t feel un-American. I feel very American. I feel very close to
the vision of America in that film, the Yippie film you wouldn’t allow into evidence, because it didn’t
go into our intent.
It said it is not that the Yippies hate America. It is that they feel the American dream has been

betrayed. That has been my attitude.
I know those guys on the wall. I know them better than you, I feel. I know Adams. I mean, I know

all the Adams. They grew up 20 miles from my home in Massachusetts. I played with Sam Adams on
the Concord Bridge. I was there when Paul Revere rode right up on his motorcycle and said, “The pigs
are coming, the pigs are coming. Right into Lexington.” I was there. I know the Adams. Sam Adams
was an evil man.
Thomas Jefferson. Thomas Jefferson called for revolution every ten years. Thomas Jefferson had an

agrarian reform program that made Mao Tse-tung look like a liberal. I know Thomas Jefferson.…
Washington? I now respect Bobby Seale’s opinion of him as a slaveholder because he was. All men

are children of their times, even revolutionaries. We are children of our times and we are not perfect.
Washington grew pot. He called it hemp. It was called hemp then. He was probably a pot head.…
Abraham Lincoln? There is another one. In 1861 Abraham Lincoln in his inaugural address said,

and I quote, “When the people shall grow weary of their constitutional right to amend the government,
they shall exert their revolutionary right to dismember and overthrow that government.”
He gave that speech. If Abraham Lincoln had given that speech in Lincoln Park, he would be on

trial right here, right here in this courtroom, because that is an inciteful speech…
Mr. Hoffman: It wasn’t funny last night sitting in a prison cell, a 5 x 8 room, with no light in the

room.…
There’s no light. It’s not a nice place for a Jewish boy to be, with a college education. I’m sure my

mother would say that.
Speaking about that, I remember when we were speaking before, you said, “Tom Hayden, you could

have had a nice position in the system, you could have had a job in the firm.” We have heard that for
the past ten years, all of us have heard that. And our only beauty is that we don’t want a job. We don’t
want a job there, in that system. We say to young people, “There is a brilliant future for you in the
revolution. Become an enemy of the State. A great future. You will save your soul.”…
The Court: The next defendant, Mr. Rubin, do you desire to speak in your own behalf? You have

that privilege.
Mr. Rubin:… You see, you are not jailing five individuals. You are jailing a historical movement. We

are symbols. You can just read the paper and see what is happening.…
… I am going to jail because I am part of a historical movement and because of my life, the things I

am trying to do, because, as Abbie said, we don’t want to be—we don’t want to have a piece of the pie.
We don’t just want to be part of the American way of life. We don’t want to live in the suburbs. We

don’t want to have college degrees.
We don’t want to stand before the Judge and say, “Yes, we respect you, Judge, no matter what

happens.” We don’t want that. We are moved by something else.…
Mr. Rubin:… There is a family around this table. We have called this the life versus death culture.

Anybody walking in the courtroom could see this life versus death culture. People in this courtroom
were a family, together like this. The people here were like machines, machines, and so the machines
are sentencing the human beings to jail.… My gosh, what is happening in this courtroom? What is
happening in this country? What is going on? The five of us are to blame for what happened in August
of 1968. Incredible.…
Mr. Rubin: A father tells his son, “Respect me or else.” That’s what America told its youth. America

told its youth, “Respect us or else.” The kids grow up saying, “I am not going to respect you or else.
When you are killing black people, I am not going to respect you.”…
Mr. Rubin: We are on trial because we are trying to wake America up. We are on trial because

we are trying to wake it up emotionally, because it turned us all into machines, it turned us all into
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marshals, reporters, judges, prosecutors; it’s destroyed our humanity. So the people at this table are
trying to wake it up, and the only way we can wake it up is by screaming, yelling, standing on our heads,
doing whatever we can do. That’s what we tried to do during this trial. That’s what our defense was.
Our defense was trying to present our life to this jury. We were doing—we acted in this trial just

the way we always act. We didn’t do a single thing to try and get a not guilty verdict; to try and get
someone’s respect. We were ourselves. And you are sentencing us for being ourselves. That’s our crime:
being ourselves.…
Judge, I want to give you a copy of this book. I want you to read it on your vacation in Florida,

because this is why I am on trial. I inscribed it… “Julius, You radicalized more young people than we
ever could. You’re the country’s top Yippie.”…
… [W]e are going to go to jail with smiles on our faces because we are the happiest people in the

courtroom because we know what is happening because you are jailing your youth, America. That’s what
you are doing. You are jailing your youth. And you are jailing it for the crime of dreaming, dreaming of
an alternative. You are jailing it for the crime of idealism. Our crime is idealism. That’s the only thing.
And there is this slogan, you can jail the revolutionary but you can’t jail a revolution.…
What you are doing out there is creating millions of revolutionaries, millions of revolutionaries. Julius

Hoffman, you have done more to destroy the court system in this country than any of us could have
done. All we did was go to Chicago and the police system exposed itself as totalitarian. All we did is
walk into the courtroom and the court system exposed itself as totalitarian.… Maybe now people will
be interested in what happens in the courthouse down the street because of what happens here. Maybe
now people will be interested.
This is the happiest moment of my life.
The Defendants: RIGHT ON.
The Court: I call on the Government to reply to the remarks of the defendants and each of them.
Mr. Foran: The Government has no comment on their remarks, your Honor. I think the evidence in

the case speaks for itself.
[The Court then sentenced Defendants David Dellinger, Rennie Davis, Tom Hayden, Abbie Hoffman

and Jerry Rubin to prison for individual terms of five years and fines of $5,000 each, the maximum
penalties permitted]
The Court:—the defendant[s] to stand committed until the fine and costs have been paid, the prison

terms to run concurrently with the prison term or prison sentence previously imposed for direct contempt
of Court in the presence of the Court.
Not only on the record in this case, covering a period of four months or longer, but from the remarks

made by the defendants themselves here today, the Court finds that the defendants are clearly dangerous
persons to be at large. Therefore the commitments here will be without bail.…
[The defendants were freed on bail on February 28, 1970 by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals—

ed.]
[Colloquy between the Court and Mr. Kunstler]
The Court: I gave you an opportunity to speak at the very beginning. You said counsel did not

desire to speak.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, couldn’t I say my last words without cutting me off?
The Court: You said you didn’t want to speak.
Mr. Kunstler: Your Honor, I just said a moment ago we had a concluding remark. Your Honor has

succeeded perhaps in sullying it, and I think that maybe that is the way the case should end, as it
began.
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Photographs



Original courtroom illustrations from the trial by Howard Brodie and Verna Sadock.

1. Abbie Hoffman
2. Jerry Rubin
3. Rennie Davis
4. Tom Hayden
5. David Dellinger
6. Lee Weiner
7. John Froines
8. The eighth defendant, Black Panther chairman Bobby Seale
9. The seven defendants and their two lawyers
10. The Courtroom
11. Defense lawyer William Kunstler
12. Defense lawyer Leonard Weinglass
13. U.S. Attorney Thomas Foran
14. Judge Julius J. Hoffman
15. The Jury
16. Allen Ginsberg, reciting a poem during his testimony
17. Abbie Hoffman before court starts for the day
18. Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, entering the courtroom in judicial robes
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Appendices



APPENDIX A. Contempt Proceedings
and Appeals
1. CONTEMPT CONVICTIONS
To enable the reader to locate those actions and statements for which the defendants and their

attorneys were cited for contempt of court by Judge Hoffman, we include the following examples, cross-
referenced to the date on which they occurred. This is a partial, but representative, list.

David Dellinger

October 15: Calling Judge “Mr. Hoffman”—6 months
October 28: Protesting a Court ruling—7 days
October 30: Commenting aloud without permission—7 days
November 26: Criticizing the Court—4 days
December 15: Protesting removal of Mr. Ball—6 days
January 9: Protesting bathroom facilities—3 days

Laughing—3 days
January 12: Ridiculing Judge’s ruling—5 days
January 14: Insulting the Court—6 months
January 23: Arguing with Judge—4 months
January 24: Reacting to a prosecution statement concerning

Senator Robert Kennedy—2 days
February 4: Commenting sarcastically—7 days Using a barn-

yard epithet—5 months
TOTAL: 32 counts; 29 months, 16 days
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Rennie Davis

October 22: Telling Seale “They arrested your [birthday] cake,
Bobby”—2 days

November 26: Talking back to Judge—14 days
December 15: Laughing—15 days
January 9: Shouting—7 days
January 12: Interrupting the proceedings—1 day
January 28: Interrupting and criticizing prosecutor Schultz—

3 months
February 2: Applauding—14 days Objecting to exclusion of

Reverend Abernathy—7 days
February 4: Shouting a barnyard epithet—5 months
February 5: Asking to defend themselves—14 days
TOTAL: 23 counts; 25 months, 19 days

Tom Hayden

September 26: Raising fist in greeting—2 days
October 29: Protesting treatment of Seale—1 month Refusing

to stand when court recessed—1 day
January 9: Laughing at the Court—1 day
TOTAL: 11 counts; 14 months, 14 days

Abbie Hoffman

September 26: Blowing kiss to jury—1 day
October 23: Showing newspaper in courtroom—7 days
October 29: Renouncing last name—7 days Refusing to stand

when court recessed—1 day
November 12: Laughing—7 days
November 26: Renouncing last name—1 month
December 15: Laughing at the Court—14 days
December 30: Commenting out of turn while on witness stand—

14 days
January 9: Laughing at the Court—7 days
February 4: Baring body to jury—4 days Insulting Judge—5

days
February 5: Insulting Judge in Yiddish—6 days
February 6: Entering courtroom in judicial robes—7 days
TOTAL: 23 counts; 8 months
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Jerry Rubin

October 29: Refusing to stand when court recessed—1 day
October 30: Protesting treatment of Seale and using

obscenity—4 months
February 3: Attempting to shake hands with Government

witness—2 months
February 4: Calling Judge a fascist—6 months
February 5: Berating Judge—6 months
February 6: Entering courtroom in judicial robes—7 days
TOTAL: 15 counts; 25 months, 23 days

John Froines

October 29: Refusing to stand when court recessed—1 day
February 3: Claiming that witness was lying—2 months
February 5: Yelling in court—14 days
TOTAL: 10 counts; 6 months, 15 days

Lee Weiner

October 29: Refusing to stand when court recessed—1 day
December 1: Statement to attorney is overheard by Court—1

month
January 14: Applauding Dellinger’s speech—14 days
January 28: Berating prosecutor Schultz—1 month
TOTAL: 7 counts; 2 months, 18 days
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William Kunstler

October 15: Participating in Moratorium Day activities in
courtroom—14 days

October 30: Berating the Court for its treatment of Seale—3
months Refusing to cease argument—14 days

December 9: Accusing Court of interfering with defense—14
days

January 6: Disobeying Court order concerning Mayor
Daley—6 months

January 14: Continuing argument after Court’s order to
stop—7 days

January 20: Refusing Court order to sit—14 days
January 22: Refusing to silence defendants—21 days
February 2: Disobeying Court’s orders—2 counts, 6 months

each
February 4: Admonishing the Court—4 months
February 5: Refusing to sit down when requested—1 month
TOTAL: 24 counts; 48 months, 13 days

Leonard Weinglass

September 26: Continuing argument when told to cease—2 days
October 30: Criticizing Court—14 days
TOTAL: 14 counts; 20 months, 5 days

Bobby Seale was sentenced to four years in prison on 16 counts of contempt of court, each carrying
a three-month sentence, on the same day Judge Hoffman declared a mistrial in his case. His actions in
this book on the following dates are among those that Judge Hoffman cited for contempt: October 14,
October 20, October 27, October 29 and October 30, and November 5.

2. APPEAL OF CONTEMPT CONVICTIONS
Of the 159 contempt convictions against the seven defendants and their lawyers, the Seventh Circuit

Court of Appeals in May 1972 threw out 18 completely and ordered a new trial on the other 141. The
court instructed that the new trial had to be a jury trial if a defendant could be sentenced to a total of
more than six months if convicted on all the recharged counts. It also said that Judge Hoffman could
not preside over the new trials.
In the Matter of David Dellinger et al. (7th Circuit Court of Appeals 1972): https://law.justia.com/

cases/federal/appellate-courts/F2/461/389/400447/
In a separate opinion on the same day, the Court of Appeals threw out four of Bobby Seale’s contempt

convictions completely and ordered a new trial before a different judge on the other twelve. Because
of Seale’s insistence that Kunstler did not represent him and that he had no lawyer other than the
absent Charles Garry, the court said that Judge Hoffman was required to hold a hearing to determine
the veracity of his claims. Judge Hoffman’s failure to hold that hearing, the appeals court said, violated
Seale’s Sixth Amendment right to counsel. The government did not seek a new trial on the overturned
charges.
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United States v. Seale (7th Circuit Court of Appeals 1972): https://www.leagle.com/decision/
1972806461f2d3451759

3. NEW TRIAL ON THE CONTEMPT CHARGES
A new trial was held in late 1973 with a new judge, Edward Gignoux, presiding. The government

dropped 89 of the 141 contempt charges before the trial began. It also agreed, to avoid trying the case
before a jury, to limit the jail sentences of anyone found guilty to a maximum of 177 days. (The Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals had instructed that a jury trial would be required for defendants who could
be sentenced to six months or longer for contempt of court if found guilty on all charges.) After a four-
and-a-half-week trial, only Dellinger, Hoffman, Rubin, and Kunstler were convicted, Dellinger of seven
charges and the others of two each. The charges against Davis, Froines, Hayden, Weiner and Weinglass
were dismissed entirely. Despite the government’s request that the four defendants found guilty of
contempt be given jail sentences, Judge Gignoux said that it would serve no purpose “in the particular
circumstances here present” and refused. Dellinger, Hoffman, Rubin, and Kunstler subsequently appealed
their convictions to the Seventh Circuit; the appeals court upheld Judge Gignoux’s decision in 1974.
Judge Gignoux’s opinion: https://www.leagle.com/decision/19731674370fsupp130411491
7th Circuit opinion upholding Judge Gignoux’s rulings: https://www.leagle.com/decision/

19741315502f2d81311197

4. APPEAL OF “INTENT TO RIOT” CHARGES
The five defendants convicted of crossing state lines with the intent to incite a riot—all but Froines

and Weiner, who weren’t indicted on that count—appealed the jury’s guilty verdicts and their five-year
jail sentences. In November 1972, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously reversed the jury’s
decision and ordered a new trial if the government wanted to pursue the matter. In addition to finding
numerous evidentiary and procedural legal errors that required reversal, the court severely criticized
Judge Hoffman’s behavior. It said that his “deprecatory and often antagonistic attitude toward the
defense” was evident from the trial’s start and that his conduct, as well as that of the prosecutors,
would have required reversing the convictions even if the other errors did not. In January 1973, the
Justice Department announced that it would not seek a new trial on the overturned charges.
7th Circuit Opinion: https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F2/472/340/368222/
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APPENDIX B. The Principals—After the
Trial
THE DEFENDANTS
Rennie Davis (1941– )
One of only two defendants to be called as a witness at the trial, Davis is still seeking to change

the world but no longer by organizing large political demonstrations. Believing that the world as it now
exists is unsustainable—politically, environmentally, and economically—and that the way to change
the world is by individuals transforming themselves through greater self-awareness until a movement is
ignited, Davis frequently lectures and regularly conducts self-awareness workshops for individuals.
He is chairman of the Colorado-based Foundation for Humanity and the author of The New Human-

ity: A Movement to Change the World. He is also a principal in Great Turning Solutions, a consulting
firm that creates cash flow forecasting and other business systems for companies. Davis coaches com-
pany executives, advises companies on ways to increase the value of their workforces by ending cultures
of finger-pointing and blame, and conducts self-awareness and personnel empowerment workshops for
employees.
https://ffh.org/about/ (his web site bio)
https://ffh.org/ (Foundation for Humanity web site)
David Dellinger (1915–2004)
Dellinger, whom Judge Hoffman cited for contempt on more counts than any other participant in

the trial, continued to organize and participate in nonviolent demonstrations until shortly before his
death in 2004.
Among the social justice causes for which he demonstrated were income equality, prison reform,

racial justice, and Native American rights. In 1987 he was arrested and convicted for protesting in the
Capitol Rotunda against US government support for the Nicaraguan contras. In 1988, he demonstrated
at the Pentagon against US policy toward Central America.
In 1992, at the age of 77, he fasted for 42 days as part of a demonstration in Washington, DC,

organized by the People’s Fast for Justice and Peace in the Americas. In 2000, when he was 85 years
old, he was in Okinawa, Japan, protesting a proposed US military base there. The next year he was
in Quebec City protesting against a proposed free trade agreement among North American and South
American countries.
He moved to Vermont in 1980, living there until his death, but traveled throughout the country

lecturing and participating in demonstrations. In Vermont, he wrote, edited an alternative weekly, and
taught in a degree-granting adult education program at a local college.
In 1992, he was awarded the Peace Abbey Courage of Conscience Award for his lifelong commitment

to pacifism. His autobiography, From Yale to Jail: The Life Story of a Moral Dissenter, was published
in 1993.
https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/the-good-fighter/Content?oid=2129055
“The Good Fighter” from Seven Days (2004), a Vermont weekly that Dellinger had edited
John Froines (1939– )
Froines, a highly respected scientist and public health advocate living in California, has coauthored

more than 130 articles in academic journals assessing the toxicity of chemicals and other pollutants and
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their effect on human health and the environment. He is currently professor emeritus in the Department
of Environmental Health Sciences at UCLA’s Fielding School of Public Health, having joined the UCLA
faculty in 1981 and retired in 2011. For 25 years, he was director of the school’s Center for Occupational
and Environmental Health. He is a former chair of the California Air Resources Board’s Scientific Review
Panel on Toxic Air Contaminants, where he often incurred the anger of industry groups. During the
Carter administration, he served as deputy director of the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health and as director of OSHA’s Office of Toxic Substances Standards.
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1990-01-30-vw-1032-story.html
“ ‘60s Radical Puts Past Behind Him” from the Los Angeles Times (1990)
https://www.sacbee.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/article2583718.html
“From an obscure panel, John Froines made a difference in our lives” from The Sacramento Bee

(2013)
Tom Hayden (1939–2016)
After the trial, in 1972, Hayden and Jane Fonda (whom he married in 1973) founded the Indochina

Peace Campaign. The group lobbied Congress to stop funding the VietnamWar and held rallies through-
out the United States urging Americans to contact their congressional representatives as part of that
lobbying effort.
A lifelong activist, Hayden in the mid-1970s decided to work within the system to advance his

progressive ideas and turned to electoral politics. After losing a Democratic primary campaign for
US senator from California in 1976, he and Fonda founded a grassroots organization that supported
progressive candidates for local office in California, many of them successfully. Hayden himself served
in the California state legislature from 1982–2000, first as a state assemblyman and then in the state
senate. He was criticized from the left for “selling out” and from the right for his antiwar views and
advocacy of progressive legislation.
At the time of his death in 2016, he was director of the Peace and Justice Resource Center in Cali-

fornia, which he had founded a decade earlier to increase national attention on America’s involvement
in the Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan wars.
A prolific writer, he was the author of more than 20 books and a member of The Nation’s editorial

board. Hayden and Fonda divorced in 1990. His third wife, whom he married in 1993, survived him.
https://prospect.org/economy/tom-hayden-always-rocked-boat/
“Tom Hayden Always Rocked The Boat,” from The American Prospect (2016)
Abbie Hoffman (1936–1989)
Hoffman continued his activism after the trial, primarily through lecture tours and writing. In 1972,

he campaigned for George McGovern in McGovern’s race against Richard Nixon for president. But
he had financial difficulties and became increasingly depressed. Arrested for selling cocaine in 1973,
he jumped bail and went underground, changing his name and—with plastic surgery—his appearance.
While underground, he wrote, taught, and worked as a cook and was a community activist. He helped
start an environmental group in upstate New York in 1976 that protested the dredging of the St.
Lawrence River.
Hoffman surrendered in September 1980. In a plea deal, Hoffman pleaded guilty to possession of co-

caine in exchange for the Manhattan district attorney dropping bail jumping and sale of cocaine charges.
He was released from jail after four months, two of them served in a work-release program counseling
heroin addicts. Although Hoffman continued writing, lecturing, and participating in demonstrations
after his release, his depression from the post-trial years never lifted. He died by suicide (an overdose
of barbiturates combined with scotch) in 1989. He was 52.
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/abbie-hoffman-free-last/
“Abbie Hoffman: Free at Last” from The Nation (1992)
https://mediaburn.org/video/tales-of-hoffman-abbie-and-julius-and-the-chicago-conspiracy-trial-3/
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“Tales of Hoffman: Abbie and Julius and the Chicago Conspiracy Trial,” a 13-minute 2001 video
about the two Hoffmans and the interplay between their personalities (including interviews with Tom
Foran, John Froines, Richard Schultz and Leonard Weinglass)
Jerry Rubin (1938–1994)
Of all the defendants at the trial, Rubin is the one whose life afterward differed most from his life

in the 1960s.
In the 1970s, he explored a variety of New Age self-awareness and health programs, eventually

deciding to forgo political activism and seek conventional success. He became director of business de-
velopment at a small Wall Street investment banking firm in 1981. For much of the 1980s he organized
regular networking parties at New York nightclubs for people interested in making business contacts
and socializing. Rubin moved to California in 1991, where he successfully marketed and distributed
nutritional supplements in an Amway-type marketing program.
Rubin died in 1994 after being hit by a car.
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1992-01-21-fi-720-story.html
“Freedom is Still Rubin’s Motto” from the Los Angeles Times (1992)
Bobby Seale (1936– )
Bobby Seale speaks regularly at college campuses throughout the United States. In his talks, he urges

listeners to become active in grassroots electoral politics, either by working for progressive candidates
or running for office themselves.
His sentences for contempt were overturned by a federal appeals court in May 1972. The court

criticized Judge Hoffman for insisting that William Kunstler, not Charles Garry, represented Seale.
Seale was not retried on the contempt charges, the conspiracy charge or the intent to riot charge.
Seale ran for mayor of Oakland, California, in a nine-person race in 1973. He came in second but

lost to the incumbent in a runoff.
Living in Philadelphia from the mid-1980s until 2002, Seale taught political science at Temple

University and was a community liaison officer for the college.
His autobiography, A Lonely Rage, was published in 1978. He has lived in Oakland since 2002.
http://www.bobbyseale.com/ (his web site)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHcuXVRTULg
A 2019 speech by Seale at the University of Michigan during Black History month
Lee Weiner (1939– )
In 1971, a year after the trial ended, Weiner received his PhD in sociology from Northwestern

University. His dissertation was on “becoming a professional revolutionary.” He had started his doctoral
studies in 1967, two years after receiving an MSW in psychiatric social work from Loyola University in
Chicago.
Weiner has spent most of the past thirty years managing direct mail and telemarketing campaigns

for two nonprofit corporations, raising millions of dollars annually for each. He was vice president for
direct response for Americares, a disaster relief and global health organization, from 2006–2017. From
1988–2004, he served as director of direct response for the Anti-Defamation League, where he also
worked on membership development.
Weiner, who has described himself on LinkedIn as “an aspirational anarcho-commie agitator and

guest speaker/lecturer,” is now retired and living in Florida. His memoir, Conspiracy to Riot: The Life
and Times of One of the Chicago 7, was scheduled for publication in August 2020.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zhyblh246urlvr2/Weiner.pdf?dl=0
“Lee Weiner: The Revolutionary,” from Generation on Fire: Voices of Protest from the 1960s, An

Oral History by Jeff Kisseloff
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THE DEFENSE
William Kunstler (1919–1995)
Kunstler continued to add to his reputation as a dedicated radical lawyer after the trial. In 1971, he

negotiated with New York State officials on behalf of prisoners who had taken control of Attica prison,
though police stormed the prison before any agreement could be reached. In 1973 he represented Native
Americans in a standoff with federal authorities at Wounded Knee, South Dakota.
From 1985 onward, he unsuccessfully attempted to get a new trial for Wayne Williams, a black man

convicted of murdering two adults in 1982, because prosecutors introduced evidence attributing recent
child murders in Atlanta to him while withholding evidence that the Klan may have been involved
instead.
Kunstler’s multiple appeals on behalf of Native American activist Leonard Peltier, convicted in

1977 of murdering two FBI agents in 1975, were continually denied despite the subsequent disclosure of
significant deficiencies in the evidence against Peltier. In 1986 Kunstler filed a $50 million lawsuit on
behalf of Darryl Cabey, paralyzed in 1984 when he and three other black teenagers were shot on the
New York City subway by a man they demanded give them five dollars.
In 1988 Kunstler convinced a jury to acquit Larry Davis, a black New Yorker charged with attempting

to murder nine police officers, by arguing that Davis shot at them in self-defense when they tried to kill
him so he couldn’t testify against them in a corruption trial. Kunstler also argued successfully before
the Supreme Court, in 1989 about a Texas law and in 1990 about a federal law, that criminalizing flag
burning violated the First Amendment.
Kunstler unsuccessfully appealed the 1990 rape conviction of one of the Central Park Five, Yusef

Salaam, on grounds that the police tricked Salaam into a false confession; New York’s highest court
rejected the argument and upheld the conviction in 1993. Nearly seven years after Kunstler’s death in
1995 at age 76, someone else confessed to the crime.
https://archive.vanityfair.com/article/1992/3/the-most-hated-lawyer-in-america
“The Most Hated Lawyer in America” from Vanity Fair (1992)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UL7Ct_urpUY
A two-minute excerpt from William Kunstler: Disturbing the Universe, a 2009 video biography of

Kunstler by his daughters Emily and Sarah
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WySBETNGH3k
The Lawyer’s Role, a one-hour dialogue between Mr. Kunstler and host William F. Buckley, Jr.,

host of Firing Line (1971)
Leonard Weinglass (1933–2011)
Weinglass continued defending unpopular people and causes throughout his life. His clients included

Angela Davis, Symbionese Liberation Army cofounders Bill and Emily Harris, Kathy Boudin, and
Mumia Abu-Jamal.
In 1972, he wrote the trial brief for Angela Davis, a militant black activist charged with murder.

In 1973 he defended Pentagon Papers codefendant Anthony Russo. When the Symbionese Liberation
Army kidnapped newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst in 1974, he represented two of the group’s founders.
He also defended Kathy Boudin on murder charges after members of the Black Liberation Army killed
two policemen and a Brinks security guard following a 1981 bank robbery.
From 1992–2001, Weinglass was chief counsel for Mumia Abu-Jamal, a broadcast journalist still on

death row after a 1981 conviction for killing a Philadelphia police officer, a conviction Abu-Jamal says
was racially motivated.
At the time of his death, Weinglass was appealing the conviction of five Cubans who said they were

working to stop terrorist attacks against Cuba by Miami-based groups but were convicted of spying for
Cuba.
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/my-friend-len-weinglass/
“My Friend Len Weinglass” from The Nation (2011)
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THE PROSECUTION
Thomas Foran (1924–2000)
Foran resigned as the United States Attorney in Chicago shortly after the trial ended and returned

to Foran & Wiss, a Chicago law firm he cofounded in 1957 and had left in 1968 to become the US
Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois. Expert in eminent domain issues, Foran and his firm
regularly represented the city of Chicago, other Illinois localities, and private developers in acquiring
privately owned land by eminent domain for public development. A staunch Democrat, he actively
campaigned for Adlai Stevenson III in the latter’s successful campaign for US senator from Illinois in
1970. In 1972, Foran unsuccessfully sought the party’s nomination for governor of Illinois. A tenacious
and skilled trial lawyer, Foran often represented Illinois politicians accused of corruption and organized
crime figures in criminal matters. He practiced law actively until shortly before his death of cancer in
2000 at age 76. The Illinois State Bar Association gave him its Laureate Award posthumously in 2001.
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2000-08-07-0008070028-story.html
Obituary from the Chicago Tribune
Richard G. Schultz (1938– )
Schultz, who had joined the US Attorney’s office in Chicago in 1964, resigned as chief of its criminal

division in 1970 at the same time as Thomas Foran, his boss, resigned as US Attorney there. He then
joined Foran’s law firm, which became Foran, Wiss & Schultz in 1973 and Foran & Schultz in 1991.
Schultz expanded the law firm’s practice into complex civil litigation and left when the firm dissolved
four months after Foran’s death in 2000. He then joined Schwartz Cooper Greenberger & Krauss, a
larger Chicago law firm, as a senior partner and head of its litigation department. That firm later
merged with the Chicago office of Dykema, a large national law firm, from which Schultz retired in 2011.
He and his wife of more than fifty-five years live outside Chicago.

THE JUDGE
Julius J. Hoffman (1895–1983)
Judge Hoffman, who had been admitted to the Illinois bar in 1915, retired from active service in

February 1972, taking senior status and hearing less complicated cases. In a Life magazine interview
that year while appeals of the contempt convictions and jury verdict were pending, he said of the trial,
“If I had to do it over again, I’d do it exactly the same. They got a fair trial.” In 1982, following lawyers’
complaints that he was drowsy on the bench and erratic, the district court’s executive committee ordered
that no new cases be assigned to him. Hoffman nonetheless continued going to his chambers daily until
his death the next year. On the day before he died, he presided in court over a citizenship ceremony for
150 new Americans. Hoffman had attended the National Prayer Breakfast as President Nixon’s guest
after the trial ended in 1970. The Gridiron Club also honored him at its annual dinner the same year.
jfk.hood.edu/Collection/Weisberg Subject Index Files/D Disk/Democratic National Convention/

Item 020.pdf
“Some off-bench opinions from Judge Julius Hoffman” from Life Magazine (1972)
https://mediaburn.org/video/tales-of-hoffman-abbie-and-julius-and-the-chicago-conspiracy-trial-3/
“Tales of Hoffman: Abbie and Julius and the Chicago Conspiracy Trial,” a 13-minute 2001 video

about the two Hoffmans and the interplay between their personalities (including interviews with Tom
Foran, John Froines, Richard Schultz and Leonard Weinglass)
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APPENDIX C. Index of Witnesses
Following are the names of witnesses whose testimony the editors have excerpted for inclusion in

this book, with the dates on which their testimony first appears.
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Baugher, Albert 12/5/69
Bock, Irwin 11/12/69
Bond, Julian 1/13/70
Braithwaite, Richard 12/4/69
Bradley, Paul 1/7/70
Callender, Barbara 11/10/69
Carcerano, Kenneth 10/21/69
Casper, Robert 10/20/69
Chandler, Christopher 1/12/70
Clark, Ramsey 1/28/70
Collins, Judy 1/22/70
Conyers, John 1/29/70
Cunningham, Mona 1/6/70
Dahl, Mary Ellen 10/3/69
Daley, Richard 1/6/70
Davis, Rennie 1/23/70
Diamant, Sarah 12/10/69
Evans, David 1/8/70
Fernandez, Richard 1/15/70
Frapolly, William 10/28/69
Gilman, Carl 10/17/69
Ginsberg, Allen 12/11/69
Goodwin, Richard 1/16/70
Gregory, Dick 12/15/69
Guthrie, Arlo 1/15/70
Hale, Joseph 11/21/69
Hall, Duane 12/23/69
Healy, Joseph 10/30/69
Hoffman, Abbie 12/23/69
Jackson, Jesse 1/30/70
Kalish, Donald 1/9/70
Kerr, Anne 12/10/69
Kissinger, Charles 1/13/70
Krassner, Paul 1/21/70
Kunen, James 1/14/70
Lane, Mark 1/9/70
Leary, Timothy 12/19/69
Levin, Robert 1/19/70
Linfield, Jan 1/8/70
Lynd, Staughton 1/30/70
Lynford, Jeffrey 1/16/70
MacKenzie, Angus 12/15/69
Mailer, Norman 1/27/70
Martinsen, Peter 1/30/70
McDonald, Country Joe 1/20/70
Migdal, Ruth 12/15/69
Misner, George 1/13/70
Morse, Linda 12/16/69
Murray, James 2/3/70
Murray, Robert 10/3/69
Ochs, Phil 12/11/69
Oklepek, Dwayne 10/15/69
Oglesby, Carl 1/7/70
Perez, Richard 12/17/69
Peterson, Donald 1/30/70
Pew, Thomas 12/17/69
Phillips, Richard 2/4/70
Pierson, Robert 10/8/69
Ray, Bill 11/5/69
Riggio, Frank 10/13/69, 1/28/70
Riordan, James 2/4/70
Rochford, James 12/1/69
Sack, John 1/19/70
Sanders, Ed 1/8/70
Schaller, Richard 11/26/69
Schneir, Walter 1/15/70
Seale, Bobby 1/29/70
Seeger, Pete 1/30/70
Sequeira, Paul 12/22/69
Simon, Raymond 9/29/69
Simons, Mark 1/13/70
Snodgrass, Elizabeth 12/19/69
Sparling, Edward 12/8/69
Stahl, David 9/30/69
Styron, William 12/12/69
Tobin, James 10/20/69
Waskow, Arthur 1/16/70
Weiss, Cora 1/15/70
Wright, James 12/15/69
Young, Bruce 12/23/69
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Additional Resources
Readers may be interested in the following articles about the trial and contempt sentences:
Introduction to The Tales of Hoffman (the original 1970 edition of this book) by Dwight Macdonald,

the noted New Yorker writer and social critic: https://bit.ly/3jgHp0i
Confrontation Comes to the Courtroom (1971) by Harry Kalven, Jr., a discussion of the political

aspects of the Chicago 7 and Tennessee v. Scopes trials.
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=12927&context=journal_articles
The Chicago Seven: 1960s Radicalism in the Federal Courts by Bruce Ragsdale, a 2008 report on

the trial prepared by the Federal Judicial History Office of the Federal Judicial Center
https://www.fjc.gov/sites/default/files/trials/chicago7.pdf
Photographs, Courtroom Sketches, Videos and Interviews
Photograph of the Chicago 7 defendants and their lawyers Kunstler and Weinglass outside the United

States Courthouse in Chicago on October 8, 1969, shortly after the trial began
https://www.biography.com/news/chicago-8-trial-defendants
Post-trial photograph of six of the defendants https://www.chicagotribune.com/visuals/vintage/ct-

chicago-seven-conspiracy-dnc-1968-photo-0180816-photogallery.html
Courtroom drawings by Franklin McMahon, Chicago Tribune courtroom artist
https://images.chicagohistory.org/search/?searchQuery=franklin+mcmahon
Selections from interviews conducted during and shortly after the trial with various defendants,

several witnesses and the lawyers
https://archive.org/details/ChicagoEightTrialInterviews (3hrs, 45 minutes; audio only)
The Chicago Conspiracy Trial, a two-part 2005 television documentary about the trial
http://www.richsamuels.com/nbcmm/chicago_conspiracy_trial/index.html
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